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Prologue 

Toward a (Po)Et(h)ics of Reading Trauma Poetry 

 

I. 

 The 2011 South Korean film, Poetry, begins with a dead body. Four boys are 

playing along a riverside, when one of them sees a white shape floating downstream 

toward him. The camera‘s gaze follows this whiteness, and as it comes closer, we see the 

white shape is attached to a black roundness: it can only be a human corpse. The body, 

face-down, is female, dressed in a white blouse and plaid skirt—a school uniform. A few 

scenes later viewers learn she is a suicide. 

 Poetry is the story of Mija, a Korean woman in her late 60s, living on government 

aid and working part-time as a personal care attendant to a man who has been debilitated 

by a stroke. She bathes him, changes his clothes, cleans his apartment, and gives him his 

medicine, communicating with him despite his aphasia. She is also raising her middle-

school aged grandson who, we soon learn, was a classmate of the deceased girl. His 

insolence, lethargy, and sense of entitlement are equal parts teenage ennui and male 

privilege. Mija feeds him, picks up after him, and pays to support him, enduring his 

disrespect with hardly a reprimand. He says little, yet fills her life with noise: a jabbering 

TV, an overloud stereo, and rasping bags of junk food left in the middle of the floor. 

 One afternoon, enticed by a poster for a poetry writing workshop at the cultural 

center, Mija begs her way in to a full class, and begins, at the teacher‘s behest, to look at 
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the world around her more deliberately, in order to really see it, and to find poetic 

inspiration in beauty.  

 Such inspiration does not come. Instead, Mija learns that her grandson and his 

friends are responsible for the young girl‘s death: they have been raping her in the 

science lab at school for several months. The girl kept a diary, and when her mother reads 

it and discovers the cause of her daughter‘s suicide, she reports it to the school 

administrators. Desperate to keep this news from ruining the school‘s reputation, and 

these boys‘ futures, the fathers of the other boys, encouraged by the administrators to do 

so, hold a secret meeting (which Mija is coerced into attending) to decide how much 

money each family will pay the girl‘s mother in ―restitution‖—a settlement to secure her 

silence about the rapes, and to shield their sons from any consequences for their behavior. 

The men agree to a figure, but never ask for Mija‘s assent, and without participating in 

the conversation at all, she gets up and leaves. In fact, she goes outside to look at flowers 

and make notes about them for a poem. 

 Mija has been warned to keep her silence as well, to avoid talking to reporters or 

the police, who have caught the scent of the cover-up. But hers is a watchful, listening 

silence: she begins to seek out encounters with the dead girl‘s world: she slips into the 

funeral Mass, listening for only a few minutes from a back pew; as her grandson plays on 

a school sports field, she wanders inside to peer through the windows of the science lab; 

and one afternoon she takes the bus to the bridge where the girl fell to her death. She 

stands at its guardrail, looking down, and her white hat, lost to a gust of wind, falls into 

the water. Soon after, she takes out her notebook. The camera‘s gaze becomes her gaze, 
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and as she stares at the blank page, which fills the screen, drops splash and darken the 

paper: writing with water that might be teardrops or raindrops or both. Mija sits silently at 

the riverside as she is soaked by the sudden downpour. 

*** 

 Promotional previews for Poetry promise the story of a woman who is suffering 

from Alzheimer‘s, and who is fighting time, losing her access to words even as she is 

finding them anew through poetry. They make no mention whatsoever of Agnes‘s 

suicide, or of the rapes, or of Mija‘s sense of guilt for her grandson‘s acts. The film‘s 

promoters, and reviewers, it seems, have less courage than the filmmaker. Evidently a 

small-budget, foreign-language film with not only the word ―poetry‖ in the title, but the 

one word, Poetry, AS the title, was already enough of a commercial risk—any additional 

mention of difficulties including ―rape‖ or ―suicide‖ would have been, apparently, 

marketing lunacy.  

 But in fact, Mija‘s irreversible decline is certainly not the central conflict of the 

film. Instead, her disease is at a quite early stage; in one scene she fumbles to give a taxi 

driver directions when she forgets the word for ―bus stop,‖ and in another, she searches 

for her wallet, only to have a cashier point out to her that she is holding it in her hand. 

Although she reports to her doctor that she has been forgetting words, within the film, 

only these few scenes suggest the (limited) extent of her language loss. Indeed, she 

manages her self-care with aplomb and a great deal of independence. Rather than portray 

a stricken woman whose mind betrays her, Poetry is full of Mija‘s remarkable 
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discoveries, of the ways that words are becoming more present, rather than more absent, 

in her life. Her mind, though it is dying, is yet distinctly and profoundly alive. 

 She begins attending a local Poetry Lovers open-mic night, where she makes 

friends, and seeks again advice from poets about where and how she can find inspiration. 

Although an avid listener, Mija bristles at the performances of one the Poetry Lovers, 

whose poems are often impromptu blue puns about virility. She complains to a poet 

friend whose work she admires that this man ―dirties‖ Poetry with his poems. Her 

critique is aired by a woman friend among the group, over dinner and drinks, and the man 

responds with respectful laughter. But before the discussion can continue, Mija‘s poetry 

teacher makes a surprise appearance at the table, his drunken yet gifted protégé in tow. 

Again, Mija begs to know how to find inspiration, complaining that she has tried but 

cannot write Poetry. In the next scene, she is huddled alone in a small rock garden outside 

the restaurant, crying. The man whose poems she resists finds her there, asks why she is 

crying, asks if she is crying because she cannot write, and then sits with her while she 

does not answer.  

 Mija has many reasons to cry. Despite trying to—almost literally—drag it from 

him, her grandson will not give any explanation when she demands to know why he 

raped his classmate. The man for whom she acts as caretaker tricks her into giving him 

Viagra, and then begs her for sex, for one final chance to feel sexually vital; she refuses, 

and quits. Her daughter lives in another city, having shirked her role as a parent in her 

pursuit of an independent life. And as Mija‘s internal struggle to make poetry persists, 

external pressure mounts: she has yet to come up with her part of the restitution money.   
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 The boys‘ fathers grow nervous when the dead girl‘s mother delays agreeing to 

the settlement; they decide to send Mija to see her, to talk to her woman-to-woman, 

commanding her to convince the woman to accept the deal. One of those men reminds 

her repeatedly that the boys‘ futures depend on her success in this negotiation. But when 

Mija goes to the woman‘s home, no one is there. A neighbor directs her to find the 

woman working in a nearby field. As Mija walks the path to find this woman, she sees 

fallen fruit strewn across the ground beneath the trees. She stops, picks one up, and takes 

a bite, and draws her notebook out of her purse to write: ―The apricots hurl themselves to 

the ground, eager to enter the next life.‖ When she comes across a woman working in the 

field, Mija seems dazed by the beauty of the weather and the setting, and chirps blithely 

to the woman about it, about the apricot, and about trying to write poetry. The woman 

makes friendly conversation with this oddish stranger. Mija registers only after she has 

already said goodbye and turned back down the path that this was the dead girl‘s mother. 

She pauses briefly, reeling in the realization that her (imposed) purpose has become 

impossible, and then keeps walking.   

 Finding the poem beneath the apricot trees shifts Mija‘s consciousness: she 

perceives the dynamic cycle of life, death, and desire in the natural world, and her poem 

resonates with an awareness of that dynamic in her life and the life of the fallen girl. And 

yet, that awareness clouds her more immediate sense—how could she not have known 

who she was talking to in the field? Was she disoriented by the warm sun or the gentle 

wind? Was she overcome by the power of words to alter her focus, or was her mind 

faltering under the release of cognitive decay? Or was, in actuality, her ―failing‖ mind 
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what made possible her perceptivity, her ability to lo(o)se(n) old ways of knowing, to 

discover—to cogitate, to shake together, words and things, knowledge and feeling—

poetry?   

 Mija‘s dementia, though mild and manageable, looms beyond the temporal frame: 

a doctor warns her she will lose ―nouns first, then verbs.‖ But the rate of Mija‘s 

impending aphasia, as well as her diminished capacity to care for her self, and the time 

until her death, are impossible to predict. Writing the apricot poem changes something in 

her: after this scene, she returns once more to the apartment of the man for whom she 

worked, gives him a Viagra to swallow, and when she bathes him, climbs into the tub and 

mounts him: their intercourse is silent. 

 Only later, after she has tried unsuccessfully to borrow the money from one of the 

boys‘ fathers, does she appear at the home of her client‘s family, where he is celebrating 

his birthday with his children and grandchildren, to demand that he give her the amount 

she needs to pay her part of the settlement. They negotiate in writing, so that his family 

cannot overhear; he balks, asking her if she means to blackmail him. But in the next 

scene, Mija delivers a small white bag full of cash to one of the fathers, and asks, ―Is it all 

over, then?‖ He assures her that, yes, it should be; the mother has agreed to accept the 

settlement, but since the daughter was a minor, an investigation by the police would still 

be possible, regardless of what the mother did or did not agree to do.  

 Has Mija prostituted herself? Has she coerced money from a man in exchange for 

her silence? Has she treated sex as a dirty thing, a commodity to exchange for the cash 

she uses to save her grandson? Or has she felt mercy for a broken, suffering man, and 
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chosen to have sex with him as a gesture of self-sacrifice? Or, seeing in him the 

dependency, frustration, and language-loss that will be her future as Alzheimer‘s takes 

over her life, does she have compassion (shared feeling) for his longing, for the 

persistence of vital desire even as the body collapses? 

 Mija‘s own silence regarding her grandson‘s crime comes to a double-end; after 

handing over the (doubly) extorted cash, she reports the crime to a police detective—the 

―dirty‖ poet friend she met at the Poetry Lovers club. Although this report does not take 

place on screen, it becomes evident that Mija has informed to him when he and his 

partner show up to take her grandson into custody. In this scene, she and the boy are 

playing badminton in the street when the detectives drive up, get out of the car, and 

casually begin commenting on Mija‘s good game. No one speaks of the crime, the boy 

does not protest, and Mija does not explain, or say goodbye, as the detective‘s partner 

puts him in the car and drives away. She and her fellow Poetry Lover continue to volley 

the birdie. 

 And as the film draws toward its end, Mija‘ silence ends again—and this time we 

hear it. The poetry writing class gathers for its final session. Mija is not there. Instead, she 

has left a bouquet of flowers for her teacher, and with them, her first poem. Indeed, Mija 

is the only one of the poetry students to complete a poem. When one of the other students 

shrugs, explaining that she found writing poetry very difficult, the poetry teacher 

explains, ―It is not difficult to write poetry. It is difficult to have the heart for writing 

poetry.‖  
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 In the film‘s final sequence of shots, viewers hear Mija‘s poem as a voice-over—

or, rather, two voices-over. The poem begins in Mija‘s voice, as the camera revisits 

several settings from throughout the film, including her apartment, the classroom, the 

street where she played badminton, and the route of the bus. But as the scene shifts to the 

elementary school where Agnes and Mook were students, the voice changes. A young 

girl‘s voice speaks the poem, and as the scene returns to the bridge, we see this time the 

back of a girl‘s head as she stands at the railing. The voice we hear is Agnes‘s voice; the 

title of Mija‘s poem is ―Agnes‘s Song.‖ For a few moments, as the poem ends, the 

camera shows us her view: a field of rushing water fills the frame. Then, the girl turns 

and looks straight into the camera—in effect, straight into the eyes of the viewer. This 

moment is silent, but her gaze demands: see me. 

 If, as the film‘s narrative portends, Mija will lose her ability to use words to 

communicate meaningfully, then her decision to write her first poem in the voice of the 

dead, raped, suicided girl, is particularly profound: the ―beauty‖ of her poem is its 

willingness to imagine the world of this victim, to enter through compassion the reality of 

another (female) person‘s suffering. She is able to write poetry because she has the heart 

for it—and, for a time, the mind for it as well. Poetry becomes a means of emotional, if 

not actual, witness. 

 Poetry is full of silence: within the film‘s dialogue, almost nothing is said, by 

investigators or litigators, witnesses or perpetrators, Agnes‘s mother or friends, about the 

rape. None of them tries to re-tell the events, or make a narrative account of an absent 

girl‘s victimization. No one argues over what is or is not true. Instead, powerful men‘s 
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words are used to cover up the shameful secret, and to coerce its survivors‘ silence. But 

an aging, working-class woman and the spirit of the girl for whom she writes are the ones 

to speak as the film ends: finally theirs is the authority, theirs is the right, theirs is the 

power to speak—and the poem Mija writes is not the story of the rape at all, but of 

trauma‘s aftermath, and afterlife, for people who choose to be sensitive to the world and 

to see—to seek—its beauty, even while their lives are filled with pain.  

 Poetry ends upstream from where it began: at the suicide bridge. Although we do 

not see Mija there a second time, as we hear her poem we realize we do not see her 

anywhere. She is already absent. The blending of Mija‘s and Agnes‘s voices, the echo of 

Mija‘s apricot poem, the closing shot of the river flowing away—the end of Poetry 

makes us see what is missing, what is obvious by its omission. Mija‘s own suicide has no 

witness but the viewer who sees the spaces she has left behind, and who imagines the 

world from her perspective.  

II. 

 This dissertation has its genesis in silence—in the listening silence of witness. 

Years before I became a doctoral student, I worked as a case manager in a domestic 

violence emergency shelter. In the living room of a large Portland, Oregon safehouse, I 

met one-on-one with women fleeing abuse. My first task after meeting a new resident 

was to ―take her story.‖ In this process, I interviewed each woman about her abusive 

relationships—the length and duration of the abuse, the names she was called, the ways 

she was threatened, the first time she was punched, the first time she was kicked, the first 

time she was burned or choked or pushed down the stairs, the first time she was forced to 
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have sex—and how frequently. Some women were forthcoming, and seemed relieved to 

share their stories with a sympathetic listener. Others resisted my questions and were 

reluctant to describe the violence with which they had lived. When they did speak, their 

voices showed strain, and language itself seemed an obstacle. They searched for words, 

left sentences unfinished, and gestured, shook their heads, shrugged, or mumbled, ―I 

don‘t know‖ or ―I can‘t say.‖ Many cried through their talking, and many others showed 

chillingly little emotion. All of these sessions were difficult, and exhausting, for the 

residents and for me.  

 I was new to social work. I had no experience in ―direct service‖ with women and 

children escaping abuse. I‘d written a feminist news column in college, but had little ―real 

world‖ experience with violence against women. As a full-time volunteer through the 

Jesuit Volunteer Corps, I was placed at Raphael House, and was paid a small living 

stipend. But my on-site training was minimal, and much of what I had to learn I learned 

by doing. With practice, I got better at asking the right questions, at the right time, during 

those agonizing intake meetings. And with more practice, I learned to stop asking so 

many questions, and to start really listening. I learned to hear not only the narratives 

these survivors told, but also the stutters, stammers, and silences that interrupted their 

stories.  I learned to hear the silent moments of those interviews, and to recognize that for 

many women, those silences spoke volumes about the impact of traumatic experiences on 

their lives: what they were telling me was that the abuse was unspeakable.  

 Social work taught me how to sit with the discomfort of uncertainty. It taught me 

something about the limits of witness, and about the limits of language. I learned, little by 
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little, to honor the silences in these women‘s stories, and to preserve in them the limits 

that traumatic experience imposes on memory and knowledge. I learned to practice (and 

practice and practice) an ethics of listening—an active engagement with and compassion 

for the women who were sharing their traumatic pasts with me—one which left me open 

to the vicarious distress of witness, even while it maintained an unsurpassable distance 

between what these women were telling me, and what I was able to truly understand.  

 

III. 

 Ultimately, this practice took its toll: after two years at Raphael House, I moved 

home to Minneapolis. I was exhausted, sad, broke, and a little broken. But in the last few 

weeks I lived in Portland, I‘d started telling a new story about my own life: I surprised 

myself by announcing to my boss and my residents that I was going home to get my 

Ph.D. in English. A year later, that story started to come true. And yet the stories I‘d 

heard in the emergency shelter wouldn‘t leave me alone, and when I wrote poems for my 

creative writing classes, most of them were persona poems written in the (imagined) 

voices of my residents. Although the poems were well received in workshop, I was 

deeply ambivalent about them, and about the overall conceit (in both senses) of my trying 

to speak for someone else about experiences I myself had not had. (Of course, the poems 

were about experiences I myself had had: the experiences of trying to really see the world 

through another woman‘s eyes—but I didn‘t know it at the time.) 

 So I put my poems away, and instead submerged myself in studying other 

people‘s poetry. Almost involuntarily, I was drawn back toward silences, toward literal 
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and semantic blank spaces, the pauses, breaks, stammers and shudders poems were 

making by patterning words. I wondered about what poets weren‘t telling me, and I 

started to really study the shapes those opacities took. The linguistic lacunae I circled 

around seemed to reflect, or to refract, experiences that somehow exceeded what 

language could say—experiences of overwhelming pain and loss. But the depths were 

murky, and as much as I began to see into the ways poetry was speaking the unspeakable, 

I also found myself, to paraphrase Benjamin Friedlander, foundering in doubt. 

 Doubt, I know now, was the inescapable fact of studying trauma. I don‘t 

remember now how I came to ―trauma‖ per se, or when I realized that trauma studies 

constitute any entire subfield of scholarship. But I found that foundering was exactly the 

point of trauma theory, including theories of language that took up the charge of 

representing such atrocities as the Holocaust. 

 What I did not find were sustained literary analyses of texts by women depicting 

women‘s traumas—particularly poetic texts about the traumas of rape, battery, or incest. 

Instead, there was a gap in trauma theory itself: an aporia where serious, critical attention 

to these kinds of trauma texts should have been. As a scholar, I found my opening. But as 

a poet, I still had plenty of doubts. 

 

V.  

 I saw Poetry by myself, and sitting in the dark while the credits rolled, I wept. 

The film felt like a benediction, showing me and telling me that the work of emotional 

witness is real work, and real witness.  
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 I‘d been researching and writing the dissertation for more than six years when I 

saw the film; I was drained and yet faced writing the final chapter. I‘d doubted I would 

finish the dissertation many times along the way, particularly when my own losses 

threatened to overwhelm me. I‘d doubted my methodology repeatedly, staggering in the 

deluge of what has been written already about trauma—much of it in disciplines far 

beyond my discursive reach as a literary critic. I‘d doubted how—and to whom—to write 

a convincing argument that would, to use Adorno‘s phrase, ―write against itself‖ in ways 

that would ―defetishize language‖ and ―dislocate aesthetic mastery‖—how to 

demonstrate (enough) mastery while maintaining an approach that acknowledged its own 

porousness.  

 I‘d learned something, in the battered women‘s shelter years earlier, about how to 

(in Dori Laub‘s words) ―listen to and hear the silence, speaking mutely both in silence 

and in speech, both from behind and within the speech‖ (Felman and Laub 58), and little 

by little I had translated those skills into a parallel practice of reading trauma poetry—of 

reading not only (about) the events of women‘s traumatic experiences as they were 

portrayed in poetry, but also of reading around and through and past and at an angle to 

what the words had to say about trauma and its aftereffects. What had been (has been) 

most difficult was finding a way to write about other writers‘ accounts of trauma in (to 

paraphrase Cathy Caruth) a language that is itself literary, that defies, even as it seeks to 

claim, my (and my readers‘) understanding. 

 I‘ve struggled to practice my own poetics, but I‘ve never doubted the importance 

of what I set out to do.   
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 Whatever this dissertation is (and isn‘t), it is another kind of witness.  
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Chapter One 

One Halted Name:  

The Interpretation of “Trauma” and the Trauma of Interpretation 

 

Psychic trauma is a difficult subject of study. It requires sustained scholarly 

attention to agony and its representations, and as such carries an ethical charge—one that 

puts the scholar in the dual position of witness/critic, and demands that scholars leave 

themselves open to shock, to horror, and even to what some have called ―vicarious 

traumatization.‖ Yet despite these difficulties, scholarly studies of trauma have 

proliferated throughout the twentieth century, and in the past thirty years, the field of 

Trauma Studies has come to include contributions from a staggering array of academic 

disciplines. Trauma, at least for some researchers, fascinates while it disgusts—and it 

(pre)occupies a peculiar position as a phenomenon that is almost instinctively recognized 

even as its definition remains indefinite.  

―Trauma‖ is used to mean many things; indeed, its usage is its meaning, and 

accordingly, a survey of its historical usage and contemporary derivations can help to 

reveal why the concept has become so compelling to so many kinds of scholars. This 

discursive genealogy is important not only for positioning this particular scholarly study 

of trauma, but also for foregrounding the role of language itself in the process of making 

―trauma‖ mean, of using linguistic representation of excruciating experience. This 

foregrounding of linguistic materiality is not simply an academic exercise—the role of 

language in both exacerbating and alleviating traumatic suffering is a central feature of 

many clinical models. Yet few studies of trauma have considered directly questions of 
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linguistic form—of the shapes and patterns of verbal meaning-making (and unmaking) 

and their significance for determining how trauma can (and cannot) be represented, and 

how it can (and cannot) be understood. 

Put another way, Trauma Studies lacks a poetics—a theory of the interaction 

between linguistic form and semantic (and extra-semantic) content, and the power of this 

interaction to determine not only the meaning of ―trauma‖ as a term, but also the meaning 

of the experience of traumatic suffering for the sufferer and his or her community. Too 

often, trauma theories have regarded language as a transparent medium for 

communicating information—as a way of re-presenting basically coherent experience 

through verbal means—even as they have acknowledged that trauma sufferers confront 

emotional, psychological, and even neurobiological difficulties in the process of 

articulating their experiences. Few trauma scholars have treated language as itself a site 

of traumatization, or as a technology that constructs experience and renders memory—

that makes (and breaks) meaning out of sound, syntax, and semantics, rather than one that 

conveys meaning as a message between sender and receiver. 

This project seeks to rectify some of this elision through literary analysis of 

trauma texts—works of literature that take traumatic experiences as their subjects. In 

order to consider directly the role of linguistic form in the process of making ―trauma‖ 

mean, I choose to study poems by survivors of experiences that qualify as traumatic 

while they qualify what ―traumatic‖ signifies. My analysis investigates the intersection of 

two arguments: the first is a feminist critique of prevailing paradigms of trauma, 

particularly as formulated in PostTraumatic Stress Disorder in the American Psychiatric 
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Association‘s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual. Because the diagnostic criteria of PTSD 

are drawn directly from a century of theories of the neuroses of war, and is thus based on 

studies of male combat veterans, its concept of what trauma is (and isn‘t) is often 

inconsistent with women‘s experiences of so-called ―domestic trauma,‖ including rape, 

incest, major illness and even psychosis itself. These inconsistencies not only reveal the 

sexist legacy of late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century trauma studies, but also 

expose paradoxes within the existing definitions of trauma, and suggest that trauma is 

precisely that which resists definition.   

Second, because poetry foregrounds the artifice of linguistic forms in order to 

exploit language‘s non-discursive ways of making meaning (through qualities and 

patterns of sound, deployment of aural and visual puns, the arrangement of silence and 

blank space on the page, and modifications or rejection of grammatical, punctuational, 

and orthographic norms), it opens up semantic slippage and figurative play, activating 

ambiguity in ways that preserve the unspeakability of traumatic experience while 

nonetheless using language (often in innovative ways) to consider and (re)constitute what 

and how that experience means. 

Thus this project aims not to finally pin down a definition of trauma, but, on the 

contrary, to problematize existing definitions by examining poetry written by women 

survivors of traumatic experience, and thereby to argue that due to its fraught relationship 

to language, traumatic experience finds its fullest expression in linguistic forms that 

activate undecidability, opacity, repetition, and association. Because poetry and poetic 
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forms often feature these linguistic effects, they have a signal capacity within literature to 

grapple with the challenges of representing trauma. 

*** 

Difficulties with the definition of psychic trauma are not simply recent fallout 

from its dispersion into discontinuous disciplines of study—defining psychic trauma has 

been a problem from the beginning. What follows here is a review of major contributions 

to the field of trauma studies, selected and discussed in order to show how slippery—and 

controversial—various concepts and definitions of trauma are. Trauma Studies‘ 

emergence as a scholarly field has been possible in part because the concept of ―trauma‖ 

is profoundly unstable and multiple; its fluidity has produced an extraordinary range of 

critical inquiry and scholarly research. At the same time, the undecidability of ―trauma‖ 

produces an intellectual uneasiness: trauma theorists are often at pains to defend a field of 

study that cannot fix the meaning of its central organizing concept. Rather than indicting 

the field of Trauma Studies for this apparent failure to make clear its terms, I am 

interested in displaying the intellectual productivity of this aporia. This is a difficult—an 

un-easy—approach, but one worth taking: intellectual uneasiness can be the ground of 

discovery. 

 

“Trauma” and its Wake: Tracing a Taxonomy of Presence and Absence   

 In 1976, American poet Muriel Rukeyser published her final volume of poetry, 

The Gates. Included in this collection is the poem ―Resurrection of the Right Side,‖ in 

which Rukeyser creates this scene: 

When the half-body dies its frightful death 
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forked pain, infection of snakes, lightning, pull down the 

     voice. Waking 

and I begin to climb the mountain on my mouth, 

word by stammer, walk stammered, the lurching deck of earth. 

Left-right with none of my own rhythms 

the long-established sex and poetry. 

     I go running in sleep, 

but waking stumble down corridors of self, all rhythms gone. 

 

The broken movement of love sex out of rhythm 

one halted name in a shattered language 

ruin of French-blue light behind the eyes 

slowly the left hand extends a hundred feet 

and the right hand follows 

but still the power of sight is very weak 

but I go rolling this ball of life, it rolls 

and I follow it whole up the slowly-brightening slope 

 

A whisper attempts me, I whisper without stammer 

I walk the long hall to the time of a metronome 

set by a child‘s gun-target left-right 

the power of eyesight is very slowly arriving 

  in this late impossible daybreak 

  all the blue flowers open 

 

 The poem avoids narrative context, but offers fragmented images in fragmented 

syntax for readers to decipher.  We are aware that the narrator is disoriented, imbalanced, 

and speechless, but we do not know why. Is she a hospital patient recovering from a 

stroke? Does a flood of blood in her brain produce her delirium, her stumbling and 

mumbling? Or is she recovering from an external blow, perhaps an assault or an accident 

that severed nerves? Could her incoherence indicate a psychiatric break, where repeated 

attempts at all her ―own rhythms,‖ are not evidence of rehabilitation so much as a broken 

record of her disordered mind? Or, is she waking not from injury but to the challenges of 

consciousness, shaking off dreams and facing the obstacles—the traumas—of modern 

(metronomed) life? What is the experience from which this narrator wakes, struggling to 
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resurrect herself? What kind of experience would leave her stammering, ―in a shattered 

language‖? 

The poem opens with enigma—and the speaker may know no more than we. We 

find pieces, sensory shards: evidence of loss, and perhaps of violence, written on the 

body.  The images are clues, and reading becomes an exercise in code-cracking, split 

between forensics (study of the dead body) and diagnosis (study of the living, but sick, 

one). Unable to confirm either the source of this ―forked pain,‖ nor the moment of 

exposure to ―the infection of snakes,‖ a reader of this poem, like a physician presented 

with a patient‘s description of mysterious symptoms, must listen carefully, drawing on 

one‘s own knowledge, in order to infer—which is to say, to guess—the cause of 

suffering. A reader can conclude that this speaker has been traumatized, even if the 

trauma remains unknown. 

Of course, such a conclusion depends on what one means by ―trauma.‖ As the 

following discussion of its genealogy shows, psychic trauma is a miasma. Yet despite 

(and because of) the difficulty in defining ―trauma‖ and its source, Trauma Studies has 

become an amalgam of various discursive practices and methodologies, which are at 

times so diverse in their approaches to, and understandings of, trauma that they hardly 

seem to be studying the same thing. Disciplines as far-flung as neurochemistry and 

sociology, women‘s studies and history, film studies and public health, endocrinology 

and cultural studies have taken up the topic of trauma—and even within disciplines, 

distinct subfields have splintered any apparent consensus about the term, even while 
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scholarly and clinical interest in it has intensified, and the notion of psychic trauma has 

infiltrated public consciousness and popular culture. 

In their introduction to Extremities: Trauma, Testimony and Community, Nancy 

K. Miller and Jason Tougaw go so far as to claim,  

If every age has its symptoms, ours appears to be the age of trauma. 

Naming a wide spectrum of responses to psychic and physical events often 

with little in common beyond the label, trauma has become a portmanteau 

that covers a multitude of disparate injuries (1-2). 

However diffuse, contemporary concepts of trauma operate in the wake of the 

American Psychiatric Association‘s introduction of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder into 

the third edition of its Diagnostic and Statistical Manual in 1980. Classified as an anxiety 

disorder, Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder was indicated according to four basic diagnostic 

criteria: A) ―Existence of a recognizable stressor that would evoke significant symptoms 

of distress in almost everyone,‖ B) Reexperiencing of the trauma via ―recurrent and 

instructive recollections‖ and/or dreams of the event, or ―sudden acting or feeling as if 

the traumatic event were reoccurring,‖ C) Numbing of responsiveness, including 

diminished interest in significant activities, feelings of detachment or estrangement, 

and/or ―constricted affect‖, and D) at least two of various symptoms including 

hyperalertness and exaggerated startle response, sleep problems, memory impairment and 

trouble concentrating, avoidance of activities that trigger traumatic recollection, guilt 

about surviving, and an ―intensification of symptoms by exposure to events that 

symbolize or resemble the traumatic event‖ (DSM-III 238).  
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The introduction of this diagnostic entry might suggest that the idea of psychic 

trauma is new, but decades of research precede it. By tracing some of the salient 

appearances of ―trauma,‖ as the latest term for a phenomenon that has gone by many 

names—each of them halted, compromised from the instants of their coinages—we can 

confront some of the difficulties language poses to trauma, and trauma poses to language. 

As we follow ―trauma‖ as a term whose meaning has morphed from the domain of 

medical science through and into the humanities, we can consider more carefully what 

the concept of trauma does for us as scholars, and what we invest in it by continuing to 

circulate ―trauma‖ as a term whose meaning has been (and continues to be) contentious. 

 If trauma is a portmanteau, a semantic suitcase in which the traveling theorist‘s 

intellectual garb lies packed, it is unbearable in its lightness: scholars cannot agree on 

what it means to study trauma because ―trauma‖ is itself characterized by the very 

absence they seek to locate and define. At the heart of trauma studies lies—to borrow a 

term from botany—a  ―lacuna,‖ an air-space or cavity left among the tissues of memory 

and knowledge.  

Memory is, in fact, the hollow core of trauma studies: Richard McNally writes in 

2003, ―How victims remember trauma is the most divisive issue facing psychology 

today‖ (1). He explains, ―Some experts believe that rape, combat, and other horrific 

experiences are engraved on the mind, never to be forgotten. Others believe that the mind 

protects itself by banishing traumatic memories from awareness, making it difficult for 

many people to remember their worst experiences until many years later‖ (1). The 

paradox of traumatic memory is further entangled with the role of language in 
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recollection. On the one hand, traumatic experiences are often said to be ―unspeakable,‖ 

not only because the severity of the experience exceeds a survivor‘s fluency or even 

language‘s capacity to represent acute suffering or horror, but because trauma causes a 

cognitive-linguistic breakdown in brain function. From the time of early psychoanalysis 

to recent neurobiological studies of the brains of traumatized patients, clinical evidence 

has suggested that traumatic experiences are not fully or properly ―processed‖ by the 

mind as they occur; as a result, these traumas are not available to normal, narrative 

memory. On the other hand, variations of Freud‘s ―talking cure‖ remain a predominant 

approach to treating psychologically traumatized patients, where rendering traumatic 

experience in narrative form transforms it and allows it to be managed more effectively. 

 Furthermore, linguistic representation of trauma is often a crucial means of 

providing witness testimony—of proving (to oneself and to others) that one‘s experience 

is real. Testimonies of trauma, formed into imbricated collections to comprise archival 

records of historical facts (particularly the facts of international-scale military atrocities 

such as genocide), bear a staggering truth-burden. In them, language must verify and be 

verifiable; every moment of fallibility or fictionalization risks invalidating the entire 

account. Yet memory is, even under the best of circumstances, fallible—so how can 

anyone give a reliable account of overwhelming experience? 

Language intervenes and intercedes in how people (victims, survivors, scholars, 

and clinicians) remember trauma. Thus literature and the tools of literary analysis are 

indispensible, because they are situated at the crux of trauma theory‘s major paradox: if 

trauma is in some ways ―unspeakable,‖ then when one speaks of trauma, what does one 
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really speak of? When the trauma victim speaks of or about trauma, how does he or she 

do it? What does she say, and how does she say it? How does what she says depend upon 

how she says it, or conversely, how does how she says it determine what she is able to 

say? These are rhetoricians‘ questions, poets‘ questions—questions that literary studies 

ask and answer as their core intellectual inquiries. 

Marshall McLuhan has said regarding technology: the medium is the message. If 

we understand language to be a technology by which life is both experienced and 

expressed, then how can we understand newly the relationship between form and content 

in the context of trauma? Given the pressures against/obstacles to articulating the horrors 

of traumatic experience, are some linguistic structures better suited than others to 

representing trauma? Are some uses of language more true to the experience of trauma 

and its aftermath? If indeed, talking about a traumatic experience is a necessary step in 

recovering from its damage, what kinds of talking are up to the task of telling trauma? 

Does writing about trauma provide any meaning-making mechanisms that speaking does 

not, and vice-versa? What kind of audience does trauma-telling call for, and what 

happens, to the teller and the listener or reader, and to trauma itself, when it is told? 

*** 

Despite the silences trauma seems to impose, the term ―trauma‖ functions—it 

does intellectual work. Thus, how one defines ―trauma‖ depends largely on the 

intellectual work one wants ―trauma‖ to do. What follows here is a selected review of 

representative scholarly literatures on trauma, from its emergence in late nineteenth-

century medicine to its adoption/adaptation into the humanities, particularly the fields of 
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history, cultural studies and literary studies. It is also a roughly chronological account of 

the dispersal and development of ―trauma‖ as an intellectual concept. Because other 

trauma theorists have already produced far more substantial genealogies of trauma than I 

can undertake here, my review aims neither for completeness, nor for the restoration of 

forgotten episodes of trauma studies. Instead, I probe the term‘s tendency toward 

semantic slippage, and highlight its enduring undecidability. If, indeed, ―trauma has 

become a portmanteau that covers a multitude of disparate injuries,‖ then my objective in 

this first chapter is to ―unpack‖ it, and survey the range of things that ―trauma‖ has come 

to mean.  

This investigation thus situates my own (split) approach to trauma in the 

subsequent chapters: by suggesting here that ―trauma‖ as a term and a concept is a matter 

of interpretation, I argue that literary analyses of trauma-texts, while they cannot help but 

recapitulate the aporias of what trauma is and what ―trauma‖ means, nonetheless allow 

for a kind of meta-critique of the lacunal nature of both trauma and language. In 

particular, my close-readings of poetry by women trauma survivors foreground the 

materiality of language as ambivalent—as simultaneously representative and distortive of 

what is traumatic about trauma.  

 

 Medical Mystery: Is Trauma Neural Injury or Neurotic Disorder? 

The history of ―trauma‖ is itself characterized by ambivalence, by an oscillation 

between seemingly contradictory theories of the mind, brain, and body. The term 

―trauma‖ comes from the Greek, , meaning ―wound,‖ and was first used in 
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English in the late 17
th

 century. In the discourse of medicine, ―trauma‖ refers to an injury 

(i.e. broken bones, split skin) that evinces violent blows, such as those caused by a car 

crash or a physical assault. This usage persists in contemporary medical parlance, and is, 

in this particular deployment, fairly clear: bodily tissue has been broken by some kind of 

sudden force, and that damage is observable upon medical examination.  

In the late 1800s, medical practitioners began to identify patterns of symptoms 

that seemed to indicate injury of some kind, but they could not identify the source of 

physical damage. Among these was physician John Eric Erichson, who in 1867 published 

On Railway and Other Injuries of the Nervous System. In it he studied patients who 

claimed to have been injured in railway accidents but had no obvious physical injuries. 

He observed that these complaints were most common among passengers who had been 

facing opposite the direction of the train‘s movement—the train crash thus produced 

blows to the body similar to those of whiplash, and injured the spine (or more 

specifically, the spinal cord). According to Erichson, the symptoms of railway injuries 

indicated ―functional problems [which] are produced by subtle molecular changes in the 

central nervous system‖ (van der Kolk 48), implying that railway accident victims‘ 

injuries were physical, or organic, in nature, even if those injuries could not be positively 

detected by existing methods. ―Railway spine‖ was, according to Erichson, a genuine 

trauma in the medical sense—just a hidden one. 

But many critics, among them the railway companies themselves (who sought to 

avoid paying passengers compensation for their injuries), dismissed these symptoms as 

feigned, while still other physicians insisted that the injuries were neither the result of 
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physical damage nor a disingenuous ploy for financial restitution—they claimed that 

railway accident victims‘ symptoms marked an injury to the mind, rather than the brain—

a neurotic response to the sudden shock of the life-threatening event of the train accident. 

Physicians charged with treating these patients‘ symptoms, such as tremors, 

paralysis, and persistent vomiting, hallucinations, and mutism, debated furiously whether 

the source of this illness was to be found in the physical or the psychological realm: 

theorists and clinicians of this period of early Modernism were intensely interested in 

situating the distinction between brain and mind. At the meetings of the (Austrian) 

Imperial Society of Physicians in Vienna in 1886, Erichson confirmed his position, and 

―warned against confusing these symptoms with those of hysteria—a condition that he 

and most of his contemporaries claimed only occurred in women‖ (van der Kolk 48). 

Germany's leading neurologist, Hermann Oppenheim, who was the first to use the term 

―traumatic neurosis‖ (in 1889) concurred with Erichson‘s organicist interpretation, 

claiming that all railway spine symptoms were due to physical damage to the spine or 

brain. On the other hand, French and British scholars, notably Jean-Martin Charcot and 

Herbert Page, ―disagreed and proposed instead that the symptoms of ‗railroad spine‘ had 

psychological origins. [Page] argued that ‗many errors in diagnosis have been made 

because fright has not been considered itself sufficient‘ [to cause traumatic illness]‖ (van 

der Kolk 48). In this way, the affective state of the passenger/victim at the time of the 

accident generated the symptoms of ―railway spine,‖ rather than any injury to the ―spine‖ 

itself. Thus from the earliest occasion of diagnosing hidden injury caused by the sudden 

stress of an industrial accident, experts could not agree whether the illness was a result of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermann_Oppenheim
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Martin_Charcot
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physical injury or a psychological dysfunction: ―railway spine‖ and ―railway shock‖ were 

the divergent diagnoses indicative of this disagreement. 

Early Psychiatry: Is Trauma a Normal Response to Extreme Events, or 

Evidence of Psychological Weakness? 

How one named these conditions depended (and still depends) not only on the 

intellectual insights borne of scholarly breakthrough, but also on the (political) purpose 

of that name. Most nosological efforts by early twentieth-century physicians treating 

victims of traumatic stress were propelled by political pressure from the military; after 

―railway spine‖ and ―railway shock,‖ other names for trauma grew out of governments‘ 

need to diagnose World War I combat veterans. Because those who could legitimately 

claim to be injured by war were entitled to monetary compensation and honorable 

discharge, while those who were found to be of insufficient moral character to return to 

combat (they were ―malingerers‖ or ―cowards‖) were entitled to neither, and were either 

forced back into war, or accused of desertion (a crime punishable by execution), the 

terms of diagnosis had life-or-death implications. At the same time, military doctors were 

also compelled to clarify diagnoses in order to develop effective treatments—to provide 

medical interventions that would enable soldiers to return to the frontlines of war. 

Attention to combat veterans‘ conditions produced diagnoses such as ―irritable 

heart‖, ―combat heart‖ or ―neurocirculatory asthenia.‖ Charles Samuel Myers, a British 

military psychiatrist, was the first to use the term ―shell-shock‖ in the medical literature, 

in 1915. Named for a soldier‘s stupor following (often repeated) exposure to the 

explosion of artillery shells on impact, this term posited that a soldier‘s psychic disorder 
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was a normal response to an abnormal occurrence, rather than an indication of an 

underlying weakness of character or courage. These early psychiatrists struggled, 

however, to explain why some soldiers exposed to combat developed symptoms, while 

others, even those who were exposed to more prolonged, more grotesque or more severe 

combat violence, did not. If the violence of combat constituted the source of traumatic 

illness, then why wasn‘t every soldier sick? Furthermore, ―since ‗shell-shock‘ could be 

found in soldiers who had never been directly exposed to gunfire, it gradually became 

clear that the causes [of ―shell-shock‖] were often purely emotional‖ (van der Kolk 48). 

Emotional vulnerability to traumatization was, it was suggested, the result of underlying 

psychological frailty that pre-dated exposure to combat; as such, veterans were not 

entitled to compensation for psychic ―injuries‖ sustained during war. So although ―shell 

shock‖ became a widely accepted term, it was misleading; it too-easily cast this 

psychological condition as a direct result of a shocking external event—a 

conceptualization that continues to undergird theories of trauma throughout the twentieth 

century, even as the ―purely emotional‖ configuration of traumatic origin persists among 

many kinds of patients. 

 Early Psychoanalysis: Hysteria and the Puzzle of „Traumatic Power‟ 

Although doctors debated whether the lingering symptoms of stress among 

accident victims and combat veterans were attributable to unseen physical changes in the 

body produced by the traumatic event, or to emotional factors concurrent with it, they 

consistently ascribed these symptoms to the precipitating stressful events of the railroad 

crash, or later, with the theater of war. Meanwhile, women who presented their doctors 
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with physical ailments remarkably similar to those of the accident victim or combat 

veteran, but could cite no source of external injury, were diagnosed with and treated for 

―hysteria.‖  

Itself problematically named for the way a woman‘s ―wandering womb‖ was 

thought to become dislodged or displaced within the abdominal cavity, thus exerting 

pressure on the lungs and producing the typical symptoms of shortness of breath and a 

sense of suffocation, the diagnosis of ―hysteria‖ (from the Greek hustera) has been 

associated with women since at least the fifth century B.C. In her book, Mad Men and 

Medusas: Reclaiming Hysteria, feminist psychoanalyst Juliet Mitchell argues that 

―[h]ysteria is a universal phenomenon‖ that can be found throughout history and across 

cultures in both men and women (7), but that its persistent association with women 

results from sociocultural factors, rather than medical ones. ―Hysteria‖ has had various 

interpretations: the result of the widow‘s sexual longing (which causes the womb to 

―wander‖ in search of sexual gratification); the explosive discharge resulting from a 

build-up of sexual fluids; evidence that a woman was not sick but willfully possessed by 

the Devil; an analogue to epilepsy; an imbalance of the ―animal spirits‖ which dominated 

both mind and body; ―having the vapors‖ or ―an attack of spleen‖; and, according to 

eighteenth-century physician Joseph Raulin, as an illness ― ‗in which the women invent, 

exaggerate, and repeat all the different absurdities of which a disordered imagination is 

capable, [and which] is sometimes epidemic and contagious‘‖ (Mitchell 9-11). Mitchell 

observes that once ―hysterical‖ symptoms were irrefutably identified in male patients, 
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combat soldiers in particular, other diagnoses (including ones involving ―trauma‖) began 

to replace it; ―hysteria‖ now goes by other names.  

 But hysterical women, not men, provided the foundational cases for 

psychoanalysis. The advent of the psychoanalytic approach to trauma was itself troubled 

by a confusion between the (f)actuality of traumatic experience and the impact of 

unconscious psychic forces on one‘s memory. The earliest use in English of the term 

―trauma‖ beyond the strictly medical context is credited to William James, who in 1894 

extrapolated the notion of the ―wound‖ from the fleshly body to that of the psyche: 

―Certain reminiscences of the shock fall into the subliminal consciousness, where they 

can only be discovered in ‗hypnoid‘ states. If left there, they act as permanent ‗psychic 

traumata‘, thorns in the spirit, so to speak‖ (Oxford English Dictionary Online). 

But transferring the medical concept of trauma into the realm of psychiatry was 

treacherous. Sigmund Freud wrestled with the limits of this model throughout his career. 

His most successful use of it comes in Beyond the Pleasure Principle in 1920. But his 

earlier studies of hysteria mark his first sustained attention to the relationship among 

unexplained physical ailments, psychological disturbance, and stressful events.  

Freud‘s first published discussion of hysteria, written in collaboration with Dr. 

Joseph Breuer, and based on Breuer‘s case history of Anna O, elucidated key features of 

trauma that remain central to its contemporary definitions. Their article, ―On the 

Psychical Mechanism of Hysterical Phenomenon,‖ published in 1893, pursues what was 

to become one of the most problematic aspects of studying and treating trauma: how to 

interpret the meaning not of symptoms, but of patients‘ statements about themselves 
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(their testimony) during psychoanalysis. According to the very nature of ―hysteria,‖ the 

patient herself cannot be a reliable authority over her own experience. On seeking the 

source of hysterical symptoms, Freud observes:  

In the great majority of cases it is impossible to discover this starting point 

by straightforward interrogation of the patient, be it ever so thorough; 

partly because it is often a matter of experiences which the patient finds it 

disagreeable to discuss, but chiefly because he really does not remember 

and has no idea of the causal connection between the exciting occurrence 

and the pathological phenomenon. (24)  

Freud elaborates his findings a few years later in ―The Aetiology of Hysteria,‖ which 

positions this predicament at its core:  

You will readily admit that it would be desirable to find another way of 

arriving at the aetiology of hysteria, one in which we should feel less 

dependent on the statements of the patients themselves. The dermatologist, 

for instance, is able to recognize the luetic character of a sore from the 

nature of its edges, of the crust upon it and from its shape, without being 

misled by the protestation of the patient who denies any source of 

infection. (184) 

Because the patient ―really does not remember‖ the event that generated the traumatic 

neurosis, and no overt ―reading‖ of hysterical conditions is possible in the way that 

diagnosis of organic ailment is, the psychoanalyst endeavors to mimic the archeologist, 

who deciphers ruins by removing, layer by layer, the debris that obscures shards of the 
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past: ―[T]he symptoms of hysteria (apart from stigmata) are determined by certain 

experiences of the patient‘s which operate traumatically and are reproduced in his 

psychic life as memory-symbols of these experiences‖ (185).
1
 Thus the reconstructive 

work of psychiatric care interprets these memory-symbols and seeks, by discovering their 

source (the injurious experience which they ―symbolize‖), to solve the mystery of 

hysterical symptoms:  

Just as when putting together children‘s picture-puzzles, we finally after 

many attempts become absolutely certain which piece belongs to the gap 

not yet filled—because only that particular piece at the same time 

completes the picture and can be fitted in with its irregular edges to the 

edges of the other pieces in such a way as neither to leave a space nor to 

overlap—so the content of the infantile scenes proves to be an inevitable 

completion of the associative and logical structure of the neurosis. (200-

201) 

On this model, traumatic is inferred—―the piece that belongs to the gap not yet 

filled.‖ Symptoms are studied and arranged as pieces that form a ―picture‖ of their 

source—even in some of those pieces are missing, an analyst can conclude what part of 

the illness image they would contain, and go looking for them amid the rubble. Despite 

the persistent gaps in memory typical in hysterical patients, Breuer and Freud maintain 

                                                 
1
The exclusion of stigmata from the range of hysterical symptoms in which experiences operate as 

memory-symbols is curious—and significant—but Freud does not explain the exceptional characteristics of 

stigmata here. The spontaneous appearance of actual fleshly wounds on the patient‘s palms and feet as 

indicative of an ―hysterical‖ over-identification with the crucified Christ seems to exceed the function of 

the memory-symbol, because stigmata is not simply a symptom of a psychic wound, but is itself a physical 

wound. 
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this premise: ―In regard to traumatic hysteria it is obviously the accident which has 

evoked the syndrome; and when we learn from the utterances of patients in hysterical 

attacks that they invariably hallucinate in every attack a repetition of the original 

occurrence which evoked the first, the causal connection then also becomes perfectly 

clear‖ (―On the Psychical Mechanism‖ 25, emphasis mine). This rather reductive 

procedural optimism is one Freud later qualifies by positing ―[T]racing an hysterical 

symptom back to a traumatic scene assists our understanding only if the scene in question 

fulfils two conditions—if it possesses the required determining quality and if we can 

credit it with the necessary traumatic power‖ (―Aetiology of Hysteria‖ 186).
2
 Yet even 

this postulate, he acknowledges, expresses the theorist‘s wishful thinking: Freud explains, 

―It does sometimes happen that the traumatic scene in which the symptom originated 

really possesses both properties which we require in order to understand the symptoms: 

determining quality and traumatic force. But far oftener—incomparably so—we find 

realized one of three other possibilities which are very difficult to understand:‖ either 

one, the other, or both of these properties is not present (―Aetiology of Hysteria‖ 187). 

So what explains symptoms that are not produced by either ―determining 

qualities‖ of resemblance to the traumatic events, or by events that are sufficiently 

charged with ―traumatic power‖? Here Freud breaks with Breuer, who ―assumed—in 

agreement with Charcot—that even a harmless experience may acquire the significance 

                                                 
2
 In Freud‘s formulation, ―determining quality‖ describes the affiliation or resemblance between the 

traumatic scene and the symptom it yields, i.e. hysterical vomiting after experiencing profound disgust. 

―Traumatic power‖ evaluates the severity or intensity of the traumatic scene or event as it relates to 

provoking an unmanageable emotion reaction—―traumatic power‖ assesses what ―counts‖ or ―qualifies‖ as 

traumatic: eating a piece of rotting fruit is understood to be an insufficiently powerful event to produce 

traumatic symptoms, while surviving a railroad collision, largely because it involves threat of (or witness 

of) death, has enormous ―traumatic power.‖  
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of trauma and may develop determining power when the subject is in a particular psychic 

condition, the so-called hypnoid state‖ (―Aetiology of Hysteria‖ 187). Initially, Freud and 

Breuer noted that ―that the psychical trauma, or the memory of it, acts as a kind of 

foreign body‖ (―On the Psychical Mechanism‖ 28) cut off from a patient‘s conscious 

awareness, yet preserved with intensity of vividness and feeling despite the passage of 

time. The ―splitting of consciousness,‖ they found, ―exists in a rudimentary fashion in 

every hysteria and …the tendency to this dissociation—and therewith to the production 

of abnormal states of consciousness…is a fundamental manifestation of [hysterical 

neurosis]‖ (―On the Psychical Mechanism‖ 34).  As such, this mechanism of psychic 

splitting, of dissociation, is at least as important a determinant for traumatic neuroses as 

the intensity or severity of the traumatic blow to the psyche.  

But Freud equivocates: in ―The Aetiology of Hysteria,‖ published in 1896, he 

abandons the notion that hypnoid states can interfere with the conscious experience of 

trauma to the extent that ―trifling bodily injury‖ or other such minor events can provide 

adequate genesis of trauma. Instead, he insists,  

[W]e know indeed through Breuer that hysterical symptoms may be 

resolved if, starting from them, we can find our way back to the memory 

of the traumatic experience. If the memory so revealed does not answer 

our expectations, possibly we must pursue the same path a little further; 

perhaps there is hidden behind the first traumatic scene the recollection of 

a second, which satisfies our requirements better and the reproduction of 

which has a better therapeutic result, so that the scene first discovered has 
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only the significance of a link in the chain of association. And perhaps this 

situation repeats itself, inoperative scenes being in several places 

interpolated as necessary transitions in the reproduction, till finally, 

starting from the hysterical symptom, we arrive at the scene which really 

operates traumatically and is in every respect, from both the therapeutic 

and the analytic point of view, satisfactory. Well, this supposition is 

correct (188-189). 

In this near-triumphant proclamation, Freud stakes out his initial approach to 

traumatic neuroses, in which the physician strives to de-code the language of hysterical 

symptoms through careful, compassionate listening to the stories patients were able to tell 

about their own lives. In this model, the trauma survivor did not or was not able to 

properly react to the traumatic event, either because ―social conditions made a reaction 

impossible, or [because] the trauma concerned something which the patient wished to 

forget,‖ or because, regardless of the ―content of the recollection,‖ the event ―happen[ed] 

to coincide with a seriously disabling affect, for example, terror‖ (―On the Psychical 

Mechanism‖ 32-33).  

However, this article also (in)famously proposed that ―at the bottom of every case 

of hysteria will be found one or more experiences of premature sexual experience, 

belonging to the first years of childhood‖ (―Aetiology of Hysteria‖ 198). The so-called 

seduction theory provided the context for his theory of repression.  He first postulated 

(with Breuer) that a patient might ―deliberately…exclude from his conscious thoughts‖ 

any memory of a traumatic scene, but in this article revises the concept of ―repression‖ to 
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be a reaction of the unconscious mind to automatically divert from cognizance the 

perceptions and sensations provoked by the overwhelming event. Repression thus 

becomes a central component of traumatic neuroses, as Freud explains here: 

We have heard and acknowledged that there are many people who have a 

very clear recollection of infantile sexual experiences and yet do not suffer 

from hysteria. This objection has really no weight at all, but it provides an 

occasion for a valuable comment. People of this type should not 

(according to our understanding of neurosis) be hysterical at all, at least 

not in consequence of scenes which they consciously remember. In our 

patients these memories are never conscious; we cure their hysteria, 

however, by converting their unconscious memories of infantile scenes 

into conscious recollection…From this you perceive that it is not merely a 

question of the existence of the infantile sexual experiences, but that a 

certain psychological condition enters into the case. These scenes must 

exist as unconscious memories: only so long and in so far as they are 

unconscious can they produce and maintain hysterical symptoms. (207-8) 

Accordingly, trauma is not the simple or direct result of exposure to an external 

event, but is the result of a repression of the memory of that event. Somewhat 

contradicting his earlier claim regarding the ―accident‖ that obviously evokes the illness, 

Freud explains here, ―We have found that no hysterical symptom can originate in one real 

experience alone, but that in every instance the memory roused by association co-

operates with earlier experiences in causing the symptom‖ (―Aetiology of Hysteria‖ 190). 
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Thus the interpretation of symptoms, which can be understood as associated with the 

trauma by functioning as iconic memory-symbols of it after the fact, aims to alleviate 

repression. 

Such hopes for cathartic cure via the conversion of repressed, unconscious 

memories into conscious ones, however, soon faltered: the intertwined problems of 

symptomless trauma survivors, absent memories, unreliable narration by hysterical 

patients—and the admission that he had not actually cured any of his patients—led Freud 

to an impasse, one which Jeffrey Masson characterizes, in his highly-controversial book, 

The Assault on Truth: Freud‘s Suppression of the Seduction Theory, as a ―failure of 

courage‖ (xix), rather than a failure of theory: ―Freud decided that he had made a mistake 

in believing his women patients‖ (Masson xvii) when they reported memories of 

childhood sexual abuse.
3
 Put another way, Freud recognized his interpretation of 

women‘s symptoms and of their reports of ―seduction‖ in childhood to be a 

misinterpretation: he had understood these narrations to be recollections of actual past 

experiences; later he determined that these stories were just that—stories—in the sense of 

fictive confabulations of fact and fantasy. Although Freud scholars debate whether, why, 

and the extent to which Freud actually ―abandoned‖ the seduction theory and the 

significance of sexual violence in childhood to hysteria, after this repudiation, in roughly 

1897, most agree that when Freud foreclosed (or deferred) the subject of trauma, 

                                                 
3
Masson‟s depiction of Freud‟s repudiation of “the seduction theory” around 1897 is, by his own 

admission, a contentious one. For his “conviction that what Freud had uncovered in 1896—that, in many 

instances, children are the victims of sexual violence and abuse within their own families—became such a 

liability that he literally had to banish it from his consciousness,” Masson was removed from his post as 

director of the Freud archives.  
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psychoanalysis proper was invented. In Mad Men and Medusas: Reclaiming Hysteria, 

Juliet Mitchell presents a prevailing conviction among psychoanalysts:  

It is not a question of asking whether or not the stories [of sexual abuse in 

childhood] were true or false. The result of coming to see them not as 

actual but as fantasies was, quite simply, psychoanalysis. For, there would 

have been no Oedipus complex, no theories of the unconscious, of 

defences, of infantile sexuality if what Freud had been dealing with were 

instances of actual abuse. This shift from seeing hysterics as victims of 

specific acts of abuse to believing that all children, by virtue of their 

common humanity, both desire and repress the desire for their parents—

the Oedipus complex—changed the nature of the enquiry from one that 

was concerned with a discrete pathology, to one that had to do with the 

formation of the human psyche. (293-4) 

Thus psychoanalysis, at least for a time, turns away from the ―discrete pathology‖ 

of hysteria as caused by ―accidents‖ of premature sexual encounter or other 

overwhelmingly stressful events, and toward a theory of the psyche that presupposes 

dividedness, latency, and repression as universal functions of the human mind. Once 

more, ―hysteria,‖ that illness of the wandering womb, is determined to be not a result of 

violent acts perpetrated against women, but a condition of their physiological tendency 

for psychological imbalance. 

 The Return of the War Veteran I: Psychoanalysis & the Psychic Breach 
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But Freud was not finished with trauma, and clearly the question of whether 

patients‘ stories were true or false was not one that Freud felt he had answered 

adequately. Again, war provided the opportunity (and the pressing need) to think about 

trauma as brought on by exposure to extreme external events. In 1920, Freud returned to 

the issue of trauma in Beyond the Pleasure Principle, where he reverts to the earlier 

models of event-based traumatic experience. He begins this book:  

A condition has long been known and described which occurs after severe 

mechanical concussions, railway disasters and other accidents involving a 

risk to life; it has been given the name of ‗traumatic neurosis.‘ The terrible 

war which has just ended gave rise to a great number of illnesses of this 

kind, but it at least put an end to the temptation to attribute the cause of the 

disorder to organic lesions of the nervous system brought about by 

mechanical force. (Beyond 9)  

Freud bases this resolution on the prevalence of neuroses among war veterans 

who were exposed to combat, but who were not physically injured. In their cases, 

witnessing (and likely perpetrating) the horrors of warfare at close range was enough to 

generate psychic injury.  

Freud‘s renewed interest in trauma seems directly motivated by the opportunity 

war neuroses presented for psychoanalysis to develop further some of its insights into 

repression, the unconscious, and stimulus control—without having to revisit the 

problematic theories of either seduction (sexual abuse in childhood), or hysterical 

fantasy. In some sense, the traumatogenic origin of war neuroses was a given: combat 
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exposure, whatever it involved, was the event or experience that occasioned veterans‘ 

psychological symptoms. Instead of retheorizing the role of childhood sexuality and 

repressed libidinal desires, he revises his notion of the Pleasure Principle: ―We describe 

as ‗traumatic‘ any excitations from outside which are powerful enough to break through 

the protective shield [of the psyche.]…[T]he concept of trauma necessarily implies a 

connection of this kind with a breach in an otherwise efficacious barrier against stimuli‖ 

(Beyond 35). According to Freud‘s theory of ―ordinary traumatic neuroses…the chief 

weight in causation seems to rest upon the factor of surprise, of fright‖ (Beyond 10) 

which interferes with the protective functions of the psyche and allows the stimuli to 

flood in. While the Pleasure Principle explained dreams as exercises in wish-fulfillment, 

Freud notes, ―dreams occurring in traumatic neuroses have the characteristic of 

repeatedly bringing the patient back into the situation of his accident, a situation from 

which he wakes up in another fright…[T]he fact that the traumatic experience is 

constantly forcing itself upon the patient even in his sleep is a proof of the strength of that 

experience: the patient is, as one might say, fixated to his trauma‖ (Beyond 10).  

In these cases, dreams involving the vivid re-experience of the traumatic scene 

operate according to a dynamic similar to that of children‘s play, where ―children repeat 

everything that has made a great impression on them in real life, and that in so doing they 

abreact the strength of the impression and, as one might put it, make themselves master 

of the situation‖ (Beyond 16). Like the play of children, ―[T]he dreams of patients 

suffering from traumatic neuroses…are endeavoring to master the stimulus 

retrospectively, by developing the anxiety whose omission was the cause of the traumatic 
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neurosis‖ (Beyond 39). In this formulation, ―anxiety‖ prepares the psyche for the influx 

of stimuli, thus protecting it from the traumatic breach.  

When anxiety is absent because fright has preempted it, excessive stimuli break 

through the regulative membrane of the mind, and at this point, ―There is no longer any 

possibility of preventing the mental apparatus from being flooded with large amounts of 

stimulus‖ (Beyond 36). Like antibodies, platelets, and white blood cells rushing to the site 

of a wound, in the mind ―cathectic energy is summoned from all sides to provide 

sufficiently high cathexes of energy in the environs of the breach. An ‗anticathexis‘ on a 

grand scale is set up, for whose benefit all the other psychical systems are impoverished, 

so that the remaining psychical functions are extensively paralysed [sic] or reduced‖ 

(Beyond 36). Chief among those other psychical systems is memory; and the unusual 

vividness of traumatic re-experience in nightmares prompted Freud‘s insight that 

traumatic memories are not properly memories at all, but sense-perceptions that function 

iconically to present—in the present—past experiences that, after a period of latency, 

begin to infiltrate into consciousness. 

Across his lifetime, Freud‘s understanding of the relationships between trauma 

and memory was complex and contentious. For my purposes, the most critical insight of 

Freud‘s work, because it informs so many of the theories of trauma that come after it, is 

twofold: first, it determines that traumatic memory is somehow fundamentally different 

from normal, ―narrative‖ memory, and second, it demonstrates the indispensible role of 

interpretation in recognizing and treating trauma.  

 The Return of Organicism: Neurobiology & the Mechanisms of Memory 
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In order to better understand the first of these observations, psychiatric 

researchers have revisited Oppenheim‘s and Erichson‘s claims that traumatic symptoms 

indicate unseen neurological damage or disruption.  By the second half of the twentieth 

century, these biological approaches to trauma gained importance and power; yet 

remarkably, discoveries in neurobiology and neurochemistry have often confirmed and 

explained Freud‘s psychoanalytic insights, rather than overturning them.  

Reasons for the (re)turn to biological approaches to trauma are evident in the 

work of Eric Kandel, who in 2000 won the Nobel Prize for his discoveries regarding the 

microbiology of memory. His book, In Search of Memory, weaves personal memoir into 

a history of ―a new science of the mind.‖ In its opening pages, the book introduces the 

junction of these two subjects: ―One theme of post-Holocaust Jewry has been ‗Never 

forget,‘ an exhortation to future generations to be vigilant against anti-Semitism, racism, 

and hatred, the mind-sets that allowed the Nazi atrocities to occur. My scientific work 

investigates the biological basis of that motto: the processes in the brain that enable us to 

remember‖ (5). 

His neurological model informs an understanding of trauma by elucidating the 

mechanisms of neurobiology and neurochemistry at their most minute—by studying how 

stimulus affects the mind at the level of the nerve cell itself. His work revealed how 

experience (in the form of sensory stimulus) produces what can be called, simply, cell 

memory. In this model, the electromagnetic charges of ions such as sodium, potassium, 

and chloride drive a movement of impulses within, between, and across the membranes 

of neurons, the specialized cells that comprise the central nervous system, including the 
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brain. The configuration of this neuronal anatomy demonstrates how these ions relay 

chemical ―messages‖ throughout the system:  

[T]he terminals of one neuron‘s axon communicate with the dendrites of another 

neuron only at specialized sites, later named synapses…(from the Greek 

synaptein, meaning to bind together). Cajal further inferred that the synapse 

between two neurons is characterized by a small gap, now called the synaptic 

cleft, where the axon terminals of one nerve cell—which Cajal called the 

presynaptic terminals—reach out to, but do not quite touch, the dendrites of 

another nerve cell…Thus, like lips whispering very close to an ear, synaptic 

communication between neurons has three basic components: the presynaptic 

terminal of the axon, which sends signals…the synaptic cleft…and the 

postsynaptic site on the dendrite that receives signals (65). 

  ―Like lips whispering very close to an ear,‖ neurology conducts its own 

biochemical interpretation across its own lacunae: the synaptic cleft is the empty site of 

nerve-ous action and reaction. Changes in the number, shape, and sensitivity of these 

dendritic receptors, produced as a result of various stimulus patterns, yield adaptive 

responses including sensitization, habituation and desensitization. These changes, some 

temporary and some lasting, represent the mechanisms of how cells ―learn,‖ and 

constitute the foundation of how memory works. Thus even in its most minute physical 

model, memory is structured by a gap.  

While Kandel‘s focus on the mechanisms of memory involved the most primary 

kinds of scientific study—a lifetime of laboratory experiments on the giant sea-slug 
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Aplysia—his interest in memory is rooted in psychiatry, which was his original field of 

study and clinical practice.  In a chapter called ―Mice, Men, and Mental Illness,‖ Kandel 

reconsiders many of the questions that led him to an interest in psychology and 

psychoanalysis as a young man. Among those questions were ones involving the role of 

memory impairment in mental illnesses such as Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, 

schizophrenia, and depression (335). Kandel‘s major assertion is that by the 1990s,  

We no longer think that only certain diseases affect mental states through 

biological changes in the brain. Indeed, the underlying precept of the new 

science of the mind is that all mental processes are biological—they all 

depend on organic molecules and cellular processes that occur literally ‗in 

our heads.‘ Therefore, any disorder or alteration of those processes must 

also have a biological basis. (336)  

In this model traumatic neuroses are essentially expressions of  ―learned fear,‖ which is 

produced by modifications in the structure and strength of connections between nerve 

cells. Thus, exposure to a traumatic event can lead to disturbance of the mind exactly 

because the mind is a function of the brain and other neurological tissues.  

Kandel‘s book offers a fascinating account of the vast changes the discipline of 

psychiatry has undergone in the past century. The influence of scientific discoveries, 

including the structure of DNA, and the role of neurotransmitters, as well as the invention 

and application of research instruments such as PET scans, MRIs, electron microscopes, 

and EEGs, provided revolutionary new ways of studying the brain. These powerful 

methods effectively returned psychiatry to its origins as a hard science. Kandel argues, 
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―Under the influence of psychoanalysis, psychiatry was transformed in the decades 

following World War II from an experimental medical discipline closely related to 

neurology into a nonempirical specialty focused on the art of psychotherapy‖ (364). 

While his privileging of scientific, empirical approaches over ―art‖ is, perhaps, to be 

expected since he is a Nobel-winning empiricist, it indicates ambivalence, perhaps even 

anxiety, about the role of interpretation in all scientific enquiry.  

The scientific method seeks to demonstrate through repetitive experimentation 

and the replication of expected results that ambiguity can be minimized through an 

accumulation of predictable facts. Nonetheless, scientists must interpret their data, and 

identical data can be interpreted to mean different things. When Freud collected and 

analyzed the data of his patients‘ communications and symptoms, his methodological 

tools were careful attention, close listening, and detailed note-taking. When neurobiology 

produces data that fundamentally confirms and explicates many of the phenomena Freud 

(and others) observed, the use of modern technology actually demonstrates the 

extraordinary power in the psychoanalytic method—which Freud characterized as ―first 

and foremost an art of interpreting‖—and as such, testifies to the importance of non-

empirical approaches to understanding trauma (Beyond 18). 

 The Return of the Veteran II:  

 Modern Psychiatry & the Wounded Body-Mind  

While Eric Kandel was discovering the molecular and cellular sources of memory 

in the laboratory, practicing clinical psychiatrists were treating patients. In another 

(re)turn to trauma, psychiatry once more responded to war: as combat veterans returned 
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from World War II, and later from Vietnam, and many researchers and clinicians 

attended to survivors of Nazi death camps, the need to understand trauma was driven less 

by theoretical curiosity than by practical need for effective psychiatric intervention. 

Among the most important figures from this era of trauma studies (roughly 1945 to 1975) 

were Roy Grinker, Lawrence Kubie, and Herbert Spiegel. These clinicians, among others, 

―rediscovered that patients ‗remembered‘ the somatosensory aspects of the traumatic 

experience in an altered state of consciousness. Following this observation, they 

reintroduced, for the first time in four decades, hypnosis and narcosynthesis to help 

patients ‗remember‘ and abreact the trauma‖ (van der Kolk 59). Yet the effectiveness of 

these treatments proved uneven, and in 1945, Grinker and Spiegel argued that ―the lasting 

imprint left by traumatic memories on the psyche ‗is not like the writing on a slate that 

can be erased, leaving the slate like it was before. Combat leaves a lasting impression on 

men‘s minds, changing them as radically as any crucial experience through which they 

live‘ (p. 371)‖ (59). Recent neurobiological research confirms this: combat experiences 

do leave lasting ―impressions‖ on men‘s minds: the pressures of overwhelming stimulus 

actually reshape the nerve cells of the brain, sometimes permanently.  

 But debates over how best to treat trauma survivors necessarily ensued from more 

fundamental confusion about the proper diagnosis of these patients. Perhaps the most 

influential researcher of this period, Abram Kardiner, published the seminal The 

Traumatic Neuroses of War in 1941. Like many of the pioneering thinkers in the field of 

trauma studies, Kardiner was a ―meticulous chronicler‖ of patients‘ symptoms, as well as 

the litany of previous diagnoses these patients had received, including malingering, 
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epileptiform disorders, and hysteria (van der Kolk 57). Kardiner identified the key 

features of ―enduring vigilance for and sensitivity to environmental threat,‖ involving 

physiological and psychological aspects, as well as ―an altered perception of the self,‖ in 

what he called the ―pathological traumatic syndrome‖ (van der Kolk 57).  Kardiner 

insisted that war neuroses were fundamentally physioneuroses—disturbances of the mind 

and body both. Indeed, Kardiner (re)discovered in the clinic what Kandel discovered in 

the lab: mental function is biological function. 

 His insights, and his terminology, in Bessel van der Kolk‘s estimation, ―defined 

[trauma] for the remainder of the 20
th

 century‖ (57), and almost forty years later, provide 

the diagnostic basis for PostTraumatic Stress Disorder, which was introduced into the 

third edition of the American Psychiatric Association‘s Diagnostic and Statistical 

Manual of Mental Disorders in 1980. According to Richard J. McNally, ―DSM-III 

heralded a sharp break from psychiatry‘s psychoanalytic past. The authors of DSM-III 

declined to speculate about the causes of mental disorders; they sought merely to achieve 

reliable criteria for diagnosing them. PTSD, however, was an exception to this rule 

because it specified a causal factor in its definition‖—namely, exposure to a traumatic 

stressor (8).  

 The introduction of PTSD marks an institutional ratification of and commitment 

to ―trauma‖ as a major mental health issue. It also initiated a proliferation of scholarly, 

theoretical, and clinical approaches to trauma: rather than solidifying ―trauma‖ by 

officiating its definition, the American Psychiatric Association‘s diagnostic criteria 

intensified existing (or latent) debates about the meaning of trauma, and instigated new 
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ones. In response to some of these debates, the APA has revised the PTSD entry several 

times—sometimes moderately, and sometimes radically. Nonetheless, PTSD remains a 

touchstone in contemporary trauma studies, and, now more than 30 years old, its 

institutional status seems to have secured for ―trauma‖ a (more or less) permanent place 

in modern psychiatry. 

  

Trauma after PTSD 

The story of the American Psychiatric Association‘s acceptance of the PTSD entry is 

itself full of drama, debate, expression and repression. A thorough re-telling of this 

history is not possible here, but a brief review of its revisions through various editions of 

the DSM help to contextualize current and ongoing debates about trauma, including the 

critiques of this project.  

 In the DSM-III, the APA classified PTSD as an Anxiety Disorder of which ―the 

essential feature is the development of characteristic symptoms following a 

psychologically traumatic event that is generally outside the range of usual human 

experience‖ (236). The ―characteristic symptoms‖ of PTSD fall into three basic types: 1) 

Reexperienceing of the trauma via ―recurrent and intrusive recollections‖ and/or dreams 

of the event, or ―sudden acting or feeling as it the traumatic event were reoccurring,‖ 2) 

―Numbing of responsiveness,‖ including diminished interest in significant activities, 

feelings of detachment or estrangement, and/or ―constricted affect,‖ and 3) at least two of 

various symptoms including hyperalertness and exaggerated startle response, sleep 

problems, memory impairment and trouble concentrating, avoidance of activities that 
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trigger traumatic recollection, guilt about surviving, and an ―intensification of symptoms 

by exposure to events that symbolize or resemble the traumatic event‖ (DSM-III 238). 

 The entry further explains: ―The stressor producing this syndrome would evoke 

significant symptoms of distress in most people, and is generally outside the range of 

such common experiences as simple bereavement, chronic illness, business losses or 

marital conflict‖ (236). This criterion was apt for dealing with disorders precipitated by 

exposure to such extreme scenarios as, for example, the Nazi death camps or being taken 

hostage by terrorists. It even allowed exposure to military combat to qualify as ―outside 

the range,‖ despite the sheer number of soldiers involved in war in the previous 70 years. 

Certainly the implication of this criterion was that normal human life is full of ―stress,‖ 

but only certain kinds of events produce traumatic stress reactions—a distinction which 

assumes that these events, because they are ―unusual,‖ must also be rare—an assumption 

that has proven been patently false. 

Indeed, as clinicians began using this new diagnosis, they found not that its 

sequelae described relatively few of their patients, but that it fit the symptoms and 

experiences of surprisingly many. The first revision of the DSM‘s entry for PTSD came 

in 1987 (DSM-III-R), and its major refinement of the earlier PTSD description was a 

caveat that explained, ―The stressor producing this syndrome would be markedly 

distressing to almost anyone, and is usually experienced with intense fear, terror, and 

helplessness‖ (247). This emphasis on the affective state of the traumatized person, 

coupled with the elaboration,  
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The most common traumata involve either threat to one‘s life or physical 

integrity; a serious threat or harm to one‘s children, spouse or other close 

relatives or friends; sudden destruction of one‘s home or community; or 

seeing another person who has recently been, or is being, seriously injured 

or killed as the result of an accident or physical violence…or learning 

about a serious threat or harm to close friend or relative, e.g., that one‘s 

child has been kidnapped, tortured, or killed (247-48),  

belies the etiological tension at work in this conception of trauma: on the one hand, this 

revision seeks to contract the definition of PTSD such that the affective responses of the 

victim effectively qualify the apparently simple matter of exposure; on the other, this 

detailing of traumata displays an expansion—even a diffusion—wherein trauma is caused 

by everything (anything) from a threat or harm to one‘s own life, to threat or harm to 

loved ones, to harm of one‘s ―home or community,‖ to seeing a harmed person, to 

learning about such harm.  

One gleans from reviewing these changes to the PTSD entry that the characteristic 

symptoms of the disorder were identified in patients whose experiences of 

psychologically distressing events were diverse and wide-ranging, and as such 

profoundly challenged the commonplace understanding of what is ―usual‖ in human 

suffering in the late twentieth century. Indeed, in the DSM-IV, published in 1994, the 

phrase ―outside the range of usual human experience‖ was dropped from the PTSD 

diagnostic features (424). Instead, the APA introduced the word ―extreme‖ to qualify the 

―traumatic stressor‖ that precipitates the characteristic symptoms of the syndrome. 
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Furthermore, where the DSM-III-R has suggested that such a stressor ―is usually 

experienced with intense fear, terror, and helplessness‖ (247), the DSM-IV made 

affective response not a descriptor, but a requirement: ―The person‘s response to the 

event must involve intense fear, helplessness, or horror‖ (424, emphasis mine).  

The 1994 revisions also grappled with the very meaning of ―exposure‖ by 

distinguishing that the precipitating ―stressor‖ could involve ―direct personal experience 

of an event that involves actual or threatened death or serious injury,‖ or ―witnessing‖ 

actual or threatened death or injury of another person, or ―learning about‖ actual or 

threatened death or serious harm ―experienced by a family member or other close 

associate‖ (424). For the first time, the function of ―witness‖ enters the official diagnosis 

of PTSD, and initiates significant controversy regarding the dispersion of ―trauma‖ 

beyond the conceptual boundaries of the individual, experiential self. These revisions beg 

many questions, chief among them questions about what qualifies as ―experience,‖ what 

qualifies as ―personal‖ and what qualifies as ―direct‖—but also how ―close‖ a ―close 

associate‖ must be for her or his suffering to prompt PTSD in another, and why another 

person‘s threat to or loss of life should impact the ―witness‖ with such force as to render 

her or him psychically wounded. 

Like the edition before it, the DSM-IV elaborated and detailed the PTSD entry 

while trying to delimit it: this version amended the criteria to not only define the 

necessary affective state of the patient at the time of exposure, but it also introduced two 

new criteria: ―The full symptom picture must be present for more than 1 month (Criterion 

E), and the disturbance must cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, 
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occupational, or other important areas of functioning (Criterion F)‖ (424). While these 

additional diagnostic requirements might have tried to constrain the definition so as to 

exclude, rather than include, the variety and number of cases to which it might be 

applied, the PTSD entry in the DSM-IV nonetheless performs yet again the struggle to 

contain the scope of ―trauma‖ despite evidence that it is a far more prevalent 

phenomenon than previously understood.
4
  

Further complicating the ontological and epistemological miasma around trauma, 

the DSM-IV introduces into the PTSD entry a (in this case, rather truncated) discussion 

of ―culture‖ as a ―specifying feature‖ of the syndrome: ―Individuals who have recently 

emigrated from areas of considerable social unrest and civil conflict may have elevated 

rate of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder. Such individuals may be especially reluctant to 

divulge experiences of torture and trauma due to their vulnerable political immigrant 

status‖ (426). Built in to the notion of ―culture,‖ however, is of course a much larger 

discussion of the sociocultural dimensions of what a given population considers or 

experiences as ―extreme,‖ or even as ―stressful.‖ For example, Bessel van der Kolk notes, 

―Western society, in its current historical context, places far greater emphasis on the right 

of the individual than on the value of obedience to the broader dictums of one‘s cultures. 

Cultural values may influence how an unpredictable event will challenge an individual‘s 

sense of identity, as well as determining the quality of the sense of violation associated 

with such traumas as rape‖ (137).  In this sense, the meaning of trauma is culturally 

                                                 
4
 The DSM-IV is the first to include data regarding the prevalence for PTSD: ―Community-based studies 

reveal a lifetime prevalence for [PTSD] ranging from 1% to 14%...Studies of at-risk individuals (e.g. 

combat veterans, victims of volcanic eruptions or criminal violence) have yielded prevalence rates ranging 

from 3% to 58%‖ (426). The DSM-III and DSM-III-R entered ―No data available‖ under the subheading 

for ―prevalence.‖ 
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mediated and conditioned, and as such, PTSD manifests a particular formulation of such 

far-reaching concepts as self, community, violence, extremity, death, memory and time.
5
 

As such, the definitions of ―trauma‖ and of PTSD—themselves cultural productions—

vary not only from culture to culture, and also within a culture.  

Finally, the DSM-IV entry for PTSD vastly expands its discussions of 

―Associated descriptive features and mental disorders,‖ linking the symptomatology of 

PTSD with that of Panic Disorder, Agoraphobia, Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder, 

Somatization Disorder, Substance-Related Disorders, and others (425). Accordingly, the 

subsection titled ―Differential Diagnosis‖ contrasts PTSD with a variety of other 

diagnoses, and elaborates in detail why ―[n]ot all psychopathology that occurs in 

individuals exposed to an extreme stressor should necessarily be attributed to 

Posttraumatic Stress Disorder‖ (427). These discussions display an anxiety about the 

possibility of clinicians over-diagnosing PTSD, and conversely, of the PTSD diagnosis 

becoming too flexible, too generalized, too applicable. They also demonstrate the 

slipperiness of the term ―trauma‖ by defining it largely through negation: PTSD is not 

mental illness x or mental disorder y; traumatic events ―include, but are not limited to.‖ 

Van der Kolk summarizes key problems in the formulation of ―Post Traumatic 

Stress Disorder‖ as a diagnostic category:  

                                                 
5
 Despite the efforts of the Cross-Cultural Issues working group, diagnostic conceptualizations remain in 

the DSM-IV predominantly Western, white, and male in their perspective, and represent the historical 

accretion of contributions to the field of psychiatry that have, until very recently, been made by scholars 

and clinicians operating from the vantage of relative social and economic privilege. As clinical trials and 

field studies are underway for the DSM-V, scheduled for publication in early 2013, discussions of “cross-

cultural issues” will continue; one can only speculate thus far whether those discussions will consider the 

reality that all conceptualizations of disease and wellness are culturally-mediated, including those of 

Western peoples. 
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First ‗traumatic stress‘ confounds two distinct constructs—‗stress‘ and 

‗mental traumatization.‘ Second, the idea of ‗posttraumatic‘ fosters a 

retrospective definition of events as traumatic, based on their long-term 

pathogenic effects. Third, the inclusion within a single framework of 

common unfortunate incidents (e.g. road traffic accidents) and colossal 

atrocities (e.g. the Holocaust) creates an unbalanced foundation for an 

etiological theory of stress-related disorders. (77-8) 

These and other critiques of the PTSD entry have yet to resolve several fundamental 

questions, such as: Does the event itself cause the trauma, or is traumatization a reaction 

to the event that develops during a latency period after exposure? If the event causes the 

trauma, then why do only some people exposed to any given event develop symptoms of 

stress disorders or full-blown PTSD? What distinguishes ―stress‖ from ―traumatic 

stress‖? If only some people develop PTSD, then couldn‘t the cause of their condition be 

something internal, a psychological susceptibility or a failure of resiliency skills? If 

PTSD is the result of being exposed to extreme events that involve threat to life or 

exposure to the grotesque, then how can we explain the research that shows ―PTSD 

symptomatology occurs after ordinary as well as extraordinary events‖ (van der Kolk 

79)? Do the most ―extreme‖ events necessarily produce the most severe symptoms? Are 

some kinds of trauma more traumatic than others? Why do some people recover from 

traumatic stress (either on their own or with clinical intervention), while other people 

don‘t? Are the effects of traumatic experience necessarily chronic, or can there be hope 

for a cure? Is trauma real, or it is all just in our heads? 
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 Appraisal and Assignation: Interpreting Traumatic Experience 

As Bessel Van der Kolk acknowledges, because PTSD has proven to be such a 

powerful diagnostic tool (particularly in the realms of criminal justice and military 

service, where the PTSD diagnosis is directly linked to issues of monetary 

compensation), its value ―as a psychopathological construct has created pressure to widen 

the definition of the stresses that qualify for the diagnosis. The challenge is that the 

typical symptoms can follow even apparently trivial stresses in some individuals, because 

of the particular meaning of the experience‖  (138, emphasis mine). Van der Kolk is 

among the first trauma theorists to emphasize the role of individual appraisal and neuro-

cognitive discernment as a central determinant of what qualifies as traumatic. Of course, 

individualized attributions of traumatic stress risk relativizing and trivializing the 

meaning of trauma—even of raveling its diagnostic validity. 

For example, when the DSM-IV also modified the definition of the ―stressor‖ by 

specifying that the patient‘s response must involve fear, helplessness, or horror, ―[t]his 

modification was made to indicate the importance of subjective perception and appraisal 

in response to the event…However, such definitions are inevitably arbitrary‖ (van der 

Kolk 137). Part of the problem with characterizing the nature of trauma is then that it is a 

complex phenomenon of a victim‘s perception—how he or she sees and interprets the 

meaning of the event. One person may read the event as threatening to personal safety, 

life, or assumptions about the world and self, while someone else may read the event as 

challenging but not necessarily traumatic. Again, this revision complicated the definition 
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of trauma, and confused it: if any event which is perceived as life-threatening can be 

deemed traumatic when it produces the necessary constellation of symptoms, then the 

source of trauma is not in the extremeness of the event itself, nor inherent in its violence, 

but in the victim‘s own orientation toward and evaluation of what has happened to her.  

The question(s) of meaning and personal interpretation, in van der Kolk‘s 

estimation, comprise the irreducible fact of traumatization; ―[T]he critical element that 

makes an event traumatic is the subjective assessment by victims of how threatened and 

helpless they feel. So although the reality of extraordinary events is at the core of PTSD, 

the meaning that victims attach to these events is as fundamental as the trauma itself‖ (6).  

 The Neuroscience of Silence:  

 Physiological Interpretations of Traumatic Stress   

The processes by which victims attach meaning to stressful events are both neuro-

physiological and psycho-social. Within the sciences, neurobiologists have studied how 

different parts of the brain and nervous system respond to traumatic stress, and how these 

responses precipitate the symptomology of PTSD. For example, in 1987, Lawrence Kolb 

―was the first to propose that excessive stimulation of the central nervous system at the 

time of the trauma may result in permanent neuronal changes that have a negative effect 

on learning, habituation, and stimulus discrimination‖ (van der Kolk 221). Additionally, 

studies on the neuroendocrinology of trauma have shown that ―there are persistent and 

profound alterations in stress hormone secretion in people with PTSD‖ (van der Kolk 

217). Abnormalities in cortisol responsiveness, dysregulation of catecholamines, and 

diminished production of neurotransmitters including serotonin and dopamine, have all 
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been linked to symptoms such as those in PTSD, including heightened startle response, 

sleep disturbances, poor impulse control, and avoidance behaviors (van der Kolk 512).  

In another, quite famous study, Bessel van der Kolk and his colleagues used 

positron emission tomography (PET) scans to observe the brains of Vietnam veterans 

diagnosed with PTSD as these patients were experiencing flashbacks of war trauma. 

These studies showed, according to van der Kolk,  

[W]hen people with PTSD are exposed to stimuli reminiscent of their 

trauma, there is an increase in perfusion of the areas in the right 

hemisphere associated with emotional states and autonomic arousal. 

Moreover, there is a simultaneous decrease in oxygen utilization in 

Broca‘s area—the region in the left inferior frontal cortex responsible for 

generating words to attach to internal experience. These findings may 

account for the observation that trauma may lead to ‗speechless terror,‘ 

which in some individuals interferes with the ability to put feelings into 

words, leaving emotions to be mutely expressed by dysfunction of the 

body. (193)  

These results become, for van der Kolk and the many researchers and theorists he has 

influenced, biological evidence to explain and confirm the difference between ordinary 

memory and traumatic memory—one of the enduring core tenets of trauma studies. Van 

der Kolk‘s study, and many subsequent neurobiological findings that follow it, highlight 

the ways that the brain itself instinctively and automatically interprets stimuli, activating 

and de-activating functionally specific lobes as it sorts through sensory signals. 
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As Abram Kardiner observed in 1941, war veterans‘ traumatic neuroses are 

physioneuroses—they mark the human body‘s ability and inability to adapt to perceived 

stress. Accordingly, the mind‘s/brain‘s ability to interpret overwhelming stimuli 

determines how the mind and body will respond to those stimuli. Indeed, the primary 

function of the entire nervous system is to interpret sensory data—to sort the facile from 

the threatening, the pleasurable from the painful, the meaningful from the meaningless—

in order to drive physiological and behavioral responses, and in this way, interpretation is 

the primary mechanism of adaptation. The brain, as the most elaborate and complex 

device in this system, is fundamentally an organ of interpretation. 

So although Van der Kolk‘s account of neurobiological reactions to stress might 

at first seem to demystify the art of interpreting trauma survivors‘ symptoms—and to 

promise that medical science will, finally, discover the cause of trauma—I would argue 

that modern technology has in fact shifted the concept of interpretation from the realm of 

the analyst-analysand dialogue to the intra-psychic realm of the individual exposed to 

baffling life experiences. The meaning of interpretation and the interpretation of meaning 

remain key features of trauma studies, within the sciences and beyond them. 

If, as van der Kolk has asserted, ―the meaning that victims attach to these events 

is as fundamental as‖ the traumatic event itself, then any theoretically rigorous study of 

trauma must investigate how trauma survivors make and attach such meaning. Trauma 

studies needs to understand the psychological, social, ethical and political work of 

meaning-making, and must attend to they ways that individuals practice the art of 

interpreting the stressful experiences of their real lives.  
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The Politics of Silence:  

Feminist Psychology and the Return of Traumatized Women 

 Questions of meaning-making and interpretation pertain not only to patients, but 

also to the field of trauma studies itself: important meanings of the concept or definition 

of trauma have been left out of the formulation of PTSD, our most predominant 

contemporary model of trauma. Especially because it was based so closely on Abram 

Kardiner‘s work with combat veterans, the 1980 definition of PTSD represented the 

culmination of trauma studies that ―between 1895 and 1974…centered almost exclusively 

on its effects on white males‖ (van der Kolk 61).  

 In the 1970s, studies of trauma began to attend to other kinds of population 

groups. For example, Ann Burgess and Linda Holstrom,
6
 nurses at Boston City Hospital, 

identified the similarities between symptoms in traumatic neuroses of war, and symptoms 

presented to them in emergency rooms by women who had been raped.
7
 They coined the 

term ―rape trauma syndrome‖ to describe the acute and lingering aftereffects of rape on 

women‘s lives (van der Kolk 61). In 1978, R. S. and C. H. Kempe published their study 

of the traumatic effects of child abuse and family violence, which identified some of the 

specific ways that children respond to and endure the traumas of battering. In 1981, 

Judith Herman published Father-Daughter Incest, a study that not only showed how 

much more prevalent incest is in the general population than it was commonly believed to 

                                                 
6
 Also conspicuously absent from a century‘s worth of studies of trauma up until this point, of course, are 

any major contributions by women clinicians or researchers; not only was PTSD formulated to explain 

symptoms in men, it was formulated primarily by men. 
7
 Many feminist trauma theorists, most prominently Judith Herman, have noted psychiatry‘s own amnesia 

about women‘s experiences of sexual violence as generative of symptoms congruent to those of war and 

accident victims. The foundational feminist conviction behind these studies of women‘s traumas is that 

women survivors are 1) telling the truth about their real lives and 2) the author(ity) of their own experience.  
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be, but also how profoundly damaging it is to the emotional and psychological health of 

the girls and women who experience it.
8
 These are but a few examples of a wider 

movement in medicine and psychology toward traumas that had been forgotten, 

overlooked, and denied during times of war. 

Post Traumatic Stress Disorder was entered into the DSM under considerable 

pressure from veterans‘ rights advocates. Because the military would only provide 

benefits to veterans—specifically the veterans of Vietnam—whose psychiatric symptoms 

warranted an official diagnosis, the American Psychiatric Association was careful to 

phrase the diagnostic criteria in such a way that veterans‘ maladies would fit. This 

concession resulted in ―[a]ll the different syndromes—the ‗rape trauma syndrome,‘ the 

‗battered woman syndrome,‘ the ‗Vietnam veterans syndrome,‘ and the ‗abused child 

syndrome‘—[being] subsumed under this new diagnosis [PTSD]. However, all of these 

different syndromes originally had been described with considerable variations from the 

eventual definition of PTSD‖ (van der Kolk 61).  

Judith Herman‘s 1992 landmark study, Trauma and Recovery, insists that the 

early definition of PTSD was not simply overgeneralized, but has indeed ―proved to be 

inaccurate [because] rape, battery, and other forms of sexual and domestic violence are so 

common a part of women‘s lives that they can hardly be described as outside the range of 

ordinary experience‖ (33)—what trauma studies have forgotten is the statistical and 

                                                 
8
 Indeed, van der Kolk notes a historical fact that should not be considered as coincidence: “Sarah Haley, 

one of the people most directly involved in the acceptance of PTSD as a diagnostic category in the …DSM-

III, was both the daughter of a World War II veteran with severe „combat neurosis‟ and an incest victim 

herself” (61). 
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personal fact of the prevalence of sexual and domestic violence in women‘s and 

children‘s lives. 

In her article, ―Not Outside the Range,‖ psychotherapist Laura S. Brown echoes 

Herman when she asserts, ―A feminist perspective, which draws our attention to the lives 

of girls and women, to the secret, private, hidden experiences of everyday pain, reminds 

us that traumatic events do lie within the range of normal human experience‖ (110). My 

project pursues the clarity, and gravity, of this observation: if traumatic events do lie 

within the range of normal human experience, particularly when those humans are 

women, then what makes trauma traumatic? What does ―trauma‖ mean to women? How 

do women make or attach meaning(s) to their experience(s) of trauma? What can we all 

learn from the ways that women interpret their own lives? 

Despite the success of Herman‘s book, and the influence it has had over recent 

scholarly work on trauma, thus far, trauma remains insufficiently theorized from the 

perspective of women and girls, whose lives are statistically and practically beset with 

traumatic violence. To my mind, feminist theorists need to stake a greater claim in the 

debates about the meaning of trauma—and specifically about the definition of PTSD. 

One important way of taking up this feminist charge is to recuperate the political and 

ethical dimensions of psychiatric treatment, such that efforts toward optimal patient 

outcome not only provides real relief from real suffering but also contributes to a culture 

of compassionate acceptance of and attention to trauma survivors and their difficult 

testimonies.  
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If trauma proceeds from the interaction between a given subject and her 

environment, rather than (or in addition to) resulting directly from exposure to innately 

traumatizing events, or as a manifestation of the neurotic tendencies of her personality, 

then psychology can offer incisive insights toward this goal.  In the psychological model, 

trauma is that which thwarts our structures of understanding (structures which are built 

by social, cultural, economic, political, and epistemological conditions), and accordingly, 

psychotherapy seeks to reprise the traumatic event or events in order to review how a 

person experienced the event at the time, and to revise her or his perception of it from 

another perspective. 

Ronnie Janoff-Bulman‘s book, Shattered Assumptions: Towards a New 

Psychology of Trauma, provides one such analysis of how perception, understanding, and 

interpretation are central to the way trauma works. Janoff-Bulman defines ―trauma‖ in 

terms of the psychosocial impact of an event on a person‘s fundamental worldview. She 

proposes that most people hold three basic assumptions, consciously or unconsciously, 

that allow them to make sense of their lives: 1) the world is benevolent, 2) the world is 

meaningful, and 3) the self is worthy. Trauma, then, shatters one or more of these 

assumptions, by exposing its victim to a world of malice, by destroying a sense of 

meaning by demonstrating the randomness and uncontrollability of destructive events, or 

by deflating the victim‘s sense of competence, importance and inherent value. 

 In some ways, Janoff-Bulman‘s view revises and updates Freud‘s theory of 

trauma: these three fundamental assumptions themselves comprise a protective psychic 

barrier, and act as buffers against the overwhelming stimulus of modern life, protecting 
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the person from a constant influx of threatening sensory data. Like a permeable 

membrane, these assumptions effectively filter the deluge of information the psyche must 

process, allowing some data to be incorporated while the rest is deflected, so that a 

person can gradually make sense of contradictory or nonsensical messages.  This theory, 

which derives from cognitive science models of information processing, proposed that 

trauma essentially ―jams the switchboard‖ of the mind, because it exposes a person to 

experiences that cannot be reconciled to the three basic assumptions, and as such, cannot 

be understood.   

 Janoff-Bulman‘s attention to the psychological, rather than psychiatric or 

neurobiological, aspects of trauma and its aftermath provide an important check on the 

alleged objectivity of the empirical sciences. Like van der Kolk, she reminds her readers 

that  

At the outset it is imperative to recognize that the response to any 

particular life event must be understood in terms of the particular victim or 

victims involved. In other words, there is always an appraisal process that 

occurs, and it is how an event is understood that ultimately determines 

whether it will be traumatic or not….Those events that seem most 

overwhelming do not produce a traumatic response in every survivor, and 

other life events that may not be considered very threatening may, in fact, 

produce a traumatic response in some survivors. It always comes down to 

a question of interpretation and meaning. (52, emphasis mine)  
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Thus, if traumatic experiences, by definition, violate one or more of these assumptions, 

and the psychological damage of trauma involves the victim in a profound and painful 

process of recognizing the false ―truth‖ of their (and their culture‘s) beliefs, then recovery 

necessarily involves the victim in a process of forging—from this place of 

disillusionment, grief and even despair—a new, highly personalized, more modulated and 

conditional set of assumptions or worldviews.  

 Janoff-Bulman‘s formulation shares with most psychological approaches to 

treating trauma a fundamental belief in the healing power of telling and talking in the 

aftermath of trauma. She puts it this way: ―In speaking about an event, survivors can 

revise it in ways that make it more tolerable; they can impose some order on the 

experience, which may be far more reassuring than the disjointed images often forced 

upon them‖ during nightmares and flashbacks of the traumatic event (108). Furthermore, 

the activity of talking about the trauma (in the safety of a therapeutic setting) can help to 

counter a trauma survivor‘s sense of her own passivity in the moment of the traumatic 

encounter, and telling the story of her experience gives the trauma survivor authority 

over her past.  

 The mystery of the talking cure—of how and when and why it enables a patient to 

recover from the damage of trauma—often involves mastery. While ―[p]sychologists 

have suggested that intrusive recollections have a curative effect because the distressing 

emotions are gradually extinguished through repeated exposure;‖ or by providing ―an 

opportunity to master anxiety by setting up counterphobic defenses‖—two interpretations 

of how intrusive thoughts and images are adaptive because they diminish distressing 
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emotions—Janoff-Bulman notes that, ―Unfortunately, the intrusions often evoke extreme 

levels of fear and anxiety that may preclude a natural process of habituation‖ (105). 

 Necessarily, then, rebuilding functional assumptions about personal worth, safety, 

and meaning is tremendously difficult. In Shattered Assumptions, the central task of 

recovery is cognitive (and emotional) re-processing: first one experiences autonomic 

routines, such as denial and numbing, for processing powerful new ―data,‖ and then one 

practices various ―efforts to reinterpret the new data, to ‗massage‘ them so that they fit 

better‖ into existing mental schema (95). Therapy, and specifically the parts of therapy 

that involve telling (and re-telling) a story of the trauma, thus serve this function of 

―massaging‖ one‘s fixed state of incomprehension into a more psychologically 

manageable form, with the eventual goal of incorporating the trauma into one‘s 

continuous life story. 

 Judith Herman describes the process this way:  

In the second stage of recovery
9
, the survivor tells the story of the trauma. 

She tells it completely, in depth and in detail. This work of reconstruction 

actually transforms the traumatic memory, so that it can be integrated into 

the survivor‘s life story. [Nineteenth century trauma theorist Pierre] Janet 

described normal memory as ‗the action of telling a story.‘ Traumatic 

memory, by contrast is wordless and static‖ (Trauma and Recovery 174).   

The talking cure is thus a practice of re-processing, or of transforming, the traumatic 

memory into narrative. Particularly for women, whose experiences of trauma have 

                                                 
9
 The first stage of recovery involves re-establishing a patient‘s sense of personal safety and the formation 

of a committed therapeutic alliance. 
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historically been dismissed, disqualified, disbelieved, discounted, and discarded, 

transforming traumatic experience into narrative, and sharing it with a compassionate 

listener, not only alleviates the symptoms of traumatic stress, but also returns to trauma 

survivors a sense of power over their own reality, and activates their sense of personal 

agency—it restores some of their lost humanity, and empowers them to participate in 

political and social reform. For Janoff-Bulman and Herman both, effective psychotherapy 

with women trauma survivors is a feminist practice. 

 While the political and ethical conviction of their approach is one I share, as a 

literary scholar, I have questions about the talking cure—questions that focus on 

linguistic form as necessarily bound up with clinical efficacy. The demand that trauma 

survivors tell ―the story of the trauma‖ already privileges singularity and particularity, 

and suggests that coherence and continuity will serves as markers of a properly 

―transformed‖ memory. But given the often fragmented, illogical, baffling, and broken 

qualities of the sense-perceptions that haunt trauma survivors, in what ways do the 

semantic and syntactic structures of prose narrative (―the story‖) impose too much order 

onto experience—in what ways does the use of (ordinary) language actually violate the 

truths of a survivor‘s life, even as it restor(i)es them? In what ways is telling the story of 

trauma not too difficult, but too easy? 

 Furthermore, to characterize this process as one in which the survivor tells the 

story ―completely‖ indicates an undertheorized concept of language, and a naïve view of 

how language mediates between experience and its telling. Clearly a ―complete‖ story of 

a trauma (or of anything) is, in fact, not ―complete‖ at all—in the sense of reporting 
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everything there is to know about the trauma and its aftermath. Instead, we understand 

that a ―complete‖ story has the necessary beginning, middle, and (most important for the 

goal of therapy) end. But, as in any life-story, details of the trauma must be selected and 

omitted, arrangements of narrative elements imply relationships of cause and effect that 

oversimplify and may mislead, and the structural demands of narrative form may force 

chronicity onto recurrent impressions, foisting notions of (temporal, if not emotional) 

progress onto the survivor‘s account. 

 Telling ―the story of the trauma‖ is a process that must distort some of the truths it 

seeks to contain. Indeed, in the therapeutic setting, its purpose may not even be to tell 

―the truth‖ at all, but to generate a narrative that suffices as a manageable, 

comprehensible substitute for the intrusions of wordless awareness that characterizes 

traumatic re-experience. Such trauma narratives may (or may not) alleviate an individual 

survivor‘s private suffering, but often trauma survivors are called upon (or choose) to 

discuss their traumatic past in public—a shift that demands ―the truth‖ of the trauma be 

evident.  

 History and Cultural Studies: The Crises of Bearing Witness to Trauma   

 The mandate to tell the truth about trauma thus pervades far beyond the limited 

reach of the therapist‘s office: in the second half of the twentieth century, the exhortation 

to bear witness to atrocity has its impetus in not only ethical and moral, but also political 

and historical, need. Giving and recording testimony is, perhaps more than ever, 

indispensible to history itself, and in this context, the truth-value of the trauma 

testimonial must be ineluctable. But the testimonial mode may also set up a false dyad 
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between the ethical and the aesthetic impulses of trauma-telling, instead of allowing for 

the ethical praxis of aesthetic practice. 

 Telling the truth (in the sense of providing accurate recollection of actual past 

events) in the context of trauma bears a crushing burden of epistemological, 

physiological and practical obstacles—ones that are differently negotiated by different 

disciplines: Dr. Dori Laub, a clinical psychiatrist and the Director of the Video Archive 

for Holocaust Testimonies at Yale University, gives this example:  

A woman in her late sixties was narrating her Auschwitz experience to 

interviewers [from the Archive]…She was relating her memories as an 

eyewitness of the Auschwitz uprising: a sudden intensity, passion and 

color were infused into the narrative. She was fully there. ‗All of a 

sudden,‘ she said, ‗we saw four chimneys going up in flames, exploding. 

The flames shot into the sky, people were running. It was unbelievable.‘ 

There was a silence in the room, a fixed silence against which the 

women‘s words reverberated loudly, as though carrying along an echo of 

the jubilant sounds exploding from behind barbed wires…Many months 

later, a conference of historians, psychoanalysts, and artists, gathered to 

reflect on the relation of education to the Holocaust, watched the 

videotaped testimony of the woman….A lively debate ensued. The 

testimony was not accurate, historians claimed. The number of chimneys 

was misrepresented. Historically, only one chimney was blown up, not all 

four. Since the memory of the testifying woman turned out to be, in this 
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way, fallible, one could not accept—nor give credence to—her whole 

account of the events. It was utterly important to remain accurate, least 

[sic] the revisionists in history discredit everything. (59-60)  

Laub continues by recounting his own response to these comments, in which he argues: 

―‗The woman was testifying…not to the number of the chimneys blown up but to 

something else, more radical, more crucial: the reality of an unimaginable 

occurrence…That was a historical truth‖ (60). If we accept that trauma is not registered 

in the mind (or brain) in ―normal‖ ways, ways that are available to narrative memory and 

thus produce basically stable, reliable knowledge, then the physio-psychological barriers 

to ―accurate‖ memory may derail or deflect the content of a survivor‘s testimony. But in 

what ways does traumatic memory retain a different kind of truth than the historical, 

testimonial mode accepts? And in what ways does a trauma testimony necessarily involve 

a different standard of truth exactly because its facts rupture our cognitive framework, 

our structures of understanding? How can this ―more radical, more crucial‖ truth be 

told—and more: how can it be heard? 

 Laub‘s essay appears in the book Testimony: Crises of Witnessing in Literature, 

Psychoanalysis, and History, a volume which alternates Laub‘s chapters with ones 

written by Shoshana Felman, a professor of French and Comparative Literature. Their 

introduction explains: ―It is no coincidence if this book proceeds from the collaboration 

of two authors, engaged in separate, yet complementary, fields of endeavor: one of us is a 

professional interpreter of texts, the other—a professional interpreter of people‖ (xiii). 

Felman‘s chapters on The Plague and The Fall by Albert Camus, and her discussions of 
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the poetry of Paul Celan and Stéphan Mallarmé, are among the first sustained scholarly 

applications of trauma theory to literature.
10

 Like Laub, she aims to ask ―enabling 

questions‖ about the forms that trauma texts and testimonies take, about the ways that 

they are constructed in language. They also share a conviction that the reader‘s/listener‘s 

role is crucial to the transmission of traumatic truth, but insist that that role is a 

profoundly difficult one, one that requires an ethically and intellectually rigorous 

approach to interpretation: Laub explains:  

The listener to trauma […] needs to know […that trauma survivors] on 

some level prefer silence so as to protect themselves from the fear of being 

listened to—and of listening to themselves. That while silence is defeat, it 

serves them both as a sanctuary and as a place of bondage. Silence is for 

them fated exile, yet also a home, a destination, and a binding oath. To not 

return from this silence is rule rather than exception. […] The 

listener[…]must listen to and hear the silence, speaking mutely both in 

silence and in speech, both from behind and from within the speech. He or 

she must recognize, acknowledge and address that silence, even if this 

simply means respect—and knowing how to wait. The listener to trauma 

needs to know all this, so as to be a guide and an explorer, a companion in 

                                                 
10

 Walter Benjamin‘s essay, ―On Some Motifs in Baudelaire,‖ published in 1968 in Illuminations, is 

perhaps the earliest critical application of trauma theory to literature. This essay considers Freud‘s concept 

of ―shock‖ as articulated in Beyond the Pleasure Principle in terms of turn-of-the-20
th

-century poetics—

particularly the poetics of lyric and the ways that modernity challenges the lyric sensibility. Benjamin 

proposes then, a theory of the trauma of everyday existence, rather than the discrete event. My project 

resonates with Benjamin‘s approach by investigating traumatic events in the everyday lives of Western 

women.  
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a journey onto an uncharted land, a journey the survivor cannot traverse or 

return from alone. (58-59) 

Written history, Laub implies, tends to erase silences like these; the videotaped spoken 

testimony records and preserves them, and as such, provides a preferable mode of 

gathering historical evidence. But how might written language, used differently than in 

traditional historiography, yet hold open indications of silence or the unspoken?  

 Dominic LaCapra takes up these questions of form in Writing History, Writing 

Trauma, in 2001. In it, he posits a distinction between the documentary or ―self-

sufficient‖ research model of historiography, in which there is a sense that ―writing is not 

a problem‖ because it  

is subordinated to content in the form of facts, their narration, or their 

analysis. It is thus reduced to writing up of the results of research, and 

style is limited to a restricted notion of mellifluous, immediately readable 

or accessible, well-crafted prose…in which form ideally has no significant 

effect on content. In other words, writing is a medium for expressing a 

content, and its ideal goal is to be transparent to content or an open 

window on the past—with figures of rhetoric serving only an instrumental 

role in illustrating what could be expressed without loss in literal terms 

(3), 

in contrast with what he calls ―radical constructivism,‖ a model that accepts ―the 

distinctions between historical and fictional statements on the level of reference to events 

but question[s] it on structural levels‖ and recognizes ―an identity or essential similarity 
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between historiography and fiction, literature, […] rhetoric, poetics, [and] 

performativity‖ (8). Like Felman and Laub, LaCapra focuses his analyses on the 

Holocaust as the crucial test case, and throughout the book, defends the specificity of the 

Holocaust as an instance of historical trauma. Nonetheless, his insights into the ways that 

trauma and its aftermath pose acute challenges for historical representation and 

understanding extend to other kinds of traumas, and incite the same (re)consideration of 

the ways that linguistic form determine both content and comprehension. 

 Like Dori Laub, who urges students of history to ―listen to silence,‖ and LaCapra, 

who enjoins authors of history to face the formal (or structural) affiliations between 

historiography and ―fictionalized‖ literature, Cathy Caruth locates the intersection of 

writing history and experiencing trauma in ―temporal delay‖ between the event and our 

conscious knowledge of it: ―The traumatic reexperiencing of the event thus carries with it 

[…] the ‗collapse of witnessing,‘ the impossibility of knowing what first constituted it. 

And by carrying that impossibility of knowing out of the empirical event itself, trauma 

opens up and challenges us to a new kind of listening, the witnessing, precisely, of 

impossibility. […] [T]he challenge of the therapeutic listener, in other words, is how to 

listen to departure‖ (Trauma 10).  

 

Disciplining Trauma: Metadiscourse of “Trauma Studies”  

Caruth‘s bold and paradoxical insights regarding the impossibility of witness, and 

the attendant need to listen to ―departure,‖ initiate a newly fraught and self-conscious turn 

in trauma theory; since 2000, many scholars of trauma have continued to examine the 
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interstices of representation, knowledge, memory and trauma, but some have also begun 

to consider the moral, ethical, and theoretical implications of treating trauma as an object 

of critical enquiry, and to assess the status (and the validity) of trauma studies as a field.  

Among the most skeptical of these critics is Ruth Leys, whose Trauma: A 

Genealogy asserts that trauma studies have evolved from two competing and irresolvable 

models: the ―mimetic,‖ which regards traumatic re-experiences, such as flashbacks, 

nightmares, and other intrusive memories, as repetitions of fixed, intact, records of the 

actual event; and the ―anti-mimetic,‖ which regards traumatic memories as necessarily 

filtered through and modified by subjective perceptions such that the sensations and 

observations one experiences in trauma‘s aftermath are not literal re-experiences of the 

event, but that memory—even traumatic memory—is necessarily constructed according 

to personal, individual assessment and elaboration after the fact.  

 According to Leys, the theory of abreaction and catharsis does not explain why 

reliving the traumatic event in all its affective intensity—and releasing the pressure of 

pent-up emotions—relieves trauma‘s damage, rather than reinscribing and revivifying 

those traumatic memories and symptoms. Why does it make anything better, instead of 

making everything worse? In the mimetic model, one must remember so that one can 

finally forget. But the meaning of memory, particularly traumatic memory, remains 

opaque: does one actually remember (re-member) a split off or repressed memory, or 

form a (new) memory by the act of articulating it? What do we remember when we 

remember? Is it ever possible to recall an event and all its emotional content, as if it were 

stored intact in some remote archival stack in the mind? Or is memory necessarily that 
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which is rendered in consciousness through cognitive processing—through language? 

Can we experience memories that we cannot describe? If we cannot describe them, how 

can we be sure they are real?  

Even Bessel van der Kolk, whose famous abreaction study has become so 

persuasive to so many trauma scholars, acknowledges the anti-mimetic aspect of the 

talking cure: ―[I]n therapy, memory paradoxically becomes an act of creation, rather than 

the static recording of events‖ (430). The conundrum of mimetic versus anti-mimetic (or 

creative) models of traumatic memory is not one that can be resolved, Leys argues, and 

as such the mimetic and anti-mimetic impulses within trauma theory are doomed to 

repeatedly emerge and decline. As such, her project is not to defend one model as the 

more resilient, but to probe the ways in which ―trauma‖ has prevailed as ―one of the 

signal concepts of the twentieth century‖ despite (or because of) the ways that its 

methodological cogency is (and has been) impossible to secure.  At base, Leys suggests 

that trauma studies marks an intellectually specious pursuit; because the term, its models, 

and its methods are so slippery, so contentious and contradictory, its disciplinary success 

must be attributed to other kinds of political, social, and institutional needs or desires—

and these are what constitute a worthwhile inquiry: ―trauma‖ means different things to 

different people in different times and in different situations; thus, a genealogy of trauma 

investigates the conditions under which ―trauma‖ serves its various theoretical and 

disciplinary functions—and in Leys‘s formulation at least, ―trauma‖ is then not so much a 

conceptual portmanteau as a discursive straw man. 
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Leys‘s book was published just months before the Fall 2000 issue of Cultural 

Critique, titled ―Trauma and Its Cultural Aftereffects.‖ As the first collection of cross-

disciplinary meta-analyses of trauma studies, this issue of the journal confirms as it 

questions the scholarly validity of ―trauma‖ at the turn of the twenty-first century. At the 

same time, however, several articles in this collection suggest that the relatively swift rise 

of ―trauma‖ in the humanities marks it as (little more than) a scholarly trend, which is 

already (or soon will be) intellectually over, either because it has become logically and 

ethically untenable, or because its insights can be effectively subsumed into more 

established disciplines. To begin this special issue of Cultural Critique, Karyn Ball‘s 

introduction, ―Trauma and Its Institutional Destinies,‖ observes that the 1990s were ―a 

period in which trauma as an object of inquiry has moved beyond the parameters of 

clinical study to become a preoccupation, if not a fetish, among literary and cultural 

critics‖ (1). She continues by suggesting that trauma has ―saturated‖ literary and cultural 

studies, and noting that papers, presentations, articles and essay collections on the subject 

of trauma (in, for example, such disciplinarily prominent settings as the Modern 

Language Association‘s annual convention) confirm that ―‗trauma studies,‘ as it is 

increasingly called, had come into its own‖ (1).   

 Her assessment of trauma studies as an ―emergent, and perhaps already post-

emergent, field‖ proceeds from the assertion: ―most recent work on trauma does not raise 

questions about its current institutional prominence…[and] seem[s] to be missing a sense 

of historical self-reflexivity about [its] present preoccupation [with trauma] as a socio-

cultural phenomenon in its own right‖ (1). Initiating or framing her ―attempt at 
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historicization‖ of ―the recent emergence of trauma as a literary and critical 

preoccupation‖ is this tellingly vague definition: ―The fixed idea that orients this issue is 

the concept of trauma as a transformative event that is realized in a variety of historical, 

rhetorical, and cultural symptoms‖ (2).  

 This phrasing is ironic: while Ball aims to historicize the emergence of trauma as 

a subject of critical inquiry in the humanities, even a somewhat cursory review of the 

emergence of ―trauma‖ in the sciences provides clear evidence that trauma was, has been, 

and remains today anything but a ―fixed idea.‖ Indeed, its meaning has varied from 

decade to decade, and if nothing else, the American Psychiatric Association‘s ongoing 

revisions to the PTSD diagnostic criteria serve to prove that ―trauma‖ is profoundly hard 

to fix (in either sense of the word). In particular, the notion of trauma as ―transformative 

event‖ can itself be historicized; the concept of the external event as the direct cause of 

trauma has prevailed during times of war and its immediate wake. Thus, to pursue a 

historical survey of trauma‘s recent emergence in the humanities without a preliminary 

historicization of the meaning of ―trauma‖ as a term seems to risk tautology; what 

―trauma‖ has (and has not) meant necessarily determines what it means now, and 

conditions how and why trauma has become a critical ―preoccupation‖ among literary 

and cultural critics. 

Ball‘s investigation of ―why trauma?‖ preempts itself: why trauma has captured 

critical attention depends ineluctably on what trauma is being studied, on what kinds of 

trauma are considered in literary and cultural analyses—on what types of ―transformative 

events‖ are, in effect, deemed ―traumatic.‖ To anticipate a waning or expiration of trauma 
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studies seems premature, given how many kinds of traumatic events—and how many 

kinds of literary forms—have thus far been largely ignored by the scholars and critics 

who are apparently preoccupied with trauma. If, nonetheless, one accepts Ball‘s wariness 

of trauma‘s saturation or fetishization in cultural and literary analyses, then certainly 

study of previously neglected types of trauma as addressed by previously neglected forms 

of literature might challenge some of the ways that trauma studies risk overdetermination, 

instead generating new concepts of trauma while they help to reveal the intellectual work 

―trauma‖ does in its various disciplinary contexts. 

 

Literature of the “Unspeakable”: Writing Around Trauma 

 From the earliest studies of traumatic neuroses through the advances of 

neurobiology and psychopathology in the late 20
th

-century, debates have raged about how 

(and if) trauma is the cause (or the effect) of neurotic behaviors and otherwise 

inexplicable physical and psychical symptoms. At the core of these debates lies the very 

paradox of trauma: what constitutes trauma as traumatic is its absence from normal, 

narrative, conscious memory. One recovers from it by uncovering it, by tracing a path 

through symptoms and associations to where the ―cause‖ or traumatogenic origin would 

or should be.  But to the extent that one can ever put into words this original traumatic 

experience, the process of remembering and articulating it alters that experience—

shaping and arranging and omitting elements into linguistic forms does transform it. 

Thus, language determines what aspects of trauma will be representable, and, therefore, 

rememberable.  
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 In the years immediately preceding the introduction of PTSD into the psychiatric 

lexicon, Henry Krystal observed that ―traumatized patients come to experience emotional 

reactions merely as somatic states, without being able to interpret the meaning of what 

they are feeling. Unable to ‗know‘ what they feel, they become prone to undifferentiated 

affect storms and psychosomatic reactions‖ (van der Kolk 60). Krystal called this 

condition ―alexithymia,‖ combining the Greek word lexis, meaning ―speech,‖ with 

―alexia,‖ the name of a pathological neurological disorder marked by loss of the ability to 

understand written or printed language—a condition commonly known as ―word 

blindness.‖ Krystal‘s ideas have significant implications for the success of ―the talking 

cure‖ and other forms of psychotherapy: how, if a trauma patient is ―word blind‖ is she 

supposed to use words to describe her experience? If a trauma patient cannot name her 

feelings, she cannot know or understand or even recognize those feelings. Her sense-

perceptions then enter consciousness through non-linguistic channels: racing heart, 

sweating, shortness of breath, nausea—symptoms ―speak‖ when the patient cannot.  

Accordingly, the descriptor ―unspeakable‖ appears again and again in secondary 

literature of trauma.
11

 The designation of trauma as ―the unspeakable‖ occurs so often, in 

fact, that its overuse renders it clichéd. In his article, ―Unspeakable,‖ published in The 

Yale Journal of Criticism, Thomas Trezise takes up the ubiquity of the descriptor and 

deconstructs it, asking these crucial questions: ―What do we mean when we say that the 

Holocaust is ‗unspeakable‘? Is ‗unspeakable‘ just a synonym of ‗inexpressible‘ or 

‗indescribable‘? How are these words related to such others, encountered with similar 

                                                 
11

 Most often, the term is invoked in discussions of the Holocaust, but this perception of the gap between 

representative language and the realities of the Shoah can offer analogous insights into the poetics and 

ethics of representing various kinds of traumatic experience. 
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frequency in reference to the Holocaust, as ‗incomprehensible,‘ ‗inconceivable,‘ 

‗unthinkable‘? Or ‗unimaginable‘?‖ (39).  

Trezise‘s article condenses dictionary definitions of the term into three ―main 

senses‖ of its meaning: First,  ―unspeakable‖ means ―verbally unrepresentable‖ and is in 

this sense often substituted for ineffable, inexpressible and unutterable. To claim that the 

Holocaust (and by extension any traumatic event) is ―unspeakable‖ is then to ―state as a 

matter of fact that this traumatic historical event simply exceeds any and all means of 

verbal representation at our disposal‖ (39). Second, ―unspeakable‖ conveys a normative 

claim, rather than a factual one, that means, according to the OED, ―indescribably or 

inexpressibly bad or objectionable‖ (39). The third sense involves a prohibition, where  

―‗unspeakable‘ appears to qualify as a ‗sacred‘ object, that is, an object that either cannot 

be spoken, because it lies outside the profane world and its language, or may not be 

spoken, because speaking it would be a profanation‖ (39).  

 As ―trauma‖ has become the portmanteau of psychological suffering in the late-

twentieth century, that which is deemed ―unspeakable‖ includes disparate experiences 

with no overt relationship to the Nazi atrocities.   Trezise‘s attention to what ―we mean 

when we say… ‗unspeakable‘‖ in the context of the Holocaust raises analogous 

questions about the trauma generally, and prompts much broader questions about how 

information regarding extreme events does and doesn‘t get communicated—questions 

about the nature of knowledge itself. 

Necessarily, then, literature and studies of literature are uniquely situated between 

epistemological paradoxes and the ontological imperatives of language use vis a vis 
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trauma. The application of trauma theory to literary analysis was cemented by Cathy 

Caruth, in Unclaimed Experience: Trauma, Narrative and History, her own book-length 

exploration of psychoanalysis, contemporary philosophy, and literary theory. In the 

introduction to Unclaimed Experience, Caruth (like many before her) returns to the 

writings of Freud, but with particular attention to Freud‘s own use of literature, of myth 

or story, to explain his theories of trauma and the death drive.
12

  She explains,  

If Freud turns to literature to describe traumatic experience, it is because 

literature, like psychoanalysis, is interested in the complex relation 

between knowing and not knowing. And it is at the specific point at which 

knowing and not knowing intersect that the language of literature and the 

psychoanalytic theory of traumatic experience precisely meet. (3) 

But why, ―precisely,‖ should psychoanalysis (and/or the sciences of trauma) and 

literature ―meet‖ at an intersection of ―knowing and not knowing‖? Why don‘t, in fact, 

science‘s empiricism and literature‘s abstraction collide, crashing into each other in an 

accident of shared confusion? For Caruth, the answer involves the very meaning of 

history. Her formulation is as follows: 

 [W]hat seems to be suggested by Freud in Beyond the Pleasure Principle 

is that the wound of the mind—the breach in the mind‘s experience of 

time, self, and the world—is not, like the wound of the body, a simple and 

healable event, but rather an event that…is experienced too soon, too 

                                                 
12

 Specifically, Freud cites Torquato Tasso‟s epic Gerusalemme Liberata (Jerusalem Liberated), which 

tells the story of Tancred, a knight who unwittingly kills his beloved while she is disguised, and later, when 

he strikes at a tree in which Clorinda‟s soul was captured, her voice cries out accusing him of wounding her 

again (Caruth UE, 2). 
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unexpectedly, to be fully known and is therefore not available to 

consciousness until it imposes itself again, repeatedly, in the nightmares 

and repetitive actions of the survivor‖.…[T]rauma is not locatable in the 

simple violent or original event in an individual‘s past, but rather in the 

way that its very unassimilated nature—the way it was precisely not 

known in the first instance—returns to haunt the survivor later on. 

(Unclaimed Experience 4) 

The unassimilated or unprocessed dimensions of traumatic experience, according to 

Freud (and Caruth), remain ―latent,‖ and accordingly, the trauma survivor‘s amnesias 

indicate the necessity of delay between the trauma event and the emergence of a 

survivor‘s symptoms. Put simply, trauma is not experienced as trauma as it occurs; 

instead, only when it is ―remembered‖ or erupts into consciousness does the survivor 

realize the extent of its horror. Thus, because trauma is necessarily removed from the 

event or experience that caused psychic damage, one must interpret the meaning of the 

experience after the fact. Caruth explains, ―The historical power of the trauma is not just 

that the experience is repeated after its forgetting, but that it is only in and through its 

inherent forgetting that it is first experienced at all‖ (Unclaimed Experience 17).  

In this way, history and literature have in common a structural relationship 

between experience and knowledge: both demand a temporal delay between actual events 

and our self-reflexive understanding of their significance. In this argument, ―forgetting‖ 
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precedes ―remembering,‖ rather than following it.
13

  Caruth‘s use of conundrum is 

purposive. Her book, rather than studying the testimonial texts of trauma survivors‘ case 

studies, ―explore[s] the complex ways that knowing and not knowing are entangled in the 

language of trauma and in the stories associated with it‖ (Unclaimed Experience 4). In 

fact, Caruth‘s discussion subjects Freud‘s texts to literary analysis while it deploys 

Freud‘s psychoanalytic theories toward the study of literary texts addressing trauma, 

arguing:  

If traumatic experience, as Freud indicates suggestively, is an experience 

that is not fully assimilated as it occurs, then these texts, each is in its turn, 

ask what it means to transmit and to theorize around a crisis that is 

marked, not by a simple knowledge, but by the ways it simultaneously 

defies and demands our witness. Such a question, I will argue, whether it 

occurs within a strictly literary text or in a more deliberately theoretical 

one, can never be asked in a straightforward way, but must, indeed, also 

be spoken in a language that is always somehow literary: a language that 

defies, even as it claims, our understanding (5). 

 In many ways, Caruth‘s charge is a daunting one for trauma scholars, whose 

disciplinary training, particularly in the sciences, often promotes and necessitates 

linguistic clarity. Unclaimed Experience poses, however, the ethical stakes facing trauma 

theorists and victims alike when they write (about) trauma, and for the first time, draws 

sustained attention to the role of literary form in generating and transmitting the truths of 

                                                 
13

 ―Forgetting‖ here is an automatic response to an experience that exceeds one‘s ability to comprehend its 

meaning as it occurs, rather than a gradual loss of consciously recalled detail, and as such may be an 

unfortunately obfuscating usage. 
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trauma. Caruth‘s work is indispensible to my project, but where she turns to Kant and de 

Man, Freud and Lacan, Duras and Resnais to simultaneously investigate and forge a 

―language that defies, even as it claims, our understanding,‖ I propose that poetry by 

North American women offers crucial examples of precisely such a language, and that 

any adequate theory of trauma must pursue the insights that trauma poetry provides. 

 

Toward a Feminist Poetics of Trauma 

Conspicuously absent from the immense field of trauma studies, even from the 

research conducted by literary critics attending to trauma, is any sustained analysis of the 

ways that trauma theory can inform studies of contemporary poetry, and, conversely, how 

studies of poetry and poetics can modify and refine our understanding of trauma. Perhaps 

this absence is our inheritance from the Romantics, whose vilification of rationalism (and 

veneration of Imagination as the animus of poetic genius) cleaved science from the poetic 

arts. But if, as various critics claim, our age is the age of trauma, then surely poetry of the 

twentieth century must speak of and to traumatic experiences—and scientific research 

into trauma can inform studies of that poetry. Indeed, important poetry about world war, 

and the Nazi Holocaust in particular, stands among the century‘s most revered, and 

substantial work on the poetics of Holocaust literature contributes crucial concepts about 

the ethics of narrative and history to the field of trauma studies.  

But these examples of traumatic experience, international in scope and enormous 

in scale, are not the only kinds of trauma to which poetry can and must attend. In the final 

paragraph of ―Trauma and Its Institutional Destinies,‖ Karyn Ball considers the academic 
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backlash against Holocaust studies and concedes, ―[I]f the Holocaust holds onto its 

transcendent moral aura and if the concept of trauma retains any specificity in the 

Western historical imagination, then this is partly because the well-fed citizens of post-

industrialized nations ignore the perpetual and relentless trauma of slow death by 

starvation and disease that affects the destitute communities of the postcolonized world‖ 

(41). At the same time, however, ―[relativizing Western historical traumas] may also 

undercut the commitment to attend to the effects of widespread domestic traumas such as 

incest and physical abuse‖ (41).  

Indeed, my research confirms that scholarly attention to such ―domestic traumas‖ 

typically figures as secondary to, and a minor variation of, these political/historical 

traumas. Sustained research into the traumatic effects of rape and incest, child abuse, and 

intimate partner violence is extremely recent; yet its scope remains largely curtailed 

within the ―helping professions‖ of sociology, social work, and clinical psychology. 

Major analyses of literature describing these kinds of traumas are few; scholarly attention 

to the poetry of ―domestic traumas‖ is thus far particularly scant.  

This is not to say that literary studies of trauma have neglected poetry entirely. 

Among the critics who apply trauma theory to readings of poetry are: Shoshana Felman, 

who conducts close readings of Stéphane Mallarmé and Paul Celan; Kevin Newmark, 

whose article, ―Traumatic Poetry: Charles Baudelaire and the Shock of Laughter‖ is 

included in Caruth‘s anthology; and Benjamin Friedlander, whose article, ―Intention in 

Extremity: Reading Dickinson after the Holocaust,‖ claims ―the limits of representation 

are best
 
conceived as functions of the limits of intention[, where,]

 
because intention's 
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failure […] is necessarily indistinguishable
 
from the unintended or purely random 

utterance, […] representation's
 
limits are met at precisely those moments when 

interpretation founders
 
in doubt.‖

14
 

This is the insight this project pursues: especially in cases of trauma, 

―representation‘s limits are met at precisely those moments when interpretation founders 

in doubt‖—but this does not mean representation fails. Where Dori Laub implores trauma 

scholars to ―listen to departure,‖ and Cathy Caruth calls for ―a language that defies, even 

as it claims, our understanding,‖ poetry and poetics display and deploy linguistic 

techniques that activate non-representative (or extra-representative) semantic content in 

ways that allow for the expression of ineffable features of traumatic experience.  

However, neither poetry about the kinds of trauma experiences common among 

women (such as rape, incest, and domestic violence), nor poetry about the kinds of 

historical traumas perpetrated not overseas during world war, but in the United States 

during the eras of westward expansion and Manifest Destiny (including the atrocities of 

the Indian Wars and Indian removals, and the institutionalized traumas of slavery) has yet 

received adequate consideration as case studies for the application of trauma theory to 

literature. As a result, the meaning of trauma has been insufficiently theorized from a 

feminist perspective, from a North American perspective, and in terms of poetics.
15

 

This project intervenes at the intersection of these three: close-reading of poetry 

by North American women about various kinds of ―domestic trauma‖ challenges the 

                                                 
14 Friedlander, Benjamin. ―Intention in Extremity: Reading Dickinson after the Holocaust.‖ 

Poetics Today 2005 26: 175-207. 
15

 Trauma has not yet been sufficiently theorized in terms of ethnicity, race, or class, either, but my 

discussion of these, because they require a distinct and comprehensive theoretical framework that exceeds 

the scope of this current project, will be pursued elsewhere in the future. 
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conceptual framework of many predominant models of trauma theory. My feminist 

hermeneutic first acknowledges that trauma is neither statistically unusual nor 

epistemologically ―extreme‖—violence against women is a pervasive and persistent 

condition of life in contemporary North America—and so demands that ―trauma‖ be 

redefined from the vantage of women‘s lived experiences. Second, attention to these 

poetries suggests that women may choose to treat trauma with silence not only because 

trauma baffles existing mental schema or linguistic capacities, but also because in 

cultures that repeatedly deny, dismiss, and forget the horrors of rape, battery, and 

incest—and so freely deems women ―hysterical‖ in the process—speaking the truths of 

trauma can be particularly retraumatizing.  

Finally, my analysis observes how and investigates why women survivors of 

trauma distrust language, even as they us it, and thus must invent ways of depicting their 

experience that hold open the unknowable, unreachable, and unspeakable dimensions of 

their lives. These writers use language to critique language—and to critique the 

psychotherapeutic models that (over)promise narrative catharsis. They create, in one 

halted word (or sound) at a time, linguistic forms that reconstruct trauma in both 

discursive and non-discursive ways. Their use of language demonstrates that no complete 

―story‖ of trauma is ever possible—but neither is it necessary: poetry preserves the 

lacuna that is trauma by using language in ways that multiply and mystify meaning, 

rather than ―fixing‖ it. Poetry is already the kind of language that trauma calls for.  

Each of the following chapters revises prevailing paradigms of trauma from a 

feminist perspective while theorizing the poetics of representing trauma in language. The 
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first of these, ― ‗While Someone Else Is Eating‘: The Dialectic of the Extreme and the 

Everyday in Frances Driscoll‘s The Rape Poems,‖ considers poetry about intruder rape to 

argue that trauma results not simply from the eruption of extreme events into everyday 

life, but from the impossibility of distinguishing the ―extremes‖ of domestic trauma from 

―everyday‖ life as a woman in the late-twentieth and early twenty-first century. The next 

chapter, ―Traumatizing the Lyric ‗I‘: Poetic Subjectivity in Betsy Warland‘s The Bat Had 

Blue Eyes,‖ considers the prima facie concept of ―self‖ which undergirds all major 

models of trauma as necessarily inapplicable in cases of incest, where the development of 

―self‖ is radically curtailed for the child victim, and thus, the effects of trauma on 

personal identity are configured differently in the adult survivor. The final chapter, 

―Traumatic Consciousness: The Poetry of Interpretation in Hannah Weiner‘s Archive‖ 

questions the larger epistemological framework that designates ―trauma‖ to be 

psychopathological by exploring the avant-garde writing of a woman who was diagnosed 

as schizophrenic, and whose experiences of divided consciousness challenge the meaning 

of mental illness while they provide the genesis of an innovative poet(h)ical form, one 

which critiques the collusion between the symbolic order and traumatic violence.  
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Chapter Two  

“While Someone Else is Eating”:  

The Dialectic of the Extreme and the Everyday  

in Frances Driscoll‟s The Rape Poems 

 
About suffering they were never wrong,    

The Old Masters; how well they understood    

Its human position; how it takes place    

While someone else is eating or opening a window or just 

walking dully along 

 

  --W.H. Auden, ―Musée des Beaux Arts‖ 

 

This chapter conceptualizes ―trauma‖ as originating in discrete events 

experienced by individuals at the site of the physical body. This model is consistent with 

the etiological underpinnings the Post Traumatic Stress Disorder diagnosis, and 

represents the predominant concept of ―trauma‖ at the end of the twentieth century. 

Accordingly, when applied to Frances Driscoll‘s The Rape Poems, which discusses one 

woman‘s exposure to a singular event of sexual violence and its aftermath, one expects 

this model should be adequate to explain the poems‘ depiction of traumatic suffering.  

Driscoll‘s poems, however, portray images of rape trauma that are not so simply 

consistent with the insights of the PTSD descriptors. Rather than reading these poems 

only for the ways they manifest symptoms of psychiatric trauma, using existing 

definitions of trauma to impose an interpretative framework, this chapter considers how 

the poems themselves define what ―trauma‖ means in the life of this rape survivor, and 

claims their insights as essential to a feminist revision of trauma theory.  

The Rape Poems creates a picture of trauma that undercuts the conceptual 

framework of much contemporary trauma theory: Driscoll depicts rape as a trauma that 

challenges basic assumptions about the ―extreme‖ nature of traumatic events (about their 
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separateness from ―everyday‖ life as well as their statistical improbability); about the 

―self‖ as an autonomous interior being who is infiltrated by overwhelming external 

stimuli; and about the ethical implications (and practical feasibility) of narrative 

―recovery‖ as the preferred psychotherapeutic method of treatment.  

Because these poems discuss an instance of sexual violence that occurs in a 

woman‘s own home, they demand particular re-assessment of our concepts of trauma in 

light of the paradoxical interpenetration of ―internal‖ and ―external,‖ ―familiar‖ and 

―foreign,‖ ―dying‖ and ―surviving.‖ These poems suggest that what makes trauma 

traumatic is the way it creates a shared/divided space where the coincidence of opposites 

simultaneously collapses and suspends our ways of knowing, and forces the survivor to 

live with unsurpassable paradoxes of being—of survival itself.   

My discussion of the poetics of rape trauma develops and extends a feminist 

hermeneutic, arguing not—as Judith Herman does in Trauma and Recovery—that men‘s 

traumatic experiences of war and women‘s traumatic experiences of rape and battery 

produce a psychiatric syndrome that is ―essentially the same‖ for both, but instead 

arguing that renewed attention to women‘s symptoms of traumatic injury reveals new 

ways of understanding what is traumatic about trauma. By pursuing the intersection of 

feminist theory, trauma theory, and poetics, my work suggests that because trauma 

exposes unsurpassable paradoxes of meaning and being, trauma renders self and world, at 

least temporarily, unreadable. 

 

Remembering Rape: Trauma Theory‟s Feminist Breakthrough(s) 
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Despite persistent debates about the interplay of internal and external forces in 

psychological illness, late twentieth-century psychiatry codified a conceptual framework 

for trauma that required exposure to an external event. Such exposure was (and remains 

today) the primary diagnostic criterion in Post Traumatic Stress Disorder.  This 

etiological stance has important precedents, namely in the work of military psychiatrist 

Abram Kardiner, under whose influence psychiatric approaches to combat neuroses 

moved away from psychoanalytic models (which attributed neurosis to the patient‘s 

repressed libidinal conflict), toward a model of trauma based on adaptation theory,
16

 

where symptoms of traumatization expressed a psychological failure to adapt to extreme 

events. By interpreting symptoms of trauma in this way, Kardiner proposed that 

traumatization was an essentially ―normal‖ reaction to ―abnormal‖ external events.  

Kardiner‘s postulation draws directly on Freud‘s own assessment of hysterical 

symptoms among veterans returning from World War I. In Beyond the Pleasure Principle  

(1920) Freud theorizes the psyche as a protective-yet-permeable membrane through 

which external stimuli are modulated. From this, he explains, ―We describe as ‗traumatic‘ 

any excitation from outside which are powerful enough to break through the protective 

shield. …[T]he concept of trauma necessarily implies […] a breach in an otherwise 

efficacious barrier against stimuli‖ (Beyond 35, emphasis mine). In this way, trauma is 

that which overwhelms the psyche‘s ability to filter the flood of sensory information it 

encounters in exposure to an extreme event sited outside the victim‘s own mind. 
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Kardiner was a disciple and analysand of Freud‘s, who ―first unsuccessfully tried to create a theory of 

war neuroses based upon the concepts of early psychoanalytic theory‖ before reassessing his clinical 

observations in The Traumatic Neuroses of War (van der Kolk 56-7). 
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 But Freud‘s membrane metaphor for trauma does not originate here; Beyond the 

Pleasure Principle revisits (indirectly) his early studies of hysteria
17

 in women, which  

also trace symptoms back to external source events, particularly ―one or more 

experiences of premature sexual experience, belonging to the first years of childhood‖ 

(―Aetiology‖ 198).  This formulation of ―seduction‖—involving, in the most severe 

cases, molestation and rape—foreshadows his later theory of trauma as the penetration of 

external forces past the ―permeable membrane‖ into the tissues of the body/mind. 

 Although Freud does not claim it as such, rape is uniquely situated at the 

intersection between the medical model of trauma (where ―trauma‖ refers to physical 

wounds in which skin or other organ walls are ruptured by external force) and the 

psychiatric model of trauma (where the mind itself functions as another kind of bodily 

organ, also subject to injury when confronted with overwhelming stimuli); as such it 

could serve as an especially potent ―case‖ for clinical studies of trauma. Because it does 

not necessarily result in obvious physical wounds like broken bones or major contusions 

(although sexual assault often includes violent physical restraint which yields bruising 

and swelling after some delay, as well as lacerations and abrasions to hidden vaginal and 

cervical tissues), the symptoms rape produces can be interpreted as ―merely‖ 

psychological. At the same time, because rape and sexual assault are directed at the most 

private and personal physical sites, the impact of this targeted violence involves (t)issues 

of identity and subjectivity; trauma is embodied differently in rape than in acts of 

violence in which sexuality and gender oppression are less prominently involved.  Thus 

                                                 
17

 ―On the Psychical Mechanism of Hysterical Phenomenon,‖ (1893) written with Dr. Joseph Breuer, and 

―The Aetiology of Hysteria‖ (1896). 
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the compounding of the physical, physiological, psychological, and social components of 

rape intensify its traumatic power.   

But for decades trauma theorists did not recognize the relevance of rape to 

trauma. Indeed, according to Judith Herman‘s landmark book, Trauma and Recovery: 

The Aftermath of Violence—from Domestic Abuse to Political Terror (1992), ―For most 

of the twentieth century, it was the study of combat veterans that led to the development 

of a body of knowledge about traumatic disorders. Not until the women‘s liberation 

movement of the 1970s was it recognized that the most common post-traumatic disorders 

are those not of men but of women in civilian life‖ (28, emphasis mine).  

Herman cites Ann Burgess and Lynda Holmstrom—a psychiatric nurse and 

sociologist, respectively—among those feminist clinicians whose attention to the post-

traumatic ailments of rape victims made possible a renewed discussion of the role of 

sexual violence in psychiatric illness. By giving the specific configuration of symptoms 

suffered by rape survivors its own name, ―rape trauma syndrome, ‖ in 1974, they 

confirmed the damaging effects of sexual violence on women‘s psychological, as well as 

physical, well-being. They declared: ―This syndrome of behavioral, somatic, and 

psychological reactions is an acute stress reaction to a life-threatening situation‖ in which 

―rape is not primarily a sexual act,‖ but instead ―an act of violence with sex as the 

weapon‖ (Burgess and Holmstrom 982). Although this understanding of rape may seem 

commonplace now, in 1974, feminist attention to the violence of sexual assault marked 
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an intervention in psychiatric tradition, and displayed the beginnings of a fundamental 

shift in thinking about rape within the larger culture
18

.  

 This shift in the psychiatric conception of rape surely resulted (in part) from 

similar changes in psychiatric understanding of war trauma following World War II—

which characterized traumatization as the natural result of exposure to extreme events, 

rather than a manifestation of inherent psychological disorder. Burgess‘s later article 

(also named ―Rape Trauma Syndrome,‖ and published in 1983) claims that mid-century 

psychiatric studies of rape relied on psychoanalytic models to pursue not the 

psychological effects of rape, but the psychological causes of it. But rather than studying 

rapists, psychoanalysts treated the women who ―provoked‖ sexual attack. In this way, 

psychoanalysis understood the root of rape to reside within the mind of women who, it 

was thought, sought these sexual encounters as a way of acting out repressed desires. 

However, by the early 1970s, ―the psychiatric literature present[ed] a marked departure 

from the traditional view of rape as victim-provoked. Rather than discussing rape so 

exclusively in terms of intrapsychic concepts, the contemporary view began to portray 

rape as an event imposed upon the victim from the outside: that is, as an external event‖ 

(Burgess 99). 

 In the years that followed, studies of women who were abused by husbands and 

boyfriends, and studies of abused children, generated similar typologies, i.e. ―battered 

woman syndrome‖ and ―abused child syndrome.‖  Yet, according to Bessel van der Kolk, 

                                                 
18 

Susan Brownmiller‘s groundbreaking book, Against Our Will: Men, Women and Rape, was first 

published in 1975. The book‘s introduction is Brownmiller‘s ―Personal Statement‖ about the genesis of her 

work: After discussing her own inculcation in the myths of rape in American culture, Brownmiller admits 

that when she began to listen to women‘s stories of rape, she had a moment of ―revelation.‖ She explains, 

―I wrote this book because I am a woman who changed her mind about rape‖ (xiii).  
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who surveys the history of trauma studies in his landmark book, Traumatic Stress: The 

Effects of Overwhelming Experience on Mind, Body, and Society (1996), ―All the 

different syndromes—the ‗rape trauma syndrome,‘ the ‗battered woman syndrome,‘ the 

‗Vietnam veterans syndrome,‘ and the ‗abused child syndrome‘—were subsumed under 

this new diagnosis [Post Traumatic Stress Disorder]. However, all of these different 

syndromes originally had been described with considerable variations from the eventual 

definition of PTSD‖ (61). Burgess and Holmstrom‘s report on Rape Trauma Syndrome, 

for example, identifies distinct symptom patterns in the ―acute‖ and ―long-term‖ phases 

of the syndrome, and details symptoms such as ―gastrointestinal irritability‖ and several 

types of ―traumatophobia,‖  including ―fear of indoors,‖ ―fear of outdoors,‖ ―fear of being 

alone,‖ ―fear of crowds,‖ ―fear of people behind them,‖ and ―sexual fears‖ about the 

impact of rape on sexuality and sexual relationships (982, 984)—none of which were 

articulated in the symptomology of PTSD. 

So within a decade of its emergence as a diagnosis specific to the experiences of 

trauma in women‘s (and children‘s) lives, ―rape trauma syndrome‖ ceded its ground to 

the more ―universal‖ definition of PTSD. Feminist clinicians responded to PTSD with 

pragmatism: Burgess, for example, clearly recognized the political and diagnostic power 

of this institutionally sanctioned formulation of trauma, and sought to claim that power 

for women traumatized by rape. Her 1983 article traces a symptomatic congruence 

between the two conditions by conducting a point-by-point evaluation of the ways that 

rape trauma syndrome fulfills every PTSD diagnostic criterion in the DSM-III.  
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Herman‘s approach in Trauma and Recovery accomplishes similar work.  Where 

Burgess seeks to prove that women‘s responses to trauma ―match‖ the official (male) 

model, Herman collapses the distinction: she argues that men‘s and women‘s responses 

to different kinds of traumatic exposure are (and always have been) ―essentially the 

same,‖ and that psychiatry‘s historic refusal to recognize this indicates an inherent sexist 

bias in trauma theory throughout the twentieth century. Her key critique focuses on the 

original PTSD diagnosis, which in its emphasis on events that were ―outside the range of 

usual human experience‖—although it encompassed all the major symptom patterns and 

etiological features of rape trauma syndrome—fundamentally ignored the statistical 

prevalence of rape in the lives of American women. She puts it bluntly: ―Rape, battery, 

and other forms of sexual and domestic violence are so common a part of women‘s lives 

that they can hardly be described as outside the range of ordinary experience‖ (33).  

Herman not only problematizes the etiology of trauma around issues of statistical 

prevalence, but also pursues this (mis)conception of trauma by insisting that trauma 

studies have simultaneously expressed and perpetuated sexist oppression: 

Only after 1980, when the efforts of combat veterans had legitimated the 

concept of post-traumatic stress disorder, did it become clear that the 

psychological syndrome seen in survivors of rape, domestic battery, and 

incest was essentially the same as the syndrome seen in survivors of war. 

The implications of this insight are as horrifying in the present as they 

were a century ago: the subordinate condition of women is maintained and 

enforced by the hidden violence of men. There is war between the sexes. 
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Rape victims, battered women, and sexually abused children are its 

casualties. Hysteria is the combat neurosis of the sex war (32).
19

 

 

Given the boldness of this assertion, Trauma and Recovery seems to avert some of its 

more radical implications. Herman‘s feminist hermeneutic is a liberalist and humanist 

one that seeks to secure women‘s equal treatment under the (medical) law, and to 

underscore the shared burden of traumatic suffering across the gender divide. However, 

to argue, as Herman does, that ―the psychological syndrome seen in survivors of rape, 

domestic battery, and incest was essentially the same as the syndrome seen in survivors 

of war‖ is to again elide the differences between women‘s and men‘s experiences of 

trauma—and to thus overlook the ways that women‘s experiences of trauma are 

inconsistent with, and reveal the limitations of, the dominant paradigm of trauma theory. 

Herman‘s conceptual framework still assumes that the masculinist model of PTSD is 

adequate for diagnosing and defining trauma disorders in both women and men. 

 Since 1992, when Herman‘s Trauma and Recovery was published, contemporary 

trauma theory has matured past its pioneering phase. Many important feminist 

approaches to trauma have shifted away from the universalist depictions: recent feminist 

critiques of PTSD, such as Mary Gilfus‘s or Laura S. Brown‘s
20

, pursue the ways that 

                                                 
19 

What Herman fails to note here is that while men‘s exposure to the violence of war is determined by 

political demands of their government (men are subject to the violence of warfare only when their countries 

are at war), women‘s exposure to the violence(s) of rape, battery, incest are not contingent on certain 

instances of political conflict (women are engaged in ―the sex war‖ everywhere, every day). Furthermore, 

since the suspension of military conscription in the United States following the Vietnam War, combat 

exposure is (to some degree) both self-elected and voluntary— but clearly, violence against women 

constitutes a ―war‖ in which in no woman willingly ―enlists.‖ 

 
20 

In 1999, Mary E. Gilfus initiated a feminist revisioning of the dominant trauma paradigm with her 

article, ―The Price of the Ticket: A Survivor-Centered Appraisal of Trauma Theory,‖ which argues: ―It may 
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women‘s experiences of rape do not match up with men‘s experiences of war, and 

accordingly do not support the prevailing model of trauma as articulated in the PTSD 

diagnostic criteria. Their work recognizes the political and ethical implications of ―rape 

trauma syndrome‖ being subsumed into congruence with PTSD: to diagnose a woman 

with a mental illness based on a model that ignores the more complex realities of her 

lived experience is (yet again) to do violence to her—it forces on her from the outside an 

oversimplified if not inaccurate version of the ―truth‖ of her traumatic exposure and its 

aftermath.  Now that PTSD is more than 30 years old, and has apparently attained 

institutional permanence, feminist theorists can (and must) revisit its failures without 

evacuating its diagnostic value. 

 

Point of Entry: Confounding the Extreme and the Everyday 

This chapter returns to Herman‘s insights regarding the prevalence of women‘s 

experiences of rape to argue that survivors‘ descriptions of trauma and its aftermath can 

challenge one of the most fundamental assumptions and definitions of post-traumatic 

stress disorder, because rape trauma troubles the very meaning of ―the extreme.‖ As a 

term that has been used interchangeably with ―the traumatic‖ in recent analyses of 

trauma,
21

 ―the extreme‖ has several possible (and paradoxical) meanings: trauma is 

                                                                                                                                                 
have been helpful initially to be able to compare the severity of violence against women with the severity 

of other extreme events, such as war and natural disasters, in order to have women‘s injuries taken 

seriously, but the drawback may be that such comparisons obscure the uniquely gendered and political 

aspects of violence against women‖ (1242). In her article, ―Not Outside the Range,‖ psychotherapist Laura 

S. Brown echoes Herman when she asserts, ―A feminist perspective, which draws our attention to the lives 

of girls and women, to the secret, private, hidden experiences of everyday pain, reminds us that traumatic 

events do lie within the range of normal human experience‖ (110, emphasis mine).  
21

Examples include Extremities: Trauma, Testimony, and Community, Eds. Nancy K. Miller and Jason 

Tougaw, Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2002; ―Trauma, Repetition, and the Hermeneutics of 
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―extreme‖ because it is out-of-the-ordinary, beyond the scope of what is typical—it is a 

different kind of experience; or trauma is ―extreme‖ because it involves normal feelings 

and sensations that are greatly intensified or amplified—it is a different degree of 

experience; or trauma is ―extreme‖ because it is takes the individual ―outside‖ herself 

through the phenomenon of dissociation; or trauma is ―extreme‖ because it leaves 

victims/survivors beyond the bounds of communal life by violating fundamental 

agreements of social interaction and dissolving the protective membrane of the social 

body.  

When Herman characterizes violence against women and children in terms of ―the 

sex war,‖ she relocates the ―extreme event‖ from the sphere of distant, foreign battle to 

the realm of domestic life. Where soldiers‘ post-traumatic symptoms often emerge upon 

their re-entry into life at home after being removed from the scene of their traumatic 

exposure, women‘s experiences of trauma (and post-trauma) typically occur within the 

domain of everyday domestic life. Herman‘s critique brings trauma home as not 

something that happens out there, but something that happens in here—and as such, 

domestic trauma is distinctly different from combat trauma, because women and children 

cannot be ―sent home‖ from the battlefields of the sex war.   In fact, home is the 

battlefield. It is the most common site of violence against women: statistically, the vast 

                                                                                                                                                 
Psychoanalysis‖ by Linda Belau, in Topologies of Trauma: Essays on the Limit of Knowledge and Memory, 

Linda Belau and Petar Ramadanovic, eds. New York: Other Press, 2002; and even the DSM-IV, which in 

1994 revised the PTSD diagnostic features as ―characteristic symptoms following exposure to an extreme 

traumatic stressor‖ (424, emphasis mine). 
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majority of incidents of battery, molestation, and rape happen in a woman‘s own home or 

the homes of family members and friends—hence the term ―domestic violence.‖
22

  

Because the traumas of sexual violence and battery are a daily occurrence in the 

lives of millions of women and children around the world, not separate from or outside of 

their usual lives, but woven into the very fabric of their everyday existence, the notion of 

trauma as precipitated by ―extreme‖ events must falter. Instead, rape posits a concrete 

instance of the trauma of everyday life under sexism.
23

 How does rape compel us to think 

of trauma not as an ―extreme‖ event, but an ―everyday‖ one? ―Everyday‖ describes that 

which is frequently and predictably present, and as such, means regular; usual. Its 

repetitiveness conflates ―the everyday‖ with that which is routine (planned or presumed), 

as in habitualized daily practices; it is thus particularly associated with the domestic 

sphere, with its emphasis on daily needs of the physical body—eating, sleeping, washing, 

dressing. ―Everyday‖ also implies the unspecial or unremarkable, in contrast to the 

celebratory, or the holiday (holy+day)—as in everyday china or everyday clothes. These 

two meanings together associate the ―everyday‖ with the ―customary‖—with the patterns 

of regularized (and regulatory) behaviors that transmit and convey sociocultural values. 

                                                 
22

This is not to suggest that violence does not permeate women‘s lives generally, affecting their choices, 

movements, and safety beyond the boundaries of their daily dwelling. Furthermore, poverty issues 

important caveats to this formulation of ―domestic violence‖ as literally situated in the context of the home 

life; the violence of ―street life‖ for homeless women frequently involves sexual vulnerability, and 

prostitution dislocates violence against women from the ―domestic‖ to the realm of commerce.  
23

―The traumas of everyday life under sexism‖ effect damage on men and boys in gender-specific ways—

one obvious example figures playground violence such as bullying and physical fighting as rites of passage 

for boys in America, or for many urban males, participation in gang violence. Kirby Farrell‘s book Post-

traumatic Culture offers another: it argues that in late-stage capitalism, corporate downsizing has produced 

mass lay-offs—and to the extent that men in America associate their self-worth with gainful employment 

(being the ―bread-winner‖), unemployment raises in men‘s lives the specter of social death—itself a kind of 

traumatic psychological injury that is often converted into physical symptoms, such as those reported in 

claims of occupational disability (11-12).  
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Close attention to women‘s experiences of trauma reveals the dialectic: rape 

trauma may be ―extreme‖ because it involves overwhelmingly intense emotional and 

psychological responses, but rape itself is not uncommon. Rape may be an extraordinary, 

interruptive, and intrusive event in the context of an individual woman‘s life, but rape is 

ubiquitous among women as a social group.
24

 Rape may be an ―external‖ event in which 

women are forced into sexual acts against their wills, but the aftermath of rape 

demonstrates that its meaning and its damage are determined by an interplay of 

intrapersonal and societal values. Clinical and cultural studies of trauma must consider 

these contradictions more carefully in order to develop a more complex and nuanced 

understanding of trauma and its aftermath.  

Michael Rothenberg does exactly this in his essay, ―Between the Extreme and the 

Everyday: Ruth Kluger‘s Traumatic Realism,‖ which studies the depiction of trauma in 

the text of one survivor‘s Holocaust memoir. His work resonates with and greatly informs 

my own study of the traumas of women‘s ―private‖ lives. He writes,  

[T]he inevitable overlap of ordinary and extraordinary experiences 

constitutes one of the most troubling legacies of genocide […]. Klüger‘s 

memoir maps the world of the concentration camps as a borderland in 

which extremity and everydayness coexist. 

In [Klüger‘s book] the extreme and the everyday are neither 

opposed, collapsed, nor transcended through a dialectical synthesis—

instead, they are at once held together and kept forever apart (55). 

                                                 
24

Only in the last ten years has research begun to prove that, while rape happens in all part of the world, to 

women of all ages, ethnicities, religious backgrounds, sexual orientations, and income levels, oppressive 

cultural and social practices and institutions determine the unequal distribution of traumatic injury. 
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 Superimposing this insight onto the subject of sexual violence (where the extreme 

and the everyday are sited at and in the home, a space that becomes a borderland in the 

aftermath of intruder rape, rather than in the geographic remove of concentration camps) 

suggests some important consistencies in the source(s) of trauma across a range of 

contexts. Rothenberg continues,  

In [Klüger‘s book], trauma resides not in the extreme event itself, but in 

the barbed wire that holds together and separates life and death, the insides 

and the outside, the familiar and the radically foreign. This understanding 

of trauma is slightly, but significantly, at an angle to dominant 

contemporary understandings. [Hal] Foster suggests that ‗a confusion of 

subject and world, inside and outside…is an aspect of trauma; indeed it 

may be this confusion that is trauma.‘ At least in Klüger‘s representation, 

however, the traumatic nature of the experience results not so much from a 

confusion of inside and outside, but rather from the narrator‘s location in 

the face of an unsurpassable coexistence of inside and outside, subject and 

world. This shared/divided space…is a place of trauma because its 

coincidence of opposites overwhelms the everyday structures of 

understanding, which nevertheless remain present (62-63). 

My analysis of poems by Frances Driscoll shows that a similar kind of shared/divided 

space, where the poems‘ speakers are faced with an ―unsurpassable coexistence‖ of ―the 

familiar and the radically foreign,‖ exists in a most literal way at the everyday sites (the 

living room, the kitchen, the shower) of sexual violence against women. As 
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Rothenberg/Kluger identifies the image of barbed wire as the literal and symbolic 

indicator of an ―unsurpassable‖ encounter with irreconcilable opposites, my readings of 

Driscoll‘s poems identify ―domestic‖ versions of the things, thoughts and behaviors that 

mark where and how, in the lives of rape survivors, the extreme and the everyday 

interpenetrate. Based on these readings, I argue that Driscoll‘s rape poems produce a 

model of trauma informed by the dialectic of the extreme and the everyday, one which 

configures trauma not as that which is extreme, but as that which makes the extreme and 

the everyday inseparable and impossible. 

 
Maintaining the Foreign Body: In(di)gestion After Rape  

In The Rape Poems (1997), Frances Driscoll writes of being raped by a stranger, 

an intruder who broke into her home and attacked her in her living room. Throughout 

these poems, the violations of the rape involve simultaneously the invasion of her 

domestic sphere and the invasion of her body; the quotidian and the dire share space. 

Because the domestic sphere has been, historically, women‘s domain (the confines of the 

home meant to protect a woman from harm even as it constrained and isolated her), the 

violated barrier of the domicile resonates with violation of the female body. Thus, 

attention to the daily routines of a raped woman‘s domestic life can illuminate the breadth 

and depth of rape trauma and its aftermath, most particularly when that rape occurs in a 

woman‘s own home. 

In many of these poems, daily domestic activities such as eating, cooking, 

cleaning and bathing are infiltrated by traumatic memory, and the mundane routines of 

household maintenance become sites of traumatic re-experience. In the aftermath of her 
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rape, these (private) activities are recast as encounters with pain and terror, and yet the 

converse is true as well: (public) news of other people‘s suffering now affects her 

differently, suggesting that when someone survives trauma, all news of trauma feels like 

a corroboration with or re-activation of one‘s own experience. Thus the aftermath of 

Driscoll‘s rape trauma demonstrates how the confusion between the internal and external, 

personal and public, familiar and foreign cannot be resolved; instead, these poems show 

that what is most traumatic about trauma is how it simultaneously suspends and collapses 

the speaker‘s most basic ways of knowing. 

 The interpenetration of the extreme in the everyday weaves through this 

collection along three main threads of domestic behaviors and practices: those of self-

care and domestic care; the practices of reading, speaking, and writing; and finally, the 

broader and more abstract practices of living or existing—of be-ing. Each of these is a 

variation on the principal dynamic of ingestion, of incorporating and assimilating external 

sources of energy and knowledge across permeable/protective membranes. Images of 

literal ingestion and nausea—of in(di)gestion—ultimately undergird Driscoll‘s critique of 

language itself as a means of healing the wounds of rape trauma, and casts being-after-

trauma as ongoing in(di)gestive practice. 

 Complicated Rituals: Familiar/Foreign Foods and the Danger(s) of Home   

 In Driscoll‘s collection, numerous poems involving the rituals of food 

preparation, serving meals, and consuming (and refusing to consume) food speak to the 

way in which a women who survives rapes ceases to be ―at home‖ in her own body. 

Eating and drinking, the most essential of survival behaviors, become denaturalized, and 
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the body‘s needs (the sensations of hunger and thirst) become dangerous reminders of 

physical vulnerability. The behaviors of eating and drinking (biting, chewing, sipping, 

slurping, swallowing) are acts of introjection, of taking in, past the protective membranes 

of the body‘s physical contours, the outside world, and in these ways, eating and 

intercourse have in common a structural similarity: the body opens up to and incorporates 

that which had been outside of it. The Rape Poems explores the meaning of this 

mechanical parallel, and pursues the ways that forced intercourse figures as life-

threatening not only in the moment of the rape, but well into its aftermath. 

In the poem, ―Bread, Water,‖ the speaker is a guest in the home of another rape 

survivor; their conversation exchanges strategies of subsistence under the guise of ―small 

talk,‖ demonstrating that even a discussion seemingly safe subjects (the mundanities of 

―family news‖) is suffused by associations with rape. For example, the title of the poem 

not only calls to mind these most rudimentary forms of sustenance and the idea of basic 

survival—and thus, of rape as a near-death experience—but also summons the image of 

incarceration: bread and water as the daily ration in the life of a prisoner. Imprisoned in 

her own home by her rapist, Driscoll‘s speaker finds that sustaining her body after the 

rape is fraught, and that the aftermath of rape keeps her a prisoner of terror, numbness, 

fatigue, and fear. Here is the poem in its entirety: 

Unfamiliar with a household still stocking white 

bread, still, for whatever reason, it is white bread 

I see in her hands. ―Tuesday, I ate two slices. 

In my room I keep water.‖ Useless in these 

circumstances to survey progress with those other 

complicated rituals: sleeping, washing, dressing, we 

exchange family news. A woman inmate is to die 

here on my sister‘s birthday. Trouble with the shower 
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was only an accumulation of sand, not the collapsed 

pipes my brother-in-law suspected. The antique 

jam jars she found for her mother remain displaced. 

We do not speculate on the current appetite of the  

man who scaled a wall wanting he said to make her 

happy. 

 

 In ―Bread, Water‖ the daily habits of self-care, of ―sleeping, washing, dressing‖—

and eating—have become ―complicated rituals,‖ rather than automatic habits of personal 

maintenance, or even creative acts of sensual pleasure. This poem points to the danger of 

bodily ―appetites‖ not only for food, but also in reference to a rapist‘s ―appetite‖ for 

sexual gratification through violence and coercion. This link, made so clearly by St. 

Augustine in his Confessions, joining the human appetite for food to the body‘s lustful 

yearnings, produces in the poem‘s speaker, and in the fellow rape survivor with whom 

she ―shares family news,‖ literal struggles with ingestion and indigestion.  

 The woman who pronounces, whether ruefully or triumphantly, that she ―ate two 

slices‖ of white bread indicates this meager meal is some kind of ―progress‖ by noting 

the day of the week on which this much food became tolerable. White bread, the speaker 

observes in the first lines, is an unusual choice: ―Unfamiliar with a household still 

stocking white/ bread,‖ suggests several things: an association of white bread with 

children and the need to placate children‘s finicky appetites (or perhaps, an adult with 

―immature‖ tastes), as well as the nutritionally empty and flavorless quality of a kind of 

highly-processed, pre-sliced sandwich loaves that one ―stocks‖ rather than makes from 

scratch, and also the kinds of easily-digestible foods that a person eats when she is sick 

with, for example, stomach flu. Thus, the accomplishment of eating two slices of this, the 

mildest form of food, suggests the extent to which this rape victim cannot stomach what 
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has happened to her, cannot swallow another morsel of difficulty or challenge—even the 

challenge of whole grain fibers in her food.
25

  

 Yet this struggle is no mere metaphor; later poems reveal that this speaker was 

forced to perform fellatio on her rapist—to take into her mouth the organ of her violation, 

which is simultaneously the actual penis of this man, and the functioning phallic symbol 

of sexist oppression. The penis/phallus cannot be reduced either to its literal meaning or 

its symbolic one; this actual penis has penetrated this woman‘s body in an act of life-

threatening violence, and it represents (stands for) the sociological, political and 

economic power men wield over/on women‘s bodies and lives in a rape culture. The 

simultaneous signaling of literal and symbolic meanings demonstrates the ways that rape 

complicates the psychological symptom and its treatment: cognitive-behavioral 

modification therapies, for example, can help dysphagia
26

 sufferers (re)learn to eat and 

drink food, but they do little to help a rape survivor make sense of (digest) the realities of 

sexist violence—of a world where any man would think that rape makes women ―happy.‖  

 A raped woman can learn, this poem explains, to eat white bread after some time 

and repeated effort, but other routines of daily living remain confounding, even 

impossible. The enjambment of this poem‘s first line works to re-echo the kinds of 

                                                 
25

Nausea is sometimes called ―nervous indigestion‖ in contemporary medical terminology. It is a common 

symptom in patients with ―Conversion Disorder‖—a condition in which psychological disturbance is 

―converted‖ through the operation of linguistic metaphor into a physical symptom. 
26

―Dysphagia‖ is a clinical term for difficulty with or inability to swallow. It is an almost-exact homophone 

of ―dysphasia,‖ the clinical term for the inability to speak or to understand words because of a lesion in one 

of the language-processing lobes of the brain. In fact, the difference in their pronunciation (dis-FAY-juh 

versus dis-FAY-zhuh) is the difference between the alveo-palatal affricate and the alveo-palatal fricative—

the difference between the tongue getting briefly ―stuck‖ at palatal ridge, or gliding past it. In both 

dysphagia and dysphasia, the tongue gets in the way—literally and figuratively. The nearly identical sounds 

of these words thus ―speak‖ to the semantic slippage that rhyme—particularly rhymes this close—can 

activate. 
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alterations to their daily routines and basic assumptions these women must make: the line 

reads, ―Unfamiliar with households still stocking white‖—shifting the meaning of 

―stocking‖ from the participle form of the verb, to stock, into the noun, ―stocking,‖ a 

woman‘s piece of clothing. Symbolic associations saturate this image in the context of 

sexual violence. Stockings, a kind of garment regarded as ―intimate apparel‖ because 

they are worn directly against the skin and cover private parts of the body, are often 

associated with sexual seduction. Furthermore, ―white stockings‖ suggest perhaps the 

opaque tights worn by young girls, symbolizing a specific and highly gendered kind of 

sexual purity and vulnerability. To be, then, ―unfamiliar with households [that are] still 

stocking white‖, the speaker reveals a perception of her own household as no longer 

innocent or pure, but contaminated by the rape—her home and her body have been 

broken into/in two, their protective barriers breached. Neither sustains their promises of 

safe space. 

 This uncertain safety is echoed also in the poem‘s play with homophonic 

substitution: ―stocking‖ sounds the same as ―stalking,‖ and so a reader/listener of this 

poem hears two words simultaneously. This is one key instance of the way that language 

fails to fix meaning at the same time that it means—its bivalence results in an excess of 

meaning, an oscillation of meaning, that cannot be halted. If one hears ―unfamiliar with 

households still stalking white,‖ the reader then participates in a kind of hypersensitive, 

even paranoid, awareness of danger that characterizes life after rape—she hears 

something that isn‘t there (is not written), she perceives threat by (auditory/sonic) 

association. Furthermore, if ―households‖ are ―stalking,‖ they become the source of 
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menace, rather than the intruder who penetrates their limits. Danger cannot be localized 

either inside or outside the bounds of the speaker‘s physical setting, but is everywhere at 

once. Thus even the apparent safety of a fellow rape survivor‘s home becomes suspect, 

unreliable and unfamiliar. 

 The meaning of ―stocking‖/ ―stalking‖ depends upon its syntactical context; even 

its grammatical identity as verb or noun depends upon its placement among and 

relationship to other grammatical components in the phrase. When this context allows 

for—even exploits—multiple interpretations of these grammatical roles, so that 

―stocking‖ signals several things at once, then reading becomes an exercise not in simply 

ingesting the narrative information contained in the sentence, but instead becomes an 

encounter with utterance that confuses (binds together) many ideas even as it conveys 

them. Even familiar words, like ―stocking‖ become strange, multiple, miasmic—simple 

sets of sounds become disorienting. 

Like the poem‘s speaker who is disoriented in so many ways after her rape, the 

reader of this poem slips (loses her poetic footing) on syntax that substitutes one noun 

referent for another in the usage of pronominal shifters such as ―here.‖ In lines 7-8, the 

phrase ―A woman inmate is to die / here,‖ there is no indication where ―here‖ is—one 

assumes from reading other poems in the collection which discuss the geographical 

location of the speaker‘s home, that ―here‖ refers to the state of Florida, where the worst 

criminal offenders are put to death under capital punishment. But the only location given 

within this poem is the fellow rape survivor‘s ―household.‖ This vagueness quickly 

confuses who is an inmate of what, and who is to die. The poem‘s syntax displays a 
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structural congruence between the female convict who is scheduled to be killed by the 

state, and the imprisoned woman who is raped ―here‖ in her own home.   

This semantic doubleness demonstrates the speaker‘s confusion of inside and 

outside, personal and political, private and public realms, and like the narrator of Ruth 

Kluger‘s memoir, this speaker locates the persistence of trauma at this perfunctory yet 

desperately necessary boundary. If the wholly external story of a criminal‘s pending 

death can feel to the speaker like a parallel to or reflection of her own encounter with 

extremity, then the external becomes internalized—that is, it invades or infiltrates her 

personal world again and again, each time re-activating her experiences of the rape. The 

alleged safety provided by the physical boundary of her house or apartment, of her 

domestic sphere and private self, of her very psyche, has not only been penetrated, it has 

become shot through with holes: it has become too permeable, and has ceased to sort out 

the apparently ―irrelevant‖ stories of other women‘s suffering from the memories of her 

own. 

The poem also shows how confusion between the familiar and defamiliar operates 

at a social level among rape survivors. When the speaker says that she and her companion 

―exchange family news,‖ ―A woman inmate is to die / here‖ directly follows. Although 

the reference to ―family‖ comes in the next few words (―on my sister‘s birthday‖), the 

syntax of this sentence—especially because the sentence breaks across the enjambment—

forces an association between ―family news‖ and the ―woman inmate‖ who is to die. In 

this way, the ―woman inmate‖ is the first ―family‖ whose news is exchanged. 

Furthermore, the speaker‘s sequence of words suggests that she and her companion are 
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familiar/familial with the ―woman inmate,‖ whose experiences of imprisonment and 

impended death resonate with the experiences of women who are raped. One aspect of 

the estrangement the poem‘s speaker feels, then, is that she may have more ―affiliation‖ 

emotionally and psychologically with a stranger than with her own filial sister; the poem 

presents a sisterhood of imprisoned women that supersedes—or at least intercedes—the 

sisterhood of biological families. 

This careful phrasing suggests a very different conception of the ―self‖ than 

trauma theory typically considers: where the PTSD diagnostic criteria emphasize the 

impact of life-threatening violence on the individual whose identity is understood to be 

(more or less) continuous, coherent, and autonomous, feminist theories of the relational 

self help to explain the particular damage rape incurs.  For example, philosopher and 

rape-survivor Susan Brison argues in Aftermath: Violence and the Remaking of a Self that 

rape survivors (and trauma survivors generally) ―outlive‖ themselves, that the self who 

survives rape is not the same self that existed before it; thus the healing process does not 

simply involve ―recovery‖ of a lost self, but construction of a new one—a process that 

necessarily depends upon a survivor‘s social, political, and societal relationships with 

others. Brison insists: ―the self is both autonomous and socially dependent, vulnerable 

enough to be undone by violence and yet resilient enough to be reconstructed with the 

help of empathic others‖ (38). 

 The ―self‖ who sits making conversation with her fellow rape survivor in ―Bread, 

Water‖ is not the same self as before her rape: she cannot relate to food, to her body, or to 

the news, in the habitualized and desensitized ways her un-raped self did. Instead, this 
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poem portrays the ways that this speaker has become hypervigilant, hyper-sensitized to a 

world whose relations among people are simultaneously the source of her undoing and 

the source of her re-making of a self. She learns from her new relationship with another 

rape survivor how to practice the actions of daily existence in the aftermath of ―outliving‖ 

herself, yet the poem ends with an image of a ―relationship‖ between strangers that 

results in rape—readers sense her struggle to secure safe connections to others, and to 

relate newly to a world that has brought catastrophic violence into her home. 

For example, the enjambment of the phrase, ―Trouble with the shower / was only 

an accumulation of sand‖ points to the heightened sense of anxiety and fear (typical 

responses to unfamiliar experiences) that accompanies such seemingly simple tasks as 

personal hygiene in the aftermath of sexual violence. Because this statement breaks on 

the word ―shower,‖ the phrase ―trouble with the shower‖ stands on its own, implying ―I 

have or We have trouble with using the shower‖ in the sense that the speaker and her 

fellow rape survivor find it difficult to be naked and easily-exposed while washing their 

bodies. To read this phrase in this way, a reader must supply the grammatical copula, the 

conjugation of what it means ―to do‖ or ―to be‖ in this moment. The speaker‘s 

elimination of the copula, of the link between subject and predicate, self and world, 

signals at an almost subliminal level the radical disconnection the speaker feels not only 

from the world around her, but from her self. 

In the next line, then, the completion of the sentence comes as a kind of humdrum 

decrescendo, effectively puncturing the (over)inflated sense of trepidation produced—for 

the reader as well as the speaker—by not knowing how the phrase ―Trouble with the 
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shower‖ will end. In this case, there was nothing to fear—neither the possibility of an 

expensive plumbing repair, nor the implicit possibility of re-encounter with sexual 

trauma. This use of enjambment shows how for survivors of sexual trauma (and trauma 

generally) the inability to distinguish threatening stimuli from neutral ones is indicative 

of neuropsychological disorder resulting from traumatic exposure—an inability of the 

mind/brain to make proper meaning of sensory information. The poem‘s structure 

evokes, however mildly, the state of hyperarousal in which many rape victims live after 

their attacks, and involves the reader in the kind of anticipatory anxiety akin to that which 

trauma survivors experience when confronted with food and drink—with ingestion, the 

most fundamental task of personal maintenance (of maintaining their person).  

Because it engages multiple sensory responses, eating involves stimulus, the 

influx of sensory information across the permeable membranes of the body, including the 

skin, the eardrum, the cornea, the nostrils, and the tongue. Moreover, eating demands the 

willful (if not willing) opening of two of the body‘s covered orifices—the mouth, and, in 

the process of digestive elimination, the anus.  For a raped woman, whose bodily 

orifices
27

 have been forced open through another‘s violence, the will/willingness to open 

oneself physically or psychically is itself disrupted (ruptured), so that the intake of food 

and drink involves traumatic re-experience of her physical (and metaphysical) 

vulnerability.  

When this speaker finds herself unable to ―open [her] mouth, hold in [her] mouth‖ 

(19) to willingly take in sustenance from the outside, the anatomical similarities of eating 

                                                 
27

Typically, legal definitions of rape require penetration of the vagina by the penis, classifying penetration 

of the anus or forced fellatio, or penetration by a material object such as a broom handle, as ―sexual 

assault.‖   
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and sexual penetration (both the mouth and the vagina are held open or kept closed by 

lips) seem impossibly present. The fixation on eating (and not eating) in these poems 

demonstrates the ways that everyday life demands penetration of the body‘s membranes 

as necessary to survival—and yet, how for a rape survivor, these most basic acts of living 

are painful reminders of penetrations that were/are life-threatening. 

The Art of Sense-Perception and Perceiving Sense: Aesthetics and the 

Psychosomatics of Trauma Memory 

Because sensual/sensory experiences with food are especially fraught, the speaker 

of these poems avoids ingesting anything overstimulating. But taste, texture, and 

especially color, continually accost her, demanding that she start all over to make sense 

of their strangeness.  The poem ―Color Study‖ makes explicit this struggle to make sense 

of sensory stimulus. Like in the poem ―Bread, Water,‖ in ―Color Study,‖ white foods 

recur: this time, the poem‘s speaker reverts to ―sliced chicken / with mayonnaise on good 

French bread‖ (49). ―Color Study‖ considers the way in which a rape survivor moves 

through disorientation and maintains her (newly foreign) body by testing and 

(re)discovering relationships between her self and her surroundings in much the same 

way that a painter experiments with (studies the relationships of) hue, tone, and saturation 

in order to compose, for example, a painting of a still life assemblage. This poem‘s 

attention to color theory demonstrates the ways that life after rape trauma is an exercise 

in extremes. At the same time, Driscoll‘s discussion of color highlights the ways that 

indeterminacy is built into language itself through its use of symbol, metaphor, and 

homonymy.  
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In this poem, the speaker‘s renewed awareness of colors and their psychological 

associations marks a stage in her recovery where numbness gives way to hypersensitivity: 

The same day my therapist surprises me in blue 

suspenders buttoned to khaki trousers, I 

am thinking about blue things. I am thinking 

of painting everything shades of tropical water. 

Katie writes she is also thinking. She is  

planning menus, although her schedule allows 

no time for cooking. Meanwhile, Nancy arrives, 

her hair soft in my hands as I remember, 

to feed me New England winter meals. She bakes 

me foods the color of her hair—carrots 

and acorn squash halved, filled with real 

butter and touched with nutmeg—along with 

the white food I favor—potatoes, onions, 

chicken. She leaves but leaves me these 

foods to come back to, only needing to be warmed 

to give me mouthfuls of home. But the food  

runs out. I turn back to sandwiches and all 

my little plastic bottles. Prescribed aqua. 

Peach. Blue. My sister drops by her chatterbox 

self, done-up starched in that thick white 

blouse I like so much. The one she complains 

about: the cleaners never get the pleats quite 

right and that statistics class is ruining 

her life. I feed my pretty sister sliced chicken 

with mayonnaise on good French bread and Florida 

oranges. 

 

A reader senses that the ―surprise‖ of the therapist‘s blue suspenders results not from his 

making a sudden change in his personal style of fashion, but from the change in the 

speaker‘s own perception of the external world around her, and its resonance with her 

internal thoughts and unconscious needs. This coincidence of ―blue things,‖ including 

―shades of tropical water‖ and the ―prescribed aqua‖ sedative pills she takes, suggests the 

speaker‘s need for placidity, while suggesting she is one of the ―blue things‖ she 

suddenly sees newly—because in this instance she is seeing a therapist, the emphasis on 
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―blue things‖ ironizes the colloquial (mis)understanding of depression as ―feeling blue.‖ 

When the speaker perceives a pattern of blue, it is as though blue things are appearing, as 

though the color blue has its own agency, or is being made manifest by some unseen 

power. (In the poem ―Unpurchased Batteries,‖ this is intensified: ―color emerges with 

such vengeance / I wonder what it wants‖ (29)). The poem resonates with an uncertainty 

about how to interpret coincidence—about whether this pattern is meaningless, a mere 

accident of recurrence, or somehow, mysteriously—even menacingly—meaningful.  

 The syntax of the opening line pricks open this uncertainty, and shows readers 

that the speaker does not like to be surprised: the line does not read, for example, ―My 

therapist‘s blue suspenders surprised me today,‖ or ―I was surprised to see blue again, 

this time in my therapist‘s outfit.‖ Instead the source of the surprise is not at first clear: 

―The same day my therapist surprises me in blue‖.  In this phrasing, the therapist is the 

agent of the sentence, the subject whose choices catch the speaker off guard. This line 

resembles, for example, a statement the speaker might make when reporting the events of 

her rape: ―The same day an intruder surprises me out of the blue…‖—where the 

coincidence of another man surprising her shows readers of the poem how traumatic 

memory is triggered not in conscious or explicit terms, but by the sense perceptions of 

fright and of blue. The poem‘s next few lines may help to clarify the apparent source of 

the surprise, but not until after attentive readers have been made uncertain about the level 

of threat the speaker perceives: blue suspenders have suspended the speaker‘s usual ways 

of knowing her self and the world around her. 
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Like blue, ―orange‖ also means multiply in the poem; like ―Bread, Water‖, ―Color 

Study‖ exploits homonymy. In the poem, ―orange‖ names both a citrus fruit whose flavor 

combines sweetness and acidity, and also names a color, the secondary hue which 

combines equal intensities of red and yellow—the color of ―carrots / and acorn squash‖, 

Nancy‘s hair, and ―Florida / oranges‖. This doubleness pivots the poem into a display of 

synesthesia, where the speaker tastes color (orange oranges, white bread, blue pills), and 

touches flavor (―her hair as soft in my hands as I remember…She bakes / me foods the 

color of her hair,‖ and acorn squash ―touched with nutmeg‖, ―mouthfuls of home‖). In 

synesthesia, sensory impressions become disorganized—stimulation of one sense results 

in a response or perception in another sense.
28

 Synesthesia can be understood, then, as the 

misdirection of stimulus across the barrier of the sense organs into the mind—to the 

extent that our senses serve the purpose of making sense of our environment, synesthesia 

suggests a tangle of sensory traffic between inside and outside—a kind of breakdown of 

the ways that the body enables the mind to read the world.  

Sensory simultaneity or slippage also drives the dynamic of metaphor, where, for 

example, cheddar cheese can be ―sharp‖ or patterned trousers can be ―loud,‖ where 

silence can be ―golden‖, and thunderclouds can ―sour‖ the air. In a sense, metaphor is 

itself, as a signal device of poetic language, a symptom of a divided self, of a way of 

perceiving the world that is unexpected, split, familiar and foreign at once. Similarly, one 

could argue that what makes any language ―literary‖ is its self-consciousness—its 

                                                 
28

 While it is not currently listed among any of the major etiologies of trauma, synesthesia evinces the 

cognitive disruption or dysfunction typical in trauma survivors, and some (highly provisional) research has 

suggested that the ―overflow‖ of the limbic system caused by traumatic exposure could lead to 

synesthesiatic reactions.  
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simultaneous interest in presentation and re-presentation, in transmission and reception of 

its content and its effects. To the extent that poetry and poetic forms particularly 

foreground figurative uses of language such as metaphor, then, poetry makes new sense—

or preserves a place to profess nonsense—of words/worlds in ways that are profoundly 

apt for the trauma survivor because traumatic perceptions and poetic perceptions are 

structurally similar. 

The process(es) through which nonsense or new sense are discovered, however, 

are excruciating, and often exhausting, exercises in mental movement. In ―Color Study,‖ 

the particular pairing of blue and orange activates a dynamism: blue and orange lie 

opposite each other on the color wheel, a diagram that arranges hues of visible light. 

Color Theory observes that across this opposition, each color intensifies and concentrates 

the other—they are ―complementary‖ when the hues are preserved in their tonal purity, 

but when they are combined, they nullify each other into shades of gray. Thus, the 

calming qualities of blue, which as a ―cool‖ color visually ―recedes‖ away from the 

viewer, are emphasized by the energizing qualities of orange, a ―warm‖ color that 

―advances,‖ and vice-versa. This dynamic creates a sensation of visual movement, an 

oscillation of approach and retreat, which heightens visual intensity and increases visual 

sensitivity. An artist‘s exercise of fort-da, complementary colors vibrate with the 

fundamental tension of presence and absence; in this poem, ―Color Study,‖ the speaker 

struggles with the impossible burdens of both. 

For the poem‘s speaker, the vibrancy of Nancy‘s presence, her thoughtful gestures 

of service and nurturance—expressed through preparing, cooking and serving foods that 
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elevate eating from an absorption of necessary sustenance to an encounter with sensuality 

and restoration—casts into relief the bland, constricted quality of the speaker‘s daily 

existence as a rape survivor. Although ―[Nancy] leaves but leaves me these / foods to 

come back to, only needing to be warmed / to give me mouthfuls of home‖, in her 

absence, ―the food / runs out.‖ The speaker reverts ―to sandwiches and all / my little 

plastic bottles‖—to measly meals and meds. She is not able to summon for herself the 

energy, the intention, or the organization of effort required to cook—an attitude toward 

meal preparation that is hardly limited to rape survivors.  

But images in the poem suggest particular qualities of and reasons for the 

speaker‘s aversion.  Although the poem does not mention ―flesh,‖ this word seems to 

sound around the descriptions of halved squash and sliced chicken: whether the flesh of a 

vegetable or an animal, the body of another living thing is destroyed by being made ready 

for human consumption. In the aftermath of rape, during which a fleshly human body has 

made ready for the rapist‘s sexual gratification, often by use of physical force involving 

weapons such as knives, cooking bears painful resemblances to raping.  

Comparisons between fleshly food and fleshly female bodies are implicit in the 

poem‘s particular attention to fruit. The semantic slippage of ―orange‖ stirs up similar 

homonymic play around ―peach.‖ Orange, when diluted with white, yields peach, a color 

included in this poem among the colors of prescription drugs the poem‘s speaker takes. 

Because the volume‘s opening poem, ―Reading Material‖ ends with an image of peach 

ice cream, this later mention of peach reminds readers of the fruit, and ironizes the 

substitution of pills for the curative powers of nutrient-rich food. ―Color Study‖ thus 
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obliquely alludes to T.S. Eliot‘s ―The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock,‖ which opens 

with the image of ―a patient etherized upon a table,‖ and reaches its crisis when its 

speaker wonders, ―Do I dare to eat a peach?‖. Like Prufrock, who ―measure[s] out [his] 

life in coffee spoons,‖ rather than slices of white bread, this poem‘s speaker struggles to 

navigate a world of overwhelming questions: for Prufrock, to ―wear white flannel 

trousers, and walk upon the beach‖ is to dare to ―disturb the universe‖—to risk pleasure 

even as he invites disorder. For this speaker, the questions of what to eat (or not eat), 

what to wear (or not wear), and where to go (or not go) are so fraught that she needs the 

anesthetizing effect of drugs to calm her consciousness. For her, the universe has been 

disturbed, and continuing to live in it at all requires that she re-compose it, re-establish its 

values—its intensities of tint, and its relationships of importance. 

This poem composes a still-life of her own still-painful-life, where harmonies of 

color, flavor, and feeling offer only temporary respite. Her life is a ―color study‖ in that 

living as a rape survivor is an ongoing exercise in contrasts from which she must form 

her emotional, psychological and social re-configuration. The poem concludes with the 

image of Florida oranges, fruit that—like a peach—is messy to eat even as it is sweet. In 

this way, her attention to color, to flavor, to the gesture of serving her sister lunch, signals 

a possible, yet highly-provisional, reconnection with her self and her world through 

certain simple pleasures of companionship and minor communion. And yet, the poem 

gives no indication that the speaker herself is able to eat this meal.  

Furthermore, the speaker‘s mention of these oranges‘ origin sounds an ominous 

note, because several poems in the collection describe ―Florida‖—the state where her 
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rape takes place—in terms of its destructive environmental phenomena, including 

recurrent patterns of severe weather and decay-inducing climate. The book‘s opening 

lines locate the speaker ―in the heart of the lightning belt‖ where she credits/blames 

humidity for ―the wet ruin it makes of everything‖ (3). In ―All Of This Happens In A 

Warm Coastal Climate‖ several women rape survivors eke out methods for managing 

their trauma, none of which involves idyllic encounters with oceanside solace. On the 

contrary, the so-called Sunshine State leaves Driscoll‘s speaker ―with only / this steaming 

local air to contend with in the dark‖ (7).  

The poem ―Parochial Air‖ asserts, ―Prescription drugs do well here. Normal / 

balance seems easily disturbed,‖ as an explanation not only of her own emotional and 

psychological imbalance following the attack, but also as an account of how her physical 

environment has made her physically ill: she develops vaginitis soon after the rape.
29

 

Because the poem omits any explanation of what has triggered the condition in her case, 

readers remain uncertain about whether the rape has caused it or not. Causality, the poem 

implies, is too simple—and too direct. When the speaker mentions, ―Things form in this 

climate, / my therapist explains, unknown further / north. Calm talk of fungus follows‖ 

(7), the ―things‖ that form are directly attributed to the environment—climatological and 

psychosocial—rather than to the rape itself. Danger is not isolated to the singular event of 

the rape; threat is instead ever-present and pervasive—even the air she breathes (inhales) 

carries conditions of contamination or infection. That which is outside of her, which she 

                                                 
29

 Vaginitis (a general term for vaginal inflammation) can be caused by, for example, a yeast infection (an 

imbalance between bacteria and fungus which is often precipitated by humid conditions), by irritation 

resulting from friction within vaginal canal, or by sexually transmitted infections. 
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must take in in order to survive, is treacherous: absolutely necessary and potentially 

destructive at once. 

In the poem ―Donor Mentality‖, the ―dishwasher repairman‖ claims not that 

―things form,‖ but the opposite: ―Things come apart / in this climate‖ (14). The speaker‘s 

ongoing plumbing problems (a broken dishwasher, ―trouble with the shower‖ (42), a 

kitchen faucet that ―explodes without warning‖ (47)) suggest that her household is, like a 

battlefield strewn with landmines, riddled with hidden threats of ongoing, yet 

unpredictable, destruction. Patterns of chaos recur in the poem ―Unpurchased Batteries‖: 

the speaker is ―still lacking on hand‖ many of the things she is supposed to collect to 

prepare herself and her home for severe weather, despite it already being ―[m]id-

hurricane season‖ (29). These images repeat how typical Floridian meteorological 

conditions, from humidity to hurricanes, threaten and ravage her home and her body.  

 These poems, like ―Bread, Water‖, subvert common conventions of the everyday: 

ordinarily, few things are more banal than talking about the weather. But ―the weather‖ is 

a way of understanding the very real, if insidious and unavoidable, ways that the external 

world invades—how it permeates the protective shield of one‘s dwelling and infiltrates 

her interior spaces, domestic and psychological. In these poems, weather affects every 

aspect of the speaker‘s being-in-the-world; it serves as a phenomenological parameter of 

her survival. Moreover, because her home has failed to protect her from intruder rape, 

violent weather may seem to this speaker especially menacing and inescapable: hers has 

been anything but a safe house. Like her body, her home is a vulnerable structure subject 
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to invasion by forces she cannot fend off. Like her body, her home cannot sustain the 

borders between inside and outside. 

In a sense, the threat of destructive weather in these poems shows the failure of 

frames—window frames, door frames, and the timber frame of the structure itself, but 

also cognitive frames—to separate inner from outer worlds. These poems prompt 

important epistemological and ontological questions about how one frames—or makes 

sense of—her world after traumatic experience. The title of the poem ―Color Study‖ 

gestures toward this reluctance to rely on familiar frames—cognitive, linguistic, or literal. 

An artist‘s ―study‖ is an exercise, a practice-painting, an act of discovery, rather than a 

deliberate execution of a completed composition. For a painter, framing the canvas might 

mark the work as finished and prepare it for public display—a fixed, singular objet d‘art, 

hung on a wall. But the speaker of these poems struggles to complete or accomplish her 

ideas: she ―[is] thinking / of painting‖ but does not do it, just as ―Katie writes she is also 

thinking. She is / planning menus,‖ but is not cooking. Instead she struggles to arrange 

real life into anything beautiful; life after rape requires effort enough that she perceives 

the world in sketches that concentrate on color, rather than shape or line.    

Indeed, Driscoll‘s treatment of poetic lineation in ―Color Study‖ reveals an 

ambivalence about lines, about the confines of syntactical linearity and narrative logic, 

but also about lines as marking basic conceptual boundaries that traumatic experience 

often dissolve.  While Driscoll‘s poetic style is not particularly experimental in its form—

nearly every poem in this volume can be described as a contemporary free-verse lyric—

the tension Driscoll creates through persistent enjambment, syntactic inversions, and 
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internal rhyme works against (or at an angle to) any easy reading/digestion of the didactic 

content of the poem‘s statements.  

The issue of delineating or defining the knowable world is central to the poem 

―Real Life.‖ In it, the speaker tries to separate ―real life‖ from her post-traumatic 

existence in much the same way that trauma theorists try to delineate the difference 

between ―ordinary‖ stress and traumatic stress. And yet, this poem demonstrates how the 

principal project of the aftermath of rape is nothing short of redefining the meaning of 

―real‖ itself. The poem reads: 

But in real life, I begin. But Doug 

interrupts: What happened that night was 

real life. I don‘t know what he is  

talking about. Real life is my sister 

studying the bankruptcy notices each week 

in the paper and continuing to have 

difficulty with her soft consonants. 

My psychic finding in the cards arrows 

of love, waters of life. My son saying 

I am the most dimwitted person he knows 

and bringing home from a concert a pair 

of bottled blondes from Mississippi, 

escapees from a senior trip, who refuse 

to respond to my questions—Where 

is the rest of the class. Where are 

your chaperones. Rinsing dishes 

in the bathroom sink after the kitchen 

faucet explodes without warning and, tired 

of Electra shedding on the blue Chinese 

plates, working to clear in the cabinet 

space some builder allotted without 

me in mind a shelf she can call her own. 

Real life is Diana writing from Head 

of the Tide, Maine, she is having a good  

time fixing broken furniture and lamps. 

Mary Kay eating potato chips with raisins 

still so mad with the father of her children 

for coming down with pneumonia after that 
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camping trip when she was the one who 

deserved it. Bonnie, after reconciling 

with a man denied tenure, making humming 

sounds swallowing lettuce spread with jam. 

In real life, a girlchild swings from the  

flowering tree branching out over my terrace. 

You know the secret of trees, she calls down 

to her friend. You want one, you 

find one. In real life, my chest tightens 

and I forgive all the white blossoms 

her careless legs have sent to the ground. 

Not this girl. Never this girl. Not 

in real life.     (47) 

 

The poem begins in a place of not-knowing: It‘s first word is ―But.‖ As a 

coordinating conjunction that signals divergence, ―but‖ usually links two parts of a 

sentence. In this case, however, the sentence, and the poem, picks up mid-thought: we 

don‘t know what the speaker is talking about. Only a few words later, this happens again: 

―But‖ begins the second sentence as well. If coordinating conjunctions serve the 

grammatical purpose of directing readers, of orienting them toward what is to come, then 

the first few lines of ―Real Life‖ leave readers dizzy: redirected, and then redirected 

again. The poem disorients as it describes the speaker‘s disorientation, or re-orientation, 

toward the world after rape. 

When the poem opens, ―But in real life, I begin,‖ a reader is left wondering from 

what the speaker now turns: the logic of this clause indicates that whatever the speaker 

had been thinking or talking about, it is not ―real life‖—so what is it?  What is the 

opposite of ―real‖? Before the speaker can explain, ―Doug / interrupts‖—his voice 

intrudes and cuts off her thought; he inserts his own ―correction‖ of her cognitive 

categories. In so doing, he also silences the comparison between ―real life‖ and whatever 
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the speaker had been talking or thinking about, so that readers can‘t yet know what the 

speaker does think happens ―in real life‖—or why ―what happened that night‖ was not 

―real.‖ Furthermore, it shows how Doug and the speaker fundamentally don‘t agree on 

what is ―real‖, and the poem demonstrates this disagreement as gendered: Doug, as male, 

inserts his own opinion into her description, imposes his own categories to differentiate 

―real life‖ from…whatever is not ―real life,‖ and she, as female, responds: ― I don‘t know 

what he is / talking about.‖ In this exchange, male and female perspectives on rape find 

each other incomprehensible. 

When the speaker does begin to enumerate things that happen in  ―real life,‖ these 

include the ―finding[s]‖ of her ―psychic.‖ To the speaker, the occultist‘s readings of the 

world seem as plausible, as real, as any other system of deciphering symbols and signs. 

Instead of dismissing the occult as superstitious, as a placing of one‘s faith in things that 

aren‘t real, this speaker turns to the psychic, whose interpretations of, in this case, Tarot 

cards, acknowledge the very real presence of mysterious and powerful forces at work in 

the universe. Having been forced into sex acts, this speaker knows that incomprehensible 

encounters with power are altogether too ―real.‖ Because she has already experienced 

(and lived through) a random attack of life-threatening violence, an assault not only of 

her body but also of basic assumptions regarding her personal safety, delineations 

between such things as ―sense‖ and ―nonsense‖ have begun to dissolve.                     

―Real life‖ in these lines also involves that which is repeated or habitual: her sister 

―studying the bankruptcy notices each week‖ and ―continuing to have / difficulty‖. 

Indeed, the repetition of the present particle form of the poem‘s verbs creates and 
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maintains a grammatical tense of present-and-ongoing-ness (talking/studying/finding/ 

saying/bringing/eating/camping/coming, etc.). ―Real life‖ is about these patterns of 

behavior that persistently tie a trauma sufferer to the pressures of linear time, to the 

demands (of the body, of one‘s family, of one‘s community) that the survivor be present 

in the present, instead of distracted to the point of fugue by preoccupations with the past. 

If real life is that which is presently ongoing, then the past is the realm of the 

―unreal‖—it is imaginary, it is difficult to verify, it operates through the vicissitudes of 

memory and forgetting (and is thus unreliable). At a most literal level, memory is ―all in 

one‘s head‖ in that its mechanisms are housed in the brain.
30

 When the speaker 

conceives, then, of the rape as so different from ―real life‖ that she has ―no idea what 

[Doug] is / talking about‖ when he insists such a thing, the poem implies that for her, the 

rape exists apart from time, in the ―unreal‖ space of her mind where the rape reframes her 

life and time circles back on itself ad nauseum. 

The poem, ―Real Life‖ demonstrates how rape simultaneously maintains 

distinctions between the present and the past, and yet collapses them: each of the images 

of daily existence she identifies as real life is treacherously impugned by associations and 

reminders of being raped. When her son calls her ―the most dimwitted person he knows‖ 

this insult follows immediately after her report of the psychic‘s findings; clearly her son 

thinks of Tarot-reading as foolish. But to add insult to injury, he brings home ―a pair / of 

bottled blondes from Mississippi‖—an image of the stereotypical bimbo redoubled by the 

                                                 
30

 Only very recently have neuroscientists proposed that because nerve cells reside in every part of the 

body, ―memory‖ is in fact stored beyond the brain—―muscle memory‖ and more recently ―body memory‖ 

are terms that acknowledge how the mechanisms of sensitization and habituation operate throughout the 

human body/mind. 
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stereotype of heterosexual males as titillated by twins.
31

 When the speaker mentions that 

these girls are without chaperones, her concern conveys simultaneously her position as a 

parent preoccupied with supervision, and also her position as raped woman who is 

altogether too aware (has super-vision) of the particular vulnerabilities females face in a 

sexist culture. Perhaps most harrowing is the implication that her own son, raised in that 

sexist culture, is himself sexist—inclined to insult and objectify women. In this way, the 

―real world‖—the world beyond the protective bounds of his home life—is an insidious 

force that transmits its violent values, in the body and mind of her own flesh and blood, 

across the border between ―inside‖ and ―outside‖: rape continues to be present in her real 

life because the values that perpetuate it infiltrate and overpower her own efforts 

(whatever they have or have not been) to raise a son who respects women.  

Because reminders of rape are so persistent and pervasive in the speaker‘s world, 

there is a way in which the psychological realities of survival are more real to her than 

the so-called ―real world‖; her real life is thus the realm of the imaginary, the life of her 

mind.
32

 And yet, her memories of the rape are not simply ―intrusive‖ in the ways that 

trauma memory is often characterized to be, where the foreign body of unprocessed 

memory periodically breaks through from the unconscious mind into ―reality.‖ Instead 

trauma memory is always already present-as-latent, ready to be re-activated in and by 

                                                 
31

 Behavioral psychology and cognitive linguistics suggest that stereotypes operate, however speciously, as 

cognitive frames—they are psychological shorthand for understanding social stimuli, or elaborate examples 

of what cognitive scientists would call ―mental schema.‖ 
32

 Because she is an artist, a poet, this is true for her in ways that, of course, have no direct relationship to 

her status as a rape survivor; this book of poems evinces how her mind is a source of real creativity, the site 

of a vibrancy that defines, in part, who she really is. 
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everyday objects. In this way, in the aftermath of rape trauma, memory neither intrudes 

nor can be extruded; it imbues (or colors) every aspect of being.  

 This poem tells us that ―real life‖ is an exercise in the absurd: carpenters build 

cabinets no one can use, towns have silly-sounding names like ―Head of the Tide,‖ single 

mothers envy their sick ex-husbands, the innocence of a trusting ―girlchild‖ makes the 

speaker short of breath, and incongruous flavors make sense sometimes (―potato chips 

with raisins‖, ―lettuce spread with jam‖). Susan Brison explains:  

My current view of trauma is that it introduces a ―surd‖—a nonsensical 

entry—into the series of events in one‘s life, making it seem impossible to 

carry on with the series. This account of the nature of trauma draw on both 

senses of surd—the mathematical sense (from the Greek alagos) of an 

irrational number or quantity, not expressible by any ordinary fraction, but 

only by an infinite series, and the linguistic sense of a voiceless sound or a 

sound dampened or deadened by a mute. (Aftermath 103) 

But this poem shows how absurdity is already all around, and how trauma both 

introduces an irrational interruption into the flow of real life, and also makes survivors 

more aware of the existing absurdities they had learned to overlook. In this way, the 

inexpressible quantity that is trauma is neither discrete nor discreet—neither singular and 

isolated, nor inclined to good behavior. Instead trauma infiltrates and alters one‘s 

perceptions of the ordinary, so that the everyday is traumatic every day. Indeed, because 

sexual trauma is ubiquitous in the western world, rape survivors often see the impossible 
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nonsense of an irrational and violent world to which the rest of us inure ourselves. Rape 

instigates an excruciating awareness of the absurdities of life. 

  

Reading and Misreading: Rape and the Structures of (Un)Knowing 

 The women who survive sexual trauma must, as Susan Brison puts it, outlive 

themselves—they must survive, in the sense of living beyond and living after one who 

dies. The self that existed before trauma is shattered, though its fragments remain 

embedded in the mind like so much psychic shrapnel. But trauma does not only render 

the world absurd, nor simply scarify the psyche. After rape, the body bears the burden of 

mediating new meaning, and it too becomes a coded text whose messages must be 

deciphered. Rape makes the body foreign to the embodied self that survives, while that 

embodiment finds the immanent threat of violence in the world already entirely too 

familiar. 

 Reading the Body 

 As discussed above, in the poem ―Unpurchased Batteries‖ the speaker struggles to 

make sense of a world in which threat is ever-present, where hurricanes and color are 

equally capable of attack. The poem explains how this rape-survivor makes meaning 

anew of the world around her, how she re-learns to read its signifiers. But it also displays 

how the raped body itself becomes a text, and how its markings resist and reveal meaning 

unevenly, depending on who reads them: 

I tried not to. I don‘t want 

to hurt you, he said, but if you move again. 

Very cooperative by then, I tried harder, braced 

myself somehow still on nothing but worn  
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 carpet. Small raw places were noticed 

the next day, puzzling the attending physician and 

I was without explanation. The woman there, a new 

mother with healthy American hair, who works, of her 

own free will and a long ago date gone bad, everyday 

with this kind of situation, recognized the marks. 

This can be, she said while we were alone together 

lunching on food brought in, thin hospital 

cafeteria hamburgers and milk, a time of personal 

growth. Something which, I explained, in my family 

has never particularly been a female goal, meaning 

only the kind of expansion caused by too many  

quarts consumed in one sitting of homemade maple 

walnut ice cream. Rug burn, she said. Rug burn, 

he repeated and he wrote it down.  

     (29-30) 

 

 Reading bodies—identifying injuries and interpreting symptoms—is the central 

task of the medical care-giver, and yet in this poem, the male attending physician is 

puzzled, unable to decipher a physical inscription of sexual violence—and the speaker, 

too, is ―without explanation‖—unable, in a sense, to read her own body-as-text. Instead, 

another woman, a survivor of a ―date gone bad,‖ knows what these ―raw places‖ indicate: 

her experiences, both personal and professional, in reading raped women‘s bodies give 

her a kind of visceral literacy—a feminist way of reading and interpreting the meaning of 

marks of bodily injury. The poem does not make clear what credentials this woman has—

is she a nurse? is she a women‘s advocate? is she a volunteer, rather than a medical 

professional?—but it demonstrates how compassion is a credential, one that enables her 

to ―recognize the marks‖ of rape. Compassion and experience give her the skills to 

identify another person‘s injury, and to name the damage done in the context of sexual 

coercion—ironically, she has greater author-ity in the setting of this medical examination 
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than the male physician has, despite his institutionally-governed and licensed training as 

an interpreter of illness. 

 This poem demonstrates what Brison argues is true of the relational self, that the 

self is ―vulnerable enough to be undone by violence and yet resilient enough to be 

reconstructed with the help of empathic others‖ (38). The same woman who reads the 

rape survivor‘s bodily injuries is the one who offers her perhaps the first words of 

sincere, realistic encouragement she hears after her ordeal—and it is no accident that this 

place in the poem—when the speaker recalls what this woman ―said while we were alone 

together / lunching on food brought in, thin hospital / cafeteria hamburgers and milk‖—

offers one of the very few moments of humor in the entire collection of poems. But even 

when the raped woman (mis)understands ―personal growth‖ to be a euphemism for 

gaining weight, ―meaning / only the kind of expansion caused by too many / quarts 

consumed in one sitting of homemade maple / walnut ice cream‖ instead of an expression 

that refers to (re)development of selfhood, the levity offered by this pun is tinged with 

pain: the goal of personal growth is not one that ―in my family / has never particularly 

been a female goal‖—suggesting that women‘s self-development has not been valued, or 

modeled, by the social environment in which this woman‘s self first emerged. Re-

inventing her self after rape, the poem quietly implies, is going to require a different set 

of social relationships, a new social world. 

Reading Gestures: Decorum and the Social Self 

Anita Allen, in a chapter titled ―Forgetting Yourself‖ in Feminists Rethink the 

Self, considers the conundrum of a ―self‖ that can ―forget‖ itself, and posits that ―to forget 
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yourself is, inadvertently and temporarily, to abandon the manners or morals—the 

communal norms of decorum or decency—that generally sustain both social approval and 

self-esteem‖ (104). This formulation suggests, although Allen does not explore it in 

detail, the extent to which the language of the self is a social, conventional language 

made up of gestures and behaviors that are ―read‖ by others around us: a friendly smile 

communicates welcome and enthusiasm, a hand extended for handshake cues the social 

ritual of typical Western formal greeting; ―please‖ and ―thank you‖ are practiced as 

automatic verbal gestures of politesse, etc. Thus, the ability to ―read‖ and correctly 

interpret the language of the socially-constructed and –modulated other is a fundamental 

practice of the relational self-in-the-world.  

Reading the customary gestures of social decorum preoccupies several poems in 

the book, including ―Aberrational Manners‖ and ―Perversion.‖ ―Aberrational Manners‖ 

hinges on the meaning of pleas(e), on the meaning of begging and the common 

contraction of the respectful request, ―If it pleases you to.‖ The poem makes of manners 

an aberrant mantra, a refrain that staves off unconsciousness even as the repetition of the 

word please pulses with the rhythm of the rapist‘s thrusts: 

Please. 

The lie: I just want to touch it. 

Please. 

The lie, followed by endearment: Baby, baby. 

Please. 

The endearment, followed by lie: Baby, we‘re both saying please. 

Please. 

The lie, followed by, followed by, followed by: 

Kiss me. Kiss me. I don‘t want to hurt you. Kiss me. 

I‘m just touching it. Kiss me. Why 

won‘t you kiss me. Kiss me. Please 

Please. 
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       (43). 

 

The poem shows the absurd confusion between consensual sex as a willful 

expression of intimacy and the violence of coercion inherent in rape. When the rapist 

pleads, (ab)using the endearments exchanged between lovers, to be kissed, he 

manipulates the conventional script of lovemaking, asking for the victim‘s participation 

as if she is free to choose or not choose. When he says ―Baby, we‘re both saying please‖ 

the rapist turns the victim‘s pleas (for him to stop, for him to let her go, for him to not kill 

her, for him to leave) against her, (mis)reading these as a moment of common desire 

between them. His refusal to hear or acknowledge that her pleas (for her freedom, for her 

life) are utterly incongruent with his (for the sexual gratification of kissing, or the 

psychological ―reassurance‖ proven by her kissing him that he is not doing something 

wrong) makes the meaning of ―please‖ absurd, ―the lie‖ that lies in the grammatical 

marker of politesse and deferral.  In this way, saying ―please‖ is not a preface to a mild 

request, but a word of warning that signals a lie to follow: ―I just want to touch it,‖ ―I 

don‘t want to hurt you.‖ The grammar of manners, which used in the usual way forms 

and indicates relationships of respect and decency between speakers, is here corrupted 

not by verbal insult or obscene speech, but by the ironic (mis)use of that grammar, of the 

conventions of kindness, in a context where their meaning is so misappropriated as to be 

absurd. The dissonance between the conventional meaning of ―please‖ and the meaning 

of the rapist‘s ―pleas‖ (which are, of course, not pleas but commands in the context of 

coercion) is deafening; each repetition demonstrates both the futility of the victim‘s pleas 
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for mercy, and the inanity of performing verbal gestures of respect while one is raping or 

being raped. 

In ―Aberrant Manners,‖ Driscoll disregards customary punctuation of speech—no 

quotation marks indicate to her reader just who is speaking ―Please‖ in these alternating 

lines. The absence of these marks—themselves a matter of grammatical manners meant 

to guide a reader through a verbal exchange—at first suggests that the pleas belong only 

to the poem‘s speaker. But the pacing, repetition, and placement of ―Please.‖ on every 

other line troubles this: the lineation is suggestive of a less conventional way of 

formatting dialogue in print, where quotation marks are omitted, but alternating lines are 

attributed to alternating speakers. The poem confronts readers with an unnerving 

confusion: the speaker of these lines is unclear—they may be spoken by either the rapist 

or his victim, and the poem holds open this undecidability—there is no way to be sure, as 

a reader, who has spoken which of these pleases. For the first time in this collection, 

readers take in the voice of the rapist. To the extent that a reader ―speaks‖ a poem silently 

to herself as she reads, she is strangely forced to ―speak‖ in the voice of a rapist, rather 

than a rape survivor. As if against the reader‘s will, the rapist inserts himself into the 

experience of reading. In this way, Driscoll disrupts the decorous relationship between 

writer and reader, violating the conventional contract by which the writer mediates 

experiences as she describes them, and collapsing (at least in the space of this poem) the 

discursive distance between victim and witness. 

The futility of spoken language to prevent or halt rape in ―Aberrational Manners‖ 

(and more than futility, the danger of speech—where her pleas are turned against her) 
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helps a reader understand why in ―Perversion,‖ the hospitable gesture of serving another 

person refreshment is utterly turned around or misread:  

First, I begged him to stop. Then, 

for water. For a time I thought that night  

I would die sooner of thirst than beneath 

his hands. So much later I would rather 

not say how much later, I pervert 

a careful and simple gesture. A man 

places water without comment within my easy 

reach. I can not bear even to look at it. 

I know I could never in front of him open 

my mouth, hold in my mouth water, let a man see 

me swallow, let a man see. What is he 

trying to do to me, I think. Why is he trying 

to torture me, to make my parched heart 

bleed. 

     (19) 

 

The ironic turn in the lines: ―So much later I would rather / not say how much 

later, I pervert / a careful and simple gesture‖ casts the speaker as the one who perverts a 

social gesture of kindness, not by using politesse to feign decency, but by involuntarily 

rejecting any such gesture as suspect. ―A man‖ placing water within her ―easy reach‖ 

might be kind, but he might also, according to the logic of this traumatized speaker, be 

―trying to torture‖ her with a reminder of her unbearable thirst while being raped, and 

with the implied request that she drink, ―in front of him open/ [her] mouth, hold in [her] 

mouth water, let a man see/ [her] swallow, let a man see.‖ The syntactic inversion in the 

phrase ―hold in my mouth water‖ (instead of the expected verb-object-prepositional 

phrase construction ―[I] hold water in my mouth‖) creates a play on words, where to 
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drink is to express desire, to encounter that which makes ―my mouth water‖ in 

anticipation.
33

  

―Perversion‖ demonstrates how the aftermath of rape is its continuation:  this 

painful encounter with thirst, and with the meaning of social gestures, reactivates sense-

memories of her rape well after it is ―over‖ in the usual sense. Instead, the experiences of 

the rape are present-as-latent, pricked open ―So much later I would rather / not say how 

much later‖. The poem displays how rape results in lasting perversions and confusions of 

meaning: the speaker thinks of herself as committing a perverse act when she (mis)reads 

a simple social gesture, rather than thinking of the rapist as the person who has perverted 

the meaning of sex by using it as a weapon; indeed, her ways of reading the world have 

become perverted by of the perverse act of sexual violence perpetrated against her. 

Reading Symbolic Objects  

Confusion over the reading and misreading of gestures extends to the reading, 

misreading, and ultimate unreadability of symbolic objects throughout the speaker‘s 

home, and continues the speaker‘s (constant, ongoing) efforts to identify what is ―real‖ 

around her. The poem pursues the meaning of one piece of the speaker‘s memories about 

her attacker—a clue whose meaning cannot be secured, and so becomes an object of 

psychological fixation. 

 ―Hard Evidence‖ reads:  

I have been thinking about those shoes. I have 

                                                 
33

 A later poem, ―Difficult Word,‖ reveals that this rape victim was forced to perform fellatio on her rapist, 

so that it revises or develops the meaning of this image: letting a man see her swallow will mean something 

else more lurid and revolting. Throughout The Rape Poems readings of one poem inform and alter re-

readings of the others, so that even the meaning of a given poem and its images is unstable, changing across 

the experience of reading the entire collection. 
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been thinking a lot about those shoes. 

I have been thinking about what those shoes mean. 

This is what I know. Heavy. Hard. Black. Polished 

as much as a shoe polished to start the day 

might be with a measure of care at the end of the day. 

No one wants to talk with me about those shoes. 

Well, Honey, my cousin says, this is sounding 

a little obsessed. I really do think you should tell 

Craig about this, Bonnie says. She‘s been 

on a first-name basis with my therapist since 

we found him together in the Yellow Pages. 

I‘ve tried that. He doesn‘t like talking 

about those shoes. I can tell. He just doesn‘t 

understand. I say, Shoes: His whole face just shuts 

right down. He doesn‘t understand those shoes are all 

I have. Karen understands. We read the same books. 

We both know very very complicated cases solved 

in sometimes only 180 pages with nothing but shoes. 

Are you in the Navy, I said. Oh, he said, 

you mean the shoes. I was just trying 

to make conversation. I hadn‘t noticed anything 

about those shoes until Ray said, Oh. 

You mean the shoes. That‘s when I noticed 

the shoes. When a sailor dies somewhere 

or gets arrested and they put his picture in the paper 

I still don‘t breathe right until I look. 

But Karen and I have talked about this. 

The question is: Why was he wearing those shoes. 

Why wasn‘t he wearing sneakers like everybody else. 

If he had changed out of uniform why was he still 

wearing those shoes. But a lot of men 

wear shoes like that. Just like that. To work in. 

Garbagemen. Garbagemen wear shoes like that. 

I have seen garbagemen in my own neighborhood working 

in shoes like that. The policewoman says 

Ray was just passing through. But you don‘t 

pass along through in shoes like that. I know that. 

Karen knows that. We just don‘t understand why 

a trained American policewoman doesn‘t know that. Why 

do you stop at a convenience store late at night wearing 

shoes like that. You‘re on your way home off a swing 

shift running a vacuum cleaner or pushing 

something that polishes linoleum. I don‘t think 

Ray‘s in the Navy anymore. I think Ray‘s 
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right down the street. Ray was on his way 

home wearing those shoes. You mean the shoes, he said, 

like he‘d said it before. I do this 

all the time, he said. I think he does 

it on his way home. What have you been thinking 

about this week, my therapist says. Well. Those shoes. 

Sometimes, I think about those shoes. 

I look at him. He is looking 

down through his interwoven fingers. He is looking 

at his shoes. We both look at his shoes. They‘re nice 

shoes. 

 

     (23-25) 

 

In this context, resolving the meaning of this man‘s shoes is less exercise in the semiotics 

of personal sartorialism, and more a matter of proof: a code that—if cracked—could lead 

to locating a criminal. Ironically, the shoes are themselves particularly generic—shoes 

worn as part of a uniform by men in the military, or by ―garbagemen,‖ or by men who 

work ―a swing / shift running a vacuum cleaner or pushing / something that polishes 

linoleum.‖ The once piece of ―hard evidence‖ the speaker feels she has to trace is 

distinctly impersonal, unspecific, ambiguous—suggestive of many men, and many kinds 

of men. The ordinariness of these shoes renders them irrelevant to the ―trained American 

policewoman‖ who disregards their usefulness to a criminal investigation. When the 

speaker claims, ―those shoes are all / I have,‖ readers sense her desperation, and 

experience these shoes like the extraordinarily menacing presence they have become for 

this rape survivor. The ambiguity of shoes as a symbolic object exerts an impossible 

pressure, because clearly the speaker knows they are meaning-full, but the meaning they 

make cannot be deciphered—they remain opaque—―Heavy. Hard. Black.‖ What is 
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―hard‖ about these shoes is that their meaning remains contained and impenetrable—and 

their mystery leaves the speaker in an agonized encounter with unreadability.  

Reading the News 

 Despite (or perhaps because of) the speaker‘s inundation by unreadable presences 

and absences in the aftermath of rape, The Rape Poems relate many scenes of reading, 

including reading in its most literal, conventional sense. In the collection‘s opening 

poem, ―Reading Material,‖ the speaker introduces a complex relationship among words, 

trauma, knowledge, and memory through the image of reading the newspaper: 

       News was then  

and remains a risk.  Even when old: The November 1964 

Farmington Valley Herald weekly my mother sends 

because it contains notice my sister‘s second grade 

class is going on a field trip. (My mother 

knows I will save anything anybody else has saved 

that many years.) But buried in the police 

report. Buried after the reports of drivers failing 

to maintain reasonable distance apart, buried 

after the reports of drivers operating without mudflaps, 

I find a young girl kept in a tobacco shed the six days 

she was missing from her home. Turning the page,  

I can not turn from her, from the light streaking in  

between those dark weathered boards, fracturing, 

splintering upon reaching the dried blood, earth 

marking the slender golden length of her. I find 

in her eyes what I found in the eyes of my own mirror.  

      (3-4) 

 

In the excerpt above, the speaker of this poem quickly finds that the innocent 

nostalgia of the newspaper clipping-as-memento warps into a haunted (and haunting) 

remnant of the traumatic past. She seems involuntarily drawn to read the crime reports 

―buried‖ at the back of the local community paper. ―Farmington Valley‖ suggests a 

bucolic setting, where the geographic features of the natural environment offer 
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protection, enclosure, and agricultural fertility. In this idyll, stories of a young girl‘s 

kidnapping are literally buried beneath and behind pages of text that present the trivial as 

news. Driscoll‘s repetition of the word ―buried‖ suggests the layers of denial and 

dismissal that obscure or silence stories of violence against women and girls: the poem 

makes clear that the horrifying, traumatic abduction of a girl in this community is not 

―front page news,‖ but is instead deliberately relegated to the realm of police reports (and 

obituaries are likely nearby). In this format, the crimes of ―drivers failing / to maintain 

reasonable distance apart,‖ or  ―drivers operating without mudflaps‖ receive more 

attention—are literally put ahead of—the story of this girl‘s kidnapping.   

The speaker, as we as readers do, knows there is more to this girl‘s story—we 

know there is more we don‘t know. The newspaper report, it seems, offers no explanation 

of how the missing girl came to be ―kept in a tobacco shed,‖ or who put her there. It also 

seems to say nothing about her physical condition—or even whether she was found alive 

or dead. But the speaker, who ―can not turn from her,‖ imagines ―the light streaking in / 

between those dark weathered boards, fracturing, / splintering upon reaching the dried 

blood, earth / marking the slender golden length of her.‖ The image of ―light streaking 

in‖ to illuminate ―the slender golden length‖ of the girl‘s body suggests the color of bare 

flesh, rather than dirty clothing, and the ―fracturing, / splintering‖ effects of light evoke a 

violent brokenness, as if the body that is illuminated is itself fractured or maimed. The 

image of dried blood evidences a wound or wounds, and given that this is the body of a 

girl, the blood could of course also mark that her hymen (another protective membrane) 

has been broken. The lineation here seems to conjoin ―blood, earth‖ into one substance, 
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showing us that this girl has bled onto/into the bare ground—suggesting that even in this 

idealized community, the very ground on which this society is built is stained with the 

blood of victimized girls, and the essence of girlhood is intermixed with the elements of 

vulnerability and of violence.  

Whether any of these depictions are factual representations of what the police 

found is, for the speaker, a rape survivor, beside the point. The fragments of knowledge 

she gleans from the newspaper are enough to trigger for her all the possibilities of this 

girl‘s traumatic experience, because her own experience resonates with these scant 

details, and she ―find[s] / in her eyes what I found in the eyes of my own mirror.‖ The 

speaker identifies with this girl through a kind of imagined empathy—and depicts the 

dynamic of identification through the poem‘s structure: the words ―buried,‖ 

―Turning/turn,‖ and ―eyes‖ each appear twice, almost within the same line, literally 

creating a parallel between the girl‘s experience and the speaker‘s own on the page. The 

speaker‘s response to reading ―old‖ news eventually guides her to seek solace and 

solidarity with other rape survivors, but it also compels her to experience others‘ 

suffering as her own, thus re-invigorating the emotional and psychological pain of her 

rape after-the-fact.  

But it is not only the news of a violated girl that resonates with the speaker‘s own 

pain; the leading, front-page news also elicits this response:  

[A]bove the fold on Page 1, begins a story we know: Men  

with eyes of sharks, wiped fingerprints, slipped  

away, the Associated Press reports, leaving hostages  

to stumble newly blind, emerging trembling into 

desert morning darkness from a prison of fear  

they will carry now with them. I remember this. This 
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forgetting of ways to move. What was left 

of that night, I could only crawl.  (4) 

 

 

The parallels between these two news stories are subtly drawn: in each case the attacker 

has escaped detection or apprehension; the hostages, like the captive girl, have been kept 

in the dark; light thus fractures, splinters, blinds; bodies, whether damaged by bleeding 

wounds or by paralyzing confinement, have been inflicted/inflected with pain.  

 As she has imagined the experience of the hostage girl, the speaker imagines what 

these newly freed political prisoners will bear, she ―knows‖ the ―prison of fear / they will 

carry now with them‖ even after their release. The sudden shift in grammatical point of 

view in this line conveys the extent to which the speaker identifies with these survivors: it 

is the freed prisoners who ―stumble newly blind, emerging trembling,‖ yet the speaker 

says, ―I remember this. This / forgetting of ways to move.‖ In their gestures, their 

physical fumbling, she recognizes her own. The pronominal shifter, ―this‖ refers the 

reader back to the hostages‘ ―trembling into/ desert morning darkness,‖ and yet when the 

speaker says ―I remember this‖ the syntax implies that she remembers the hostages‘ 

experience as her own. She ―remembers‖ an experience she did not have, because her 

experience of being held captive in her own home, of being ―pinned / to my own floor,‖ 

for hours has produced in her body the same ―forgetting of ways to move.‖  

 The similarities between these extreme events set up a bitter irony: the story of 

freed political prisoners in a foreign country is front-page news covered by the 

Associated Press, the story of an abducted (and perhaps murdered) local girl is buried 

amid the police reports—and while the poem does not directly mention what kind of 
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public attention the speaker‘s own rape did or didn‘t receive, the absence of any mention 

of it suggests that the rape of a grown woman in her own home did not, and does not, 

make the ―news‖ at all. Indeed, if what makes the news is that which is ―new,‖ stories of 

rape are too prevalent, too common, to be newsworthy. Historically, news editors and 

trauma researchers alike have failed to see what is right in front of them: the trauma of 

women‘s experiences of rape. 

 To deem stories of rape inappropriate or insufficient for news coverage raises 

crucial questions about interpretation, about how the meaning of rape is ―read‖ by 

victims, by their communities, by the larger public, and by the rapists themselves.  

Reading and writing trauma is a concern for Driscoll throughout the collection; they are 

practices that are implicated in both the continuation of her traumatic reliving, and 

slowly, eventually, in the processes of recovery. When the speaker of ―Reading Material‖ 

finds in the eyes of the abducted girl ―what I found in the eyes of my own mirror,‖ she 

cannot sustain this attention, this looking into and looking at trauma: ―I just plain stopped 

looking. I could not / stand what was there, not there. What I still have / no language to 

describe‖ (4). 

 The muscles of mobility are not the only things to atrophy because of the ordeals 

of traumatic captivity: the speaker of this poem interrupts the memory, ―What was left / 

of that night, I could only crawl‖ by diverting, ―We could talk here / of loss. We might 

incorporate a discussion / of deconstructivist architecture. The irreconcilable. / The 

deranged. The deformed. The tilted. The warped. / The unsettling. Sabotaged notions of 

stability. / Contorted interiors reflecting the disquiet of our/ world.‖ Phrasing these ideas 
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in the conditional exposes the paradox of articulating trauma: it points to what it means to 

express, but simultaneously points back at to the way language intellectualizes and makes 

abstract the deeply visceral and concrete experiences of horror and pain. The speaker 

seems all too aware of how postmodern theoretical approaches to trauma might frame her 

experience, and she resists these, even as she acknowledges something useful in their 

attention to ―The deranged. The deformed. The tilted. The warped. / The unsettling.‖ 

 How to materialize pain, both physical and psychological, is a fraught project in 

Driscoll‘s collection—The Rape Poems wrestles with ethical and aesthetic implications 

of translating the unspeakable into words. In Elaine Scarry‘s book, The Body in Pain: The 

Making and Unmaking of the World, which is (among other things) a philosophical 

meditation on political torture, proposes this blunt thesis: ―[P]hysical pain—unlike any 

other state of consciousness—has no referential content. It is not of or for anything. It is 

precisely because it takes no object that it, more than any other phenomenon, resists 

objectification in language‖ (5). Scarry distinguishes pain (which has no referential 

content) and suffering (which does), and explains that,  ―A great deal, then, is at stake in 

the attempt to invent linguistic structures that will reach and accommodate this area of 

experience normally so inaccessible to language; the human attempt to re-objectifying 

work of pain by forcing pain itself into avenues of objectification is a project laden with 

practical and ethical consequence‖ (6). Although few of Driscoll‘s poems seek to convey 

this particular notion of physical pain (perhaps proving Scarry‘s point), her poems 

nonetheless grapple with the ways that language objectifies experience, the way 

language‘s own materiality intercedes between experience and expression. Thus 
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―Reading Material‖ also suggests the bitter irony of the ways that women‘s suffering, and 

suffering generally, become (mere) ―material‖ for a newspaper reporter to use or discard 

(bury) at will, and to be disposed of as new ―material‖ arises.  

The title can be read as the compound noun ―reading material,‖ referring in a 

colloquial way to the types of printed matter one enjoys at one‘s leisure. But it can also 

be read as a sentence fragment comprised of a present participle of the verb ―to read,‖ 

and the object of the verb, ―material.‖ In this sense, the poem‘s speaker is reading 

material, she is reading the tangible object, the substances of ink and paper, the surface 

that combines verbal icons in columns on a rectangular page. This speaker is always 

already aware that she is encountering not suffering or pain, but linguistic representations 

of them. She is not reading experience itself, but stories of or about experience.  

Furthermore, this gap between actual experience and verbal representation of that 

experience is re-doubled: just as the poem‘s speaker is reading about others‘ suffering, 

we are reading about hers. If something about pain and suffering—about trauma—defies 

language, then even this carefully-crafted poem is material rather than essence, and as 

such her poems risk transposing her rape into manageable, readable, comprehensible 

―clippings‖ that parse experience, distorting it even as it conveys some truths of her 

experiences as a rape victim and survivor. Her poems, like any written account of 

suffering, risk being read and discarded, or of imparting a false sense of mastery or 

imposing a false coherence over the haunting horror of her lived experience. In the 

aftermath of rape, even reading the newspaper becomes a treacherous thing to do. 
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Like ―Color Study,‖ ―Reading Material‖ ends with only-very-tenuous signs of 

recovery, and with the image of fruits and white food:  

  Some small things are returned to us 

given enough time and careful care. For example, when 

Barbara Louise gave me camomile [sic] soap, I remained 

longer then under water. But, 1,572 days later, when 

a man with truly wonderful hair who reads 

about parrots in the wild and other interesting things 

says—and from an appropriate distance—could I have 

a birthday hug. I say, No. Move sideways. Away. 

Barbara also gave me clear pink rose-perfumed soap. 

The rose you know is in the peach family. I have 

a wonderful recipe for peach ice cream. 

      (5) 

Although ―some small things are returned,‖ (a phrasing that implies those things 

did not just go missing but were taken by the trauma of rape) and some daily rituals 

become more tolerable (―I remained / longer then under water‖), this speaker counts the 

days after her rape one at a time—she continues to live day-by-day. One thousand, five 

hundred and seventy-two days is equal to almost four and a half years; the persistence of 

her aversion to a man‘s physical touch is an example of the way she has re-organized her 

life around the trauma. Because she explains that this man asks ―from an appropriate 

distance‖ for the rare, special ―birthday hug,‖ she shows that even a sensitive, patient 

man—one who demonstrates his deference to her needs over his own—is perceived as 

threatening; she expects his touch to trigger memories of her rape, and those memories 

are painful and powerful enough that she must ―say, No. Move sideways. Away.‖ 

 The speaker also moves sideways and away from thinking about her aversion to 

intimacy, swiftly changing the subject back to scented soap she has received from her 

woman friend (who is likely a fellow rape survivor, since the poem mentions ―small 
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things are returned to us‖). The poem, rather than declaring that the speaker doesn‘t want 

to talk about it, instead demonstrates the automatic swerve her mind makes when it 

approaches the sites of traumatic memory. In this way, the poem enacts the avoidance 

behaviors typical in post-traumatic stress disorder, rather than the speaker describing 

them. In a subtle way, this technique allows the poem to speak trauma rather that 

speaking about trauma.
34

 For the reader, these sudden changes in topic—from bathing to 

hugs to roses to ice cream—are dizzying; one struggles to follow the train of thought that 

―move[s] sideways‖ at obstacles that are apparent to the speaker but are not spelled out. 

The poems‘ last few lines suggest that topics like gardening or cooking are ―safe,‖ 

or at least easier to think about than men‘s physical needs. But the particular phrasing of 

the last sentence, ―I have / a wonderful recipe for peach ice cream.‖, also speaks an 

unstated obstacle: the speaker does not say she makes peach ice cream, or eats peach ice 

cream, or even wants peach ice cream, but that she ―[has] / a wonderful recipe‖ for it. 

This final statement, when read together with the two that precede it, ―Barbara also gave 

me clear pink rose-perfumed soap. / The rose you know is in the peach family‖, suggests 

a continuing pattern of ―sideways‖ thinking and avoidant swerves. To grasp this 

implication, however, one has to read very carefully for what is not said in what is said. 

The speaker says Barbara gave her both ―camomile‖ [sic] and ―rose-perfumed‖ soaps, but 

indicates ―when / Barbara Louise gave me camomile soap, I remained / longer then under 

                                                 
34

 Similarly, the few, curt depictions of ―black‖ objects, in a book full of images of ―white,‖ may speak 

(rather than speaking of) racial tension, suggesting that Driscoll‘s rapist was a black man (she is a white 

woman), but thus avoiding a more difficult and complicated acknowledgement or discussion of the legacy 

of slavery as a trauma that haunts (particularly) the U.S. American South. In this way, The Rape Poems 

suggests that (personal, individual, ―peace-time‖) rape is not an (or is not the only) ―unspeakable‖ trauma, 

but that (cultural, historical, imperialist) racism and its aftermath (also) are. 
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water‖—suggesting that the camomile soap was the one of these two that she used while 

bathing, and was the one that ―worked‖ to return to her the ―small thing‖ of ―remain[ing] 

/ longer then under water.‖ For some reason, the speaker avoided the ―rose-perfumed‖ 

soap, and as earlier poems about her preference for white foods suggest, that reason may 

also involve her inability to tolerate or choose strong flavors, colors, or scents because 

she finds them overwhelming. The word choice here—―rose-perfumed‖ rather than 

―rose-scented‖—also implies a heavier, more intense odor, and suggests that using this 

soap might also leave a lingering perfumed odor on her skin.  

The speaker‘s choice in this poem to use chamomile soap, with its mild scent, 

assumedly light or white color, and anti-inflammatory medicinal properties expresses her 

need to purify in this way, rather than to cover up her sense of feeling tainted with a 

perfume of roses. If perfume is meant to draw other persons‘ awareness to one‘s own 

body, perfume is precisely what this speaker wants to avoid after an ―other‖ has 

―attended to‖ her body with violence.  

Furthermore, if ―The rose you know is in the peach family,‖ this horticultural 

filiality between the rose and the peach again echoes ―The Love Song of J. Alfred 

Prufrock‖, where the peach‘s fuzzed skin is redolent of the women—whose ―Arms…are 

braceleted and white and bare / (But in the lamplight, down with light brown hair!)‖—

Prufrock cannot muster the courage to approach. The peach in each poem evokes and 

symbolizes sexual desire through its visual and textural similarity to (women‘s) flesh. 

The cleft shape of the peach also resembles the anatomical structure of women‘s 

pudenda, and the ―daring‖ of eating a whole, ripe peach involves slurping at juices in 
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ways that might suggest cunnilingus. For all of these reasons, the peach in Driscoll‘s 

poems is overburdened (overripe) with sexual connotation. For the speaker who has 

survived sex-used-as-a-weapon, the peach becomes a reminder of her rape, another 

instance of eating associated with violence and destruction, rather than sustenance or 

pleasure. 

Prufrock wonders if he dares to eat a peach, a task that in Eliot‘s poem is akin 

to—and seems every bit as daunting as—presuming he might make a successful overture 

to a woman.  In ―Reading Material,‖ the speaker resists following the recipe for peach ice 

cream, and resists bathing with rose-perfumed soap, perhaps because she suspects neither 

will ―succeed‖ in helping her to heal. Indeed, there is no ―recipe‖ for recovering from 

rape, and so any recipe, any set of fool-proof instructions, like anything else she might 

read, seems to remind her of how her everyday methods of living not only fail to erase 

what has happened to her, but become saturated by associations with and memories of 

being raped. In this context, her refusal to hug ―a man with truly wonderful hair‖ may 

have something to do with the fact that he ―reads / about parrots in the wild and other 

interesting things‖: if reading imparts ―knowledge‖, particularly knowledge of things that 

are foreign or exotic or wild, in ways that may encourage a false sense of intellectual 

mastery or authority over that subject, then a man looking at (reading) a woman, whose 

body has been treated like a ―thing‖, similarly thinks he knows her, or has a right to know 

her. Although this particular man seems at pains to avoid any assumed right to the 

speaker‘s body (he saves his request for a special occasion, his birthday, and asks ―from 

an appropriate distance‖), his ability to read about ―interesting things‖ in an apparently 
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unproblematic/unproblematized way demonstrates the chasm between how he 

experiences the world and how she does, and suggests the limited ways that he is able to 

know what she has been through or how she has been changed by her experience.  

 

Distrust of Language/Language of (Dis)Trust  

 Several poems in the collection suggest how language cannot be trusted, how it 

does not do what it means to do, how it does not mean what it is meant to mean. The 

speaker of these poems searches for alternative means of communication—for other ways 

of meaning—after rape. Her attention to color, and to the abstract language of color, 

appears in many poems as an example of one such substitute semantic system. But in its 

own ways, this language is also limited: the rape she lived through was an event—it 

demands narrative representation that records what happened, even as it troubles the 

differences between feelings, perceptions, inferences and facts. These poems wrestle with 

the ways that written pages compose and contain experience, and the ways that language 

must select and distort as it re-presents. 

 The collection is rife with examples of the failure of language to communicate 

narrative content. The poem ―First Recital‖ involves the first, most fundamental, failure 

of speech to represent reality: immediately following the attack, the raped woman takes 

off her clothes, and opens the phone book. After trying to access a rape crisis hotline, 

only to be directed and redirected to a disconnected phone number, she explains, 

I dial Wisconsin 

where my best friend since sixth grade in suburban 

Connecticut and Miss Donna‘s ballet class lives now 

a time zone away. Julie says, Hello. I say, Rape. 
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Julie says, What. I say, Rape. Julie says, What. 

I spell it. Oh, Julie says, rape. No one says 

anything. For the real life sound of her, I 

 ask about the weather.     

        (37) 

 In this moment, literally the first time this victim speaks of her attack, the word 

rape does not simply fail to convey the gravity of the event or its attendant consequences. 

Instead the word fails to signal at all—its morphemic sounding sends a message that, at 

least for a few moments, is not received. Even the speaker‘s best friend, Julie, someone 

who would be most likely to literally and figuratively speak the same language as she 

does, fails to recognize the sonic marks of a word that refers to forced sex. It is as if rape 

is spoken in a foreign language, and its incomprehensibility is, at least in part, the result 

of its being spoken out of context—either the context of a common phone call between 

friends, or the grammatical context of syntactical units that would form a recognizable 

statement around the single word rape.  

 Speaking about her ordeal is similarly prone to un-statement, and to 

understatement, in the poem ―Incomplete Examination.‖  

Until I say—no, no more—the physician specifically 

trained for such occasions, examines me naked late 

the next afternoon, inch by careful inch, slowly 

touching me slowly everywhere slowly. You are 

ovulating, he says. He has pills for that, among 

other things. He remarks upon raw skin, bruises. Keeps 

finding bruise after bruise. I can not connect bruises 

with what happened and I can not talk any more. I have 

already talked with the center director, the 

policewoman, the center director, the psychologist, 

the center director. I can not talk any more. 

Could I describe the rape for him, he says. Minor, I say. 

Ordinary. 
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      (11) 

 

In a culture—and a world—where violence against women is ubiquitous, the speaker‘s 

assessment of her rape was ―ordinary‖ may be bitterly accurate in some sense: she was 

not disfigured by an acid attack, her vagina was not penetrated by the barrel of a rifle, she 

was not burned alive in sati. None of The Rape Poems reveals the presence of any 

weapon other than her attacker‘s body in her attack. The poem ―Vocabulary Words‖ goes 

further, describing her rapist with a sentiment that almost approaches appreciation: 

―When he leaves he leaves her in such good condition / when people say did he hurt you, 

she can honestly say, / No. He did not hurt me‖ (73). 

 Because ―Vocabulary Words‖ is placed so near the book‘s end (pages 69-73 of 

76), arriving after nearly an entire volume depicting the damage and pain of rape‘s 

aftermath, these lines‘ claims are hard for readers to understand, and even harder to 

believe. In this moment, readers might, like ―Doug‖ in ―Real Life,‖ protest the speaker‘s 

perspective and doubt her words. Distrust of this speaker, of this I who must bear her own 

eye-witness, is difficult: it forces readers into the same dynamic of doubt and dismissal 

that drives so many rape survivors to choose silence—readers‘ or listeners‘ disbelief 

repeats disregard for the raped woman‘s authority in ways not unlike the rapist‘s. 

 Why, after previous poems have demonstrated so much evidence to undercut such 

a description, would the speaker say something like this about her rape? Perhaps that 

question can be answered with another question: what kind of question is ―did he hurt 

you?‖ when asked of a rape victim? It is an absurd question, an insulting question—one 

that reveals the interrogator‘s profound ignorance about what rape is, about what it means 
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to be hurt—it is, frankly, a sick question: a symptom, a century after Freud‘s ―Aetiology 

of Hysteria,‖ of our culture‘s chronic unwillingness to recognize the injuries of rape 

trauma as real. It is a question that already begs its own answer: it assumes that physical 

wounds (such as a broken arm or a lacerated cheek) are what proves rape‘s damage as a 

violent crime, and thus implies that rape without such physical harm must not have been 

so bad. The person who asks this question has already decided what ―counts‖ as 

traumatic; when the speaker answers ―No. He did not hurt me,‖ she protects herself by 

capitulating to this ignorance, using the questioner‘s own notion of what being ―hurt‖ 

means to answer ―honestly.‖ The speaker recognizes that this is not a person she can 

really talk to, because this person is already not ready to really listen.   

 While ―Incomplete Examination‖ suggests that the speaker may describe her 

experience as ―minor‖ or ―ordinary‖ in order to deflect an unsafe discussion, it also 

suggests that the speaker turns taciturn because she is exhausted by the work of using 

language. These terms, because they aim to minimize, may be meant to defer and 

dismiss, so that she can stop talking. At the same time, however, this choice of words is a 

crucial instance of a rape survivor‘s own appraisal of trauma not as something 

extraordinary or extreme, as dominant paradigms of traumatic injury would require. 

Instead, this choice of words suggests a profound revision of trauma theory by appraising 

rape trauma as simultaneously a part of and apart from her usual life. To the extent that 

rape‘s damage is done in the aftermath of the actual attack, damage that involves nothing 

short of the destruction of the raped woman‘s ways of knowing her world, that damage is 

done in the details of daily living—it the domestic routines of eating and dressing, 
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washing and reading, writing and talking. Because language demands the steady presence 

of shared ways of knowing between speaker and audience, a place of common 

convention now shattered by trauma, the speaker is suspicious of language, reluctant to 

use it in its usual ways.      

 The poem ―Difficult Word‖ demonstrates most acutely the speaker‘s distrust of 

language by refusing to speak the word ―fellatio.‖ Instead, the poem uses internal rhyme, 

specifically the repetition of the hard vowel sound ―AY‖, followed by the consonant 

sound of the letter T, to echo the sound of the word she cannot say because it is too 

―difficult.‖ 

Sodomy, Kate says, sodomy. That‘s such a difficult word. 

But it is such an easier word to say than to say 

what he said, what he said could happen, what did happen. 

And Kate, this is so difficult to say it takes me 

years to begin to try to say this part of the story. 

How after inhuman time, the erection begins to leave him. How 

I pretend not to notice. Until now, I have been trying only 

not to move. If I want to avoid anal sex, 

I have been instructed not to move. This is when he is 

slamming himself into me. I am even more afraid now. I am 

so afraid now, Kate. I am so afraid. I believe if he believes 

I don‘t know maybe he will not kill me. Now he is using his hands 

to shove himself into me. This part seems to last 

a long time. And now he is off me. He is 

stretched out, propped on one elbow. He looks perfectly 

comfortable, Kate. He looks like everything is normal here, Kate. 

Kate, is going to kill me, Kate. He gestures down, 

You‘re going to have to, he says. You‘re going 

to have to. He sounds so sad saying this. Like 

if it were up to him, he wouldn‘t be saying this. He‘s crazy, 

Kate. He‘s really really crazy. And this will not work. 

He has not been a boy for a long time and he has had me 

down on the floor for a long time. This will not work. 

And when this does not work, he will kill me, I know this. 

I run. I run very fast, Kate. But really Kate, I am not 

running. And really I am not even crawling. Really I am trying 
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to slither myself along the way you sometimes in TV movies 

see soldiers under fire move. And really Kate, 

it is only inches that I do move. Like used dishwater, 

there is nothing left of me now. I am going to die, Katie. 

And he leans only slightly, uses only one arm to draw me to him. 

You‘re going to have to, he says, and his palm pushes my head 

down. 

      (13) 

 

The poem repeats the name ―Kate‖ eleven times, and uses the endeared ―Katie‖ once 

more, but the word for the sex act the poem describes (or leads up to) is never spoken. 

The poem does not simply rhyme ―fellate‖ with ―Kate,‖ because ―fellate‖ or ―fellatio‖ are 

not included. Instead the poem echoes—the rhyme resonates with an absence, with the 

implied word that readers must supply.   

 And once the word ―fellate‖ occurs in a reader‘s mind, again, the sonic puns 

multiply. Depending on linguistic juncture, a reader can silently hear either ―fellate‖ or 

―fell, ate‖—a phrasing that is a caustically, if ironically, accurate description of the act of 

going to one‘s knees to take a penis into one‘s mouth. The word is ―difficult,‖ the poem 

suggests, because it is not a neutral signifier arbitrarily indicating (speaking of) an action, 

but a too-literal speaking what the action entails. Again, ―fellate‖ means multiply, and 

language pricks open a play of homonymy, of intellectual oscillation, that is nauseating. 

 But what makes fellatio ―difficult‖ may be more than its semantic instability: 

derived from the Latin word for ―to suck,‖ fellatio abstracts away from its meaning 

through the use of linguistic liquids and sibilants—sounds that soften the difference 

between vowels and consonants. Similarly, fellatio functions as a highly formalized term, 

a jargonistic usage that—like many such terms referring to sex acts—is esoteric, and so 

strangely inappropriate for the context of sexual intimacy. As many Latinate words in 
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English do, fellatio can feel overly intellectual—and for a person who is trying to 

describe being forced to perform this sex act, this violation of her body by another 

person‘s body, the intellectualized connotations of fellatio signal in ways that are false, 

awfully nice, awfully pretty, and inaccurate to the visceral truths of—to put it crudely—

being fucked in the mouth. 

 The phrase fucked in the mouth stings with irony—smarts with its own smarts—

because, throughout The Rape Poems, speaking and eating are intertwined agonies of 

ingestion and expression—the poems demonstrate how all of these processes break down. 

In the poem, ―The Color of the Rug,‖ comprehension itself seems to break down in this 

instance of (mis)communication:  

What color is the rug. 

Terrible, I said. 

I know, he said, I know. 

But what color. 

Horrible, I said. 

      (46) 

 Only five lines long, this poem is the second-shortest in the whole book; its 

brevity and compression, amid the majority of poems that jam up with conditional 

clauses and swerving assemblages of associated ideas, does not come as a relief as much 

as it casts into relief so many of the volume‘s central conflicts. This poem serves as an 

aching emblem of the confusion that follows in the aftermath of trauma (is the aftermath, 

is the trauma), as it shows how color is an associative language of sensation and memory. 

When the speaker is asked to name the color of the rug, readers know what rug is at 

issue—―the rug‖ can now only refer to the rug that caused rug burns to the rape 
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survivor‘s skin during the attack, the rug that once merely decorated her living room, but 

ever after was the rug that had collaborated with a rapist in inflicting pain.  

 That living room rug may or may not be, in fact, what the first speaker in this 

poem is talking about. But for the raped woman, and the reader, the rest of what ―the rug‖ 

could mean has been foreclosed; this phrase now refers to only one thing for her. So 

while other poems spin confusion from polysemy, ―The Color of the Rug‖ seems to do 

the opposite: instead of ―the rug‖ referring flexibly to whatever rug is at hand, indicated 

by the definite pronoun, it refers to one rug, and one rug only—a rug that is precisely not 

present and yet altogether too present in the raped woman‘s mind. 

 Whatever rug this man asks her to describe, he receives the woman‘s answer as 

illogical: ―terrible‖ and ―horrible‖ are not names of colors. Although terrible and horrible 

and the words that name colors are all adjectives, and so her answers to his question are 

grammatically sensible, terrible and horrible seem to answer a different question than the 

one being asked. In fact, terrible and horrible, the raped woman‘s replies to yet another 

interviewer‘s questions about the rape, are more appropriate responses to the prompts 

given by the ―physician specifically / trained for such occasions‖ in ―Incomplete 

Examination.‖   

 Like ―Difficult Word,‖ ―The Color of the Rug‖ seems to be in conversation with 

presences that are absent from the page. If ―The Color of the Rug‖ answers, on page 46, 

questions that were asked on page 11, then the poems‘ sequence suggest the ways that 

trauma survivors are both haunted by memories of their experience even after 

considerable time and remove from those circumstances, and also how the cognitive 
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processing of a traumatic event as traumatic often takes place only after delay, after the 

mind has been able to revisit memories and sense perceptions and assign meaning to 

them in ways that were ―shut off‖ as the event took place.  

 At the same time, ―The Color of the Rug‖ revisits several other poems in the 

collection, including ―Color Study,‖ ―Bread, Water,‖ ―Hard Evidence‖, and 

―Unpurchased Batteries,‖ by attending to the ways that color communicates emotional 

states and physical sensations—sometimes better than words do. These other poems have 

explored the ways that white and black, peach and orange, blue and rose have helped the 

raped woman make sense of her world, ―naming‖ it, so to speak, through relationships of 

visible light. In ―The Color of the Rug,‖ then, horrible and terrible are perfectly 

appropriate answers to a question that asks her to describe the context of her rape, 

because the sensations associated with the color of the rug are horrible and terrible. 

Colors have been made to substitute for names of feelings in other poems; in this poem, 

the inverse—words describe feelings instead of colors—happens instead.  

 The confusion of cognitive categories that leads to miscommunication in ―The 

Color of the Rug‖ is just one example of the ways that trauma confronts survivors with 

impossible paradoxes between inside and outside, self and other, life and death. When 

internal emotions and persistent memories, like those suggested by horrible and terrible, 

are substituted for external observations, like names of colors on actual objects, that 

substitution makes sense even as it makes no sense. The ―extraordinary‖ damage of rape 

trauma is symbolized by and realized in an ―ordinary‖ domestic decoration. The self that 
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was shoved and shattered across that carpeted floor both was and wasn‘t destroyed by the 

violence of another person. This raped woman both does and doesn‘t survive. 

  

Distrust of the I: This is about survival / This is about suicide 

Despite her difficulties using language, the speaker of these poems seems willing 

to consider the ways that sharing her experience by writing and talking about it might 

help her piece together the fragmented shards of her self. The poem ―Here, Among Old 

Roses‖—one of few poems in the collection to use the second-person point of view—

seems in significant ways to be the most optimistic poem in the book: 

Traditionally depicted, the Roman god of silence 

holds a white rose. There is no white rose 

in my hand. Let us pray. ―We are  

the stories we tell.‖ I believe that. Believe that. 

What then happens to us when the stories we are 

remain unspoken. I am the story I tell and I can tell you  

to need story and to find only absence or worse lies 

what happens to the self, to vision, to world is 

unimaginable. As for what happens to the heart, 

what happened to my heart, you ask my sister, who 

every day holds me, holds me and says, good girl, 

you‘re a good girl, you are such a good girl, knowing 

I can not believe her, not knowing 

if I will ever believe her, if the sister she holds 

will always only be the shell, all soul scooped out of a woman 

she alone remembers and I do not remember. 

But I don‘t have to tell you that. I am not this story 

alone. This story is our story. Let us pray. 

Rinse your hands with rose water. With your hands in my hands, 

here, among pagan trees, among old roses—weeping, 

climbing, wild—together, here, we will pray language. 

Let us begin. Let us pray in required sunlight. 

We are not here to consider the appeal of mute ruins, 

the hollowness of reason, the veneer of American order. 

And, we already understand the many meanings of whiteness. 

This garden is not about charm or the mathematics 
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of living form. This is about survival, something 

old roses understand. Telling the story, we are.  

       (51) 

  

This depiction of a sense of prayerful, communal storytelling as effective survival 

strategy seems to concur with Judith Herman‘s claims about what happens when a trauma 

survivor tells the story of her traumatic experience: ―No longer imprisoned in the 

wordlessness of the trauma, she discovers that she is not alone; others have suffered in 

similar ways. She discovers further that she is not crazy; the traumatic syndromes are 

normal human responses to extreme circumstances. And she discovers, finally, that she is 

not doomed to suffer this condition indefinitely; she can expect to recover, as others have 

recovered‖ (158). Indeed ―Here, Among Old Roses‖ seems to suggest that storytelling, 

that transforming traumatic memory through the process of narrating it to a 

compassionate listener, is ―about survival‖—that its purpose has less to do with creating a 

philosophical narrative that makes sense of ―the many meanings of whiteness‖ or ―the 

mathematics / of living form,‖ and more to do with the act of telling as an act of living, 

an exercise in be-ing. 

But as The Rape Poems moves toward its end, the tone and sentiment of the 

poems grows more dire, somehow both more dejected or depressed and more dangerous. 

The poems near the volume‘s end are, in fact, suicide poems, rather than recovery 

poems—or they are poems that are simultaneously about suicide and about survival, 

about survival as suicide.  

The Rape Poems‘ resonance with the insights of Susan Brison, who asserts that 

rape survivors ―outlive themselves,‖ is no accident: the poem ―Dear Susan‖ makes clear 
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that Driscoll has read Brison‘s book, Aftermath: Violence and the Re-making of a Self, by 

not only quoting it directly, but also by offering a rejoinder to it:  

―I am not the person who set off, singing, 

on that sunny Fourth of July in the French countryside. 

I left her 

in a muddy creekbed at the bottom of a ravine. 

I had to.‖ 

 

Dear Susan, 

I, also, left her. 

I left her on the floor in my own house. 

Cooperative girls, they stay where we leave them. 

She sits there still on debris colored carpet in her pretty dress. 

Her face, turned toward the window, sees nothing. 

We abandon ourselves. Name this survival. 

And the planet litters with women abandoned women. 

 

And so, yes, we, mostly, survive. But Susan, 

surviving seems no ―accomplishment‖ to me, no ―honor.‖ 

Only really bad luck. 

Just some clever contemporary alternative spelling of exile. 

Our forged afterwards too costly. Worthless. Worthless. 

 

     (63-64) 

 

Where ―Here, Among Old Roses‖ asserts that ―I am not this story / alone. This story is 

our story,‖ suggesting the ways that sharing the burdens of life after trauma with other 

survivors might help one to become re-formed by the support of compassionate others, 

this poem acknowledges that even camaraderie of smart, compassionate fellow survivors 

does not suffice: survival remains ―[j]ust some clever contemporary alternative spelling 

of exile.‖ If surviving requires that rape victims abandon themselves, it requires them to 

renounce themselves—an act of survival is an act of suicide. 

 The absurdity of trauma, this poem suggests, is that trauma survivors both do and 

do not die—and the failures of language have something to do with that.  ―Dear Susan‖ 
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suggests the ways that language, theoretical and philosophical language in particular, can 

mislead and misconstrue, substituting ―clever contemporary alternative spelling[s]‖ that 

make survival seem like a euphemism for the ―bad luck‖ of outliving rape, of having to 

keep on living after dying. The last lines of the poem ―Common Expression‖ present the 

paradox: ―Life / or death was all I thought was / at stake. Who could have imagined / 

this‖ (50). 

 Similarly, the poem ―All Of This Happens In A Warm Coastal Climate‖ 

acknowledges that the transformative or curative promises storytelling makes sometimes 

fall short, and suggests that when they do, nothing less than the meaning of being falters: 

I keep rape scraps in a small white paper bag. 

Pieces of carpet cut out with scissors, labeled 

with permanent marker. This happened here. This happened. 

Events coded not in letters, but in scrawled designs 

because there are 

no names 

for that or for most of what shades a woman‘s life. 

Dialogue attempts falter. One necessary soul remains always 

absent. And when the examined wound is unwashable. 

What then. When no sacrament exists. 

When homemade ritual seems only that. 

Not close enough is as close as we ever get to whatever truth is. 

Let alone might set free. 

 

[…] 

 

And we, with this habit we now have of being left 

still alive, 

confide to one another one another‘s secrets, never 

our own. 

Blade. Drug. Cliff. Oven. Waves. Rope.  

 

     (60-61) 
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When ―being left / still alive‖ is experienced as ―bad luck,‖ the means and meaning of 

suicide seem inevitable—instead of telling life-saving stories of one‘s own suffering to 

fellow sympathetic survivors, in this poem women rape victims break confidences, 

confessing each other‘s secret fantasies of and strategies for suicide. If the purpose of 

―telling the story of the trauma…completely, in depth and in detail…so that it can be 

integrated into the survivor‘s life story‖ (Herman 174) is to help someone to recover from 

the debilitating effects of trauma‘s wordless stupor, then what do these poems say about 

the failure of language to achieve this coherence, this communion, this life-giving 

transformation? What happens when language breaks down, when there are ―no names / 

for that,‖ and ―Not close enough is as close as we ever get to whatever truth is‖? Both 

―Dear Susan‖ and ―All Of This Happens In A Warm Coastal Climate‖ suggest how the 

meaning of being cannot be sustained any more than the meaning of words can be 

secured, and how the failure of meaning comes to encompass the meaning of life itself. 

 

 Poetry and Recovery: “Not close enough is as close as we ever get” 

 The therapeutic promises made in the name of poetry are made too easily and too 

often for Frances Driscoll. In an article published in Folio Weekly, a Jacksonville, Florida 

free community newspaper, Driscoll rebuffs the suggestion that writing poetry about her 

rape helped her to ―heal‖: ―Such drivel makes her cringe and ignites a rare verbal barrage. 

‗It makes light of the work,‘ she says…And it reduces rape to a trauma easily expunged. 

‗It‘s insulting to other people who aren‘t poets,‘ says Driscoll. She deadpans: ‗Well, just 

write a few poems, honey, and you‘ll be fine‘‖ (―The Rape Poet‖ n.p.).  
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 Nonetheless, Driscoll‘s work—and she makes clear that it is work, even if 

―‗[w]hile I write anything, I am in a state of pure bliss‘‖ (―The Rape Poet‖ n.p.)—is often 

cited by literary critics and popular psychologists whenever the topics of ―healing‖ and 

―poetry‖ coincide. For example, in the May/June 2001 issue of Poets & Writers, which 

included a special section on ―Writing as a Healing Art,‖ Felicia Mitchell discusses The 

Rape Poems. In this article, Mitchell cites two ―poetry therapists‖: Molly Harrower, 

Ph.D., and Nicholas Mazza, Ph.D., whose books, The Therapy of Poetry and Poetry 

Therapy: Interface of the Arts and Psychology, respectively, argue for the healing effects 

of poetry writing. Harrower promises: ―‗Once crystallized into words, all-engulfing 

feelings become manageable, and once challenged into explicitness, the burden of the 

incommunicable becomes less heavy. The very act of creating is a self-sustaining 

experience, and in the poetic moment the self becomes both the ministering ‗therapist‘ 

and the comforted ‗patient‘‖ (Mitchell, Felicia 44). 

 But in my brief personal email correspondence with Frances Driscoll, she has 

disavowed both of these articles. About the piece in Folio Weekly, she writes, ―hated the 

article / dont remember writer name / cant imagine it being of use‖—although I find this 

quote from it strengthens my point: ―‗While it is essential to my being…for me to write, I 

don‘t think of my work as therapeutic for me,‘ she says. ‗I go to a therapist, like everyone 

else‘‖ (―The Rape Poet‖ n.p.). Regarding the article in Poets & Writers, she explains,  

the article is about healing  

and i am quoted as saying things  

i never said  

about healing
35

 

                                                 
35

 Driscoll‘s emails to me are effectively formatted as poems, with lineation that does not appear to be the 

accidental result of email configurations, but a deliberate structure. 
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 The Rape Poems presents a far more complex and open-ended discussion of the 

healing potential of poetry, often emphasizing how both self and language have been 

limited and lost in the wake of rape violence, as much as they have been reclaimed or 

reconstituted in writing. Driscoll‘s poems suggest that if poetry helps her, or anyone, to 

recover from certain aspects of rape, it also re-covers in the process—replacing 

experience with representation in ways that cannot solve the paradox of how ―Not close 

enough is as close as we ever get to whatever truth is‖ (Driscoll 60).  

These poems grapple with how, when a survivor writes or speaks about trauma, 

she does so—with how one finds words to talk about ―[w]hat I still have/ no language to 

describe,‖ and with how, when she has found words, to use them in a way that will make 

them mean what she means for them to mean. Driscoll, through her poems‘ speaker, 

continues to explore questions of how to make words mean differently, using line break, 

enjambment, polysemy, pun, and the subtlest of suggested rhymes to disrupt readers‘ 

expectations and force a re-appraisal of even common words‘ uses. 

The longest poem in the collection, ―Vocabulary Words,‖ pursues this point: 

It is the most harrowing and most narrative of all the poems. It reveals detailed aspects of 

the speaker‘s rape experience, some of which have been considered in other poems, but 

many of which are new. This poems complicates the ―story‖ of the rape by portraying the 

rapist, in moments, in (almost) sympathetic terms by acknowledging peculiar instances of 

the rapist‘s perverse (pseudo)gentleness and (pseudo)generosity during the several-hour 

ordeal. The poem, in effect, it re-writes the ―story‖ of the rape that Driscoll has been 

recounting throughout the book, suggesting how language does not simply ―crystallize‖ 
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experience into manageable forms, but is actually implicated in the damage of traumatic 

aftermath because words themselves cannot mean the same after rape. ―Vocabulary 

Words‖ further revises the report of the rape in its narrative perspective: it is also the only 

poem written primarily from the 3
rd

-person point of view—in several senses, the speaker 

of the poem is no longer the woman being raped. 

 

The woman is ovulating. On the floor, she knows this. She 

has never seen beneath the microscope the shapes of ferns 

cervical secretions assume only at this time. But  

she imagines them. Male ferns, you know, are common 

as mud. She imagines only uncommon ferns. 

Maiden‘s hair. Venus hair. Heart‘s tongue. 

Cinnamon. Slender cliff. Madeline. Madeline. 

Jennifer Anne. Ovulating, the woman dreams 

a story. In that first garden, where they slept  

they slept among ferns in weather we call 

spring and ferns were the meal she prepared 

for them the day she first conceived and the first music 

in the garden was the sound humming its way out of her 

during the conceiving, conjuring crystal spiral 

unfurling. On the floor, the woman has forgotten 

her story, her possible daughters. She has not forgotten 

she is ovulating. The man is stopping 

touching her now. The man tells the woman on the floor 

she has to do something for him now. But first, 

he offers to do something else for her. No. Threatens  

to do. There were no offers that night. When the man  

knocked the woman to the floor her mouth dried. This 

is what desert, death mean now to her. This night, this man 

is what terror means now to her. Time will expand 

this definition to night and men. She is learning 

real meanings of common words, here, this night,  

on the floor. On the floor, she will beg this night 

for water. Years later, talking alone in a closed room 

with a man her mouth will dry. She will not ask a man again 

for water. The woman on the floor believes she has a choice 

of what to lose. Does what he has been wanting 

her to do. She kisses him to keep his mouth 

away from her. She will continue to kiss him to keep 
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sure of his mouth‘s whereabouts. She knows, reaching 

for his mouth, she is losing this. The woman 

on the floor is kissing the man who has her 

down on the floor. She feels nothing. She 

feels nothing so when she sees him coming 

out of her and she has felt nothing, known 

nothing, she goes a little maybe you‘d say crazy. 

The woman on the floor is making noise and the woman 

is ovulating. On the floor, she knows this. 

She begs the man. She will not stop. She will not stop. 

She does not beg him to stop. She knows now he will 

not stop until he stops. She knows when he stops he will 

kill her but maybe he will not kill her maybe 

she will still be alive when he stops and she is 

ovulating. She begs him to let her put in her 

diaphragm. During this time, he has been moving 

her, slamming parts of her into what does not 

move—wall, furniture, door—pushing her 

along the carpet the way you push 

hard on a rag wiping a bad kitchen 

and each time the man starts to raise himself above the woman 

to do what a man does above a woman 

the woman has been trying to move underneath him, 

all scatter and confusion in the darkness 

like some blind little animal 

trying to maybe scramble herself maybe somehow away and 

avoiding him because she feels nothing 

and the man is pressing down on her so hard 

so hard scraping her into place to keep her 

still. The man is not confused. The man is not pleased. 

The man is not pleased with the woman‘s behavior. He 

lets her know that. He lets her know that. He lets her 

know her behavior will have to improve. The man tells 

the woman he does not want to hurt her. He 

tells her what he does not want to have to do to her, 

what he does not want to have to make her do. He 

reminds the woman of what he was willing to do 

for her, is still willing to do. He would do that, he says, 

for her. The woman on the floor can not improve 

her behavior but she promises. She promises and the man 

decides to allow her the diaphragm. He stands. He looks 

down at her. He looks down at her. He tells her she can 

get up. He asks if she wants him to help her get up. 

She says no. She says she can get up. These words 
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do not really come out of her mouth. What 

comes out of her is only a slur of sound 

but the man understands this language. She 

gets up. She is standing. She falls to the floor. 

A little heap. He offers to help her up. She says 

no. She says she can get up by herself. She 

tries. She tries to get up. She is almost now 

what you could almost call almost standing. She falls again. 

The man says nothing. He picks her up. He holds her 

standing against him. Holding her, holding 

her arms, he half-carries her into the bathroom her hand 

gestures him toward. She says no. He says he wants 

to help. She says no. He contents himself with holding 

her dress up around her waist. She gets 

the diaphragm in. It is over now. She knows this. 

He must know now what he has been doing. It is over now. 

She knows this. He will leave. The man pushes her back 

into the living room. The man tells her she has to get back 

down on the floor now. The woman can not believe 

this is happening. She believes this is happening. 

She believes he still must not know what he is doing. 

At the same time she believes he does not know 

what he is doing she believes he knows 

what he is doing and she believes he will kill her. There 

is a word for this simultaneous belief in incongruous 

notions. He makes her get down on the floor. 

He will keep her, there, on the floor 

two more hours. When he leaves he leaves her 

alive. When he leaves he leaves her a five-dollar bill. 

When he leaves he leaves her in such good condition 

when people say did he hurt you, she can honestly say, 

No. He did not hurt me. 

 

 

I never again consult my fern lover‘s companion. 

The meaning of ovulation has been changed for me. 

 

     (69-73) 

 

This poem, like many in the volume, seeks to hold open literal and cognitive spaces 

where paradox is preserved. Rape teaches her that ―There is a word for this simultaneous 
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belief in incongruous notions‖ even as she loses the ability to articulate that word. At the 

same time, the speaker‘s semantic sense of the world is forever changed, as ―She is 

learning / real meanings of common words, here, this night, / on the floor.‖ In this way, 

―Vocabulary Words‖ exposes what Michael Rothenberg described: ―an unsurpassable 

coexistence of inside and outside, subject and world…[a] shared/divided space…[which] 

is a place of trauma because its coincidence of opposites overwhelms the everyday 

structures of understanding, which nevertheless remain present‖ (62-63). Rape trauma, 

this poem shows, is traumatic not because it is extreme or extraordinary, but because in it, 

―the extreme and the everyday are neither opposed, collapsed, nor transcended through a 

dialectical synthesis—instead, they are at once held together and kept forever apart‖ 

(Rothenberg 55). 

 

Jam Jars: The Trauma of the Misplaced 

As a gesture toward conclusion, I return now to the first poem discussed in this 

chapter, ―Bread, Water‖ and re-read it, discovering among the misses or missing in its 

lines the misplaced jam jars—an image suggestive of another kind of domestic care that 

has been thwarted by the intrusive re-experiences of rape trauma and the disturbances 

these cause. Jam jars, those small glass containers that are molded to resemble cut crystal 

in order to show off lusciously preserved fruit as the faceted glass catches the light, are 

lost through a failure of memory recall.  For the rape survivor, whose memories of her 

experience may be alternately opaque and exquisitely precise, no amount of pressure or 

heat can transform the damage she has endured into something sweet or beautiful. 
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Whereas jam often salvages the bruised flesh of slightly spoiled fruit, the painfully literal 

bruises and broken flesh of the rape victim‘s body cannot be canned or contained; the 

story of her survival will not gel into an aestheticized object to be stored on a shelf, or 

consumed with pleasure. In this sense, Driscoll puns on what it means for the jam jars to 

be ―misplaced‖: not only are the actual objects stored somewhere that she now can‘t 

recall, the impulse to ―survey progress‖ by condensing trauma events into narrative, 

under the ―pressure‖ of sequentiality and resolution testimonial forms of trauma-telling 

generally impose, is similarly inappropriate or ―misplaced‖ in the context of sexual 

violence and its aftermath.  

 Driscoll‘s decision to describe her rape and its aftermath in poems might, then, 

seem problematic: Lorna Dee Cervantes and Lorine Niedecker have characterizes poetry-

writing as akin to working in a cannery, and as practicing a professional trade of 

―condensery,‖ respectively.
36

 Poetry theorists from the Russian Formalists to the editors 

of the Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics have defined poetry as ―bound 

speech‖—surely an uncomfortable characterization of poetry for a poet who has survived 

rape.  If Driscoll‘s image of the misplaced jam jars suggests an aversion to the process of 

transforming experience into language, because language substitutes a representation for 

reality, then why would she not choose, as many other rape survivors have
37

, to write her 

experience in prose—in a kind of language that would by the above definitions offer her 

                                                 
36

 See Cervantes, Lorna Dee. ―Cannery Town in August‖ in Emplumada. Pittsburgh: University of 

Pittsburgh Press, 1981, p. 6; and Niedecker, Lorine. ―Grandfather‖ in No More Masks: An Anthology of 

Twentieth-Century American Women Poets, ed. Florence Howe, New York: HarperCollins, 1993, p. 64-5. 
37

 Recent examples of rape memoir include: Still Loved by the Sun: A Rape Survivor‘s Journal by Migael 

Scherer (1992), After Silence: Rape and My Journey Back by Nancy Venable Raine (1998), Lucky by Alice 

Sebold (1999), and Telling: A Memoir of Rape and Recovery by Patricia Weaver Francisco (1999).  
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a less constricted form, and alleviate the pressure to condense (to force, to jam) her 

experience into such small linguistic containers?  

 ―Ordinary‖ prose language, particularly in the form of testimonial, promotes as its 

chief function ―the communication of information, processes and facts that obtain in the 

external world‖ (Princeton Encyclopedia 1346), and as such bears particular burdens of 

veridicality and sequentiality. Accordingly, conventional (or at least testimonial) prose 

forms may risk treating language as a transparent technology through which reality can 

be accurately revealed by linguistic representation. Prose language that is not sufficiently 

aware of itself as crafted, that is not sufficiently literary, deploys rhetorical strategies to 

aid the reception of its content, rather than rendering into relief the medium of language. 

 Poetic language, on the other hand, foregrounds its materiality, its craftedness, 

and troubles any too-easy reading of the informational and referential content of the 

poem by intensifying readers‘ awareness of language as ―bivalent‖—it makes meaning 

by referring to the world through linguistic signs, but it also means by means of sound 

patterns and visual patterns that may support or subvert the informational content of the 

semantic/syntactic constructions they comprise.  

 In the case of Driscoll‘s poetry, the ―ordinary speech‖ or ―quotidian utterance‖ of 

prose, and the ―intensified speech‖ or ―heightened mode of discourse‖ that defines 

poetry—everyday and extreme forms of language—are themselves intermingled. Her 

poems are built of narrative statements, and are often conversational in tone, as if she is 

talking either to herself or to an intimate listener. ―Bread, Water,‖ like most poems in the 

collection, relies only lightly on sound pattern: it does not use end-rhyme, it is not 
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metered, it seems averse to any but the subtlest assonance. Instead, she focuses on the 

visual patterning of lineation—the feature of poetry that perhaps most obviously 

distinguishes it from prose, and which also most directly problematizes conventional 

reading practices. Driscoll treats sentences as semantic structures that contain ideas in 

sequences that imply progress, as linguistic constructs that mark time in a straight line 

(she knows sentences also impose prison terms). By persistently enjambing (en-jam-ing) 

her lines, she literally breaks up sentences, and disrupts habitualized methods of ingesting 

their content. Instead, readers are faced with uncertainty—the literal blank space at the 

end of the poetic line—about how syntactic units will relate to each other, and what 

meaning(s) will be made. Similarly, she inverts typical syntax to require readers‘ 

increased attention (deploying a conventional poetic device for ―heightening‖ the level of 

―discourse‖), and to suggest multiple readings of a given phrase or sentence, thus 

underscoring the ways that poetic language can exploit indeterminacy and ambiguity to 

mean many things at once.  

 Driscoll‘s deployment of poetic form demonstrates some of the ways that poetry 

is particularly well-suited to the expression of traumatic experience, because, while it 

requires ―condensery,‖ it contains more semantic content—it says more than what it says. 

Because her poems preserve spaces where meaning can remain undecided, they mimic 

those aspects of trauma which resist articulation because trauma has overwhelmed the 

survivor‘s ways of knowing self, world, and the boundaries between them—where 

normal structures of understanding have jammed up on the irreconcilable paradoxes of 

real, senseless violence. Poetry can open up meaning, rather than foreclosing it, and 
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activate a process (in which the reader is essential) of making meaning, rather than 

simply ingesting it (swallowing it whole). Poetry‘s non-narrative or non-referential 

features make the practice of reading, and of reading the world, difficult and strange—

even undecidable—in ways that mirror how rape trauma, and perhaps all trauma, forces a 

fluctuation between the extreme and the everyday, the external and the internal, the 

familiar and the foreign, well into its aftermath. Although poetry still may not get ―close 

enough‖ to ―whatever truth is,‖ it does approach trauma from an angle that allows us to 

see it in complex ways—and thus to get, even incrementally, closer to some essential 

truths about trauma. 
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Chapter Three 

 

Traumatizing the Lyric “I”:  

Poetic Subjectivity in Betsy Warland‟s The Bat Had Blue Eyes 
 

rape
3
 n. the residue of grapes, after the juice has been 

extracted, used as a filter in making vinegar. 

    

 --Webster‘s New 

Universal Unabridged 

Dictionary 

 

Reading and writing are to me synonymous with 

existing. 

 --Gertrude Stein 

 

 

 The preceding chapter considers how poems by a rape survivor inform a feminist 

critique of prevailing conceptual models of trauma. This chapter inverts that approach by 

asking how theories of trauma implicate and complicate poetics—particularly the poetics 

of the self as it founds lyric subjectivity since the Romantics. This chapter investigates 

the friction between theories of the lyric as a poetic mode organized by and around the 

speaking ―self‖ of the poetic subject, and theories of the ―shattered‖ or ―fragmented‖ self 

that exists after trauma. 

 This friction cuts both ways: it complicates various notions of ―the self‖ that 

undergird trauma theory and direct psychotherapeutic approaches to its treatment, thus 

suggesting a need to theorize the self as multiple, relational, and simultaneously 

continuous and discontinuous, and to recognize the ways that trauma demands the 

creation of new selves. At the same time, this friction extends feminist critiques of the 

gendered legacy of the traditional lyric mode and its means of creative production—

critiques that see the lyric as differently applicable or available to the lived experiences of 

women than to those of men. My critique suggests not only that the traditional lyric mode 
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may be inappropriate to or inconsistent with the lived experience of female subjectivity 

under patriarchy, but may also be antithetical to the kinds of subjectivity trauma survivors 

inhabit.  

 The 1993 collection The Bat Had Blue Eyes by Canadian poet Betsy Warland 

enacts this friction: her poems are preoccupied with punning concepts of the speaker as 

victim/witness—of the I/eye—who is always oscillating between being the object of 

trauma-telling and the subject who tells of it. These oscillations pervade at the level of 

form: the writing shifts between prose(ish) narrative structures and lineated fragments, 

between an apparently lyric poetic ―voice‖ and the use of citation as displacement of that 

voice, and between patterns of testimonial coherence and devolutions of syntax that leave 

language in broken bits strewn across mostly empty pages. Yet Warland‘s ear for 

language‘s excesses of meaning—for semantic slippage and bivalency—also 

demonstrates her resistance to language as a transparent technology of information 

transfer—she insists that language as material (visual, aural texture) always already 

determines what can be written (or not written) about trauma—and how trauma, in fact, 

breaks down the mechanisms of ordinary meaning-making. Her poetry demonstrates how 

trauma disrupts not only ―the self‖ of the survivor, but the very idea of ―the self‖ as 

coherent, continuous, and automatic, and as such, distresses the poetics of the lyric 

subject.   

 Warland is a survivor of childhood incest. Like the work of many trauma 

survivors, her writing grapples with the ethics and aesthetics of representing trauma, and 

wrestles with the paradoxes of being both the experiential survivor-self (or victim) and 
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the testifying survivor-self (or witness) at once. But Warland‘s work has a distinct 

perspective on the split structure of the traumatized self. The most influential discussions 

of trauma consider events occurring in a person‘s adult life, and theorize the ways trauma 

affects an adult self. However, by observing similar dynamics in the poetry of an adult 

survivor of childhood trauma, we can consider how trauma effects an adult identity—how 

trauma brings identity into being—rather than how it affects a self that is already 

fundamentally formed or ―fixed.‖ 

 Furthermore, Warland‘s experiences of incest trauma, like experiences of battered 

women or concentration camps inmates, are ongoing, repeated, perpetrated in the very 

matrix of daily existence—incest generates a self-in-the-world that is a self-in-trauma. 

Where Frances Driscoll‘s poems suggest various ways that trauma invades and pervades, 

dissolving distinctions between external and internal, extreme and everyday, affecting the 

adult rape survivor‘s ways of being and knowing, Warland‘s work reveals a world in 

which every day effects disruption and deformation apart from which a becoming-self 

may not exist. 

 These poems investigate how, or if, or what version of, ―the self‖ can emerge in 

poetry by and about a traumatized subject. This investigation, while it remains open, 

porous, and inconclusive, suggests that poetry makes it possible to invent a self that is 

both synchronic and diachronic—a self that is and is not the one damaged by incest 

trauma, that both is and is not an adult survivor, that both is an is not a witness to a 

traumatic past, that both does and does not transcend trauma‘s destruction to create a new 

way of being. Weaving together (while it cuts across) discursive threads of French critical 
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theory, feminist semiotics, the self-help and New Age movements, Jewish mysticism and 

Zen Buddhism, Lacanian psychoanalysis and post-Confessional poetics, The Bat Had 

Blue Eyes is also an artifact of what and how ―trauma‖ means in the late-twentieth 

century.  

 This chapter pursues the implications of this model of ―self‖ in two directions: it 

traces ways that this model challenges both prevailing paradigms of trauma, and the 

poetics of the lyric mode. It uses sociological studies of incest, psychological theories of 

personality development, and philosophical discussions of the meaning of ―the self,‖ to 

consider how incest affects the development of identity in girls, and how the impact of 

incest persists in the lives of adult women.  It also uses poetics scholarship on the 

meaning of the lyric mode to situate Warland‘s poems as straining against the limits of a 

poetic tradition that figures selfhood in ways that seem to be inconsistent with traumatic 

experience. But ultimately, this chapter turns to the poems themselves, or to the selves in 

these poems, to argue that The Bat Had Blue Eyes reveals and creates a new kind of 

poetic subjectivity. 

 

Impossible “Selves”: Psychology‟s Theories of Trauma 

 Attention to diagnostic descriptions for PostTraumatic Stress Disorder, from the 

earliest version in 1980 through the latest in 2000, reveals a telling pattern: symptoms 

affect ―an individual‖, traumata involve threat to ―one‘s life or physical integrity‖, 

avoidance behaviors and psychic numbing are typical to ―the person‖ who has 

experienced a traumatic event.  These phrases convey an underlying understanding of 

psychological selfhood as singular—even though trauma ―may be experienced alone 
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(rape or assault) or in the company of groups of people (military combat)‖ (DSM-III 

236), the effects of trauma are located in/on the site of the individual patient who presents 

traumatic sequelae in the dyad of medical or psychiatric consultation.
38

   

 In their emphasis on the individual wounded mind, the PTSD criteria, and the 

paradigm of traumatic psychopathology more generally, presume certain concepts of the 

self. Following the model of feminist philosopher and rape survivor Susan Brison‘s 

analysis
39

, my discussion considers four fundamental concepts of the self as they 

undergird trauma theory, and reads The Bat Had Blue Eyes in tandem with them: the 

autonomous self, the metaphysical self, the postmodern self, and the feminist self-in-

relation. Betsy Warland‘s poetry both exemplifies and problematizes each of these, 

finally suggesting a fifth concept: what I term the phenomenological self is that which 

                                                 
38

 For the past century, psychological approaches to ―trauma‖ have extended from medical models, thus 

―trauma‖ has been studied and treated within the paradigm of psychopathology. According to Stephen 

Joseph and P. Alex Linley, the field of psychology since World War II has ―largely become a medically 

oriented discipline interested in identifying and alleviating the increasing number of psychopathologies that 

came to be included in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders‖ (4). They argue that 

researchers and clinicians have come to understand psychological disorders according to ―an illness 

ideology,‖ wherein ―[p]sychological problems are analogous to biological or medical diseases in that they 

reflect conditions inside the individual…rather than in the person‘s interactions with his or her 

environment‖—conditions which the clinical psychologist must diagnose in the patient, and cure through 

treatment administered in and during the clinical encounter (6). According to this model, the traumatized 

patient can be restored to healthy mental functioning once the traumatic experience is properly excised, and 

while debates have raged over whether repressed memories of trauma must be consciously integrated into 

explicit memory (as in various forms of talk therapy) or can be eradicated through hypnotic or chemical 

abreaction, the basic premise is one that locates both traumatic illness within the individual psyche.  

 
39

 Brison, Susan. Aftermath: Violence and the Remaking of a Self. Princeton: Princeton UP, 2003. Although 

Brison is a survivor of one-time adult rape, rather than of ongoing childhood incest, her work pertains to 

my discussion in this chapter because it is a direct and sustained philosophical examination by a trauma 

survivor of the unspoken assumptions of what ―self‖ means that operate as a priori tenets of the diagnostic 

criteria of PTSD. Her book is a meta-analysis of what the traumatized ―self‖ is and does, both practically 

and conceptually; its terms help to situate the traumatized subjectivity of Warland‘s poems exactly because 

the ―selves‖ depicted in Warland‘s poems (and in Brison‘s own narrative) strive to occupy and to overturn 

these models at once. Brison‘s own status as both a survivor with ―insider‖ knowledge of traumatic 

experience, and as a scholar whose intellect views the subject of traumatic selfhood from a critical distance, 

exemplifies the sort of hybrid or synthetic selfhood that Warland‘s poems of incest magnify. 
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allows for and preserves simultaneity, discontinuity, invention and perpetual reinvention 

through the act of writing.  

 Trauma as Loss of Autonomy 

 When illness and healing are sited at/in the individual patient, treatment protocols 

necessarily focus on increasing intra-psychic functioning, including affect regulation, 

personal efficacy, and ―potency.‖ As such, they work from a model of the self as 

fundamentally autonomous, as the locus of agency, capable of and responsible for self-

rule, self-direction, and self-satisfaction based on individual free will. The autonomous 

self is traumatized when an overwhelming event disrupts one‘s ability to regulate or 

direct one‘s own thoughts, feelings, somatic sensations, and actions; trauma violates the 

individual‘s will and right to self-determination.  

 But what are the ontological effects of this violation? What happens to the self 

that has been traumatized? Trauma usurps personal autonomy in both its instance and its 

aftermath: the event itself fundamentally violates the victim‘s will; trauma violates the 

implicit social contract of civilized society—an assumption that in one‘s chosen 

community ―others‖ in one‘s world are not directly threatening to one‘s well-being; and 

trauma results in intrusive memories, overwhelming sensory reactions, heightened startle 

response, insomnia, psychic numbing, and a decline in cognitive flexibility—symptoms 

that indicate loss of control over oneself, a loss which ―alter[s] who one is, not only 

limiting what one can do (and can refrain from doing) but also changing what one wants 

to do‖ (Brison ―Outliving‖ 27, emphasis mine). 
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 If the very essence of being or having a self is the exercise of autonomy, and 

trauma overpowers autonomy, then what kind of self exists after trauma? A brief 

inventory of titles in trauma literature paints the picture: the ―shattered self‖
40

 or 

―shattered subjects‖
41

 finds itself ―picking up pieces‖
42

 of its disintegrated personality 

when its ―shattered assumptions‖
43

 result in ―crises of witnessing‖
44

 to experiences that 

result in ―speechless terror‖
45

.  Trauma memory is distinguished, time and time again, by 

its ―fragmented‖ qualities of somatosensory perception, in contrast to coherent, narrative, 

―normal‖ memory. Clearly, much trauma theory discovers and discusses damage—

tracing, cataloging, and explicating the pathology of violation—to show how trauma 

annihilates the self. And yet, these theories are based on work with people who have 

lived through trauma, people who continue to exist as beings in the world.  If trauma 

annihilates the self, and yet the survivor exists in trauma‘s wake, who and how can that 

survivor be? The model of the autonomous self makes survival after trauma an 

ontological paradox. 

 Trauma as Metaphysical Failure 

 Thus other major figures of contemporary trauma studies seem compelled to 

(re)assert theories of human fortitude: psychotherapeutic clinicians, in particular, 

                                                 
40

 From the book The Shattered Self: A Psychoanalytic Study of Trauma by Richard B. Ulman and Doris 

Brothers (1988). 
41

 From the book by Suzette A. Henke, Shattered Subjects: Trauma and Testimony in Women‘s Life-

Writing.  
42

 From the article by Margaret Urban Walker, ―Picking up Pieces: Lives, Stories, and Integrity‖ in 

Feminists Rethink the Self, edited by Diana Tietjens Meyers. 
43

 From the book by Ronnie Janoff-Bulman, Shattered Assumptions: Towards a New Psychology of 

Trauma. 
44

 From the book by Shoshana Felman and Dori Laub, Testimony: Crises of Witnessing in Literature, 

Psychoanalysis and History. 
45

 From Bessel van der Kolk‘s Traumatic Stress: The Effects of Overwhelming Experience on Mind, Body, 

and Society, page 205. 
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recognize the damage of traumatic violation, but insist on theoretical models which 

concentrate on the continued existence of the person who has outlived traumatic 

encounter. These clinicians, because they are confronted with survivors‘ suffering, focus 

on alleviating patients‘ psychic distress in trauma‘s aftermath. Accordingly, they 

emphasize ―transformation and healing,‖
46

 ―trauma and recovery,‖
47

 or even ―trauma, 

recovery, and growth.‖
48

 But how does a shattered or annihilated self heal? What is left 

to recover? Clearly a different philosophy of the self undergirds this interpretation of 

trauma, even while it continues to operate within the ―illness ideology.‖ 

 The psychopathology model of trauma reveals its derivation from medicine in its 

terminology: effective treatment of trauma disorders involves recovery of not only one‘s 

(pre-trauma) psychic health, but also of the repressed or displaced (lost) memories of the 

traumatic experiences. When both kinds of recovery are successful, a patient is restored 

to normal functioning and released from the bonds of traumatic suffering. Yet the 

morphological pattern of these terms is no accident: the prefix re- evinces the ways that 

the illness paradigm of trauma claims that health can be had again if one is able to go 

back to the past trauma and experience it differently in the present.
49

  

 In these ways, the illness model of trauma relies upon a concept of the 

metaphysical self as embodied consciousness that is continuous across an individual‘s 

lifetime. In order to go back in one‘s mind to memories of past experiences, in order to 

                                                 
46

 From John P. Wilson‘s Trauma, Transformation and Healing: An Integrative Approach to Theory, 

Research and Post-Traumatic Therapy. 
47

 From Judith Herman‘s book, Trauma and Recovery: The aftermath of violence—from domestic abuse to 

political terror (emphasis mine).  
48

 Trauma, Recovery, and Growth: Positive Psychological Perspectives on Posttraumatic Stress. Edited by 

Stephen Joseph and P. Alex Linley, (2008).  
49

 Indeed, many psychotherapeutic approaches to trauma try to inventory patients‘ pre-trauma personality 

traits, so that those traits can be mobilized toward healing in and through the recovery process. 
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see or feel or know again, the self who remembers, who tries to recover, by virtue of its 

embodiment in a living being, must be the continuation of the same self who experienced 

the trauma in its instance, and furthermore, the same self who existed before the trauma. 

According to the view of the metaphysical self, only death ends the continuous thread of 

being: in this model, what makes trauma traumatic is the victim‘s perception of the 

encounter as life-threatening, and yet, by the very fact that a victim of trauma has not 

died, the person who survives trauma is necessarily the same person who existed before 

it.  

 Recent trauma theorists have chosen to pursue this premise; rather than focusing 

on trauma psychopathology, they turn their attention to the persistence of human drives 

toward health. Positive Psychology‘s approach to trauma emphasizes resiliency, 

foregrounding the human capacity to endure psychic distress or compression and then 

―spring back‖ to one‘s essentially intact, authentic ―self.‖ Some of these theorists‘ work, 

such as that published in the volume called The Unbroken Soul: Tragedy, Trauma, and 

Resilience,
50

 posit the continuity of the ―soul‖ before, during, and after traumatic 

experiences—in this framework, selves or souls are not shattered or lost, but are 

fundamentally elastic: made to expand and contract, but always able to regain their 

original shapes when at rest.  

 The resiliency theory of psychic trauma assumes a model of the metaphysical 

self—it understands the self to be continuous by the very fact of its embodied presence in 

a living human being. Some Positive Psychologists even argue that the human self is not 

                                                 
50

 The Unbroken Soul: Tragedy, Trauma, and Resilience, edited by Henri Parens, Harold P. Blum, and 

Salman Akhtar.  
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only elastic, able to withstand even severe stresses and psychic ruptures, but that trauma 

can actually be an occasion for personal growth, for positive improvements in the 

survivor‘s relationships to self, others and world. Their research suggests that the self 

does not simply ―spring back‖ to its pre-trauma shape, but actually transforms: to use a 

metallurgic metaphor, the self is malleable and ductile, and under stress fundamentally 

changes its shape, even while its elemental properties remain.
51

  

 Trauma as Narrative Disruption 

 But how does this transformation take place? What kinds of shape-changing does 

the self do in and after trauma, and what does this have to do with language in particular? 

In the postmodern view of the self, the autonomous self and the continuous self are, in 

fact, made possible only in and by the language we use to define ―self‖ and make the self 

meaningful. The self is necessarily a matter of narrative; the self is what is produced 

through the chronicling of related events across time, and the meaning of who one is 

depends upon the circumstances in which one acts or is acted upon. In this view, memory 

makes possible links between various versions of oneself by enabling the person to 

narrate—to tell what one knows—that which is past. Thus the continuous self and/or the 

autonomous self are not so much false as they are two constructs, two versions of 

selfhood made manifest through memory and its narration. The ―self‖ is really the story 

we tell ourselves about ourselves. 

                                                 
51

 Dissociation at the time of traumatic injury is a very common psychic defense response; interpreted in 

terms of theories of the self, dissociation contradicts the concept of the embodied, metaphysical self, 

precisely because dissociation splits apart consciousness from the body, generating a duality of the self who 

is witness and the self who is victimized. Similarly, post-traumatic flashbacks and ―body memories,‖ 

particularly where there is amnesia for the event, suggest how profoundly self ceases to be properly 

embodied; the body seems to contain experiences that belong to someone else. 
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  Most psychotherapeutic approaches to trauma emphasize the role of narrative 

recovery in psychological healing. Judith Herman acknowledges that ―[t]raumatic 

memories lack verbal narrative and context; rather, they are encoded in the form of vivid 

sensations and images,‖ (38) and yet she insists that a trauma survivor can and must tell 

―the story of the trauma… completely, in depth and in detail. This work of reconstruction 

actually transforms the traumatic memory, so that it can be integrated into the survivor‘s 

life story‖ (174).  Although Herman doesn‘t explicate what ―life story‖ means, her 

formulation, like that of many other psychotherapists, implies that because trauma 

memory is cut off from ―normal‖ narrative, explicit memory, healing must involve 

making trauma a part of rather than apart from the story a survivor tells about herself.  

  ―Recovery‖ then is the process by which a broken or snarled narrative thread (a 

self) can be repaired or disentangled, restor(y)ed,  by a trauma survivor if she, in working 

with an empathic other, can reclaim continuity, causality, and chronology in her story of 

herself. The continuous self, autonomous self, and narrative self are thus intertwined: if 

traumatic experience violates one‘s author/ity over oneself, then healing is possible when 

the survivor regains author/ity of her own life story.  

 Indeed, in his studies of ―interpersonal neurobiology,‖ Daniel J. Siegel proposes a 

distinction, based on the asymmetry of the brain and the differentiation of memory 

functions conducted in the brain‘s bi-hemispheric structure, between ―noesis‖ and 

―autonoesis‖—the former involves factual and semantic recall of events (a survivor tells 

the story of the trauma as a witness to someone‘s experience; the trauma is the object she 

describes), while the latter specifically combines recall with the mind‘s ability to ―know 
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the self and to carry out ‗mental time travel‘—seeing the self in the past, present and 

possible future‖ (Solomon and Siegel 26) (a survivor tells her story of the trauma; she is 

the subject, the protagonist, of the story of what she experienced). Siegel calls this kind of 

memory autobiographical, and insists that this self-narrative is fundamental to the 

integration of representation processes in the brain—processes which trauma impairs 

(28).  

 In Siegel‘s model, integration of representation processes in the brain produces 

fluid, flexible, coherent autobiographical memory, and that fluidity and coherence are 

indicative of a person‘s mental health.
52

 In contrast, fixed or stilted narratives, which are 

so often associated with trauma, are evidence of neurological disconnection, cognitive 

dysfunction, and mental disorder. The trauma survivor recovers health, then, according to 

how well he or she is able to make sense of overwhelming, baffling, and dehumanizing 

events. The emphasis on ―the story‖ as the form of this recovery is thus no accident: 

typically, ―stories‖ involve the narrative arc of beginning-middle-end, along which causes 

and effects are (re)connected, and those connections, even when they are merely 

suggested, are the source of the story‘s meaning. In the healing process, then, loose or 

frayed threads of the narrative (self) are tied together, and (re)woven into the fabric of 

one‘s autobiographical consciousness.  

                                                 
52

 In fact, Siegel‘s colleagues M. Main and E. Hesse have proposed that coherent autobiographical 

narratives are not only indicative of one‘s mental health, but are actually predictive of that person‘s healthy 

attachment with his or her children, and thus, the mental health of those children. Siegel summarizes their 

findings: ―[Main and Hesse] were able to show that the most robust predictor of a child‘s attachment to a 

parent is the coherence of that adult‘s autobiographical narrative‖ (Solomon 24) whether or not the parent 

shares this narrative directly with the child. This theory suggests a deeper and more complex relationship 

between narrative, healing, attachment, silence, repression, denial, and the multi-generational features of 

some incestuous abuse. 
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 Yet for many survivors, trauma is traumatic because it introduces a surd or an 

aporia into this narrative chronicle, interrupts continuity, and splinters cohesion. What 

makes trauma traumatic is exactly that it does not make sense. Furthermore, in cases of 

trauma perpetrated by and between people, to make sense of atrocity might, for some 

survivors (or perpetrators), be akin to explaining it, and thus, perhaps, risks rationalizing 

it. Trauma is thus unspeakable in at least two senses: it is inexpressible because ordinary 

language is not adequate to represent it, and it is unethical to ―process‖ the trauma into 

manageable, understandable, rational ―stories‖ because to do so actually distorts and 

diffuses its horror, and thus, doesn‘t express precisely what makes trauma traumatic. At 

the same time, of course, a great deal has been spoken and written about trauma, and 

many things about trauma are expressible—so what makes trauma-telling, and trauma 

studies, so difficult is the work of finding a form that preserves this aporia as expressive 

of what exceeds linguistic representation. 

 So while some theories that suggest the traumatized self is shattered, lost, 

annihilated, and irretrievable, that trauma destroys—permanently—the self that has 

preceded it, other theories claim that the self perseveres (is not severed) by the simple 

fact of biological survival, and that telling the story of that survival heals—even grows—

the wounded, but unbroken, soul. The paradox between these is not intractable: the 

theoretical friction between them can generate a more complex and profound concept of 

traumatic selfhood. Fusing the insights of feminist philosopher Susan Brison with those 

of poet Betsy Warland introduces a model of trauma that recognizes the permanence of 

self-loss and yet acknowledges the simultaneous human capacity to withstand 
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annihilation. My perspective on The Bat Had Blue Eyes, and on trauma generally, is one 

that investigates what trauma produces, rather than (or in addition to) what it destroys, 

and considers literature as a primary site at which trauma victims/survivors 

simultaneously express self-loss and generate new ways of knowing and being. 

 

Sexual Violence & Selves-in-Relation: A Survivor‟s (Multiple) Perspective(s)  

 

 In Aftermath: Violence and the Remaking of a Self, feminist philosopher Susan 

Brison blends together metaphysical analysis and first-person narration to reinterpret 

theories of the self as they pertain to her own experience of rape. Brison‘s essential 

insight into the ways that violence affects the self is the concept of ―outliving oneself.‖ 

She cites Holocaust survivor Charlotte Delbo, whose 1995 memoir The Holocaust and 

After proclaims: ―I died in Auschwitz, but no one knows it‖, and concurs with it, 

explaining, ―For months after my assault, I had to stop myself before saying (what 

seemed accurate at the time), ‗I was murdered in France last summer‘‖ (xi). She 

continues: ―I am not the same person who set off, singing, on that sunny Fourth of July in 

the French countryside. I left her in a rocky creek bed at the bottom of a ravine. I had to 

in order to survive‖ (21). 

 Clearly Brison‘s account contradicts the theory of the metaphysical self as 

necessarily continuous and unbroken by virtue of her body‘s aliveness. Instead, ―the 

person who set off‖ has ceased to be ―me‖ or ―myself‖ after the rape, and is instead, 

―her‖—an object, rather than a reflexive subject. Brison experiences the attack as a kind 

of murder, a soul murder, which does in fact destroy who she has been, so that her 

existence after-the-fact does not, in fact, prove the continuity of her self. She asks,  
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How can one miss oneself? How can one die in Vietnam or fail to survive 

a death camp and still live to tell one‘s story? How does a life-threatening 

event come to be experienced as self-annihilating? And what self is it who 

remembers having had this experience? How one answers these questions 

depends on, among other things, how one defines…‗the self.‘ (38).  

In Brison‘s definition, symptoms of rape trauma demonstrate how ―the self is both 

autonomous and socially dependent, vulnerable enough to be undone by violence and yet 

resilient enough to be reconstructed with the help of empathic others‖ (38). In this both-

and approach, trauma reveals the true nature of selfhood, dispelling the myths of 

isolation, singularity, and intra-psychic unity. According to Brison, all selves, 

traumatized or not, are fundamentally selves-in-relation. 

 Brison‘s philosophical account has significance resonances with the insights of 

certain strands of positive psychology. Where the psychopathology of trauma posits the 

―illness‖ within the individual, positive psychology argues that ―[p]sychological disorders 

are not analogous to biological or medical diseases. Instead, they reflect 

problems…located within the interactions between an individual, other people, and the 

larger culture,‖ and by extension, the ―internal conditions‖ of an individual are symptoms 

of a complex interplay of social, cultural, political and psychological factors (Joseph and 

Linley 7). If psychological problems such as those resulting from or following after 

trauma are not located in the individual but in his or her interactions, then this model also 

implies that psychological health or well-being is also located in interactions. If both 

one‘s psychological dysfunction and one‘s psychological wellness depend upon the ways 
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that individual relates to his or her environment, then this model also suggests a different 

version of the self than is at work in the psychopathological account of trauma: the 

individual who presents psychological disorder to a clinician is a being whose ―self‖ is 

fundamentally formed (or de-formed) by its engagements with others. 

 Brison evaluates the symptoms of rape trauma specifically as evidence that the 

self is always formed in relation to others and world, and argues that when traumatic 

violence destroys relationships, it necessarily destroys aspects of the self formed by those 

relationships. Conversely, selfhood will be re-formed in the aftermath of violence insofar 

as the trauma survivor is able to build and be built by new ways of relating.  Her choice 

of title speaks this paradox: the book‘s epigraph is the dictionary entry for aftermath: ―1. 

Something that results or follows from an event, esp. one of a disastrous or unfortunate 

nature….2. a new growth of grass following one or more mowings‖ (ix).
53

 

 These insights regarding the self-in-relation are intensified in Betsy‘s Warland‘s 

The Bat Had Blue Eyes, because the self that experiences trauma is not yet fully 

formed—not simply because trauma repeatedly shatters it, but because the trauma victim 

is a child, a person in the process of becoming a self in the first place. The struggle to 

―tell the story‖ of incest is evident from the first page of The Bat Had Blue Eyes, as is the 

urge to use the power of lyric tradition to express the spontaneous overflow of powerful 
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In ―A Contrarian View of Growth Following Adversity,‖ Julian D. Ford, Howard Tennen, and David 

Albert warn against the tendency in Positive Psychology to make ―the fundamental mistake of prematurely 

reifying trauma as a source of personal growth‖ (Joseph and Linley 318). While they admit that ―[t]he 

concept of posttraumatic growth is a potentially important paradigm shift in the traumatic stress field,‖ they 

―review evidence that suggests that growth in the aftermath of psychological trauma is better 

conceptualized as the resumption or continuation of preexisting psychobiological development, or as an 

artifact of cognitive attribution processes that lead persons who experience psychological trauma to believe 

that they have experienced growth‖ (297). The role of language in ―cognitive attribution processes‖ is not 

discussed; nonetheless, these insights about the limits of so-called growth after trauma are exactly what 

Warland‘s uses of poetry investigate. 
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feelings after incest trauma—even as Warland critiques that tradition—not by 

abandoning the lyric, but by innovating it at the level of its speaking subject:  

0 characters 

a story obscured 

a girl invisible 

a woman haunted 

a writer‘s work: 

    in-the-visible 

 

this time there are witnesses 

       (10). 

This piece gestures the fragmentation and multiplication of roles, of selves, at work in the 

collection, listing them, almost as if in a kind of roll call of poetic presences: a girl, a 

woman, a writer, are (through a sonic pun) indivisible, and yet separate incarnations of an 

incest survivor‘s self. From the very first mark on the page, this writing confounds 

readers with contradictions and caveats. ―A girl,‖ ―a woman,‖ and ―a writer‖ could be a 

cast of characters, introduced (or summoned, or directly addressed—―oh, characters!‖) 

before the scene is set and a drama unfolded, but first the poem insists: ―0 characters‖.  

This very first line acts as a warning: this is no ordinary (melo)drama, this is not a neat 

story. Even the choice to use the numerical character 0, rather than the word ―zero‖ 

comes as a jolt—words themselves, the basic building blocks of any story, are 
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supplanted, substituted out: reading is jostled from its habits as typical signifiers are 

replaced by more foreign (or less contextually predictable) ones.   

 Furthermore, each line but the last is a fragment, neither capitalized to start a 

sentence, nor punctuated to end one. As in Driscoll‘s poems, the absent grammatical 

components that would render these fragments into sentences seem to be conjugations of 

the copula—but in the context of incest ―conjugation‖ and ―copula‖ are themselves laced 

with traumatic undertones: conjugal relations and copulation resonate when the listener‘s 

ear is tuned to the pitch of sexual abuse.  The absent grammatical copula ―is‖ is 

nonetheless present-as-absent, suggesting how what it means to be is precisely the 

meaning that trauma obliterates. 

 But this opening page deflects poetic conventions as well as narrative ones: none 

of the ―poems‖ in the collection is titled, and although the volume is divided into sections 

(―i. family secrets‖, ―ii. photographs‖, and ―iii. heart lines‖, ―iv. little screams‖ and ―v. 

the letter‖), within each section, only pagination and use of blank space seem to divide 

one cluster of lines from the next. As such, the writing in this volume is one 

(dis)continuous poem, rather than a succession of discrete, complete poems. As in the 

excerpt above, sometimes these ―lines‖ are hardly lines at all, but are abbreviated 

assemblages of text, a gathering of typographical characters into minimalistic coherences, 

simultaneously highly concentrated and highly vague. Other fragments of the text are 

essentially prose poems, formatted without line breaks in fully grammatical, declarative 

sentences. Still others fall somewhere in between on this style spectrum; the ―voice‖ of 
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the poems changes from page to page, manifesting the unsettled structure of the 

speaker‘s/speakers‘ consciousness.  

 This opening ―poem‖ introduces one of Warland‘s central concerns: the 

oscillation of her subject position as first-person-participant narrator (I) or third-person-

survivor-observer (eye)witness—or some vague position in between these.  Because the 

poem refuses to establish grammatical point of view, it rebuffs the process that situates 

the poem‘s speaker in relation to the poem‘s content, and thus, also dislocates or 

disorients the reader who cannot yet rely on or relate to a poetic speaker. Because these 

lines are so minimal, so fragmented, a reader may feel compelled to fill in the blanks, so 

to speak, or to revise as she reads in an exercise of trying to make more sense of what 

seems obscurant. For example, one can re-read the lines ―a girl invisible / a woman 

haunted‖ as either ―I am/was an invisible girl,‖ and ―I am a haunted woman,‖ or as ―A 

girl is/was invisible,‖ and ―A woman is haunted.‖ To use Siegel‘s formulation, then, 

regarding the autobiographical self, this opening piece refuses to clarify whether the 

speaker is recounting noetically or autonoetically. Because either of these readings is 

equally possible, equally apt, the position of the poetic speaker is uncertain, if indeed the 

poem can be said to have a ―speaker‖ in the conventional sense at all. In this example, the 

―speaker‖ does not occupy a subject position that is fixed or coherent or even particularly 

narrative: if this poem has a speaker it is one that is multiple, or is radically self-less. 

 Warland‘s book seems to ask, and to keep asking, many of the same questions 

Susan Brison does: How can one miss oneself? How can one fail to survive an incestuous 

childhood and still live to tell one‘s story? How does a life-threatening event come to be 
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experienced as self-annihilating? And what self is it who remembers having had this 

experience? Moreover, as a poet, Warland seems to also ask: what self is it who writes 

about the trauma, and how is that self rendered in language? What if the typical poetic 

―self‖ that speaks of one‘s own experience somehow fundamentally distorts or belies the 

―self‖ (or lack thereof) that survives in trauma‘ wake? How does a poet use language to 

express not simply a traumatized selfhood, but also, paradoxically, the ways that trauma 

has made the concept of a self itself impossible?  

 

Incested Selves: The mis-embodied, the mis-identified, and the missing 

 Brison‘s insights are brilliant, and resonate with traumas other than her own, but 

are also, necessarily, particular: her experience of rape and the events of its aftermath are 

not only statistically incredibly rare (Brison was raped by a stranger in broad daylight 

while vacationing in France; her rapist was apprehended, tried in court, sentenced, and 

jailed), but also pose a specific conceptual stance regarding the nature of rape trauma as 

characterized by the fright of a surprise attack, the absence of any relationship between 

herself and her attacker (and thus no sense of having ―caused‖ the attack through 

previous behaviors), and the restitutive power of legal prosecution of the rape crime. For 

this investigation of incest trauma, one has to ask how her discussion can (and cannot) be 

extended to a very different kind of context: one in which a child, held captive to her 

family by economic, social, political, and interpersonal forces, material and immaterial, is 

repeatedly violated by her father (and perhaps also her brother) within the confines of 

their home, of her own room and her own bed.  
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 Repeated, ongoing trauma often produces a different symptomology than one-

time traumatic events do, and in the DSM-IV field trials, members of the PTSD taskforce 

delineated a syndrome they called ―Complex PTSD‖ or ―Disorders of Extreme Stress Not 

Otherwise Specified‖ (DESNOS) to account for the particular etiology presented by 

survivors of multiple traumas. The pattern of symptoms outlined in DESNOS involves, 

not coincidentally, the effects of trauma on the self as ―the multidimensional 

psychological construct reflecting the subject‘s experience of mental being and physical 

existence‖ (Ullman and Brothers 5), including: ―alterations in the regulation of affective 

impulses, including […] being self destructive‖, ―alterations in self perception‖, and 

―alteration in systems of meaning‖ (Siegel 173). Judith Herman explains,  

People subjected to prolonged, repeated trauma develop an insidious, 

progressive form of post-traumatic stress disorder that invades and erodes 

the personality. While the victim of a single acute trauma may feel after 

the event that she is ‗not herself,‘ the victim of chronic trauma may feel 

herself to be changed irrevocably, or she may lose the sense that she has 

any self at all (Trauma and Recovery 86, emphasis mine).  

Herman‘s assertion here warrants deeper consideration: who is the person who survives 

prolonged, repeated trauma if she has no sense of having a self? Herman suggests that a 

person exposed to this kind of trauma may ―lose the sense that she has any self at all‖, but 

even this formulation assumes a person had at one time a sense of self which trauma later 

destroys or evacuates. What does prolonged, repeated trauma do to a person who is in the 

process of becoming a self? Significantly, the DSM-IV field trials of PTSD found that 
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―the earlier the onset of the trauma and the longer the duration, the more likely people 

were to suffer from a high degree of all the symptoms that comprise the DESNOS 

diagnosis,‖ and that ―interpersonal trauma, especially childhood abuse, predicts a high 

risk for developing DESNOS‖ (Siegel 173). But both trauma theory, particularly recent 

work in interpersonal neurobiology, and Warland‘s poetry demonstrate that this damage 

is not only different in degree from PTSD or DESNOS symptoms, but is also different in 

kind: incest trauma dislocates, disperses, and cuts off the becoming-self, and thus disrupts 

the very idea of self as a psychological construct that accounts for and organizes being. 

 ―I clings / to anything / that will support its weight‖: Dependence and Selflessness 

 A few pages into The Bat Had Blue Eyes, Warland introduces one of the volume‘s 

refrains, a cluster of just a few lines that recur at unpredictable intervals through the 

book: 

I clings 

to anything 

that will support its weight 

    (12). 

These lines open up a conundrum that persists, or haunts, throughout the volume: the 

dependence of the ―I‖, the speaking self, on ―anything‖—on others, world, and words 

that keep it from falling over or apart. Warland‘s grammatical disruption foregrounds the 

extent to which self-as-construct is unstable after incest. Conventions of subject-verb 

agreement are violated: if ―I‖ is the first-person nominative pronoun, it requires the first-

person verb conjugate ―cling.‖ But ―I clings‖ turns the personal pronoun into an object, 
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an impersonal noun, shifting from first-person point of view to third-person, from 

subjective to objective perspective—a sort of grammatical dissociation. In these lines the 

―I‖ is not something the speaker (or Warland) can claim as her own. She can neither use 

its authority (as a capitalized proper noun) nor take it as representative of a speaking self. 

The ―lyric I‖ and the subjectivity it signifies are not hers. 

 Warland‘s choice of ―clings‖ (rather than, for example, ―depends‖ or ―leans‖) 

suggests the clutching need with which the abused child struggles to attach to what 

Ullman and Brothers call the selfobject, ―the person‘s experience of another person or 

object (animate or inanimate) as subjectively connected to and extended from self‖ (6). 

This model of the child self-in-development as necessarily connected to and extended 

from self suggests the extent to which individuation and autonomy (although they may be 

the end goal of growing up) do not define the child‘s being—instead, that being is 

absolutely formed in relation to its primary caregivers. More (or more obviously) than 

adult selves, child selves are selves-in-relation, ―vulnerable enough to be undone by 

violence‖—yet lacking the resources or maturity to be independent or potent in the ways 

that adults can be. The child self that is formed in relation to an incestuous abuser, 

particularly a parent, develops from relationships of distrust, violation, and destruction—

relationships that evacuate the self, rather than composing it. Thus Warland‘s dictum, ―I 

clings / to anything / that will support its weight‖ speaks of this tenuousness and 

dangerous vacuity.  

 Warland‘s critique of the ―I‖ operates at the level of symbol, not only sign: part of 

the meaning of these lines results from the particular visual characteristics of the 
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grapheme ―I‖: at its most simplified, the one vertical stroke is not only interchangeable 

with the numerical ―1‖—equating, however unconsciously, the notion of self with 

oneness—but also symbolizes erection: ―I‖ is irrevocably a phallic symbol. Warland‘s 

reluctance to claim ―I‖ as the appropriate self-reflexive pronoun for her speaking-self can 

be understood, then, as an implicit critique of the ways that English comports 

androcentric bias not only at the level of the signified, but of the signifier as well. As the 

victim of phallic violation, literal and linguistic, Warland cannot inhabit the position of 

the ―I‖ without conflict.  

 In this case the meaning of ―I‖ clings to ―anything that supports its weight‖—it is 

not balanced and self-righting, but hangs, re-lies, on ―anything‖ to hold it up—the ―I‖ is 

indiscriminate, and thus unprincipled, uncharactered. In this way, the ―I‖ is a ―0 

character‖, an aporia around which any normal narrative only briefly coalesces before 

dissipating again and again. In the cluster of lines that follow this first appearance of the 

―I clings‖ refrain, then, it comes as no surprise that Warland switches to the lower case 

―i‖ when speaking in the first-person point of view: ―words will not / leave me alone// if i 

tell this old story / in some new way / will it let me go?‖ (12).  This shift from the capital 

form the letter marks a parallel shift away from the ―capital‖ sense of the self as proper, 

upstanding, first-rate, substituting the lower-case, diminutive form—as if ―I‖ is a grown-

up self this subject cannot achieve. Warland‘s use of the lowercase ―i‖ as a self-reflexive 

pronoun, which does not rise above its surrounding characters as capital letters do, 

suggests also that this narrator cannot occupy the usual relationship to typographical 

―others,‖ because the self traumatized by incest remains ―little‖. For this speaker, the 
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proper ―I‖ depends upon norms of family relationships, self development, and linguistic 

conventions—but her relationships to her family, her self, and her world are (dis)formed 

by abuse, and disruptions to these structures then pervade her language. 

 Selves-in-Incest:  

Mis-Embodiment and Mis-Identification in Female Development 

 Because in many cases the child-self of the incest victim has been violated by 

precisely the person or persons who are supposed to provide for its basic needs, support 

its development, and encourage its identity-formation as an individuated being, children 

who experience incest often fail to distinguish safe relationships from dangerous ones; 

they cannot discern well and don‘t develop interpersonal boundaries; they ―cling‖ to 

whatever and whomever they find because they are dependent and vulnerable, because 

they lack the cognitive and affective skills to accurately appraise others‘ attitudes or 

behaviors, and because they are powerless to protect themselves or change the abuser‘s 

actions. Incest produces selves that relate to themselves and to others in ways that are 

distinctly different from the ways that non-incested-selves do. 

 In Victimized Daughters: Incest and the Development of the Female Self
 54

 (1994), 

Janet Liebman Jacobs traces the effects of incest on personality development in adult 
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 Jacobs‘ work specifically theorizes incest as perpetrated by fathers (or father-substitutes, such as 

stepfathers) on their daughters. Her formulation assumes nuclear family structures in which patriarchal 

values situate women as private-sphere homemakers responsible for the daily care of children, and men as 

public-sphere participants in civic and professional life, responsible for financial support of his family and 

for acting as the ―head of household‖. Her analysis, then, has little to say about incest between siblings, or 

about the ways that identification processes are differently disrupted in cases of incest by extended family 

members such as uncles, grandfathers or cousins. This book does not discuss incestuous abuse of sons. It 

also has little to say about family structures and/or economic conditions in which women work outside the 

home. As such, Jacobs seems to understand incest as not only resulting from but also caused by patriarchal 

subjugation of women. While these parameters clearly limit the usefulness of her model for theories of 

incest trauma more broadly, and makes her analysis vulnerable to critique on a number of levels, I 
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women and adolescent girls through a sociological study conducted over six years in the 

Denver metropolitan area. Jacobs posits incest as a violation that both replicates and 

complicates the physical and psychological damage of rape or sexual assault generally: 

incest breaches the boundaries of the child‘s body/mind, and yet, given both the child‘s 

dependence on the perpetrator and the extent to which the child‘s ego is still in process of 

forming in relation to others, who are in this case abusive, the fundamental processes of 

identity formation are also profoundly damaged. Furthermore, because incest targets its 

violence specifically upon the sexualized body of the child, the foundational processes by 

which the child comes to know herself through sensory experience are warped.  

 Jacobs‘s study provides two basic theories of the effects of incest on the child 

―self‖ as they relate to my concerns with traumatized subjectivity.  Both of these concepts 

come from psychological theories of attachment: the first explains how the traumatized 

self is overly-embodied or mis-embodied as the object of violation, and the second argues 

that incest misdirects the process of empathic identification, and results in a divided 

consciousness which expresses a fraudulent self. Thus, attachment theory offers 

tremendous resonance with Susan Brison‘s model of the self-in-relation to propose that 

because children are necessarily more dependent on their relationships with ―others‖ who 

are responsible for their care and basic needs, the child‘s becoming-self is necessarily 

damaged by incest trauma in ways that adult victims of sexual violence are not. 

 Both of these examples of traumatization find expression in Betsy‘s Warland‘s 

work, and yet her writing does more than exhibit these two versions of self (the mis-

                                                                                                                                                 
nonetheless find her argument about misplaced identification and the fraudulent self resonant with 

Warland‘s poems, and thus useful to my own discussion of traumatized subjectivity and language. 
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embodied and the fraudulent):  it demonstrates how in the aftermath of incest trauma, not 

only is the self is lost forever to the traumatic rupture, but the very idea of the self as 

stable, continuous, unified, natural, and automatic is lost, too, when one realizes that this 

idea of self was specious from the start. In the aftermath of trauma, the concept of the self 

signals a ―nostalgia for narrative‖ (Warland 51)—for cohesion and progression and 

resolution—that is then (and perhaps always was) a comforting fiction. 

  ―little gouges‖: Somatization as Mis-Embodiment 

 Jacobs‘ feminist hermeneutic understands incest as a psychosocial epidemic, and 

argues that ―[v]ictimized daughters, like all women in Western industrial societies, 

develop their sense of self in a culture dominated by images of the sexually objectified 

female‖ (119). Thus sociocultural context determines a self-in-relation-to-world in which 

―the shame of [the sexually abused child‘s] private humiliation is mirrored in the social 

construction of woman as body, [and] the abused child‘s sense of self becomes tied to her 

identity as sexual object‖ (119). The result, for many women who experience incest, is 

over-identification with her sexualized being, or put another way, over-embodiment: the 

incested self is experientially collapsed into self-as-body. Particularly because the body‘s 

instinctive response to sexual contact may effect arousal, sensory pleasure and/or orgasm, 

even at the same time that such sexual contact is unwanted or coercive, incest victims 

come to experience their bodies as more powerful than their will or any efforts at self-

control—and come to know their bodies as sites of (self)betrayal, as not only vulnerable 

to pain but also antagonistic to one‘s autonomy. In this way, incest trauma is particularly 

damaging: victims come to experience their own bodies as foreign, untrustworthy, 
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inescapable; this relationship to the body violated by incest trauma both invades and 

pervades throughout the victim‘s development, often well into adulthood. The bodily 

symptoms of sexual trauma in its aftermath are, as Warland points out, easy to ―notice / if 

you know what to look for‖ (15). 

 Since at least Freud‘s earliest work with hysteria, mysterious physical ailments 

with no apparent cause have been a central feature of traumatic injury. This phenomenon, 

known as ―somatization‖ within psychiatry, is an expression in and on the body of a 

disturbance within the mind. As such, somatization is evidence of mis-embodiment—of 

an experience of the body as antithetical to one‘s true (psychic) state of being. Various 

forms of physical self-destruction, from cutting to anorexia nervosa to substance abuse to 

suicide, can be understood then as expression of a friction between mental being and 

physical existence. For survivors of sexual trauma, the body is first and foremost a trap; 

efforts to destroy the body are thus, perversely, efforts at freedom. At the same time, 

however, with the exception of suicide, acts of self-mutilation are often explained by the 

women who commit them to be efforts not (only) of self-destruction, but also of re-

embodiment, of somehow coming back into the body, or reclaiming power to control the 

body‘s sensations.
55

 In particular, ritualized self-mutilations directed at the skin itself, 

such as cutting, burning, and picking, divert deep psychic pain to the body‘s surface, 

making it possible for incest survivors to focus on visible/visceral damage, and to 

simultaneously express and further repress evidence of traumatic psychological injury. 
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 Survivors of incest and other sexual violence who self-mutilate as a way to feel powerful—or to feel 

anything at all—are then, ironically, more self-full at these moments of self-destruction: they are willful, 

they are powerful, they are embodied, they are potent and active, rather than passive and affectless. This 

reading of self-mutilation as symptom suggests the profundity of internal conflict with which sexual 

violence survivors struggle. These women are at war with themselves. 
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 Warland presents one such example of physical symptom, and obsessively 

explores (picks at) it: the image of hands functions literally as the site of somatic 

symptom, but at the same time signals a semantic slippage, where hands operate through 

synecdoche as symbols of the body entire—her body, her abuser‘s body, and even the 

familial and cultural bodies in/through which incest has been inherited (handed down) 

and enforced.  Pages 15 through 17 of The Bat Had Blue Eyes read: 

hands never still 

 

you notice 

if you know what to look for 

 

hand me down 

how many generations? 

 

her thumb rubs ‗round 

side of curved index finger 

‗round around 

   or 

incessantly 

over tips of fingers 

little finger up to index 

trying to wipe 

      something off 

i pick 

tear 

bits of skin off 

endlessly 

surreptitiously 

(hoping no one will notice 

the little gouges) 

 

[//] 

he puts his watch on 

takes it off 

on off 

on off 

pacing 

winding 
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it   winding it 

 

unlike the others 

his working hands were gloved, 

surprisingly soft 

 

these hands have been places 

they wish they hadn‘t been 

 

[//] 

hands down 

nobody wins 

in this game 

 

heavy hand 

sleight of hand 

no body 

 

Warland‘s wordplay works in several ways to ravel and reconfigure the 

relationships of family and semantic form. The poem begins with the particular image of 

actual hands, in this case, the hands of Warland‘s mother, whose nervous habits signal-

by-symptom her secret to her daughter, who recognizes the repetitive rubbing as an 

obsessive compulsion to clean away an invisible stain.  Warland knows how to read these 

(subtle, silent) gestures, how to relate these surface expressions to their psychic source, 

because she recognizes their parallel to her own persistent picking. Indelible psychic 

marks, made as innermost tissues are abraded in the act of sexual penetration, become 

―little gouges‖ in and on the skin of her extremities: the protective membrane of this, the 

body‘s largest organ, fails, however minutely, to maintain the barrier between embodied 

self and violative world. 

 Neither woman in this poem can inhabit her body peacefully; its pain is 

engraved—literally carved into the flesh. These adult survivors of incest continue to 
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occupy a mis-embodied or overly-embodied being, living in a constant state of physical 

hyperarousal and appropriate paranoia—their selves are necessarily split between 

knowing the open secret of abuse and perpetuating its never-entirely-unconscious 

disavowal. Theirs are minds split apart by abuse; knowingness is ―next to‖ itself in the 

paradox of experiencing embodiment as self-annihilative, instead of self-protective. 

 Warland‘s use of justification—that is, the arrangement of lines of text according 

to the rule lines of left-hand or right-hand margins—similarly mimics or signifies this 

split: at the two places where the semantic content of these lines seems to approach the 

grammatical direct object (lines 8-10 and 13-15), text veers and empty spaces intervene:  

  ‗round around 

     or 

  incessantly   

  […] 

  trying to wipe 

      something off 

  i pick 

 

Because these two are the only such indentations in the poem, they stand out and apart 

from the rest of the piece; a reader‘s attention is drawn to these set-off words, and to the 

blankness around them. One possible way of reading these lines is to see them as not 

simply set-off but also cut-off, as severed from the semantic flow that has been 

established; as such, the sudden absence of text acts as a gap, a moment of linguistic 

aporia, a breakdown (however momentary) of what or how ideas can be articulated. By 

this method, one returns to the lines leading up to this break, to retrace what ideas are 

available, and to locate where the thread is lost as a way of predicting what words might 

have come where instead there is blankness.  
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 Lines 6-7 establish the image of repetitive motions of the hand (―her thumb rubs 

‗round/ side of curved index finger‖), so that line 8, because it repeats and revises an idea 

that has already been presented (― ‗round, around‖) would seem to be setting up another 

direct object of this motion. A few lines later this object is identified, but what happens in 

that deferral is central to how this poem portrays the aftereffects of sexual trauma: The 

image of an incessantly moving index finger
56

 that rubs around/‘round is, of course, as 

much an image of the act of sexual molestation—of manual stimulation in or near the 

vaginal opening—as an image of a woman‘s nervous tic. By disrupting this specific, 

isolated scene of witnessing one‘s companion‘s habits, the image gestures toward other 

images of repetitively rubbing fingers, and because the exact interruption of blank space 

occurs after ―‗round around,‖ it suggests, however implicitly, other openings. In a book 

of poems about incest, these textual spaces become explicit. They refer directly to bodily 

spaces (orifices), to the acts of sexual violation that have taken place there.
57

 

 Similarly, the line break after ―trying to wipe‖ and the eventual acquiescence to 

the empty signifier (―something‖) leave this phrase open to many possible completions.
58

 

Given that much of this poem fiddles with a slippery surveying of clichéd turns of phrase 

based on the word ―hand,‖ a similar kind of linguistic reflex might suggest several ways 
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 A further irony is at work is this image, since the index finger here is the one that cannot stop moving; it 

precisely cannot point to or indicate the source of the disturbance that fuels this persistent shifting. This 

image evinces the conundrum of trauma theory—how to pin down the origin of traumatic disorders of the 

mind. 
57

 Like the witness who is a fellow survivor recognizes ―what to look for‖ in the fidgeting and phobias of 

others, the reader who comes to these poems from the perspective of a feminist trauma theorist risks what 

some might call paranoid reading—the too easy, too soon imposition of one‘s own interpretive apparatus 

on intentionally opaque and indecipherable textual blocks. 
58

 The visual composition of the poetic page thus means in ways that the spoken/read aloud poem might 

not: the incorporation of white spaces where the text would typically be (at the left margin) is suggestive 

(interpretable if not readable) of multiplicities that pacing, tone of voice, pause, breath, eye contact, pitch, 

volume, and physical gestures as activated during a reading or performance of this poem might foreclose. 
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of following ―wipe‖: to wipe clean, to wipe down, to wipe away, and especially to wipe 

one‘s bodily orifices (as after urination, defecation, or sex). Again, the lack of a 

grammatical direct object acts as an elision, a non-naming of the simultaneously indelibly 

present and never-present-enough substance that triggers this unrelenting wiping.  In the 

case of incest, the ―something‖ these survivors struggle to wipe away may have literally 

been semen or other bodily excretions deposited on or in their bodies during sex, but the 

persistence of this sense of having ―something‖ on one‘s hands suggests the many ways 

that sexual violation by one‘s own family members stains the psyche—with shame (as 

blood on my hands is a metaphor for culpability), a misplaced sense of responsibility (as 

in it‘s all in your hands now), and an intractable distrust of the embodied self (as if 

femaleness and victimization necessarily go hand in hand).    

  ―little screams‖: Denial as Mis-Identification 

 Self-induced damage to the hands in the form of picking and obsessive wiping 

signal, of course, the acts of other hands—the hands that make their own obsessive 

repetitions with the mechanisms (the hands) of time and control, and have ―been places / 

they which they hadn‘t been.‖
59

 The issues of shame, responsibility, and trust/distrust of 

self and others as discussed in Warland‘s work generate another way of understanding 

what happens to the developing-self that experiences incest. Failed attachment between 
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 The unclear referent of ―they‖ in this phrase works to confuse and conflate: if ―they‖ refers to the hands 

themselves, it gives these hands agency and awareness all their own, separate from the awareness of the 

person whose hands these are. If ―they‖ refers to the victim and the perpetrator, the people who wish these 

hands had not ―been places‖ or committed abuse, it suggests the abuser‘s own ambivalence toward his 

actions, and the possibility of regret, even as he fidgets, perhaps postponing the impulse to molest again. 

The undecidability of ―they‖ activates both an image of mis-embodiment, by which a part of the body acts 

as if on its own, as if cut-off from the whole; and an image of mis-identification, where the child victim 

over-empathizes with the abuser, imagining him to be a victim of his own suffering, and thus her ally, 

rather than her violator. 
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child and caregiver yields not only mis-embodiment but also mis-identification. The 

dynamics of mis-identification drive denial, and denial in turn drives psychological 

disturbance. Throughout The Bat Had Blue Eyes Warland exposes and explores incidents 

of denial and mis-identification for the ways that they complicate the meaning of the 

incested self.  

 According to Janet Liebman Jacobs‘ model, daughters normally identify with 

their mothers, and develop stable identity as a function of empathic attachment with their 

maternal imago during childhood. The dynamic of incest, however, breaks the mother-

daughter bond in a number of ways, and shifts the daughter‘s identification from the 

mother to the abusive father. Jacobs describes this shift as follows: 

In as much as incest violates the emotional and physical boundaries of the 

child, her identification with the violent father begins with the empathic 

attachment to the perpetrator who comes to represent an ego ideal in the 

psychological development of the daughter. As she seeks to construct her 

identity in the image of the aggressor, the personality of the daughter may 

find its expressions in a mind/body split, a fragmentation of the self in 

which the internalized aggressor signifies male strength and power while 

the internalized victim represents female weakness and powerlessness. 

Thus, the trauma of sexualization leads to the development of a divided 

consciousness wherein the daughter comes to experience herself both as 

violated body and as the male ego ideal through which she seeks to 

reinvent herself.  (165) 
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This divided consciousness, elaborated through the development process, produces what 

Jacobs and others have termed ―the fraudulent self‖. By simultaneously internalizing the 

male ego ideal of the perpetrator and rejecting the female self that is victimized, a 

daughter of incest introjects the abusive aggression of her father, overempathizing with 

him in ways that both reveal and reify a confusion between ―self‖ and ―other‖ and often 

result in a false sense of personal responsibility regarding the sexual abuse (believing that 

she ―was bad‖—that she acted in a way that meant she was ―asking for it,‖ or that she ―is 

bad‖—that she ―deserved it‖ by virtue of her femaleness). Yet this internalization of the 

perpetrator is never entire; it exists always in tension with the tenuous identity of the 

violated female child.  

 Warland recounts instances of denial, of self-betrayal, and of identifying with her 

abuser(s) that foreground the role of language in coercion, deception, and destruction: her 

vantage as an incest victim/survivor portrays language as another weapon used against 

her—a weapon she, in turn, learns to use against herself. This act of mimicry makes 

language a device of misidentification: desperate to exercise power of some kind over her 

situation, the child learns to collude with her abusers by telling herself lies. As an adult 

survivor, then, Warland wrestles mightily with theories of language that position 

narrative ―telling‖ at the core of recovery.   

 On page 83, Warland writes, ―Every time I was abused I didn‘t want to believe it. 

Doubted it. Told myself something nice was going to happen not something bad. In this 

way I contributed to my forgetting.‖ These lines, formatted as prose with text running the 

full width of the margined page and structured as complete sentences, demonstrate the 
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paradox of Warland‘s position: the more formally coherent, narrative passages seek to 

explain something in the past from the perspective of the present—they seek to make a 

straightforward declarative statement of facts. And yet the content of these lines belies 

their form: language is the device of self-betrayal, of self-deceit and denial; words work 

to dismiss, discount, and prompt false doubt—they contradict the truth of her experience 

and her intuitive knowledge of incestuous threat. Words are the weapons that obscure the 

truth of her victimization and generate her divided self.
60

  

 In this instance, the victim herself uses words to perpetuate/perpetrate this lie: she 

admits telling herself untruths about the abuse, and she blames herself for contributing to 

her repression and self-deception. Warland demonstrates here the kind of mis-

identification traumatized children enact: she mimics the abuser‘s logic and behavior by 

using words to ―tell‖ herself things she knows are not—but desperately needs to believe 

could be—true. These lies enable her to preserve the image of her ego-ideal: the 

powerful, authoritative figure whose self-efficacy (potency) is never in question. This 

dual perspective, through which the speaker remembers being a child-victim-self and at 

the same (poetic) time witnesses that childhood from the position of adult-survivor-self, 

demonstrates ways in which the ―self‖ is divided by incest. 

 In a slightly more fractured narrative style, Warland recalls a scene in which her 

abuser uses language—in more than one sense—to lie about the abuse, and thus further 

                                                 
60

 The variety of poetic styles Warland uses in this volume also works to create a profusion of ―speakers‖—

the pieces range from lineated, stanzaed quasi-lyrics, to various shapes of prose poem, to merest fragments 

of text, to quotations from other writers—and even from others of her own texts. As such, the book evinces 

multiplicity of subjectivity at the level of style, as well as content. 
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its damage. On page 76, the speaker remembers an instance of double-betrayal as 

intricately bound to workings of words: 

footsteps. she‘s home! he didn‘t expect her yet, doesn‘t 

answer her calls, hopes she‘ll think we‘re outdoors. 

footsteps. only a few seconds. ―put on your pants.‖ 

spot of blood (it wasn‘t because of riding horses). 

hiding in the storage room (not supposed to be in 

here). his name (he‘s supposed to be babysitting). 

footsteps up the stairs, stop at my door, his, then 

straight ahead. zippers. he grabs an old Life as she 

flings open the door. her eyes – mine (this is not a 

dream): everything in that look. me terrified she‘ll find 

out desperately wanting her to (please mom, can‘t you  

see?). she hesitates, glances away – then deletes. 

―why are you in here?‖ ―just reading to Betsy‖ he 

says. and she believes him. 

 

In these lines, the parenthetical excuses signal other kinds of lies, other ways words cover 

up the truth by making false connections between events and evidence. When the speaker 

says the spot of blood is “not from riding horses,‖ a reader knows that at some point this 

explanation (or others like it) has been given—there is something so illogical about 

attributing (vaginal) bleeding to ―riding horses‖ that one senses how this kind of 

fallacious reasoning has become commonplace within this abusive family system.  In 

fact, the poem does not disclose the source of bleeding—and in so doing, asks readers to 

see or comprehend what the speaker‘s mother does not: blood as sufficient proof of 

danger, if not damage.
61

 This bleeding is at once all-telling and opaque, indecipherable 

proof of the silent truth.  

                                                 
61

 Although readers are told that the spot of blood is not caused by horseback riding, they are not told what 

does cause it, or even where the spot is, and so possibilities circulate: the spot might be on her underwear, 

or it might be on her body or the body of the person who is ―supposed to be babysitting,‖ or it might be on 

the storage room floor; the speaker might be on a light day of menstruation, she might have been battered 
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 This poem portrays exactly the kind of mis-identification that incest causes: the 

speaker depends upon her mother to be a protective and powerful parent and self-object 

who, in sharing the speaker‘s gender, must have special knowledge of the female body 

and female experience—knowledge that would make it possible for her to (and 

impossible for her NOT) to see the situation in the storage room for what it really is. The 

lines ―her eyes – mine (this is not a / dream): everything in that look. me terrified she‘ll 

find / out desperately wanting her to (please mom, can‘t you /see?). she hesitates, glances 

away – then deletes‖ describe exactly the kind of mother-daughter exchange in which 

misunderstandings of unspoken messages abound. The speaker is certain that her mother 

recognizes, ―then deletes‖ that recognition, refusing to know what she knows. (The fact 

that the mother ―believes him‖ when the male babysitter gives a weak excuse for the 

incestuous scenario, rather than her own cognizance or the speaker‘s silent plea, suggests 

that she, too, identifies with male authority.) Thus, the speaker learns that words can 

activate and perpetuate delusion, and that words are the way people in authority lie, rather 

than the way to tell the truth. In this encounter, the child speaker‘s attempts at 

disclosure—a wordless sending of signals through eye contact—is misinterpreted, if not 

denied.
62

 In this situation, the speaker learns a brutal lesson about language: words‘ 

relationship to the truth is no more secure or reliable than her relationships to her 

                                                                                                                                                 
as well as molested, she might have tried to fight off her aggressor, or her abuser might have broken her 

hymen in the sexual attack. The speaker‘s reluctance or inability to use words to name exactly what has 

caused this spot of blood is simultaneously evidence of her distrust of words and her dependence on them, 

since the spot of blood cannot be ―read‖ with certainty. 
62

 According to Jacobs, ―Because attempts at disclosure are frequently misunderstood, the child may 

develop a deep and unrelenting conviction that her mother is aware of the incest and has therefore 

committed an unforgivable act of betrayal‖ despite the fact that the child never explicitly told the mother 

about the abuse, nor did the child ever witness the mother observing the abuse (23). This sense of betrayal 

fuels the girl‘s dis-identification from her mother, and shifts her identification to the male abuser, who is 

perceived to be all-knowing and all-powerful, where the mother is ineffectual, if not treacherously deluded.  
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caregivers. In her world, truth is a matter of what one is willing to perceive, of how one 

makes relationships between events and evidence—of how one ―reads‖ the scene and is 

willing (or not) to connect meaning to signs.  

 The relationship of reading to deception as much as disclosure is made more 

direct in the final lines: ―Just reading to Betsy‖ is the pretense that is supposed to explain 

their presence in the off-limits storage room, yet it does not answer the mother‘s actual 

question--she doesn‘t ask, ―what are you doing in here,‖ she asks ―why are you in here?‖. 

But his answer makes no sense: there is no reason why they would need to be in the 

storage room if what he was doing was ―just reading‖—an activity that could obviously 

take place in the open. Not only does this use of the magazine (―an old Life‖) implicate 

words/language/reading in the deception, but Warland further ironizes the inescapable 

routine of living with/in incest by  suggesting that the speaker‘s own life has been 

damaged (made old) by the stored-up—if untold—life stories of intergenerational abuse. 

As stacks of old magazines preserve and give testimony to forgotten stories of the past, 

Warland seeks a way to make a record of the truth of her memory: she writes what she 

could not say that day in the storage closet. Always wary of redemption, though, Warland 

shows that writing, too, is doomed to its own failures. 

 The failure of voiced protest, and the complicated relationship of language to both 

disclosure and denial, is played out across several passages that mention the ―bat‖ of the 

book‘s title. The third section of the volume opens with this: 

warm & heavy in solitary sleep 

screams shaking me awake 

claws between breasts 
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menacing glare 

black wings 

width 

of my trembling  

 

    mons mountains 

    mons pubis 

    mons veneris 

 

at the side of my bed 

under the cover of  night 

he came 

  skins rubbing 

  (o mons pubis) 

 

    beneath a sheet cold as snow… 

 

vampire bat 

so apt 

at blood sucking 

 

    ―Now I lay me down to sleep, 

    I pray the Lord my soul to keep…‖ 

its sleeping prey 

rarely aware of its activities 

(vibrating shadow on my right) 

 

  Pater of the night. 

 

 

These lines comprise the most explicit depiction of incest in the book. Here, the image of 

the bat is menacing: the bat moves nocturnally, as does this abuser, under ―the cover of 

night‖ to hide his activities from the rest of the household, and even (he presumes) from 

the victim herself, who likely feigns sleep as a way of hiding in plain sight.  

 However, the image of the bat is not always so straightforward, or so singularly 

symbolic, and the uncertainty of the bat‘s symbolic meaning suggests ways that 

Warland‘s speaker mis-identifies (or confuses herself) with her abuser(s). On page 68, a 
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prose-poetry passage recounts an event in the speaker‘s childhood: on the night that the 

speaker‘s father is absent from the home, hospitalized after a heart attack, her mother 

screams both the speaker and her brother into waking: there is a bat in their parents‘ 

bedroom. The brother, made to act as ―the man of the house,‖ traps the bat in an 

overturned bucket, takes the bucket outside, and leaves it there with a large rock on top. 

The piece continues: 

    my mother adds a codicil, 

deftly lifts a side of the bucket and sprays it with  

insecticide. cruelty an act of cowardice? in the  

morning it is not dead. my father. we have to go. my 

mother resolute. my younger brother‘s job (handle it). 

can‘t bring himself to club it, step on it, besides, it 

might fly away. digs small hole, slides bat quickly in, 

grabs fists of soil. little screams. he hadn‘t expected that. 

little screams ‗til the cool earth silences it. […] 

 years later he can still hear its cries. 

 

In this image, one of the most haunting in the book, the bat obviously works as a symbol 

of the abused child, whose ―little screams‖ have been failed attempts at using her voice to 

defend herself. At the same time, that which is buried—and yet also lingers many years 

later—is the memory of traumatic sexual experience.
63

 The abused child self both dies 

                                                 
63

 The slippage of agency here is likely not irrelevant, but it, too, remains undecidable. In this instance, the 

speaker‘s brother is the one to do the burying, so a reader makes a substitution of players when reading this 

image as the abused girl‘s act of repression. However, it seems clear when the brother shares his memory 

of this story with her years later, that there is some quality of collusion between them, and a way in which 

the girl—now adult—adulates the brother‘s actions and imagines them as her own. Furthermore, as it is not 

clear in the excerpt above who exactly is perpetrating the abuse in the storage room, it is also not clear here 

whether this younger brother might be one of the abusers, one of the abused, or both. In a number of 

studies, incest between brothers and sisters is not uncommon in families where parental incest takes place; 

abused boys in particular, through a more profound act of mis-identification, are at higher risk for 

themselves becoming abusers. Thus the bat can function as an image of both violator and victim at once, 

representing exactly the dynamics of mis-identification inherent in the psychological development of an 

incest victim. 
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and does not die; the memory of abuse is buried, but remains (or becomes again after an 

amnesia) actively present.  

 And this aspect of the bat, of its returning or reappearing after death, is also part 

of its symbolism in this book. On page 71, Warland quotes the Medicine Cards:
64

 ―Bat is 

… rebirth … Shaman death is / the symbolic death of the initiate / to the old ways of life 

and personal / identity … the shaman-to-be is sent / to a certain location to dig his or / her 

grave and spend the night in / the womb of Mother Earth totally alone, / with the mouth 

of the grave covered by a blanket.‖ 

 Thus when Warland‘s speaker—a ―batty‖ ―character‖ whose divided/composite 

being struggles to live as it longs to die—depicts her struggle to write after incest in terms 

of words that will not leave her alone (12), and a ―story stuck / in its groove / grave, 

engraves‖ (74), the idea that memory pursues her until she can inscribe it (carve it, 

engrave it) in writing is simultaneously an image of impending (symbolic) death and of 

the promise of rebirth—of a process of en-grave-ing herself in the body of a ―Mother‖ 

that will protect her and grow her new self. This play on words demonstrates, then, how 

writing operates differently than speaking with regard to recording the truths of 

                                                 

64
 Medicine Cards, first published in 1988, is written by Jamie Sams, an American Indian of Seneca and 

Cherokee descent. These cards, and the book that accompanies them, claim to collect teachings from 

traditional American Indian spiritual wisdom—although they do not differentiate the teachings or beliefs of 

any one American Indian nation from those of any others. The cards and ―card readings‖ promise to aid 

users in ―The Discovery of Power Through the Ways of Animals‖—animals are interpreted as spirit guides. 

Although the Medicine Cards were controversial, largely because critics questioned the (mis)appropriation 

of (various) indigenous people‘s beliefs beyond their cultural context, Warland‘s use of them (at least in her 

poems) marks The Bat Had Blue Eyes as occupying a particular moment in the history of trauma and 

trauma studies: in the early 1990s, when Warland‘s book was published, ―trauma‖ had made its way into 

popular culture, and many esoteric discourses and practices were reclaimed by the New Age and self-help 

movements as ―recovery‖ tools for trauma survivors. For more on ―counter-cultural‖ approaches to treating 

traumatic illness, see Chapter 4 of this project. 
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incestuous being. Written words, like incest itself, make marks—they scar the surface
65

 

with proof of deep and enduring damage. In this way, writing is violent and destructive, 

even as it makes material evidence of the invisible wounds of traumatic injury. 

 

“With words we begin our forgetting”: Writing and “Recovery” 

 In what is, ironically, one of the most memorable pieces in The Bat Had Blue 

Eyes, Warland elaborates this paradox, and in so doing, reverses—even shatters—one of 

the most prevailing attitudes about trauma: that telling the story of the trauma leads to 

healing—that the talking cure does, in fact, cure. Many trauma theorists agree with 

Bessel van der Kolk, who claims, ―In important ways, an experience does not really exist 

until it can be named and placed into larger [cognitive] categories‖ (4).
66

 Naming one‘s 

experiences, that is, communicating them by assigning word to thing, is the central task 

of psychotherapy; such linguistic formation is understood to be an act of cognitive re-

appraisal and reintegration. Literary scholar Suzette Henke explains, ―The term narrative 

recovery, now fairly current in the field of narratology, pivots on a double entendre meant 

to evoke both the recovery of the past experience through narrative articulation and the 

psychological reintegration of a traumatically shattered subject‖ (xxii)—that is, 

                                                 
65

 Writing as scarring is no mere metaphor; early writing was done on vellum—a heavy paper made from 

the skin of mammals, usually goats or calves. The materiality of writing goes further: although nowhere in 

the book does Warland mention the technologies of writing explicitly, her presentation of writing as violent 

suggests the image of a stylus (pen, pencil) as a phallic substitute; thus again writing is an act of mis-

identifying with the abuser, even as it empowers her to act on her own behalf. 
66

The pressure, then, for trauma survivors to ―name‖ and process through linguistic means their experiences 

of violation is immense: failure to do so means that ―an experience does not really exist.‖ Therein lies 

precisely the logic of denial, the logic by which perpetrators, witnesses, and victims alike can choose to 

disavow reality with silence. 
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reclamation of forgotten or forsaken history, on the one hand, and self-healing, on the 

other. 

 Warland‘s work, however, posits a third, less cooperative, meaning of 

―recovery‖—one which reveals the f(r)iction between these more obvious denotations. 

She claims that articulation in words is always already a misrepresentation of memory, a 

substitution of story for memory, a way of forgetting the truth of experience, rather than 

(re)claiming it. For her, ―recovery‖ is re-covery, the act of covering or hiding again 

experiential truth. Page 14 reads: 

Memory is most true when not translated into words 

A smell or taste, long forgotten then remembered –  

sensation so vivid, stories so intact, they shock us. 

 

With words we begin our forgetting. Tongue forgets 

taste, forgets touch, as it quickens to its work of 

words. 

 

Words that force forgetting: memories then held in our 

senses, speaking through symptoms, nervous physical 

habits, inexplicable intuitions, redundant emotional 

culs-de-sac. 

 

To remember, we rely on words, words already a 

substitute for the experience we seek to call up. 

Memory saved in senses translated into language: 

re/storing, remembering, re-storying. 

 

Words to remember what we had no words for –  

suffering frequently endemic to these experiences. 

 

Sudden pungent smell of semen on the web of my 

hand, so strong, precise, my therapist recognized it too. 

 

The central paradox of this rumination, and indeed the whole book, is the representative 

nature of language. Here, language is the technology by which experience is ―translated‖ 
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from its sensory origins into rational, communicable—and necessarily deferred—form. 

Consistent with many theories of traumatic memory, this portrayal of the tension between 

alinguistic, intact, hypervivid sense memories versus narrative, coherent, explicit 

linguistic memory suggests the aporia at the heart of trauma-telling: language‘s ways of 

making meaning are already after-the-fact, and therefore, prone to recall decay; the limits 

of language determine which experiences can or cannot be named; and language‘s 

inescapable semantic excesses always carom around and away from the trauma-teller‘s 

intentions. As such, traumatic memory is more accurate when it is wordless: Warland 

ends this piece with the sensory image of a not-forgotten smell, a smell that is so 

―precise‖ that it trumps language as means of communication even as it fails to manifest 

in any material way the thing which it seeks to call forth. Instead, sensory suggestion 

rules.
67

 

  The purpose, then, of telling trauma must be more than—even other than—

accurate depiction of the past. Instead, Warland makes use of those semantic excesses 

and sensory reverberations to multiply meaning, rather than fixing it, and in so doing, to 

                                                 
67

Roberta Culbertson‘s article, ―Embodied Memory, Transcendence, and Telling: Recounting Trauma, Re-

establishing the Self,‖ makes a seminal contribution to trauma theory vis a vis narrativity: After trauma, 

―bits of memory, flashing like clipped pieces of film held to the light, […] appear in nonnarrative forms 

that seem to meet no standard test for truth or comprehensibility‖ (169).  Instead, she argues, trauma 

memory must be understood as stored not only in the mind, but literally in the body, in the nerves, tissues, 

and muscles of the entire body, and as such, the body remembers what the mind cannot:  

The action of adrenalin and noradrenalin at the time of traumatic events functions to 

make […] the experience [of trauma] qualitatively different, limiting it sometimes merely 

to the reflexes; siphoning senses of fear and panic off into other parts of the brain so as 

not to destroy the potential for action as required [to sustain the body]. Thus events and 

feelings are simply not registered, but this does not mean they are forgotten; they are 

located in other parts of the mind [and body…], though separated from the continuing 

integrated story of the self. Such memories—of abject fear, pain, anguish—are left apart 

from the story of the self because if included in it they would destroy it, being so counter 

to the self‘s conception of itself as whole as to be inimical […] to it. (173, emphasis 

mine) 
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allow for suggestion and implication to operate alongside, and even in contrast to, 

explication. As a bat in flight navigates by echolocation, by the process of hearing its 

own voice bounced back across time and space and finding itself by reverberation (by 

sonic re- and de-flection), Warland uses poetry to cry out into a dark void, to sound out 

the meaning of her memories, and to hear her multiple dis- and mis-embodied voices 

answer back with ongoing distortions that allow her to ―find‖ herself only momentarily.  

 Memory is the void: trauma theorist Roberta Culbertson, herself an incest 

survivor, makes clear: ―What we normally call memory is not the remembered at all of 

course, but a socially accepted fabrication of it, a weaving together of the thin, sometimes 

delicate and intertwined threads of true memory, the re-membered, so that these might be 

told‖ (178). As such, narrative ―recovery‖ cuts both ways: rendering the story of trauma 

comprehensible to (nontraumatized) others allows for the healing of social reintegration, 

but also separating the victim from her experience by substituting the power of naming 

for the truth of the body‘s record of events.  

 Thus narration works against recovery of one‘s psychic integration, because the 

power of language to name is exactly its power to obliterate.
68

 On page 37, Warland 

alludes to other feminist philosophers of self-in-language to confirm this point:  

Simone de Beauvoir believed that once a memory was  

transposed into writing, the original memory was  

replaced and forgotten. Marguerite Duras writes  

                                                 
68

 Indeed, the last section of The Bat Had Blue Eyes is titled ―the letter‖—given the way the poems in this 

section deconstruct language as a mechanism for knowing, this title seems clearly to be an allusion to 

Derrida‘s The Violence of the Letter. However, Derrida is neither mentioned nor quoted in the book; 

although his ideas haunt the collection, he is never allowed to speak on its pages. This omission is 

significant, given that Warland mentions or cites many other theorists, including de Beauvoir, Duras, and 

Kristeva, and includes a references page at the back of the book. In fact, the only male authors whose 

writings she includes are the Dalai Lama and Jamgon Kongtrul, both of whom are translators, rather than 

authors, of ancient spiritual texts: Warland forbids male author(ity). 
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similarly that the process of taking a photograph 

―promotes forgetting.‖ 

 

Memory transposed into a textual or visual image is 

framed. It relinquishes the mutability it might have  

enjoyed within the shiftings of our mind and the  

minds of others sharing the original experience. Its 

chatter and argument no longer mutable, but mute.
69

 

 

The surprising—shocking—final lines of the poem on page 14, in which the sudden smell 

of semen is ―recognized‖ by the exquisitely sensitive therapist, work to break the ―frame‖ 

Warland describes above. In this image, memory interrupts the narrative—it lurches the 

poem away from a distanced, ruminative stance or mode from which the philosophical 

discussion of memory-as-idea proceeds, and inserts the present-tense experience of sense 

perception. Yet that sense perception, the memory of the smell of semen, exceeds the 

semantic value of the lines themselves: words cannot convey the sensory information of 

scent. Instead, a reader may (or may not) be able to summon the smell of semen from her 

own memory, but the smell she smells and the smell Warland‘s speaker smells may not, 

in fact, be the same smell at all. Sensory perceptions, then, always exceed verifiability 

and must remain unreliable, and this is precisely where narrative fails to communicate 

central truths about traumatic experience.
70

 

 If, as Warland demonstrates, words and writing mimic the violence of the abuser 

because they work against the trauma survivor‘s sense of integrated self, even as they 

                                                 
69

 The form of these lines is ambiguous: the margins of the printed book are quite wide, and this passage 

may or may not be intentionally lineated. I‘ve chosen to present the piece as it appears on the page; given 

how spacing has worked to impart meaning in other parts of the volume, I choose to preserve the same 

possibility for this piece. 
70

 Similarly, Elaine Scarry‘s book, The Body in Pain: The Making and Unmaking of the World, 

distinguishes pain (which is inexpressible in language) from suffering (which is expressible in language), in 

order to explore the structure of torture, particularly the torture of political prisoners, and thus the structure 

of justice.  
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help to communicate and thus re-integrate the survivor into the social relationships by 

which her self can be re-formed, then how can an incest survivor use language against 

itself to preserve provisionality and permeability even as she frames her experience (her 

self) in words? How can (must) she make new relationships between her various selves, 

between her selves and others, between words and being? 

 

Mirror/Mirage: Language and the ontology of an incested self 

 The most important result of Janet Liebman Jacobs‘s study is her realization that 

―the concept of survival is perhaps a limited way to understand the developmental 

struggles that victimized daughters undergo. More than mere survival, the experience of 

these women also speak [sic] to creative adaptation and a willful resistance to the total 

obliteration of the threatened and traumatized self‖ (135). ―Creative adaptation‖ is 

achieved by the subjects of her survey through an array of psychological and behavioral 

means, but central to many of these is a process by which the meaning of traumatic 

experience is transformed such that trauma is re-interpreted for what it produced or 

created, rather than (or in addition to) what it destroyed.  

  The Bat Had Blue Eyes, by its mere existence as a created object, would seem to 

suggest that Warland has accomplished this kind of transformation. Seen as the product of 

Warland‘s own efforts to reinterpret her childhood experiences through the lens(es) of 

adulthood, this book tempts readers to conclude that language provides the imago 

Warland‘s speaker seeks (and does not find) in her mother, that it becomes the means 

through which she rightly/writely re-identifies with an idealized and empowered version 

of herself. But again, Warland warns against this sentimental or nostalgic substitution: 
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―words are no mother / hold no loyalties / mean / different things / in different mouths / 

amenable to anyone who calls their name / willingly at the service of truths / or lies‖ (55).  

Yet clearly words do, in significant ways, bring into being a new version of the self, 

whether in the re-integrative dynamic of interpersonal testimony, or in the invention of a 

poetic speaker that exists only insofar as her literary voice resounds across the chasm 

between writer and reader. 

  The feminist theories of the self discussed in this chapter—by Jacobs, Brison, 

Herman, and Warland—share a concept of self as an embodied consciousness whose 

agency and freedom construct personal identity through being-in-the-world. They 

challenge the Cartesian split between mind and body, implying that the cogito can only 

think itself because of its embodiment in a sensing, living, relating bodily form. But for 

the sexually abused child who learns that her will is meaningless, her actions are fruitless, 

and her being is nothing so much as an object of violation and her body a site of self-

betrayal, mis-embodiment and mis-identification confuse the very processes by which the 

cogito emerges. Furthermore, because children have limited cognitive schema by which 

to process experience, or integrate sensory input with intellectual sense-making, the role 

of language in thinking about traumatized being is contingent upon—among other 

things—a child‘s age and stage of development.
71

 Roberta Culbertson explains: ―To 

                                                 
 
71

 Warland notes this contingency in the book‘s final pages, where she explains,  

My friend writes, ―i‘m thinking of Kristeva‘s Desire In 

Language, for example – how the body seeks to find 

expression in language, not in order to be erased by it, 

but to be spoken, right back to the erotic, unmediated 

pleasures of the baby self.‖ 

[…] 

Unlike my friend, who was abused before she had 

language, my abusers used words to secure my 
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narrate a child‘s memory is not only to confront the confusions of violence in the 

mind/body, but to construct a culturally acceptable narrative unavailable to the child, to 

create in some sense then, a fiction, a story the child never knew, from a perspective that 

was not part of the original scene or experience‖ (181). The shaping (disciplining) of 

experience into language is an adult thing to do, and is a process by which an adult 

witness is generated after-the-fact to act as an author(ity) who can verify the absent past. 

  Thus the role of language in self-invention warrants Warland‘s direct attention (or 

longing gaze). The passage/poem on page 53, like many pieces in this book, cogitates on 

a sort of etymological litany to suggest the obsessive/compulsive endeavor of putting 

words to (to word) one‘s self:  

   mirror, smei-, mirus, mirage 

words will not leave us 

alone 

 

     a stage 

the infant notices the mirror 

secures the gaze 

assumes the reflected image 

    birthing herself 

 

into separateness 

a life of characters 

 

In these lines, the image of birth is—like Brison‘s abandonment of her pre-raped self in a 

French ravine—paradoxical: the process of becoming a self-knowing subject is the 

                                                                                                                                                 
silence. 

     (95) 

 

For a detailed discussion of the effects of childhood trauma as dependent on developmental stage, see 

―Developmental Perspective on Psychic Trauma in Childhood‖ by Robert S. Pynoos and Spencer Eth, and 

―Diagnosis and Treatment of Traumatic Stress Among Women After Childhood Incest‖ by Mary Ann 

Donaldson and Russell Gardner, Jr., both in Trauma and Its Wake, Charles R. Figley, editor. 
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process of signification, which is a process of splitting off, of differentiation, of framing, 

and thus, of leaving behind that which exceeds the mirror‘s pane when the viewer gazes 

into it. At the same time that language allows her to birth herself, to birth awareness of 

having a self at all, it destroys the prelinguistic psyche whose being was equivalent to 

sensing. Thus Warland does—must—substitute the adult self who is, and is born(e) in 

language, for the child she was and will always be. 

However, in her article, ― ‗Words Are For Forgetting‘: Incest and Language in 

Betsy Warland‘s The Bat Had Blue Eyes,‖ literary scholar Leslie Ritchie warns: 

situating a discussion of The Bat Had Blue Eyes within the before/after 

tropes of survivor criticism, trauma narratives, Kristevan concepts of the 

undifferentiated prelinguistic self, or other similar discursive or theoretical 

‗frames‘ is more than inappropriate—it effectively reinscribes the 

synchronic split that Warland seeks to overcome through discursive 

representation of the potential agency of a composite subject (205). 

 

Accordingly, to read The Bat Had Blue Eyes as a work of ―creative adaptation‖ in which 

a ―composite subject‖ radically alters the meaning of self, one returns to the opening 

(typographic) character of the entire book: 0. In several intervals across the volume, 

Warland modulates the symbols of o, O, 0, as graphemic representations of the selfless 

self, in order to draw attention to the character of writing as a means by which symbols 

substitute for things, and meaning is constructed by circling around that which is always, 

nonetheless, absent. On page 11, the typographic character is itself substituted for a near 

approximate, ―zer(0)‖, on page 26 she introduces the use of the vocative ―o‖ (―o 
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vulnerable mountain mons mountain mons / mountains / o luminous ring o disk o halo‖), 

on pages 41-42, she explores the image of her grandmother‘s gold wedding band, 

bequeathed to her at her grandmother‘s death, as a symbol of the intergenerational 

continuation of incestuous abuse and secretism, and in the book‘s final pages, a 

crescendo of ―oooOOOOOO‖ marks (circles) the memory of ―how my lover, / a lover of 

words / renders me speechless‖, and records a moment in which the loss of self (petit 

mort) is safe, intimate, and pleasurable, where her being is being remade by its relation to 

a loving other (97).  Again, the character of writing (the written character) operates to 

oscillate and open up multiple meanings in ways that speaking does not: the homophonic 

interchangeability of o/oh/O and even 0 is fractured into difference when reproduced on 

the (silent) page.  

This written symbol is supremely undecidable: at once a symbol of a never ending 

line, an infinite cycle; a cipher or void; perpetual reinvention; incantation to a venerable 

presence; an abbreviation for orgasm; the facial expression and vocalization performed 

during orgasm, in singing, and in screams of horror; the shape of bodily orifice; a symbol 

of wholeness and of nothingness (―w/hole‖). Warland circulates all of these, and in so 

doing suggests the ways that self is manifold, in motion, and yet always already a place-

holder for something that cannot be fixed: a circle is the mark by which absence is 

indicated, zero is the name of the place held by nothing, o is the un-I, o/O/0 is un-i-ty. 

 

Lyric Subjectivity/Romantic Heresy: Women Poets and Divided Self  

Warland‘s attention to surface—to scriptic form—as simultaneous to (and 

determinative of) content makes significant critique of larger conventions of poetic 
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tradition, particularly the conventions of the lyric as figuring a poetic ―speaker.‖ In 1950, 

Lionel Trilling claimed ―Before Wordsworth, poetry had a subject. After Wordsworth its 

prevalent subject was the poet‘s own subjectivity.‖ Given the spate of so-called 

Confessional Poetry in the late 50s and early 60s, and the propensity for naïve readers (or 

nonreaders) of this poetry to conflate the poet with the poetic speaker, Trilling‘s 

proclamation seems prescient. However, such a shift, for women poets, initiates a 

profound friction: throughout centuries of the lyric tradition women have either served as 

Muse to the male poet, or been the object of the poetic apostrophe. As women poets take 

up the task of writing in and out of their own experiences, they face a dilemma: according 

to Eavan Boland, the woman poet is torn between a poetic tradition that has codified and 

reified feminine passivity—that has objectified Woman but seldom honored the real lives 

of women—and the charge that, as poets, they must make their own sensibilities the true 

subject of their poetry. In order to be a Poet after Wordsworth, one must have ―poetic 

feelings about poetic experiences‖ that express Beauty and Truth (Boland 241). Yet for 

women, whose lives are often defined by the ―ordinariness‖ of housekeeping and 

motherhood, and the silent violations of domestic violence, sexual assault, and child 

abuse--experiences that may make the Wordsworthian ―spontaneous overflow of 

powerful feelings recollected in tranquility‖ all but impossible--this realm of the ―poetic‖ 

can be not only inaccessible, but antithetical to her real life. Thus for a number of 

reasons, the woman poet who writes about her own experiences of such a taboo, debased 

topic as incest must challenge the meaning of lyric subjectivity. 
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In ―Reflections on Lyric Before, During and After Language,‖ Daniel Barbiero
72

 

reviews definitions of lyric to highlight certain confluences among them regarding the 

role of poetic subjectivity and the ―I‖ who speaks in lyric poems. He cites W. R. Johnson 

as among the critics who ―defined [lyric] grammatically, with emphasis on the I-you 

pronominal structure found explicitly or implicitly in various lyric forms‖; Marjorie 

Perloff as ―offering a condensed paraphrase of others‘ notions of lyric [as] …a short 

verse utterance embodying a Romantic vision‖; and Kate Hamburger as defining lyric as 

―a genre characterized by what is for all intents and purposes a pragmatic statement 

structure organized around the ‗lyric I‘‖ (355-56).  

These definitions seem to confirm Trilling‘s core insight: the meaning of lyric 

revolves around the position of the poet‘s own subjectivity vis a vis the poem. Thus the 

lyric is a structure of relation, a positioning of the writer in terms of her subject wherein 

language secures (fixes, frames) that position and generates poetic subjectivity. When 

Barbiero defines lyric as neither a ―genre‖ nor a ―form,‖ but posits instead ―lyric as 

mode‖ (355), he explains,  

If a poetic mode is understood as the manner in which a poem frames its 

content, then the lyric mode can be described as one in which the poem‘s 

subject matter is presented through the way the speaker takes the world. 

What this means is that it is the function of the lyric to show (demonstrate, 

describe) how things are with the speaker. The lyric utterance, in other 

words, pivots on the indication, whether directly or indirectly, of the 
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 Barbiero, Daniel. ―Reflections on Lyric Before, During and After Language‖ in Talisman (23-26) 2001-

2002, pages 355-366. 
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(broadly speaking) subjective or phenomenal states of the poem‘s 

speaker…We can thus think of lyric as consisting in the linguistic 

presentation of a speaker‘s state of mind (356). 

By this definition, Betsy Warland‘s The Bat Had Blue Eyes is a particularly adept 

lyric: it shows, demonstrates and describes the state of a divided mind, a fragmented way 

of taking the world. If the nature of lyric poetry hinges on a presentation of ―how things 

are with the speaker‖, then the poet‘s construction of the poem‘s speaker orients the 

reader toward the content of the poem. But throughout Warland‘s pieces, that orientation 

is uncertain (disoriented), not only because the distance between poet and poetic speaker 

is unstable, even undecidable, and Barbiero‘s formulation becomes problematic because 

he assumes ontological congruence between the person who exists and the person who 

writes.
73

 What Warland‘s work shows readers is how the act of writing creates a 

subjectivity that does not exist outside of the act of writing. 

                                                 
73

The first confusion comes from an unclear relationship between poetic speaker and content: Barbiero asks 

whether lyric marks an expression or a description of ―a speaker‘s state of mind‖—a distinction that 

depends on the point of view of the speaker vis a vis itself.  To ―describe‖ suggests distance between the 

knowing, narrating speaker-self and the objects, events, feelings, or thoughts that speaker represents in 

words. Like the autonoetic self, this speaking subject indicates (even indirectly) an awareness of self-as-

speaker, as means through which knowledge is integrated across time. To ―express‖ on the other hand, is to 

push out thoughts and feelings that are within the speaker: because the ―object‖ is internal, it can become 

functionally congruent with consciousness itself, and the speaker is the medium, the presence in which—

rather than through which—a poem‘s content is articulated.  

Barbiero uses speech act theory to account for the slippage between description and expression: he 

refers to ―the lyric utterance‖ as marked by a distinction between ―poetic speech‖ and ―ordinary speech.‖ 

He explains,  

[L]yric, rather than consisting in a properly expressive utterance, instead functions to 

represent or describe such an utterance. Rather than counting as an expression of a (real, 

actual) state of mind, in other words, the lyric counts instead as a description of a state of 

mind that would be manifested were a speaker really in that state and were that state 

expressed (assuming the speaker‘s sincerity in uttering it). […Thus] lyric is the 

‗representation of an act of self-expression‘ and not an act of self-expression per se (356-

7, quoting Anne Williams).  

The confusion between description and expression depends upon the poem‘s apparent sincerity, and 

according to Barbiero‘s concept of lyric, that apparent sincerity is a function of style: the ―plain language 
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 Nowhere in The Bat Had Blue Eyes is this clearer than in the following: 

a woman writing in public 

absorbed in words 

unaware of others 

occasionally 

running her fingers through her hair 

or tossing it back 

occasionally  

retreating from 

the intensity of 

staring at anything 

not demanding her attention 

but words soon want her again 

a woman alone 

in public 

unconcerned with others 

making her own text 

                                                                                                                                                 
lyric,‖ which is characterized by its ―anti-rhetorical rhetoric‖ (357) wherein ―first person present tense 

indicative sentences‖ produce the occasion to mistake the nature of the lyric:  

The plain language lyric, precisely to the extent that it uses plain language, mimics this 

characteristic aspect of ordinary speech and thus seems to want to be subject to the 

sincerity condition and perhaps little else. But because the plain language lyric, despite its 

appearance as an ordinary language statement, is not in fact an utterance proper to an 

ordinary language context, to read it as one is to commit what might be called the 

expressive fallacy, which consists in the misreading of a non-spontaneous and therefore 

quasi-expressive utterance as if it were a spontaneous, and therefore genuinely 

expressive, utterance. (358) 
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in public 

not letters or post cards 

but words so urgent she must stop 

like a rock 

give herself to them 

as we flow around her 

     (27) 

Of all the ―poems‖ in The Bat Had Blue Eyes, this most closely resembles what Barbiero 

would likely characterize as a plain-language lyric, because it coheres a speaking subject 

who seems to present quite simply ―how things are‖ with her as an observing/witnessing 

self, and because it seems to include none of the ―decidedly non-lyric elements‖ that 

would work to expose the poem‘s ―artifice‖ (359-360). 

 In the context of a book about incest, however, the disruption operates throughout 

this piece, not at distinct points of departure from the lyric mode, but at the very idea of 

the lyric subjectivity: artifice is exactly the point. While the piece does ―speak‖ with the 

voice of a narrator who implies an ―I-you pronominal structure,‖ its true subject is not the 

subjectivity of the poet, but the deliberate creation, through writing, of the writing-self as 

a subject. Warland explores the friction between representation of an act of self-

expression and the act of self-expression per se (as Barbiero distinguishes these) by 

describing a woman writer in the act of writing. Thus, the position of the poetic subject 

who frames the poem‘s content is redoubled—dissociated—and the structure of relation 

between the speaker and the poem undulates back and forth: Warland is clearly depicting 
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herself as the subject of this poem, but does so using the third-person omniscient point of 

view, distancing herself from the writing-self she describes, and even including herself in 

the ―we‖ who ―flow around‖ the fixed presence of the woman writing in public. This 

passage reenacts the kinds of out-of-body experiences typical to many trauma survivors, 

where a witnessing self splits off from the self in the process of being victimized, and 

again shows the kind of self-sloughing that survival requires of traumatized subjects. 

 Thus Warland uses the lyric mode to critique the lyric mode: she explodes the 

dominant discourse around lyric to open up a multiplicity of poetic speakers and subject 

positions both across The Bat Had Blue Eyes, but also, more radically, within the 

apparently lyric ―poem‖ itself. This piece exposes the lyric fallacy of unified subjectivity, 

of the singular I/eye as the locus of relations between poet and subject, while nonetheless 

using the tradition of lyric to cohere, if only in the poem, a subjectivity whose way of 

seeing the world is worthy of poetry. Instead, here there are at least four versions of 

―herself‖ in this piece: the woman writer who is described, the observer/speaker who see 

that woman, the poet who generates that observer/speaker, and the poet-as-reader of her 

own writing who then witnesses herself as poet by observing her poetic product, and 

regards the temporal and material gaps among all of these. In this way the ―poet‖ creates 

new structures of relation both on and beyond the page. 

 Leslie Ritchie explains, ―Rather than denying the splittedness imposed upon the 

incest survivor by dominant discourse, or fusing the split female subject, Warland 

proposes a proliferation of selves, a strategy that allows incest survivors discursive 

agency by representing their experiences of incest and healing diachronically‖ (226). This 
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approach radically revises the concept of the metaphysical self as continuous: the self is 

not proven to exist—as thus to have survived its past—by its being alive in the current 

moment of time, but by its containing and comporting to the present all of its past 

incarnations, including those which are discontinuous, left in ravines or on living room 

floors or sitting in cafes. Writing her selves—all of her selves—into being allows 

Warland to re-collect the profusion, not to collapse it or spin it into one sinuous strand, 

but to allow for and to honor its knots, its holes, its incompletion. 

 As the book nears its last pages, Warland takes up this point exactly, exploring the 

paradox of simultaneous selves and the role of writing in both reifying and resolving 

them: 

How to reconcile remembering with forgetting: the i 

who knew she was being abused with the i who 

disowned me, pretended otherwise; the i made 

invisible by language and the i becoming visceral in 

words? 

 

Can i relinquish an i not of my own making? Wouldn‘t 

that be more an act of giving in, not letting go? 

 

Can i make I; beget I? Or is it a process of recognizing  

what‘s inherited; what choices we have in using our i 

material? Realizing, rematerializing, then 

(i)mmaterializing. 

 

I-story: that first deep wound. A lifetime of variations, 

repetition as affirmation: ―History repeats itself.‖ A 

kind of disbelief. Making it happen over and over to 

remember unauthorized i-story. Inside that, the terror 

of not having i-story. Is there anything to see with a  

naked i? 

 

Can i work with words and empty the mind of them? 

Can i learn to escape words‘ relentless tyranny and 

still be a writer? Still be. Calm abiding. Ego death – 
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i‘s mind set at rest. 

 

Femininity and the female body have taught i about 

the fluid nature of i. How relative and insubstantial i 

is. Without envy i watches the effort required by men 

to endlessly reassert, maintain, and defend their I. 

Terror of the disintegrating I. 

 

I/deals 

spending my whole life trying to catch my I. 

 

I/strains 

Ignores the I/sores of its own intolerance. 

 

Can i write an i in the process of disinheriting itself, 

an i that knows an i-full isn‘t the whole story, that 

recognizes word as angel not servant? 

 

i, yodh
74

, hand. 

 

No longer (i)dolizing words for actuality. 

i-opener, finger pointing at the moon
75

 –  

 

        (84-85) 

 

This idea, this image of the ―i‖ who writes ―an i in the process of disinheriting itself,‖ is 

the true subject of ―a woman writing in public‖—it is an image of a ―self‖ that is 

profoundly in process, that is dying and reviving, that is existing in (and because of) all 

its impossible contradictions. 
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 ―Yodh‖ (also sometimes ―yod‖ or ―yud‖) is the tenth letter of many Semitic alphabets, including 

Phoenician, Aramaic, Arabic, and Hebrew. It is the smallest letter in the Hebrew alphabet, resembling (in a 

serif font) an apostrophe with squared-off corners. In Kabala, the mystical tradition of Judaism, the yodh 

has particular significance: two yodhs in a row indicate the name of God, Adonai. The yodh is thought to 

have originated with a Proto-Semitic pictograph of a hand.  
75

 The image of the finger pointing at the moon is one often used in Zen Buddhism to teach the illusory 

nature of reality, including the ideas and concepts to which we become attached. According to Alan Watts‘ 

Zen Buddhism, ―[T]he Zen Master says that ideas are fingers pointing at the moon of Reality, but that most 

people mistake the finger for the moon. …It is quite impossible for ideas to describe or convey the deepest 

truth of life, since ideas are forms and Reality is too living to be held in any form‖ (quoted in Chance and 

Circumstance by Carolyn Brown, p 160). 
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 Thus writing lyric poetry in the aftermath of trauma makes possible a 

phenomenological self: the self is the being who writes, because writing makes possible 

the simultaneous presence of multiple selves: the embodied self who types or takes pen 

and paper in hand, whose physical labor generates something from nothing and gives 

linguistic materiality to experiences of being; the metaphysical self who, by creating a 

written document can move back and forth in time as she writes and reads back to herself 

her own writing; the autonomous self who in choosing what and how to write exercises 

deliberate will over the crafting of her literary product; and the self-in-relation, who 

forms a new relationship to ―others‖ as she imagines the reader who will take up her 

work and know the world differently because of it. Writing makes possible that the writer 

relates differently to her own self: she is the victim, and her own witness; she is the object 

and the subject of her own attention; she is the speaker and the hearer of the trauma she 

tells. Phenomenology regards literature as a ―structure of consciousness‖, wherein the 

cogito is embodied in the writer‘s works (Preminger 454)—writing allows the trauma 

survivor to make a new body—a literary body—for the consciousness that has been 

arrested, split, or shattered by traumatic experience. This is why writing, differently than 

speaking, creates a new being-in-the-world—a new thing (material, tangible, 

transportable thing) comes to be. Writing yields a product from its process, and with that, 

some greater measure of permanence: not only (or necessarily) psychic re-integration, but 

a presence where absence had been. 

 But this is again the Romantic urge, and Warland must qualify it. Although the 

last lines on page 85 of The Bat Had Blue Eyes form an iconic gesture—literally—of 
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Romantic sensibility, it is an image that works against itself: the moon only reflects an 

unseen light source, it is already an emblem of deferral and re-presentation. Although the 

moon may illuminate, may signal and symbolize feminine ways of knowing, may 

demonstrate the waxing and waning of wholeness and of absence, it is also a site of 

deflection, a way of marking what is missing, what is beyond the boundaries of the 

Earth‘s edges.  Indeed, as page 85 ends, and a reader turns to page 86, she comes to the 

most blank page in the volume: on it, only two words in the upper right-hand corner read 

―not ‗moon‘‖. Thus these lines seem to reverse the ones immediately preceding, to 

contradict or correct the overly sentimental image of the poet‘s staring at the moon, or 

gesturing toward its false presence of light. 

 If poetry makes possible a re-embodiment, a creation of self in a body of literary 

work, it is, nonetheless, a partial, temporary, provisionary self, not a complete or 

permanent one. Warland reminds readers that even poetry, which seeks somehow to 

record in words, symbols, and spaces what lies outside the narrative frame, risks 

misreading, mistaking, ―(i)dolizing words for actuality‖ where there is only ever going to 

be (re)presentation. As the moon re-presents light to write both presence and absence, so 

too an incest survivor who seeks to beget herself (her self) in writing poetry is an 

ephemeral phenomenon, a ―moving hand in dark‖, writing her ―fleeting name / in 

sparkler script‖ (Warland 43).  
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Chapter Four 

 

Traumatic Consciousness:  

The Poetry of Interpretation in Hannah Weiner‟s Archive 

 

 
To talk about a poem as the sole trace of an event, to 

see it in purely evidentiary terms, is perhaps to 

believe our own figures of speech too rigorously. If, 

as Benjamin indicates, a poem is itself an event, a 

trauma that changes both a common language and 

an individual psyche, it is a specific kind of event, a 

specific kind of trauma.  

 

   --Carolyn Forché 

 

Through madness, a work that seems to drown the 

world, to reveal there its nonsense, and to transfigure 

itself with the features of pathology alone, actually 

engages within itself the world‘s time, masters it, and 

leads it, by the madness which interprets it, a work of 

art that opens a void, a moment of silence, a question 

about reconciliation where the world is forced to 

question itself. 

 

   --Michel Foucault 

 

 

 

 Each of the preceding chapters has reconsidered definitions and models of trauma 

by problematizing core concepts upon which these are founded: memory, extremity, and 

selfhood. In an effort to explore the ways that women‘s experiences of so-called 

―domestic‖ traumas are inconsistent with prevailing trauma theory, I have nonetheless 

used certain aspects of that theory: I have approached these poems from the prima facie 

position that trauma is, fundamentally and irrefutably, damaging—a source of real mental 

pain, and thus, rightly within the purview of psychiatry; a source of mental illness. 

 Each of these chapters has deliberately employed the psychological literature on 

trauma in its examination of the poetry of trauma survivors. In some ways, my approach 

has been to diagnose these texts as ―traumatized,‖ and to treat them as symptomatic of 
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traumatic damage, in order to understand women‘s experiences of trauma and the 

significance of these for poetics (and vice-versa). Thus my methodology has accepted the 

discursive framework of psychiatry, and of medicine more generally, in its approach to 

poetry, even as I have aimed to critique from within those discursive frames. 

 But working on this project has made me aware of the ways that Western 

medicine‘s particular paradigms—which split apart mind from body, flesh from spirit, as 

they focus on surgical extrication and pathogenesis—may be a source of dis-ease, even as 

they seek to isolate and cure disease. In terms of trauma, these paradigms (as argued 

previously) are overwhelmingly oriented toward psychopathology: trauma is disruptive 

(if not destructive) of mental health. Thus the goal is to ―treat‖ the trauma (and some 

approaches, such as those that use various forms of abreaction, do seem to treat the 

trauma, rather than the patient) by excising it, or, when that fails, by modifying it so that 

its pain dulls and its disruptions can be accommodated. Either way, trauma is a problem, 

a burden, a wound.  

 But what if it weren‘t?
76

 How else is it possible to understand the experiences of 

people who have flashbacks and panic attacks, nightmares and fugue states, who 

dissociate or isolate, who fall silent or can‘t stop talking? How else is it possible (is it 
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 Positive psychologies of trauma ask a similar question: yes, trauma is a burden, but what else is it? 

Psychologists who take this approach record resiliency, and theorize the ways that some trauma survivors 

credit their experiences of acute suffering with producing such positive effects as greater emotional 

sensitivity, improved tolerance and compassion for other people, and deeper spiritual wisdom. But these 

theories do not discount or dismiss trauma-as-injury: positive psychology chooses to focus on trauma 

survivors who have adapted effectively to their trauma, but this is not to say these survivors did not suffer, 

or that the process of adaptation was not arduous. Positive psychologies of trauma see trauma as both 

destructive and creative, but they do not refute the fundamental assessment of trauma as posing a threat to 

mental health. They move away from psychopathologies of trauma, but do not abandon them. See, for 

example, Trauma, Recovery, and Growth: Positive Psychological Perspectives on Posttraumatic Stress by 

Joseph & Linley and Parens, and The Unbroken Soul: Tragedy, Trauma, and Resilience by Blum and 

Akhtar. 
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possible?) to understand these ways of thinking/being—besides as symptoms? What 

discourses, if any, other than psychology and medicine, account for such things, and how 

do they evaluate them? And more directly pertinent to this project, how does someone 

read poetry about these ways of knowing and behaving and existing, if not from the 

perspective of paradigms of illness? 

 Surely cultural anthropology and histories of medicine offer many useful 

alternatives, and even within psychology, multicultural revisions of trauma theory, while 

few thus far, do as well. But rather than only imposing imported disciplinary models and 

interpretive frames onto poems from outside, this chapter also follows interpretive 

threads within poetry itself to find ways to think differently about the ways that poets 

think differently—especially about the kinds of experiences that psychiatry considers 

―traumatic.‖ Earlier chapters of this project have used examples from poetry to critique 

prevailing models of trauma; this chapter uses examples from poetry to question more 

broadly the concept of ―mental illness.‖ 

 Few poets are better suited to this discussion than Hannah Weiner, an American 

woman poet and performance artist who lived and worked amid the avant-garde literary 

and art scene of downtown New York City from the late 1950s through her death in 

1997. She was also a person living with what has been described as simply 

―schizophrenia‖
77

 (by Charles Bernstein, her close friend and literary executor), as 

―psychotic episodes indicative of schizophrenia‖
78

 (as articulated by scholar Patrick 

Durgin) and as ―a range of disabling symptoms, from delusional thinking and mood 
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 Durgin, Patrick. Introduction to Hannah Weiner‘s Open House. Kenning Editions, 2007. Page 13. Print.  
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swings redolent of bipolar disorder to a particularly severe ‗defensive self-inflation, even 

grandiosity‘‖
79

 (as Durgin has summarized and quoted poet and psychoanalyst Nick 

Piombino).  

 Weiner, who ―did not accept any characterization of herself as mentally ill,‖
80

 but 

was a self-proclaimed ―clairvoyant,‖ is an important figure in late twentieth-century 

avant-garde American poetry. By age and poetics, she straddles the quotidian anecdote of 

the New York School and the theoretical play of the L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poets. She 

published poems in independent magazines beginning in the 1960s, but is best known for 

Clairvoyant Journal, written in 1974 and published in 1978 by Angel Hair Books.  

Clairvoyant Journal is the last in a series of journals Weiner wrote depicting the 

development of a pattern of phenomena that progressed ―from feeling and seeing auras, 

to seeing pictures, and finally the slow development of seeing words‖ (The Fast jacket 

copy). In Clairvoyant Journal, Weiner (de)scribes her experiences of seeing words in the 

air, on her own body and the bodies of others, on objects in her apartment, and on the 

page as she wrote or typed—weaving these seen words into (while splintering them off 

of) her own ruminations on daily events such as eating, dressing, shopping, socializing, 

and reading.  

 Clairvoyant Journal, and other ―clairvoyantly written‖ works, are composed in 

what has been called the ―clair-style,‖ or ―avant-garde journalism‖ or ―large-sheet 

poetry‖: it invents a form that uses varieties of orthography (or later, typography), namely 

all-capital and underlined or italicized lettering, to record the words she ―sees‖ and to 
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 Durgin, Patrick. ―Psychosocial Disability and Post-Ableist Poetics.‖ Contemporary Women‘s Writing 2:2 

December 2008.  
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 Bernstein, Charles. ―Hannah Weiner.‖ Jacket Magazine 12 (July 2000): n. pag. Web. 25 Sept. 2007.  
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distinguish them from her own thoughts, even while presenting these as occurring 

simultaneously—a tri-vocal mode that shatters the poetic ―speaker‖ in a relentlessly 

literal way. As such, these compositions are often visually overwhelming, syntactically 

disjunctive, and semantically strange. Like other avant-garde literatures, they challenge 

conventional ways of reading while they distress the boundaries of established literary 

forms.
81

 But Weiner‘s works do more than this: they depict her own (often excruciating 

and dangerous) challenges with reading, with interpreting the meaning of the signs she 

sees throughout her world. As such, they figure ―trauma‖ as that which renders the world 

unreadable.  

 My analysis of Hannah Weiner‘s early journals revises trauma (sees it again) by 

considering how experiences of living with mental illness can be traumatizing—of how 

mental illness is (also) the cause of trauma, not (only) the result of it. This critique has 

two threads: one considers how major mental illness, particularly schizophrenia, intrudes 

in much the same way that any other external traumatic event does, disrupting the 

sufferer‘s normal ways of thinking and behaving, and introducing profound challenges, 

both pragmatic and philosophical, into the sufferer‘s existence. The second thread may, 

in fact, function primarily to ravel the first: it reconsiders not the experiences of living 
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 Indeed, the literary form of The Fast and Clairvoyant Journal most closely resembles prose-poetry in the 

sense that it is not organized into typical lines or stanzas, and makes no overt use of rhyme or meter as a 

deliberately manipulated technique of poetic composition. Often the shape and space of the page—the 

actual piece of paper on which she wrote or typed—determine the arrangement of text, and patterns of 

sound, where they emerge, are most often presented as inherent co-incidences of phonology, rather than 

deliberately chosen verbal constructions. In an interview with Charles Bernstein conducted in 1995, Weiner 

explained that her writing is ―prose poetry; it‘s a mixture of whatever. It‘s certainly not ordinary prose by 

any standards.‖ Bernstein responds, ―It‘s certainly not ordinary poetry by any standards,‖ and Weiner 

acknowledges, ―No, I guess not‖ (Bernstein and Weiner 152). My discussion proceeds from this, the 

recognition of the not-ordinariness of Weiner‘s literary forms, while it considers Weiner‘s method and 

content as relevant to a poetics of trauma.  
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with mental illness as traumatic, but diagnosis of mental illness as itself traumatic—

because that diagnosis designates certain ways of thinking, behaving, and living as 

pathological.
82

  

 Using the writing of Hannah Weiner, together with a feminist deconstruction of 

―women‘s madness‖ by Jane Ussher, a brief survey of ―alternative‖ theories of 

consciousness, and a memoir of ―neurodiversity‖ (rather than ―mental illness‖) by 

Susanne Antonetta, this chapter re-thinks and intensifies an argument I‘ve been 

constructing throughout this dissertation: trauma produces in its survivors new ways of 

knowing and being in the world, and when those are ways of knowing and being are 

manifested in poetry (and that poetry finds readers), the cultural context in which trauma 

is experienced and interpreted may itself be transformed, and the meaning of trauma 

recast in ways that might advance compassion and diminish pain. At its core, this project 

argues that poetry changes the world. 

*** 

I. Seeing Signs: Interpretation in the Archive of Auras  

 

Meeting Hannah 

I found my way to Hannah by accident. Or not by accident at all. Reading in the last few 

pages of Kathleen Fraser‘s book of essays, Translating the Unspeakable: Poetry and the 
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 In 2000, the Text Revision of the DSM-IV included among the PTSD diagnostic criteria this new 

elaboration: ―Traumatic events that are experienced directly include […] being diagnosed with a life-

threatening illness‖ (1). When I claim here that diagnosis of mental illness is traumatic, the discrete event of 

diagnosis is not (exactly) what I mean, although the shock of learning one has a major (and perhaps life-

threatening) mental illness might in some cases be sufficiently overwhelming to render the moment of 

clinical pronouncement traumatic. Instead, I aim to theorize the discursive enterprise of psychopathology 

more broadly, exactly because trauma confounds the boundaries of ―normal‖ and ―abnormal‖ experience.  
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Innovative Necessity, not paying particularly close attention, tired from research and 

from oh-so-diligent concentration, mostly just skimming the surface, aware of the fast-

approaching end of the book, and therefore, my work for the day, like it was throbbing, 

there it was, the word I‘d been seeing everywhere since starting my dissertation: trauma. 

I startled, sat up a little straighter, breathed in quickly, blinked a few times, started 

again: trauma. Then: activated by a trauma. Then: multiple language tracks, activated by 

a trauma. Then, the whole sentence:  

The word density encountered by the reader is an actual projected 

simulation of Weiner‘s multiple language tracks, activated by a trauma in 

the late Sixties, after which she began to ―SEE WORDS,‖ writ LARGE, 

on other people‘s bodies or on surfaces of wall and buildings. (192)
83

 

I‘d chosen Fraser‘s book as a keystone for researching feminist poetics—reading about 

women‘s poetry and innovative poetic forms—and I‘d ended up at trauma. The two 

trajectories of my project had intersected. At time I felt lucky to have happened upon 

Hannah‘s name. Now I imagine she‘d planned it all along. 

*** 

I took Kathleen Fraser‘s word for it, literally: In early June 2008, I traveled to the 

University of California at San Diego to work in the Mandeville Special Collections, 

where the literary estate of Hannah Weiner is part of the Archive for New Poetry. New to 
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 Fraser‘s mention of Weiner‘s clair-style poetics in terms of trauma is this brief; Maria Damon‘s essay, 

―Hannah Weiner Beside Herself: Clairvoyance After Shock or The Nice Jewish Girl Who Knew Too 

Much,‖ in contrast, develops a complex reading of Weiner‘s work vis a vis several overlapping theories of 

trauma, including a Benjaminian theory of ―the trauma of everyday life under the conditions of 

postmodernity‖ (1). Her argument, that ―Weiner‘s writing traumatizes normative reading expectations,‖ 

both influences my own analysis, and is proven true by my own encounter with Weiner‘s archive. 
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archival research, I naively hoped to discover buried in mildewy ephemera a fairly 

conventional source of the ―trauma‖ Fraser mentioned in this passage (her choice of 

words must have been deliberate, I reasoned, even if she did not explain what she meant 

by it), in order to then investigate the relationship between this trauma and the resultant 

poetic innovations it ―activated.‖ The research and analysis I had done to that point into 

the poetics of women writers who had survived traumatic experiences—even where these 

were in tension with masculinist models based on war neuroses—had proceeded from 

just such an approach; the traumas of brain injury, of intruder rape, and of incest were 

there, occurrences to which traumatic aftermath could reliably be traced back.  

 But in the quiet inner room in the Geisel Library (named for Weiner‘s kindred 

wordsmith, Theodore Seuss Geisel—Dr. Seuss—who worked all his life just a few miles 

away), I did not find what I was looking for (or what I thought I was looking for): 

Hannah Weiner‘s way of seeing words, and her way of seeing the world, were not the 

result of ―a trauma‖ according to the usual definitions: I could find no evidence of an 

actual external event or series of events, deliberate or accidental, of such overwhelming 

force that it would produce the incapacitating effects of traumatization, or explain the 

shattered language I found on page after page of her later notebooks.  

 What I did find was ―The Hell Books,‖ the journals in which Weiner recounts, in 

a narrative prose form, the onset of her clairvoyance, and ―The Book[s] of Exorcism,‖ in 

which she tries to cast it out. Which is to say, I found a new way of thinking about 

trauma. 

*** 
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Is Mental Illness Traumatic? 

 According to Freud, the overwhelming stimulus that breaches the psyche‘s 

protective barrier to produce trauma is an external stimulus—that is, the traumatogenic 

origin is outside of the body. But can the experience of major mental illness itself be 

traumatic—even though the source of illness originates in the body, rather than outside of 

it? No lesser figure in trauma studies than Bessel van der Kolk has considered this 

formulation. In the chapter of Traumatic Stress that considers ―the problems of 

characterizing the nature of trauma,‖ he writes:  

A final challenge to the current definition of the stressor criterion is the 

issue of whether psychiatric disorders themselves can lead to secondary 

PTSD…Several studies have now demonstrated that patients who have 

been psychotic can develop a series of symptoms identical to PTSD in 

response to the experience of the illness. Thus, the experience of a 

psychological disorder can itself create the same sense of powerlessness 

and threat of disintegration that confront the victims of traumatic stress 

(139). 

Rather than pursue the issue further, however, van der Kolk simply concludes: ―This is an 

intriguing issue that remains to be debated‖ (139).  

 Study of Hannah Weiner‘s ―case‖ is appropriate to this debate in two ways: on the 

one hand, her texts proffer ample evidence of experiences that would, in all likelihood, if 

presented in a clinical exam, be deemed psychotic. On the other hand, much of her 

published writing seems to indicate that she rebuffed the discourses of 
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psychopathology
84

, instead comprehending her hallucinatory perceptions as a spiritual 

gift. My research in the unpublished early journals reveals, however, Weiner‘s elaborate 

and ongoing negotiation between these poles, rather than a resolute rejection of one for 

the other. Close reading of The Fast (the earliest published account of her encounters 

with seen phenomena), combined with this research, uncovers excruciating detail of the 

ways she suffered because of her condition, and displays an overwhelmingly extensive 

chronicle of how she arranged her life and her poetics to accommodate it—all of which 

are suggestive of traumatization and resiliency simultaneously. Thus her life and her 

work bring into high relief the role of appraisal mechanisms and cognitive schema in 

rendering new stimuli meaningful—and exposes the personal, cultural and discursive 

roots of these mechanisms.  

 Weiner‘s case makes mental illness a matter of interpretation. 

 

Coded Forms: Reading Trauma with/in The Fast  

 It took me a long time to learn how to read Hannah‘s writing. I mean that doubly: 

the chief frustration/fascination of my first few days with the notebooks involved her 

handwriting—the shapes of letters and words and spaces on the page—more than 

whatever content I hoped those pages would reveal. I became more and more absorbed 

in (distracted by) the challenge of deciphering the written symbols, the marks of her 
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 In the 1950s, Hannah Weiner was briefly married to a Freudian psychiatrist, someone who may have 

been significantly older than she: in a letter to Bernadette Mayer, she writes about a new love interest, 

―He‘s 55 and very tall. I haven‘t fallen for anyone older since I was married‖ (MSS 420 Mayer, Box 16, 

Folder 13). According to Charles Bernstein, ―the marriage ended in divorce after 4 years‖ (―Hannah 

Weiner‖ unpaginated). Nowhere in my research have I found any further information about this 

relationship or the reasons for its end. 
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hand. Unable to penetrate the surface in order to study what the writing actually said, I 

was stupefied: I looked and looked at her oblique script, trying to trace patterns, to break 

the code. But mostly I was mesmerized by the surface, by the particular lilt of her 

calligraphy, by the almost mystical sense of her presence I felt while running my own 

fingertips beneath her words. 

*** 

 How did Weiner understand what began happening to her in late October, 1970, 

weeks before her 42
nd

 birthday, when she started to see colored outlines and other shapes 

on or around the bodies of her friends and neighbors? The slim, published volume titled 

The Fast chronicles the three-week period during which she sequestered herself in her 

apartment, eating little to nothing and drinking only herbal tea, bombarded by these 

visions and the physical pain she attributed to them: She explains the pain this way: 

I wasn‘t sure what it was but the pain began. The pain when I experienced 

it, and I did right to the end, though not so severely and not so often, was 

like this: it seemed as if everything in my body was drying out at once, 

and I doubled over; it came in spasms and would go away soon. It was 

never unbearable but it was never pleasant. I think it frightened me more 

than it hurt some times, and later, when I got used to it it hurt more than it 

frightened‖ (5). 

Many things give her pain, including synthetic fibers in her clothes; the plastic of garbage 

bags (which ―held a lot of electricity‖); and various metal objects, including cooking 

utensils, coins, the faucet, and the shower enclosure—as if she has developed a sudden, 
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acute hypersensitivity to conductive chemicals. But the most acute pain comes from 

people, including the radiator repairman, her upstairs neighbor, and her father. Simply, 

―Some people hurt‖ (5).  

 What causes them to hurt (or to cause her pain) is the colored shapes she sees on 

and around them, and the first appraisal Weiner makes of these phenomena is to organize 

them by a (loose) hierarchy: certain colors cause worse pain than others. The radiator 

service man ―had a bright red and green stripe down his right side‖, which leaves her 

―frightened‖; the upstairs neighbor had ―great lines of thick yellow, ultra violet and black 

outlin[ing] his body‖ which ―hit me like a wall and push me back.‖ Her father, whom she 

loves, ―was not a cooled out person,‖ and she judges him to be ―purple‖; when he comes 

to check on her, two weeks into the fast, she won‘t let him in the door, and instead 

―assumed a different voice and told him I was a friend of mine staying there and that I 

had gone to the country‖ (28). 

 After she had ―closed and taped the windows and covered the cracks with fabric 

to keep out the black that came in from the street‖ (8), Weiner begins discarding clothing, 

bedding, and other items—including sentimental gifts and brand-new purchases—that 

have accumulated ―purple vibes which were the heaviest‖ (10). Day 5 of the fast she 

deems ―a day of horror because I knew there was something worse than the bright green 

pain—it was the purple pain‖ (10). A day later, she declares, ―The black and red were 

worse than the purple. I didn‘t know how I knew this but I did. The black was a cold 

cloud that rolled in. The black had to be fought persistently with the mind‖ (11). 
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 Little by little, Weiner does learn to fight the colors of fear and pain: she covers 

herself with a sheet to fend off the ―black‖ that comes in ―from under the door when the 

purple and yellow and black man went by‖ (12); she wears a plaid blanket like a magic 

cape that deflects infection; she battles the green (which brings cold) with ―warmth and a 

little food‖ (13), until food itself becomes too painful, too charged for her hypersensitive 

body to digest. She discovers the sink, where she can sit (and even sleep) safely in the 

enamel basin, using water to ease the pain and to continually wash away the green and 

purple as they build up. To protect herself from the floor, which is ―green,‖ she learns to 

walk on pieces of paper towel; navigating her living space becomes a sinister semblance 

of a child‘s game of ―alligator.‖ Although she cannot keep up with the accumulation of 

contamination, she finds some success using ―pink dishwashing liquid‖ (20) applied in 

bands directly to her skin; it ―kept the bad energy from traveling up the arm‖ (20).  

 By these invented methods, Weiner is able to change the colors she sees: ―When I 

got rid of purple, green would come, and then to my surprise, blue. I […] wasn‘t sure 

where it fit in the color scheme. Later I realized it was better than purple or green for it 

had no pain‖ (22). As she finds some relief, that color scheme elaborates; she sees new 

colors, incorporates them into this scale, balances their energies as best she can, and even 

sets a goal for this chromagraphic encounter: ―My aim was to become a pastel pink or 

green; at these colors I would never tire and have unlimited energy‖ (22); near the end of 

the fast she makes it plain: ―I was trying to purify myself to pink‖ (29). Repeatedly the 

power of pink is the method and the goal: deciding to dress up for her birthday, she ties 

paper towels to her feet with pink ribbon; she uses the pink dishwashing liquid like an 
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armor bracelet; she notes that ―[r]ose hip tea was a pretty color to wash the counter with, 

pale pink, and I remember the time I got my period, I bled just a little bit, clear red, and it 

blended with the tea‖ (38).
85

  

*** 

On the day I write this pink things appear everywhere: I drink a strawberry yogurt 

smoothie through a hot pink straw, while wearing a plush, pinky-peach robe and paging 

through my copy of Wild Orchids 2, the issue of this journal of ―inspired literary 

criticism‖ dedicated to Hannah; its cover is a milky-soft pastel pink. Later I realize that 

in the color-coded system I‘ve invented to organize my notes, I‘ve been marking my 

photocopies from her journals with translucent neon pink Post-It tape flags every time I 

find a passage about Hannah‘s seeing ―colors/energies.‖ Dressing for the day (I‘m in on 

the joke now, I‘m playing along), I open and close drawers—discarding the purple, the 

green, the black—looking for the right color pink to wear as I work.  

*** 

Fashion(ing) Being: Reading Biographical and Artistic (Con)texts of The Fast 

 Before the onset of this experience, Weiner was already interested in color codes: 

as a lingerie designer, she had expert knowledge of the sartorial meanings of color, 

fabrication, and cut, and as Kaplan Harris duly notes in the article ―Fashion Auras,‖ 

although Weiner‘s career as a fashion designer ―lasted almost eighteen years,‖ ―it has 
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 Given the significance of color-codes in Hannah‘s work, it is worth noting here that throughout the early 

journals, Hannah wrote using colored felt-tip pens; The Hell Books are written mostly in dark green ink, 

with some entries in black and some in deep blue. In Notebook #6, titled ―Ides of March‖ and dated 1971, 

March 15, she switches to pink ink for several pages as she describes returning to her loft for the first time 

after leaving it at the end of the fast. According to her own interpretation of the power of pink, then, this 

technique can be seen as an attempt to fight off the pain of remembering the fast and of returning to the 

scene of this (traumatic) event.  
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been no more than a curious footnote in discussion of her work‖ (21). In Harris‘s 

assessment, (one with which I agree and for which I am most grateful), Weiner‘s ―first-

hand knowledge of fashion‖ and its jargon was not incidental to her other creative output, 

but ―was instrumental […] in her evolving art and poetry project‖ (20-21).  Harris argues 

that when Weiner begins to see the ―visions‖ she describes in The Fast, these ―can be 

called ‗fashion auras‘ because they draw on and extend the design discourse of her early 

[fashion] design career‖ (29). Furthermore, that design experience, and the language of 

fashion, particularly color theory, ―provides the ready-made vocabulary that she needs to 

converse with the auras‖ (32). Fashion is, then, one of the first discourses through which 

Weiner interprets her experience. 

 Harris‘s approach is particularly valuable in the ways that it poses The Fast   as a 

bridge between Weiner‘s earlier, performance-based conceptual artworks, and her later, 

literary ones. For example, Harris argues that when Weiner designed panties made from 

strips of fabric printed with a pattern of flags from the International Code of Signals 

(remnants from a spool of this fabric tape she had used in a performance art ―happening‖ 

on May 25, 1969), she was using language in its broadest sense to ―[foreground] in a very 

physical way fashion‘s role in the shaping of gender‖ (22)—and the inverse is true as 

well: she was using fashion in its most intimate iteration to foreground and critique 

language‘s role in the shaping of gender.  

 Harris astutely compares Weiner‘s panties (an unfortunate phrasing, I know) to 

the work of Carolee Schneemann,
86

 whose 1975 performance piece Interior Scroll 
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 Regrettably, a thorough contextualization of Hannah‘s performance-based conceptual artworks among 

that of other feminist artists of this era is beyond the scope of this project.  A deeper discussion of Carolee 
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(during which Schneemann removes from her vagina a prepared scroll and reads from it) 

―inverts the phallocentric inscription of women‘s bodies‖ (Harris 23). (What Harris does 

not note here, however, is that Weiner and Carolee Schneemann were not simply artistic 

kindred, they were good friends, and even, to an extent, collaborators: Schneemann often 

wore during her performances bras that Weiner had designed.
87

) The feminist critique of 

language, power, and gender (inherent in Weiner‘s conceptual artworks, particularly her 

creation of the signal flag panties which ―coded‖ the body as female, and ―World 

Works,‖ in which she took a domestic chore out of its sequestered site as women‘s work 

within the home and brought it into the street—literally vacuuming the pavement) is an 

important but too-little discussed aspect of her early writing. In The Fast, where the 

―feminine‖ sphere of domestic responsibility (cooking, cleaning, bathing, decorating) 

becomes increasingly pernicious, many of the colored auras function as ambient stains—

it is not incidental that the powerful pink liquid that prevents the purple pain from 

                                                                                                                                                 
Schneemann‘s art and writing, as well as that of Barbara Rosenthal and Marjorie Strider, two artists who 

were also Hannah‘s close friends, would certainly help to recuperate Hannah‘s legacy as a feminist among 

feminists; this discussion would serve an important contrast to those that position Hannah‘s work as a 

bridge between New York School poetry and L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poetry—two movements dominated 

by men. Furthermore, The Fast has profound resonances with the work of another Jewish-American 

feminist artist of this period, Judy Chicago, whose most famous work, The Dinner Party, reclaims women‘s 

handicraft forms (such as needlework and ceramics) to create an epic feminist celebration of women‘s 

creative legacy. Also from this period, projects of the Feminist Arts Program at the California Institute of 

the Arts (of which Chicago was a co-director), such as The Sheet Closet by Sandra Orgel, and Nurturant 

Kitchen by Vickie Hodgetts, Robin Weltsch, and Susan Frazier, are sculptural installations about 

oppression, safety, feminine spheres of power, and female (pro)creativity that make fascinating 

counterpoints to The Fast, as well. 

  
87

 At an event at St. Mark‘s Church in 2007 (ten years after Hannah‘s death) to celebrate the release of 

Hannah Weiner‘s Open House, Schneemann made (according to poetry scholar Thom Donovan, who 

attended the event) an interactive slide-show presentation that included photos of many people who were 

part of her and Hannah‘s artistic and social communities in New York; among the slides were photographs 

of Hannah herself, including a few photos of ―Weiner and Schneemann with their cats.‖ Donovan also 

recalls, ―Schneemann‘s performance ended with a loud ‗meow‘ evoking the meeting of her cat with 

Weiner‘s and joyously affirming the affinity and friendship of the two artists‖ (Donovan unpaginated). 
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pervading her torso is detergent. (She explains, ―I didn‘t realize the extent of the house 

cleaning job my body needed‖) (The Fast 31).
88

 Even in the contemporary ―post-

feminist‖ moment of the early 21
st
 century, housekeeping and personal hygiene are both 

often figured as a never-ending battle with stains, with dirt or germs or other forms of 

contamination, often of unknown origin, and which are often difficult to remove. Among 

the most trenchant (and seldom spoken of) stains are those produced by bodily secretions 

onto fabric, such as menstrual blood on panties. When Weiner chooses to use her 

menstrual blood, diluted in water, to wash the green from her countertops, she reclaims 

the power of female (pro)creativity as a reverse-discourse of feminine (pink) gender 

norms, which treat menstruation as taboo, as the primordial wound,
89

 and figure women 

(and their domain) as inherently contaminated.  

 Weiner‘s history as a performance artist makes it tempting to read The Fast as a 

script of a performance art piece. Some critics of her work have used this approach, to 

greater or lesser degrees: Corina Copp in ―Apartment Drama‖; Olsen Redell in ― 

‗Simultaneous Equivalents‘: Adrian Piper, Bernadette Mayer, Hannah Weiner in 0-9‖ and 

Caroline Bergvall in ―Body & Sign: Some thoughts around the work of Aaron 

Williamson, Hannah Weiner, and Henri Michaux‖ are three examples. As a performance 
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 The experience/experiment of the fast also figures as a feminist ―happening‖ in another sense: In 

Notebook #16, Hannah writes, ―I kept thinking suppose I were a housewife with husband & children in 

some suburban home. Would they leave me alone in the kitchen to wash away my pain? If they understood 

the process perhaps they would—hanging sheets over doors & taking their meals out‖ (MSS 504, Box 2, 

Folder 4). The implication of these lines, however, is that conventional domestic roles and responsibilities 

of marriage and motherhood would have made the fast experience, and the ―clairvoyant‖ breakthrough it 

initiates, impossible; only because she is a single woman living alone can she yield to and lose herself in 

the event. So while cooking and cleaning are so burdensome as to become virulent during her three weeks 

in seclusion, they are (or become) manageable only because she has herself alone to take care of. 

 
89

 To this point, some recent evolutionary theories of menstruation have argued that monthly sloughing of 

intra-uterine tissue (rather than seasonal estrus, as occurs in female primates) is a kind of auto-immune 

adaptation to flush the reproductive tract of foreign bacteria.  
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piece, Weiner‘s ―fast‖ can be seen as a variation on Yoko Ono and John Lennon‘s ―bed-

ins‖ from the previous year, and also functions as an antecedent to the work of Tehching 

Hsieh, who in One Year Performance 1978-1979—during which he spent a year living 

locked in an 11.5 x 9 x 8 foot cage, without reading, writing, or talking to anyone—made 

radical reclusion an artistic exercise. 

 This treatment of The Fast, although it may be indirectly suggested by the text 

itself (―So the [police] officer said are you OK and I said yes I was fasting I was OK it 

was an experiment‖ (42)), is nonetheless problematic in two ways: first, Weiner‘s art 

performances (including the ―Code Poem Events‖ in 1968, the ―Street Works‖ and 

―Hannah Weiner‘s Open House‖ in 1969, and ―Hannah Weiner at Her Job‖ and ―World 

Works‖ in 1970) were performed in public, for the public. They were made in 

collaboration with other artists, with coast guard officers, with her employer, with 

pedestrians caught unawares, and even with another woman named Hannah Weiner—a 

stranger whom she contacted through the phone book
90

. At least two of these (―Hannah 

Weiner at Her Job‖ and ―Hannah Weiner‘s Open House‖) were publicized via 

announcements or posters in advance of the events.  And while the others were 
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 In ―Streetworks II‖ Hannah uses the phone book to find another woman with her name, and arranges to 

meet with her. When she does, she says (of that the other Hannah Weiner) ―She does Psychodrama‖ 

(Hannah Weiner‘s Open House 25). Given the quite remarkable drama of The Fast and its psychological 

themes, it seems that both Hannah Weiners ―do‖ psychodrama, and in this brief sentence, the relative 

pronoun ―she‖ can signal this ambiguity, since its referent is in either case a woman named ―Hannah 

Weiner.‖ 

 In what is a truly astonishing and marvelous coincidence (or not?), I discovered a contemporary 

decedent to this piece: Early in the research process for this chapter, I typed ―Hannah Weiner‖ into 

Google‘s search box, and among the results was a brief listing for a Hannah Weiner who was, in 2008, the 

―Communications Chair‖ of Duke University Law School‘s Bar Association executive board. Based on the 

student photograph shown on this webpage, the resemblance between the Hannahs is uncanny, even eerie. 

In the ―About‖ section of this listing, this Hannah Weiner is quoted as saying, ―I think that signal fires are 

an underrated form of communication‖ (―DBA Executive Board‖ unpaginated). Especially considering her 

later devotion to the American Indian Movement, I am sure that the Hannah Weiner who is the subject of 

this chapter would agree.  
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documented in written reports, apparently after the fact, these reports are brief, 

emphasizing the facts of names, places, times, etc. They are, in keeping with the typical 

form of performance art scripts, short on reflective narrative detail, and offer only quite 

limited explanations of their purposes or reviews of what happened.
91

 These documents 

attest to Weiner‘s artistic intention in making the performances; they prove that she 

planned and executed them as art. The Fast differs so profoundly in its form and its 

content from these documents (some of which were made in the months immediately 

preceding if not overlapping with the event of the fast in late October and early 

November, 1970) that it seems unlikely Weiner intended the event of the fast to be an art 

piece—even if The Fast makes it into one.  

 

Traumatic Threads 

 To read The Fast as the (post)script to Weiner‘s ― ‗at home‘ experience […] in the 

kitchen sink‖ risks confusing (by which I mean blending together) the ethics and the 

aesthetics of reading the more lurid aspects of her behavior: an aesthetics-only approach 

may ignore or dismiss the physical dangers of those behaviors, while an ethics-only 

approach may overlook the power of aestheticization (in the moment of the encounter, as 

well as in the wake of it during which The Fast was written) to render these experiences 

meaningful. Throughout The Fast, Weiner is in pain—pain that is acutely physical. Some 

of that pain assaults her, as much an external force rather as an internal phenomenon of 

extra-sensory perception. The ―thick yellow, ultra violet and black outline[s]‖ around her 
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 Patrick Durgin‘s Hannah Weiner‘s Open House gathers these scripts and announcements from among the 

papers in Hannah‘s literary archive; publication of this book is invaluable for retrieving these scant records 

and placing them in the chronology (as best it can be determined) of her later creative output. 
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neighbor ―hit me like a wall and push me back. It hurts‖ (6). As she talks to him, ―great 

waves are pushing [her] back,‖ and she is ―being knocked out by streak of that yellow 

and black and purple. It‘s like being hit in the face‖ (7). Her muscles tighten into spasms, 

and the pain of ―the mean green that hurts only my bad side and the purple which hurts 

both sides‖ … ―left me dry and burning‖ (7). Repeatedly, the pain is ―enough to make me 

cry out loud‖ (8).  

 Descriptions like these, which emphasize the unbiddenness of the sensations and 

the power of these perceptions onto and against her body, rather than from within it, cast 

her encounters with the colored auras or force-fields are traumatic: as shocking, 

overwhelming, and painful. If ―trauma‖ is characterized by exposure to an event that 

involved ―serious injury, or a threat to the physical integrity of self,‖ then these assaults 

can be regarded as traumatic events. If ―traumatization‖ requires that a person (re)arrange 

her life to accommodate the intrusive re-experiences of the event, then each modification 

Weiner makes to her apartment, her wardrobe, her diet, and her habits of bodily motion 

can be regarded as efforts to avoid the traumatic ―stressors.‖ If diminished social 

interaction is a symptom of traumatic injury, then Weiner‘s radical seclusion (refusing to 

go out, to answer the phone, or to open the door) can be regarded as symptoms of 

traumatic aftermath. If ineffective arousal modulation and an inability to discern major 

threats from insignificant ones are conditions that put trauma survivors at risk for 

dangerous thrill seeking, then Weiner‘s putting unclean white china dishes ―on the flame 

of the stove‖ until ―they were hot and pink‖ and lifting them off with her bare fingers 

(30) can be regarded as displaying a diminished ability to assess risk after a traumatic 
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injury. If numbing and self-mutilation are common coping strategies among trauma 

survivors, then Weiner‘s burning ―her left breast with the hot edge of a plate‖—coupled 

with her paradoxical claim that ―it didn‘t hurt but it raised dark little blisters‖—to contain 

the ―purple, deep and bright‖ and keep it from spreading to her right breast, too, (38) can 

be regarded as behaviors that mark her as traumatized.    

 However, some moments of play within the event and the text alike seem to 

undercut this appraisal: Weiner‘s delight in puns (e.g., ―it amused me to be rescued from 

the tiger‘s cage by a man with a [plumbing] snake‖ (43)); her appraisal of some activities, 

such as covering herself in blueberry syrup, as ―amusing ways to entertain‖ herself, about 

which she ―was never totally serious‖ (24); and her apparent pleasure at the company of 

―all the little witches‖ that ―came out‖ on Halloween, and the creatures (―tigers or 

leopards or butterflies‖ (35)) that inhabit various parts of her body, might seem to suggest 

that the encounters with these seen things were not always frightening to her—that these 

three weeks of reclusion were, as in her own assessment, ―an experiment‖ in which she 

tests the limits of her power (rather than experiencing powerlessness) and her ego (rather 

than experiencing a dis-integration of self as a ―threat‖). She seems to know that the 

experience has a set duration, and as it unfolds, she trusts that someone ―blue‖ will rescue 

her. She anticipates: ―One week from the day my father came was to be the last day that I 

could expect my friends to come. I had to get out then. And then, of course is when I did 

get out‖ (29). The end of the fast seems, then, a foregone conclusion, and The Fast ends 

not with narrative climax of (melo)dramatic liberation, but with the matter-of-fact 

declaration: ―And so the fast ended last page‖ (43). 
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 The Fast presents the experience of hallucination and pain as obeying such a 

rigorous internal logic that they (almost) seem to make sense; in this presentation the 

divide between Weiner and ―the mind‖ that has been telling her what to do is not 

(entirely) figured as a traumatic split akin to dissociation, but as an exaggeration of 

natural conflicts between instincts and conscious will that are simply a (normal) part of 

the human condition. In one of the most vivid and complex passages of The Fast, Weiner 

portrays human consciousness itself as always already split, as structured by the cognitive 

divergence between the experiential mind and the narrative mind which processes that 

experience: 

I stood in the middle of the studio (at opposite ends from the sink) with 

my white flannel nightgown with deep bright blue flowers and green 

flowers, my face a deep green, as I imagined it, matching the flowers on 

the nightgown. Calling out to the souls for mercy, I stood with my hands 

wrung together and my face lifted to the ceiling. As soon as I tried this 

dramatic pose I had the weird feeling my picture had been taken for some 

spirit-life snapshot album and when I was dead the friendly forces that 

were keeping me going were going to open the album and show me this 

funny snapshot of me with bright green face in my flowered nightgown 

clenching my hands and crying out. Then I began to laugh at myself at my 

melodrama and at the embarrassing spectacle I was making of myself. (I 

never for one moment thought I was alone—so real did the energy of the 

mind present itself) (8-9). 
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As this passage shows, Weiner was, even in the moment of the experience/performance, 

already sensitive to how her behavior would look to others, and is quick to squelch her 

own perception of herself as a hapless or forsaken victim. She seems all too aware that 

The Fast risks making her the object of a reader‘s voyeuristic gaze—as if she is a latter-

day hysteric being poked and brandished as part of Charcot‘s ―demonstrations‖ on 

hypnotized women committed to Saltpetriere in nineteenth-century Paris. By narrating 

her split self in a way that signals this awareness and amplifies the bathetic humor of its 

melodrama, Weiner refutes a reading that would cast her as yet another madwoman 

whose ravings are the stuff of psychosis, rather than art.  

 In this passage (I refrain from saying ―scene‖) this shift (or doubling) of narrative 

perspective illuminates how even ―normal‖ consciousness is the capacity for reflexivity, 

for the imaginative re-positioning of the self across time and space such that one can 

―see‖ oneself in one‘s ―mind‘s eye‖ as Weiner does. Her consciousness of consciousness-

as-split is figured somewhat uniquely, as if the ―mind‖ that perceives and dramatizes (or 

narrativizes) her anguish mediates between this experiential self and a ―spirit‖ that keeps 

her company—it actualizes the tension between ego, superego, and id to show how every 

decision is an exercise in making up her mind about the meaning of what she does and 

what is done to her. Weiner‘s skittishness about (over)dramatizing the experience 

indicates her own (eventual) interpretation of the meaning of her experience, the ―real‖ 

story of which is not her miserable struggle with delusions and self-destruction that 
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necessitate intervention by the police,
92

 but the beginning of what she comes to call 

―clairvoyance.‖ 

*** 

So there is always an unbridgeable lacuna between 

any explication of a reading & any actual  

reading. & it is the extent of these lacunas— 

differing with each reader but not indeterminate— 

that is a necessary measure of a poem‘s 

meaning.  

 

   — Charles Bernstein, ―Artifice and Absorption‖ 

*** 

STOP. EXPLAIN YOURSELF. 

*** 

 My research methodology, determined partly by the library‘s 250-page photocopy 

limit, was to transcribe what I read—to type up the words and phrases written in these 

notebooks that I found especially compelling. As is the risk (and the joy) of archival 

research, it seems to me now, it was impossible to know what I was looking for, exactly—

and, truth be told, I‘d only begun to study the published versions of Hannah‘s writing, so 

I didn‘t, at moments, even know what I was looking for vaguely.  I was just looking. I was 

just opening boxes, opening notebooks, reading, touching, holding strips of fabric and 

postcards, noticing, noticing. I made notes of whatever I liked—whatever delighted me, 

or made me laugh, whatever opened up for me/in me a sense of Hannah‘s way of seeing, 

thinking, knowing, being. I got to know her tastes (literally and figuratively: vast amounts 

of the content in the notebooks report her choices around diet and her own cosmology for 
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 And this is another of Hannah‘s puns: she is rescued by someone blue: by New York City police, who 

wear navy blue uniforms. 
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the powers of various foods, beverages, and nutritional supplements) and something of 

her sense of humor (silly, bawdy, punny, self-deprecating, always prone to the wry). 

 But also I stumbled, reading and re-reading, as I could not make out the letters of 

some words, and context was generally of little use, exactly because Hannah‘s writing 

can take hypotaxis to the extreme, but also because the narrative content of the notebooks 

was itself …What? Wild? Shocking? Overwhelming? At the very least, hard to predict.   

 So I had to guess, to type several possibilities, to mark my own readings/writing 

(typings) of her work with question marks—a way of signaling to myself I wasn‘t sure 

about what I‘d seen. 

 It was uncomfortable, the uncertainty, the confusion and profusion of marks I 

could only inconsistently make out—it was utterly absorbing, and totally exhausting.  

*** 

 The question of how to interpret Weiner‘s experiences—as symptoms of 

psychopathology (schizophrenia/bi-polar disorder), as manifestations of a super-natural, 

spiritually infused power of perception (clairvoyance), or as the raw material of an 

intentionally-constructed poetic innovation (a poetics)—is one that every critic of her 

work must confront, directly or obliquely. Each of these positions is fraught with its own 

difficulties, and typically, each of them is posed as undercutting the others. Yet they all 

involve concerns over the structure and function of human consciousness, and as such, 

can be re-interpreted as collaborative, rather than contentious. 

 As Patrick Durgin has pointed out, ―Weiner‘s diagnosis is the stuff of legend; her 

biopsychiatric and therapeutic care regimens are more discussed than documented‖ 
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(―Psychosocial Disability‖ 133), and although anecdotal evidence from Weiner‘s friends, 

some of whom have sophisticated knowledge of psychiatry and psychological 

dysfunction, offers a fairly consistent account of her symptoms, written evidence of her 

diagnosis and treatments as a mentally ill person, in the form of medical records, 

―appear[s] to be unobtainable‖ (134). Accordingly, I turn to Weiner‘s writing itself to 

trace her own appraisal of her health and illness (physical and psychological both, 

because these were often inextricable in her journals), and to fill in a few biographical 

details that support a more nuanced, if still inconclusive, understanding of the role of 

mental illness in the development of her poetics. 

 At the same time, though, I pause to consider more directly what is at stake in 

avoiding or deflecting the designation ―mental illness.‖ Why do scholars who study her 

writing do so, and why did Weiner herself do so? What can these aversions reveal about 

the sexist roots of psychiatric nosology, and about traumatic nature of diagnosis more 

generally? What does the persistence of this deflection, more than 40 years after Weiner‘s 

hallucinations began, indicate about the literary community‘s profound ambivalence 

toward the (gendered?) role of mental illness in late-20
th

 century poetics? Given that 

other women poets of her generation who struggled with mental illness—namely Anne 

Sexton, who was born five days after Weiner, and Sylvia Plath, who was born almost 

exactly four years after Weiner—have been canonized in spite (because?) of their 

psychiatric instability, why does the topic of psychosis remain often peripheral in critical 

discussions of Weiner‘s work?  
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 Scholarly responses to the works of Hannah Weiner, while few thus far, display a 

general reluctance to discuss directly, in depth, the practical vagaries of her life as a 

person who could ―see words.‖ As Patrick Durgin has put it, ―It is not an issue for most 

critics the degree to which Weiner actually suffered symptoms of extreme paranoia, [or] 

debilitating psychosomatic complications due to her sciatic and variously medicated 

body‖ (―Psychosocial Disability‖ 133). (In my copy of this article, these lines are 

underlined, and in the margins, my handwriting demands, ―why not?!?‖.) I find it 

curious, a telling and concerning omission, that ―most critics‖ choose not to engage what 

are, to my mind, crucial questions of how she managed (or failed to manage), how she 

learned to live with the constant intrusion and powerful mental noise of these extra-

sensory stimuli—not as an artist, per se, but as a person needing a place to live, food to 

eat, clothes to wear, and the money to support herself, as well as the emotional and 

intellectual skills of self-care—all of which surely contributed to her ability to make art, 

and to what kind of art she made.  

 Because no comprehensive biography of Weiner has yet been written; and 

because much of her work was not published until well after it was composed (and even 

then, much more was never published), scholars have had, until very recently,
93

 relatively 

little concrete material to work with around the logistical facts of her lived reality; and so, 

perhaps, their reticence regarding the mundane consequences of Weiner‘s psychic life is 

conditioned by that dearth of information. Research in her unpublished materials, and in 
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 Hannah Weiner‘s papers were entered into the Archive for New Poetry in 2003; since then, her works 

have become available to a wider public through two primary means: first, the publication of Patrick 

Durgin‘s Hannah Weiner‘s Open House, which presents a selection of printed works from this collection; 

and second, the digitization of several unpublished typescripts by the curators of the Mandeville Special 

Collections, which were published online on the University of California San Diego‘s library website. 
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the original materials that were later edited into published forms, can rectify some of this 

deficiency. 

 But that is a superficial solution to a much more complex problem: critical 

evasions of Weiner‘s life as a ―mentally ill‖ person, while they seem to make an ethical 

choice to regard Weiner‘s condition as she herself did—as material for composing 

innovative poetry and advancing an avant-garde poetics—, may too quickly bypass the 

real pain she endured, and the dangers her condition posed to her safety and security. In 

so doing, they may risk aggrandizing Weiner‘s ―alteration of perception‖ as ―[a] cause of 

wonder‖ that ―connects her … to the experience & writings of many traditional poet-

mystics‖
94

 (in Jerome Rothenberg‘s words) without attending sufficiently or sensitively 

enough to ―what must have been unbearable fear induced by her illness‖ (in Charles 

Bernstein‘s)
95

. They may also obscure the extent to which Weiner struggled to corral the 

seen and felt phenomena into an interpretable pattern of commands and comments that 

she could eventually evaluate as ―my mind giving me directions,‖ or about which she 

could claim more positively: ―It is clear MY STATEMENT that these forces, words are a 

‗guide to better living‘‖ (Durgin, Hannah Weiner‘s Open House 63). This process—and 

it was a process, taking place over several years—of inventing the ―clair-style‖ warrants 

greater consideration, precisely because the ―clair-style‖ was not simply a poetic form 

invented for the purpose of her poetics—it was Weiner‘s way of interpreting her world, 

of interpreting the experience of visual, aural, and somatic sense perceptions as 

meaningful, as significant and valuable (as a divine gift), rather than absurd (or insane). 
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 Quoted from Rothenberg‘s review on the back cover of Hannah Weiner‘s Open House, edited and 

published by Patrick Durgin.  
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 Bernstein, Charles. ―Hannah Weiner.‖ Jacket Magazine 12 (July 2000): n. pag. Web. 25 Sept. 2007.  
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As such, Hannah Weiner‘s life and writing are examples of post-traumatic resiliency at 

work. 

 

II. From “hell” and back: revis(it)ing the signs in the early journals 

 Weiner‘s understanding of her status as ―clairvoyant‖ was not immediate or 

unfraught.  In fact, the three-week experience in her apartment is only cast as a ―fast‖ in 

retrospect; initially, it was ―Hell.‖ Much of the contents of The Fast originates in the very 

first notebooks in her literary archive, dated from the first months of 1971, and labeled 

―The Hell Book,‖ ―Hell Book II,‖ and ―Hell Book III.‖ (It should be noted here that 

Weiner numbered her notebooks sequentially through at least #142 in 1979; in 1990, she 

starts the numbering over again. Between late July 1979 and 1990, only one notebook, 

from 1984, appears in this archival collection.) ―The Hell Book,‖ the earliest of the three, 

is also labeled ―Notebook #2,‖ but there is no notebook numbered ―#1‖ from this time. 

However, if the contents of The Fast are indicative of the compositional sequence of the 

notebooks themselves, then Weiner made her very earliest writing about this event on an 

undated 11x17drawing pad.  

 Weiner makes two attempts at the entry that becomes the opening paragraph and 

fragments of the first 6 pages of The Fast. The first attempt differs from the published 

version in significant ways; the published version reads: 

I want to write but I am lazy. I would like to put my thoughts about the 

fast directly on tape without the medium of speech. California does 

psychic. It is unnecessary for us both to speak. Does she send her thoughts 
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to me or I send my thoughts to her? When we both think it is 10 o‘clock 

and it is 11:30 we are both not perceiving reality‖ (Weiner 1), 

but the unpublished version reads: 

I want to write but I am lazy. I would like to put my thoughts directly on 

tape without the medium of speech. After all Bernadette & I often do that, 

that is, we both think the same thing; in fact is unnecessary for both of us 

to speak. We must now discover if she sends her thoughts to me or I send 

my thoughts to her—there is a sender & a receiver—I mean when we both 

think it is 10 o‘clock & it is 11:30 we are not both intuitively perceiving 

an intelligent reality. So I hope the first person who invents—person—

when [sic?] do I think I am?—the first company that manufactures a 

machine that transfers thought to tape will give me one‖ (MSS 504 

Weiner, FB 271-04).  

The unpublished version of this entry is not simply longer, but is more syntactically 

conventional. Sentences are more grammatically complete and more elaborately 

punctuated, and the passage articulates her idea more explicitly than the published 

version. ―California does psychic‖ replaces the references to her friend, Bernadette 

Mayer, and their sororal telepathy, in which communication is univectoral, and not an 

example of them each ―intuitively perceiving an intelligent reality‖ simultaneously.  In 

the published version, the terse phrasing suggests they just both get the time wrong—and 

when they do, it is a coincidence, but not an example of sharing thoughts ―without the 

medium of speech.‖ 
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 These redactions—the direct mention of her friend by name, and the more 

detailed discussion of a silent sharing of knowledge between them—minimize the 

personal rumination and intensify the strangeness of Weiner‘s writing, and of the claims 

she is making. Close women friends who share (mis)perceptions and who communicate 

fluidly through nonverbal means are not so unusual, but what does ―California does 

psychic‖ mean? The disjunctive, abbreviated qualities of the revised passage suggest that 

it is the product of a later stage in the development of Weiner‘s writing (which deploys 

these techniques more thoroughly and with clearer deliberation); the staccato pulses of 

words in this version sound like telegraph choking out its code. Indeed, this later version 

does what it describes: it winnows the words down to open up the wordless exchange 

between the writing and the reading, between her mind and the minds with which she 

shares thoughts without speech. Although both are obviously narrative, this later, 

published passage shifts away from typical prose modes and toward poetry, where the 

language signals meanings it does not say. These re-visions retroactively pose the Hell 

Days as productive of a new (poetic) consciousness, but the initial writing presents 

another perspective—one that is much less certain about the purpose of her technicolored 

torment. 

*** 

 Let me clarify: Hannah‘s handwriting was not, overall, illegible. Indeed, 

Hannah‘s handwriting revealed her and was a revelation. Sometimes it looped almost 

languidly, one word filling half of page; sometimes it canted far to the right, letters 

rushing to keep up with her mind‘s pace; sometimes it ignored the paper‘s guidelines 
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entirely, shaping words in diagonal inclines and declines, in arcs and a circle or two. The 

dots of her ‗i‘s and the crossbars of her ‗t‘s often missed their marks. Her ampersand 

was typically one stroke, a vertical swerving left, then re-routing horizontal. The loop of 

her distinctive lower-case ‗p‘ was seldom closed, never quite making its way back to the 

down-stroke before lunging toward the next letter. 

 My attention to the notebooks (rather than the typescripts) in the archive was and 

is less an act of scholarship aimed at bringing into critical discourse unpublished works 

as themselves worthy of analysis (although certainly, it is this, too) than a deliverance—

what I have to say about her work I only know because of studying the notebooks, for 

those few but intensely-immersed days, learning to walk to the beat of her voice(s) after 

hearing her words in my head—another effort at decipherment, trying to sound out what 

I couldn‘t recognize—struggling to ‗get‘ her messages and sighing, stymied, at the 

opacities, the places where comprehension was buffeted back—gradually, and then all at 

once, it broke open for me, like a geode beneath the petrologist‘s hammer-tap: something 

hollow and dazzling about language, trauma, poetry—Hannah gave me the gift of being 

unable to read. 

*** 

“anyone reading this might just think she is crazy”: Reading (for) Psychosis   

 While comparing the original and revised excerpts of The Fast might easily 

become a project until itself, the journals in which Weiner records her experiences also 

include many entries that do not appear in The Fast at all. For example, Weiner‘s second 

attempt at the journal entry that becomes the opening of The Fast, written a few pages 
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after the first, is much shorter, ends abruptly, and is written over with a scrawl of 4 large 

looped shapes that seem to discard these lines. They make a quite different claim 

regarding the onset of the hallucinations than what is later published, and as such the 

rejection of them is telling, as is what follows them on the same page of the drawing pad. 

This entry reads: ―I want to write by I am lazy. I had a GREAT experience. It might only 

be a few pages from the Tibetan Book of the Dead – I don‘t know I haven‘t found‖ (MSS 

504, FB 271-04). 

 Immediately following these circled-through lines, however, is the following 

passage: ―instead of thinking what a great creative mind! What a great novelist! What 

humorous[?] truths bordering on the sublime & instead – ‗sob[‗] – you are all going to 

think I am crazy. Well you lose if you do, brothers & sisters, and in that case I suggest 

you drink some more tea & reconsider your position on the subject of well, everything.‖  

 A few pages later, she worries that because ―America […is] not playful enough,‖ 

her work would be misunderstood: ―For example I cried & cried doing my laundry in the 

tub & sitting on the toilet for no necessity but it is comfortable your ass can just hang 

down & your ass bones dont have to cope with various chair seat arrangements but I cried 

& cried because I had spent 3 weeks in that stupid fucking hospital & anyone reading this 

might just think she is crazy.‖ 

 If this drawing pad does, as I have speculated, initiate the writing which later 

becomes The Fast, then these passages indicate that Weiner was aware—painfully 

aware—from the very beginning of her writing about the Hell Days that her ideas might 

be discounted or dismissed as the detritus of derangement—and that such work would not 
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be—could not be—accepted as artistically meaningful because it was the product of a 

person who was not in her right mind. She is cognizant of the risks of her project: her 

concern here over being seen (read) as ―crazy‖ is at least as much an anxiety over how 

her work would be received artistically as it is indicative of her well-founded fear of 

being institutionalized (even temporarily) for being psychotic. 

 Another passage, this one from Notebook #13, titled ―Halfway through,‖ 

actualized this: among a group of artists and writers ―at P‘s show,‖  

[Crossed out name] says I‘ve heard you‘ve been through some bad time no 

not bad I said interesting—difficult—I heard you were sick—I had a fever, 

I‘m fine—this means you were in the nut house freak—why that burden—

have to explain wasn‘t crazy I just tapped a different reality—came close 

to a lot of knowledge—wore out my body in the process & so pushed 

myself far—you‘ve only got me half way—I‘m drunk I like to write 

drunken I am going to publish this under a name not my own […] No I am 

not crazy. Am I?? (MSS 504, Box 2, Folder 2). 

This passage reveals the tenuousness of Weiner‘s interpretation of the experience. 

Nowhere else in the notebooks does she mention having had a ―fever,‖ and this 

fabulation is swiftly punished by the intrusion of a third voice (―this means you were in 

the nut house freak‖), apparently from an insulting inner critic who speaks precisely the 

judgment she fears. In the absence of conventional dialogue marks, the actual 

conversation she has with a concerned friend, the internal silent speech of this heard 

voice, and the present-moment presentation of her thoughts while she writes meld 
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together. Chronology collapses, as does any distinction between what she said aloud to 

her friend and what she may have explained only to herself. Indeed, the explanation she 

does give would hardly, depending on her audience, convince someone that she ―wasn‘t 

crazy‖—only in a very particular kind of worldview does ―tap[ping] a different reality‖ 

make sense as an activity that leads to exhaustion so severe it requires a police rescue. 

Thus when she expresses the intention of publishing this writing ―under a name not my 

own,‖ this proposed anonymity figures less as an artistic choice of nom de plume or a 

poet(h)ical displacement of writerly ego, and more as a disavowal, indicative of her 

palpable ambivalence regarding the literary value and viability of writing that might be 

ridiculed as the work of a ―nut house freak.‖      

 Furthermore, if the compositional sequence I‘ve posed is accurate, then the earlier 

reference to ―that stupid fucking hospital‖ would seem to indicate that Weiner‘s three-

week ―sink experience‖ did not simply end with the appearance of the police at her door, 

or with a bowl of chicken soup as pressed upon her by her concerned friend (The Fast 

43), but with admission to a (psychiatric?) hospital. The first of the Hell Books is written 

in January 1971; the fast period ended November 15, 1970. It seems evident, then, that 

during some period between these dates, Weiner was hospitalized. This seems to be 

corroborated by an entry in a later notebook, from roughly mid-June 1971, in which she 

explains, ―In the 7 mo[nth]s since I left the hospital I spent 6 weeks [living] w/ people, 17 

days alone, 7 weeks w/ people, 6 weeks alone, 2 mo[nth]s with B and now alone again oh 

man I sure dont want that‖ (MSS Weiner 504, box 2, folder 4).  
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 Hospitalization and apparent homelessness: The fast left her fragile and fearful. 

Her ―experiment‖ in clairvoyance yielded unforeseen results. 

*** 

 The phrasing of ―anyone reading this might just think she is crazy‖ reveals a 

crucial conceit in the meaning of women‘s mental illness: that deeming someone ―crazy‖ 

or ―mad‖ or ―mentally ill‖ authorizes—even necessitates—dismissal and invalidation 

(invalid-ation). But why should this be true? Patrick Durgin has rightly pointed out that 

―accusations of madness customarily call into question the amount craft, deliberation, and 

intentionality one is able to deploy‖ (―Psychosocial Disability‖ 133), and while the 

valorization of these attributes of artistic production are the direct target of avant-garde 

arts and poetics, the weight of these literary values is hard to lift—particularly for 

women, whose capacity for artistic ―genius‖ has been doubted as often as her propensity 

for ―madness‖ has been asserted. 

 In Women‘s Madness: Misogyny or Mental Illness, licensed (but no-long-

practicing) clinical psychologist Jane Ussher confronts psychiatry‘s sexist roots as she 

deconstructs the meaning of ―madness,‖ arguing: ―Madness
96

 is an emotive term. It 

serves to categorize, to separate, to designate as different….[M]adness acts as a signifier, 

clearly positioning women as the Other‖ (10-11). Ussher investigates the ―discursive 

practices which create the concept of madness … as fearful, as individual, as invariably 

feminine, as sickness, [and which thereby] function as a form of social regulation‖ (12). 

                                                 
96

 In British or Australian varieties of English, ―madness‖ is a more commonly-used term than it is in 

current U.S. American varieties, and in British or Australian usage, it connotes a level of derision and 

deviance that may not be apparent to speakers of U.S. American English. Ussher‘s focus on this term 

nonetheless pertains because the deconstruction of it as a concept is applicable beyond the term itself. The 

nearest American equivalent is ―crazy‖—as in the examples from Hannah‘s notebooks.  
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Navigating between the radical feminist position, which argues that ―Women are not 

mad. Misogynistic discourse merely deems us so‖ (20), and her own efforts to provide 

clinical care for women ―in distress, a distress that is undoubtedly ‗real‘ in the sense that 

[they are] really suffering‖ (12), Ussher traces the epistemic shift that brought madness 

under the purview of the biological sciences in the nineteenth century, thus consolidating 

the authority of male physicians, and securing the psychiatric profession‘s ―state mandate 

for control‖ of mentally ill women. In this shift, medical discourses of mental illness 

displaced the madwoman from the attic
97

 to the asylum. According to Ussher‘s research, 

institutionalization purported to provide sick women a place of respite, when in practice, 

―treatment‖ often provoked and prolonged ―hysterical‖ suffering among women patients 

in the name of scientific inquiry.  

 Ussher argues that women‘s madness remains, more than a century after 

Charcot‘s hypnotics and the genesis of Freudian psychoanalysis, a matter of medicine—

in fact, modern psychiatry has multiplied and divided in order to manage unmanageable 

women and men.
98

 She explains,  

If the Victorian era marked the beginning of the monopoly of medicine 

over madness, the twentieth century has marked the establishment of a 
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 Hannah Weiner‘s The Fast has compelling resonances with The Yellow Wallpaper by Charlotte Perkins 

Gilman: each forms a slim volume of indictment in which women are sequestered within the bounds of 

increasingly malevolent domiciles as they grapple with anxiety and creative agency, and each—though 

quite differently—wrestles with the relationship between womanhood and mental illness. 
98

 Elaine Showalter has argued, in Hystories: Hysterical Epidemics and Modern Media, that ―hysteria‖ has 

itself multiplied and divided, mutating into new forms and continually challenging the boundaries of 

psychiatric and medical knowledge and nosology. According to her study, hysteria persists as a cultural 

phenomenon, and is made ―contagious‖ by its dissemination through various forms of media, from self-

help books to literary criticism, television talk shows to online support groups. In her analysis, diagnoses 

such as ―idiopathic chronic fatigue syndrome,‖ ―anorexia nervosa,‖ and ―fibromyalgia‖ are evidence of 

hysteria ―relabeled for a new era.‖ Its intractability is proof that ―hysteria‖ is not properly (or only) the 

domain of psychopathology or medicine, because it is symptom of sociocultural—not individual—ills: it is 

the product of ongoing sexist oppression of women.  
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myriad different theories and therapies, each firmly supported by the 

scientific discourse which buttresses the rhetoric of therapeutic efficacy. 

Madness has become firmly positioned as pathology, as mental illness 

(98). 

Thus being deemed ―mad‖ (or in twentieth-century parlance, ―mentally ill‖) is a matter of 

diagnosis, of being defined as such by the discourses of science. And as Ussher argues, 

―once the person is labelled [sic] as mad, everything they say or do will be interpreted 

within this context, as their behavior is selectively interpreted by the outsider [who fears 

madness, and must reify the distinction between the behaviors and thoughts of the ―mad‖ 

and his own excesses or instabilities] to provide confirmation of the diagnosis‖ (136). 

 Diagnosis, then, has paradoxical consequences: at its best, it may offer sufferers 

of mental dis-ease some comforting relief, since giving their effusive and excruciating 

experiences a name may help the patient to feel validated and/as sane (I‘m not crazy, it is 

not just ‗all in my head‘—I have ____________), and give the patient some hope that the 

condition can be treated; at the same time, diagnosis of mental illness can (as it has since 

the days of ―railway spine‖ and ―combat neuroses‖) permit access to compensatory 

financial coverage for medical care, and even authorize a person‘s eligibility for 

―disability‖ income from the state. However, according to Ussher,  

[t]he implications of the ascription of the label of illness, the adoption of 

the ‗sick role‘, are significant. For the sick role acts both to legitimate the 

doctor-patient relationship, and to prescribe behavior for the individual 

designated as ‗ill.‘ The consequence of this is that the ‗sick‘ individual is 
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exempted from normal responsibility for their own condition, and thus 

cannot recover by an ‗act of will‘. (133) 

Furthermore, since at least the advent of managed care in the mid-1980s, diagnosis 

becomes indelible: a ―pre-existing condition‖ is used by health insurers (an ironic label if 

ever there was one) to disqualify patients from access to care—care not only for that 

particular condition, but for any condition.  

 Even apart from these issues of medical care and coverage, diagnosis of mental 

illness can do damage it can relegate the patient to an aberrant group that inhabits (at 

best) the fringes of mainstream society—an isolation that may further diminish the 

patient‘s functioning and intensify her suffering, narrowing her scope and reifying her 

sense of herself as abject. As Ussher explains, diagnosis can mean that ―[t]he labelled 

[sic] individual will internalize their description, resulting in low self-esteem and self-

fulfilling prophecy. … If you are told that you are mad, you take on the mantle of 

madness‖ (136). 

*** 

 In 1969, Weiner organized, with Eduardo Costa and John Perreault, ―The Fashion 

Show Poetry Event.‖  Several famous artists, including Claes Oldenburg and Andy 

Warhol, contributed designs. Weiner also contributed a look, ―a wear-your-own-luggage 

cape in royal blue plastic with multiple snap on-off pouches and a matching plastic 

bikini,‖ which Bernadette Mayer modeled.
99

  

 The ―mantle of madness,‖ indeed. 
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 From ―Media, Sculpture, Myth‖ by Alexander Alberro; quoted in ―Fashion Auras‖ by Kaplan Harris, 

Wild Orchids 2; pp. 18-41. 
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 First, this manteau qu‘il se port, the overburdened symbol of one‘s interiority 

made external, the cloak that exposes one‘s ―baggage,‖ and makes its removal a *snap*. 

(I want this outfit.) 

 Then later, Hannah‘s magic plaid blanket-cape, the open robe she wears while 

bathing in the sink, sinking into the water as if beneath a shroud… 

*** 

 Did Weiner don the mantle of ―madness‖? Many critics who study her work are at 

pains to emphasize how she did not, arguing that ―her work is far too explicitly motivated 

and aesthetically consistent to illustrate a psychiatrically deranged subjectivity‖ (Durgin 

134), or that ―in naming the phenomena by which words were given to her to be seen 

‗clairvoyance,‘ Weiner alerts us to the peculiar status of her texts without allowing us to 

medicalize and dismiss them‖ (Goldman 122).
100

 Indeed, Judith Goldman, in what may 

be the first sustained scholarly treatment of Hannah Weiner‘s work, ―Hannah=hannaH: 

Politics, Ethics, and Clairvoyance in the Work of Hannah Weiner,‖ argues that 

―[Weiner‘s] poetry, arriving from elsewhere in ordinary language, can only become 

deviant if we decide to make it so from the outset‖ (122). In Goldman‘s formulation, 

then, to diagnose Weiner‘s texts is disingenuous and damaging: to ―medicalize‖ Weiner‘s 

texts is to deem them ―deviant‖, and to declare their stylistic inventions (involuntary, 

hysterical) symptoms of illness, instead of deliberate acts of poetic innovation and 

ethical/political praxis. According to this logic, the scholar who defines Weiner‘s writing 

                                                 
100

 Goldman‘s own phrasing here signals the conceit: ―medicalize and dismiss‖ are presented as of a 

piece—medicalize-and-dismiss—as though the second always, automatically and necessarily, follows the 

first. My goal is to separate them, these conjoined twins of psychopathology, and to propose ways that 

scholars might confront Hannah Weiner‘s mental illness in ways that go beyond skittish tolerance and 

move toward not only acceptance but genuine appreciation of it. 
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by its evidence of illness will likely ―dismiss‖ what makes Weiner‘s work so artistically 

accomplished.  

 Goldman supports her position by citing the ways that Weiner ―let no 

representation of herself circulate that did not take her status as a clairvoyant into 

account‖ (121), and the insights of Ussher‘s book help to elucidate what was at stake in 

Weiner‘s insistence. Indeed, one such representation (a visual, rather than textual one) 

continues to proclaim Weiner‘s privileged point of view, and to present it for the people 

who view her (and her work): a widely-circulated photograph of Weiner features her 

smiling directly at the camera, with ―I see words‖ written (perhaps in lipstick) across her 

forehead: an inscribed, public declaration of her mind‘s-eye sight.
101

  

 However, unpublished excerpts of the Hell Books provide evidence that Weiner 

did not always or exclusively reject being ―medicalized.‖ In fact, the first of these 

notebooks not only includes journal entries, but also serves as an appointment book. One 

whole page lists addresses and phone numbers for ―Vermont State Hospital‖, ―NY State 

Psychiatric Institute NYC‖, ―NY Medical College Walk-in Clinic Metropolitan 

Hospital‖, ―William Erwin—analyst‖, ―Dr. Allen Colt—megavitamins‖, and ―Dr. Myron 

Poch—psych‖ (MSS 504, Box 1, Folder 1). Several additional pages are blank, but 

stained at the top with two- to three-inch strips of dark orange; on a few pages, decaying 

pieces of adhesive tape still cling to these stains, and on one, a business card for a 

                                                 
101

 It is interesting to consider, for a moment, how these words actually were imprinted onto Hannah‘s face: 

in order to write them herself, she would have had to transpose the letters, and/or write from right to left, a 

feat which might have been accomplished by looking in the mirror and working backwards, but even then, 

surely would have posed some technical difficulties; otherwise, someone else might have written the words 

on her forehead for her, which suggests the collaboration (in several senses) of ―others‖ in her perception of 

herself as clairvoyant. In order to read the words written on her own face, Hannah would have had to look 

into one kind of mirror or another. 
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homeopath still dangles from its cellophane strip. Staples remain on a yet a few more 

pages, spaced at the same distance from each other as the lengths of tape; what they at 

one time secured to the paper is now gone. Throughout this notebook and several that 

follow it, several-page sections are taped closed with masking tape. (I asked if a librarian 

could open these sections, but was told, No; instead I focused the ink that had bled 

through the paper of the outer pages, but even reading backwards, I could not tell what 

they contained). 

 These entries (the written and the affixed) seem to indicate that in the wake of the 

fast (and perhaps also of the hospitalization which may have followed it), Weiner actively 

sought medical care (or was made to seek it out by her concerned family and friends), 

particularly psychiatric care. Brief entries in her notebooks also suggest she participating 

in some forms of psychotherapy; she mentions ―primal scream‖ therapy, explains, 

―analysis is for the birds,‖ and at one point declares, ―I am bored with psychology.‖ 

While certainly many people in therapy balk at being designated ―mentally ill,‖ this 

evidence may qualify assertions that Weiner resolutely refused such a diagnosis—or at 

least call into question what ―mentally ill‖ meant and means. Her apparent willingness to 

be evaluated by various kinds of medical professionals, including chiropractors, 

homeopaths, and nutritionists (the avant-garde of the medical world), as well as 

psychiatric practitioners and physicians, suggests not that she rejected ―medicalization‖ 

of her psychic state so much as she considered its discourse as one among many that 

might offer her some relief. 
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 Her equanimity, however, was itself unconventional: in 1970s America, 

―alternative‖ medicine, even as it was emerging into (sub)cultural practice, was 

profoundly cut off from the medical establishment, and was often regarded as ―quackery‖ 

by physicians, psychiatrists, and the general public.
102

 Indeed, Hell Book I includes a 

hilarious passage in which Weiner exposes, with some derision, the chasm between them: 

―Old Dr. medical man really flipped when I asked him to send report to the homeopath—

there‘s a good one in NYC—red flash on homeopath, delete? why?—it‘s what I‘m doing 

trying to get varied opinions from varied sources, see what works‖ (MSS 504, Box 1, 

Folder 1). In this exchange, the physician is anything but a ―medicine man‖—his medical 

discourse is anathema to the esoteric traditions of shamanism, not to mention 

naturopathic traditions of Chinese medicine or Ayurveda
103

. For her open-minded 

practicality, Weiner gets an earful: in the pages that follow, she describes how she argued 

with ―Old Dr. medical man‖, and is finally kicked out of his office. 

 Yet, as both anecdotal and textual evidence prove, Weiner must have at some 

point received an evaluation from a physician (who may also have been a psychiatrist) 

that confirmed a diagnosis severe enough that she qualified for (and accepted) Social 

Security Disability Income from New York State. In an undated letter to Bernadette 
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 In the 40+ years since Hannah sought various kinds of care for her condition, these kinds of therapies 

have remained controversial, even while they have become gradually more ―mainstream.‖ Indeed, on June 

27, 2011 (a week after I wrote this paragraph), Minnesota Public Radio‘s midmorning news broadcast a 

feisty debate on ―The ‗triumph‘ of New-Age Medicine,‖ in which journalist David H. Freedman joined two 

physicians in arguing that ―alternative medicine‖ has been repeatedly proven to provide no greater 

therapeutic effect than placebo. According to Freedman, the incorporation of alternative medicine into 

modern medical practices results not from its clinical efficacy, but from financial incentives offered to 

medical schools and researchers by private foundations. 
103

 It is worth noting here that as I write (collaborating with the word processing program Microsoft Word 

much like Hannah collaborated with the typewriter), a wavy red line appears beneath ―Ayurveda‖—an 

indication that this word remains unrecognized by the built-in spellchecker. Hannah saw red on 

―homeopath,‖ I see it on ―Ayurveda‖—evidence that Eastern medicine remains outside the (lexical) bounds 

of U.S. American culture. 
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Mayer, she writes, in oversized cursive letters that sprawl across the sheet of letter-sized 

blue stationery, ―I have fears oh I got guess how much 3787.50 amount social disability I 

am tired‖ (MSS 420 Mayer, Box 16, Folder 13). Disability Income is paid to people 

whose physical, medical, or developmental conditions render them, temporarily or 

permanently, incapable of marketable labor;
104

 it is not possible to know, based on these 

scant details, for what condition Weiner received ―disability,‖ or for how long. But as 

indicated by her responses to a Radcliffe College Class of 1950 alumni questionnaire, she 

―stopped working [for the lingerie design company A.H. Schreiber] in 1973 because there 

was no more work at my job. FIRED‖ (quoted in Harris 27). As Kaplan Harris asserts, 

―The questionnaire is pivotal for tracing the point when Weiner abandoned a respectable 

career in design and embraced the iconoclastic path of an avant-garde poet‖ (27-29)
105

. It 

is similarly pivotal for tracing the point after which Weiner had to find another way to 

support herself financially; ―disability‖ was at least part of her strategy, and given the 

delay between writing and publishing her books (which were not likely a significant 

source of income, even once they were published), disability income may well have been 

a primary means of economic sustenance for more than 20 years. If only in this way, it 

seems evident that Weiner did accept someone else‘s characterization of her as mentally 
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 ―Marketable labor‖ as opposed to ―maternal labor‖: In the United States, women who receive paid 

maternity leave from their jobs are actually compensated through their employers‘ distributions of short-

term disability benefits. 
105

 Harris notes that ―[a]nyone familiar with Weiner‘s use of capitalization to represent ‗seen words‘ can 

recognize that the word ‗FIRED‘ was a clairvoyant manifestation‖ (27). However, a deeper study of the 

clair-style texts, and of Hannah‘s own explanations of the tri-vocal form, reveals the capitalized words to 

be not simply any ―seen words,‖ but specifically, words that functioned as commands and corrections of 

her own thoughts. In this excerpt, then, ‗FIRED‘ may be a rebuttal from this inner-critic, and may suggest 

that Hannah was not laid off from her job because there was ―no more work‖ there, but was actually 

terminated by her employer for other reasons. As the notebooks from 1973 suggest, the frequency and 

intensity of the ―seen words‖ were becoming increasingly disruptive to her; one wonders, then, if her 

condition interfered too much with her employee behavior—if schizophrenia cost her her job. 
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ill, even while she resisted the stigma of mental illness and disability in her perception of 

herself.  

***  

That image of the geodes, the hammer, the expert tap—it‘s not right. I came to the study 

of Hannah Weiner‘s work with all the wrong tools, and a neophyte‘s ardor. I didn‘t know 

what I was doing, critically, with this kind of poetry. I had not studied Language Poetry 

or its poetics, I had not taken a class on Anne Waldman or Bernadette Meyer or Vito 

Acconci, or even Frank O‘Hara or Charles Olson or Jack Spicer. I had not heard of In 

The American Tree. I did, however, enough research before my trip to know that Charles 

Bernstein was Hannah‘s close friend and executor of her literary estate. So in the week 

before I departed for San Diego, I ordered A Poetics on Amazon.com; I read ―Artifice 

and Absorption‖ on the plane. I remember pausing and re-reading it, sometimes only a 

few lines at a time, as I leaned my head against the airplane‘s arced wall, looking out the 

window into the mauve and ochre and gold folds of the Grand Canyon. 

*** 

“My consciousness is changing”: Reading (for) Clairvoyance  

 For several months following the fast, Weiner continues to ―date‖ entries in her 

notebooks (although not consistently) in terms of what day of ―hell‖ it is. During the 7 

months period that follows the 3-week ―at-home experience,‖ Weiner stays with friends, 

eventually moves to a new apartment, and begins a three-year-long quest to decipher the 

voices and visions she perceives.  This agonizing process involves many (mis)steps and 
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stages, and as she struggles to sort out the meaning of what she sees, the form of the seen 

phenomena itself changes.  

 Typescripts of three books, Country Girl, Pictures and Early Words, and Big 

Words (which never published as books, but are available as digital files via the 

Mandeville Collections website) are drawn from notebooks written between late-1971 

and 1974. They complete the chronological chronicle of clairvoyance that begins with 

The Fast and reaches a culmination in Clairvoyant Journal, which was published by 

Angel Hair in 1978. During these years, the forms of the phenomena shift from ―feeling 

and seeing auras, to seeing pictures, and finally the slow development of seeing words 

which first appeared singly, the later in short phrases‖ (Pictures and Early Words 1).  

 Once the seen words begin, the form of her writing changes: in Pictures and 

Early Words, the narrative prose style of The Fast and Country Girl is interrupted by the 

seen words, which are shown in all capital letters and inserted directly into the line of 

text, or are formatted vertically or diagonally, composing the page into multiple ―lines‖ 

and diverting conventional methods of reading. In Big Words, this intensifies, so that 

blank space becomes part of the composition, and fewer segments of text exist in 

standard ―lines.‖ By 1974, Weiner arrives at what has been termed the ―clair-style‖: 

words she sees are typed in capital letters (these tend to be commands, directing her 

behaviors) or are underlined (these tend to comment on or critique her thoughts and 

feelings).
106

 Discussing her method in the LINEbreak interview with Charles Bernstein 

                                                 
106

 This description is already too clear, too simple: the formal experiment of Hannah‘s typescripts also 

involves the use of colored type, circular arrangements of letters to form words that are literally read 

around, and even outline-style typefaces, as her later electric typewriter allowed. These pages collaborate 
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many years later, she explains, ―Oh. [Sighs.] I don‘t know Charles. I bought a typewriter. 

And I looked at the words all over the place, and said you have three choices: caps, 

italics and regular type, and that settled it, that‘s all. The words settled down to three 

voices‖ (Bernstein and Weiner 150).  

 This exasperated, almost flippant, account belies the contents of many of the early 

notebooks. Before these typographically varied forms were found, the seen words and felt 

phenomena were not so well-behaved or amenable to her control. The contents of these 

typescripts, like that of The Fast, are drawn from the handwritten notebooks, but, as with 

The Fast, many pages‘ worth of journal entries are not included in these works. Once 

more, attention to what is omitted can reveal important evidence of Weiner‘s struggle 

with—rather than embrace or acceptance of, or even acquiescence to—the omnipresence 

of these seen and felt and heard forces.  

 Sometime in the first six months of 1972, Weiner titles three journals ―The Book 

of Exorcism‖, I, II and III. These notebooks, from a fairly early stage in the clairvoyance, 

detail her efforts to control this ability/gift, and even to reject it outright, through various 

negotiations and exercises of will. As such, these notebooks indicate Weiner‘s own 

uncertainty about the value of her perceptions, and show that she took up the status of 

―clairvoyant‖ (the mantle of madness?) only after her assiduous attempts to cast it off. 

 The Books of Exorcism are not written in the usual 7x8-inch speckle-covered 

composition notebooks; they are ledger books: pre-printed with vertical red lines at 

intervals across each page, and faint gray-green horizontal lines at every quarter-inch—

                                                                                                                                                 
with space, activating some of her earlier performance-based conceptual works, and anticipating some of 

the even more innovative poetic forms of her later writing. 
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columns and rows for keeping financial figures regarding expenditures and deposits, for 

―balancing the books.‖ This choice, however premeditated it may or may not have been, 

is apt—it helps to shape the contents of these journals, which try to take the inventory of 

the ―signals‖ she sees, in order to sort out their patterns and thereby wrest control of her 

life from them. 

 In the first of these notebooks, she writes, ―At 2:30 pm today I decided not to 

listen to any spirit advice for one week in order to make another attempt a different 

attempt to rid my self my aura of the negative the black & white the perverse 

disconnecting & destructive spirit around me‖ (MSS 504 Weiner, Box 4, Folder 3). 

Instead, she decides to use the I-Ching to authorize her decisions (although she admits 

that the spirits may just be controlling the ―chance‖ procedures, too). She explains, ―This 

method seem to be working better than just calling on demons to go, or calling them out 

to identify themselves & make known who sends what. I might even do a chart of zaps 

pics eyes, nose toes etc just to make statistics out of them but render them meaningless‖ 

(MSS Weiner 504, Box 4, Folder 3).   

 In the next notebook, she begins to do just that, using the ledger format to set up a 

table of where the ―zaps‖ occur on her body and on objects in her environment. But the 

table‘s cells are blank—this method must have been too tedious, too difficult, or too 

ineffective to complete. Nonetheless, the list of ―zap‖ locations itself itemizes and 

organizes the (pseudo)electric pulses she feels and sees, and again presents evidence that 

the hallucinations were physically painful, affecting each side of her body distinctly, from 
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her palm to her big toe, her nose to her ―stomach below naval [sic]‖ and ―stomach above 

naval [sic]‖ (MSS 504 Weiner, Box 4, Folder 4).  

 These efforts to ―make statistics‖ of the flashes and zaps in order to ―render them 

meaningless‖ are not her first attempt at fighting off the profusion of confusing signs. 

Weiner recalls a conversation with her chiropractor: 

 ―I have all these spirits one‘s no good overload information confusion he 

said get rid get rid of it tell it to go to go away I said I do I do for 2 months 

more morning & night well I sort of stopped don‘t say hekas hekas este 

bebeloi
107

 any more but I ask for divine guidance protection & get rid of 

etc but it hasn‘t worked so he stared to repeat repeat what he had said I 

started to cry I couldn‘t take any more no more no no I‘d rather he said ask 

for one guide only one only so I cried & cried & had some coffee I felt 

better made up my mind not to pay attention to any pictures or zaps for 1 

week. What mistake that I make can be worse than this horror confusion 

                                                 

107
 This phrase, translated roughly to mean ―be gone, be gone, ye profaners,‖ is part of a banishment ritual 

in the esoteric practice of Enochian Magic, ―a system of ceremonial magic based on the evocation and 

commanding of various spirits‖ (―Enochian magic‖). Enochian magic is based on the writings of Dr. John 

Dee (a noted 16
th

-century British mathematician, astronomer, navigator and astrologist who consulted for 

Queen Elizabeth I), and his collaborator, Sir Edward Kelly (a spirit-medium and alchemist who made 

frequent use of a crystal ball in his efforts at divination), who claimed that their information was delivered 

to them directly by various angels‖ (ibid). According to Wikipedia, ―Dee did not draw distinctions between 

his mathematical research and his investigations into Hermetic magic, angel summoning and divination. 

Instead he considered all of his activities to constitute different facets of the same quest: the search for a 

transcendent understanding of the divine forms which underlie the visible world‖ (―John Dee‖). 

 Hannah‘s incorporation of these lines into her own incantatory pleas for the ―spirits‖ to leave her 

is thus particularly interesting, both because it indicates the depth of her familiarity with esoteric discourses 

of spiritual communication and divine possession, but also because her own poet(h)ical quest might be 

accurately described as ―the search for a transcendent understanding of the divine forms which underlie the 

visible [and only-visible-to-her] world.‖ 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ceremonial_magic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forms
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beleaguered obsession. So the book may be boring but maybe it‘s what‘s 

keeping the spirit around‖ (MSS 504, Box 4, Folder 3). 

Through the Book[s] of Exorcism, the work of the spirits is entangled with her writing of 

―the book‖—she seems determined to interpret her experience as valuable, worth 

recording and sharing, at first claiming in the second Hell Book, ―I‘m confirmed and feel 

strong in writing about my adventure with the Universe‖ (Weiner MS, Box 1, Folder 2), 

but concluding 18 months later, ―The hell with being psychic if it means possession too 

much price to pay‖ (Weiner MS, Box 4, Folder 3). 

 The Book[s] of Exorcism cast the clairvoyance as possession, as being 

inhabited—even owned—by evil spirits, rather than (only) beneficent ones. Managing the 

signals becomes a matter of saving herself. In one particularly vivid passage, she writes,  

Last night I had a knock down drag out with spirits but what got most 

knocked about was me. I said I didn‘t want any more signals for a week, 

nothing & I kept getting these bad zaps so I started to hit myself on the 

places where the zaps were I was furious & angry & wondering if suicide 

were the answer maybe I could fight them better if I were on their own 

plane and after a few schemes for the disposition of my material wealth & 

the care & editing of the ms I decided to hang around & finish what is 

without doubt a story of struggle with the devil in one of his hand we have 

one to suit your purpose forms (MSS 504, Box 4, Folder 3). 

So she resolves once more: ―a choice between good an evil must be made here—[…] it‘s 

on this particular level I have to deal with good & evil, […] I have to learn how to 
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choose, to distinguish sort out, make clear, be clear. This makes the task, although in the 

same perspective, a little less burdensome. It doesn‘t seem so heavy or why me? It seems 

more like the next thing I have to do‖ (Weiner, MSS 504, Box 4, Folder 5). 

 This task—to distinguish, sort out, make clear, be clear about the meaning and 

value of the signals from the spirits—is simultaneously a moral and a semantic charge: it 

is an exercise in re-creating relationships between signals and signs, between means and 

message. In this way, the experiences of deciphering the clairvoyant codes are like the 

aftermath of trauma—where the structures of relation that create the meaning and value 

of self, others and world are shattered, and must be reconstructed by the survivor. 

Weiner‘s ―clairvoyance‖ is another way of seeing the world around her and within her—

it is an in(ter)vention, an interpretive approach that rends meaning out of chaos and pain. 

 Writing plays a central role in this invention, and in Weiner‘s decision to endure; 

like many survivors of extreme experience, she finds purpose in imagining her account 

will be valuable to others, and makes such literary service her reason for being. She 

writes about why suicide won‘t work: 

I mean I can‘t imagine anyone editing this with me up there sending 

flashes zaps blocking in words etc without both of us going absolutely 

bats. I wonder why I‘m not—by this time screamingly insane shouting 

take them away scream yelp sob. I‘m convinced the reason is somewhere 

between a writer will endure anything for good copy  and maybe I hope 

one of you out there will be saved some similar pains Go not & do 

likewise or how I managed with [illegible] more assorted spirits while 
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living my daily life. Put me among the how to or not books along with 

housekeeping. (MSS 504, Box 4, Folder 3) 

*** 

―Among the how to or not books,‖ Weiner‘s writing can teach readers something about 

consciousness, about instincts and synchronicity, about attention and the courage of 

inventing a method of right living (and of inventing a form of writing about real life). But 

it demands an extraordinary willingness from her readers—willingness to wade into and 

through the deluge of words, willingness to set aside the voyeuristic lure of viewing her 

weirdness, and finally, willingness to recognize the value of her perspective on the 

ambiguity of being ―mentally ill.‖ It demands a willingness to accept paradox, and to 

withstand undecidability. In the first Book of Exorcism, Weiner writes, ―My 

consciousness is changing I am becoming more aware of thoughts and words‖ (Weiner 

MS 504, Box 4, Folder 3). Deciphering the world of words changed Weiner‘s 

consciousness; reading and deciphering her writing, and becoming more aware of one‘s 

own thoughts and words, can change the consciousness of her reader. 

*** 

I arrived at the archive with, I suppose, the kit of a member of ‗official verse culture.‘ I‘d 

loved poetry—even just the shape of that word on the page—since adolescence. In high 

school, I wrote a research paper on Amy Lowell, a project that required a trip to the 

University of Minnesota‘s Wilson Library, because no public libraries in town carried 

any books of criticism about her. (My archive-love was begun, it seems now.) Lowell and 

I shared a name (which, at 16, I knew meant we were friends, somehow), and her poetics, 
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―Imagism,‖ echoed in the title of the high school literary magazine I co-edited: Images 

on the Wind. She was important to me, the first of many women poets who showed me 

that patterns matter, and that women can invent a poetics. 

 Overawed by the massiveness of a university library, I never came across the 

many mocking reviews of Lowell‘s work or critiques of her role in the poetry 

communities of early 20
th

-century New England. (I was, then too, without the right 

research method, but just as well.) Instead, I just read some biographies and wrote about 

what I found in the poems, Lowell‘s and later, plenty of others‘. I liked what I liked, often 

without knowing (explicitly, intellectually) why. Sometimes I craved how the words tasted 

when I said them to myself. Sometimes poems were treasure-boxes, full of curious 

phrases that caught the light like good jewelry. Sometimes they hummed to me and kept 

me company.  

 When I studied poems in college, I perpetrated every New Critical crime, 

elevating that visceral love by writing with a jigsaw-puzzler‘s myopia about neat little 

lyrics and occasional Yeatsean odes. Another research paper—this time on the obscure 

Eighteenth Century English poet who published all of her poems under the authorial 

initials ―L. E. L.‖ and remained anonymous until after her death—took me to another 

colossal library (this time I was REALLY in love): the New York Public Library, with its 

idyllic reading rooms and Lite-Bright style number board that would flash when patrons‘ 

requested tomes had been surfaced from the forbidden and unseen stacks. I spent a whole 

day with those non-circulating books, making notes and selecting the pages for precious, 
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professional photocopying. On the D train on the way home, late in the evening, I wrote 

urgently, losing most of the poem to the illegibility of my subway-jostled penmanship. 

 But in college, I wrote and wrote. I wrote poems—mostly neat little (post-

confessional, feminist) lyrics about loneliness. I wrote many, published some, and even 

read a few in public. Often I heard their beats before I had the words. Usually they came 

when I was walking, striding long stretches of West Broadway or St. Mark‘s Place. 

Poetry found me as I found my way, a Midwesterner in New York City (―So let us go 

then, you and I / When the evening is spread out against they sky‖). It befriended me, and 

made me feel alive. 

 But twelve years later, officially a ―PhD Candidate‖ with several years‘ 

experience studying poetry, I sat in the archive, bereft. I couldn‘t read Hannah‘s 

handwriting. I could hardly really read (understand) her writing, her ideas or intention 

in those verbal constructions, the odd accretions of expression.  I did not know how to 

read this experiment, this innovation—yes, I sensed its surface, and focused there 

differently than I usually did when reading poems, but often I experienced that surface as 

an obfuscation, as obscuration or obliteration—I felt shut out, unable to access 

meaning—or at least any meaning I knew how to recognize. In some ways, I first knew 

Hannah‘s work as nonsense. 

 I remember that I was embarrassed. I was ashamed, actually. I felt deflated, 

dejected. It was as if I needed a passcode to get in to her writing, to the purpose behind 

the poetics. My confidence in myself as a poetry scholar was dissipating like so much 

smoke. I felt lost, astray, a stray who had wandered far from her home in poetry. 
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 Was it low blood sugar? Did I need to eat? To stretch? Yes, yes and yes. So, on 

my third day at the archive, as I began to eat my lunch, sitting outside at a patio table in 

the ebullient California sunshine, two earnest young men, UCSD undergrads, 

approached me: after a pleasant enough exchange of hellos and chatter, they asked if 

they could sit with me and say a prayer for me. They were active in a Christian student 

group, they explained; this way their form of spiritual service. Instinctively, I balked, 

irritated by the intrusion, but when I opened my mouth to protest, no sound came. I 

nodded, and closed my eyes. They prayed for God to bless my hard work and to give me 

energy. They prayed that I might ―come to know God more deeply by studying poetry.‖ 

They offered thanks to God for ―all the things our minds can do.‖ When they finished, I 

thanked them—moved (despite myself) that strangers would say such things. As they 

walked away I saw in bold capital letters on the backs of their t-shirts: UCSD 

NAVIGATORS HELPING YOU FIND THE WAY THE HOPE THE LIGHT. 

 I couldn‘t help but smile, thinking surely Hannah, who made poems with naval 

signal code flags, would have loved it, right down to the all-capital lettering. 

 Later that day I finally saw it—the letter-shape I‘d been most unable to discern—

an ‗h‘? an ‗f‘? an ‗r‘?—was actually a ‗p‘—or at least sometimes it was a ‗p‘—there it 

was, and there, and there again—YES—so that I could see suddenly the letter and the 

word at once: there was ‗stops,‘ here was ‗keeping,‘ here was ‗says‘ not ‗sap‘—and so 

my sadness vanished—and there, with a prayer and a tap of my toe (marking the beat 

before I had the word), the rock already split open: a glittering void, a bowl of light—for 

a few days, I felt like I‘d learned to read all over again. 
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*** 

 

III. “it is good to read in Jung”: Scanning Hannah‟s Library for Alternatives to 

Psychopathology 

 Reading in the archived notebooks offers one way of answering the question, 

How did Weiner understand what was happening to her? But reading what she was 

reading offers another. Weiner was a voracious reader, and what she read indicates the 

fervor with which she dedicated herself to searching out ways of understanding her 

hallucinations that would make them mean something else besides ―mental illness.‖  

Reading around, ever-so-briefly, in the books that Weiner was reading flashes light on 

some of the ways she used reading as a decipherment tool, a key to cracking the 

elaborately coded seen phenomena, and to discovering the meaning of her experiences as 

a person who was bombarded with ―endless messages‖ from her split mind. Among the 

many titles she mentions in the early journals are The Tibetan Book of the Dead, The 

Diary of Anais Nin, Vol. III, Psychic and Life magazines, a book called The Other 

Reality, and the I-Ching.  

 Interesting connections might be made between any of these and Weiner‘s own 

writing, but for the sake of this argument, brief consideration of four textual sources in 

particular helps to display the crucial influence reading had on her writing and her way of 

interpreting her experience: the Whole Earth Catalog, the writings of Carl Jung, The 

Psychology of Consciousness by Robert E. Ornstein, and The Origin of Consciousness in 

the Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind by Julian Jaynes. 
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 In The Fast, Weiner mentions using pages torn from ―the Whole Earth Catalogue 

[sic]‖ to insulate herself from metal shelving brackets (26). This catalog, published twice 

yearly from 1968 to 1972 (and irregularly thereafter until 1998), was part directory, part 

New-Age encyclopedia, and part do-it-yourself manual. According to the Fall 1969 issue, 

the ―Function‖ of the catalog was to provide ―an evaluation and access device. With it, 

the user should know better what is worth getting and where and how to do the getting‖ 

(Wikipedia, ―Whole Earth Catalog‖). Its Purpose statement further explains,  

We are as gods and might as well get good at it. So far, remotely done 

power and glory—as via government, big business, formal education, 

church—has succeeded to the point where gross defects obscure actual 

gains. In response to this dilemma and to these gains a realm of personal 

power is developing—power of the individual to conduct his own 

education, find his own inspiration, shape his own environment, and share 

his adventure with whoever is interested. (ibid) 

This mini-manifesto could serve as an epigraph to The Fast, in which a highly 

idiosyncratic ―realm of personal power is developing‖ through the perception of colored 

energy fields, initiating a process in which Weiner ―conduct[s her] own education, find[s 

her] own inspiration, shape[s her] own environment,‖ and later ―share[s her] adventure 

with whoever is interested‖ by publishing a record of it. Her use of pages from this 

catalog as protection from metal thus suggests the ways that industrially manufactured 

worldviews cause her pain, and cast the fast as an attempt to ward off overpowering 

institutionalized discourses of knowledge.  
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 In notebook #14, from approximately June 1971, she finds another source of 

solace in anti-establishment views: she writes,  

It is good to read in Jung some corroboration & explication of spirit 

influence, for example in ‗The Phenomenology of the Spirit in Fairy 

Tales‘: ‗The archetype of spirit in the shape of a man, hobgoblin or animal 

always appears in a situation where insight, understanding, good advice, 

determination, planning, etc. are needed but cannot be mustered on one‘s 

own resources. The archetype compensates the state of spiritual deficiency 

by contents designed to fill the gap‘ (MSS Weiner 504, Box 2, Folder 8). 

 Carl Jung‘s theories of archetypal psychology and the collective unconscious 

pursue what were (and still are) renegade threads of psychiatry: these concepts seem to 

have informed Weiner‘s sense that the phenomena she felt and saw were various kinds of 

―precognition,‖ and/or moments of communication with her ―Higher Mind‖ or the 

―Universe‖ via symbolic representations of latent and inherited knowledge. These models 

not only would have supported the cogency of Weiner‘s interpretation, but might also 

have helped to diminish her sense of alienation by positing her experiences as 

transcendentally social, as interactions with what she later called ―silent teachers‖ and 

―unknown collaborators.‖  

 The presence of absent silent-but-noisy teachers continues throughout Weiner‘s 

life, although their forms change, and according to one theory of consciousness, the 

voices and visions that characterize schizophrenia are an expression of a natural, original 

form of human mindfulness. In 1978, Weiner‘s article on The Origins of Consciousness 
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in the Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind, by Julian Jaynes, appeared in the first issue of 

L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E. Jaynes‘s book, published in 1976, is a 400+ page thought-

experiment in which he argues that the hemispheric asymmetry of the human brain offers 

evidence of the evolutionary origins of consciousness: according to his theory, human 

consciousness emerged approximately 2,000 years B.C., before which time humans acted 

automatically, driven by powerfully real and present inner spirit-forces that ―told‖ us 

what to do. The ―bicameral mind‖ of these, our human ancestors, predates consciousness, 

because as Jaynes argues, ―consciousness‖ is a construct by which human beings can 

think of themselves as thinking selves, and can practice a kind of mental time- and place-

travel by imagining an ―Analog ‗I‘‖ whose activities he or she can then narratize via the 

metaphrand/metaphier dynamic that drives language—indeed, that is language in its most 

developed (human) form. As language generates this other kind of mind, the innate, 

nonverbal source of authorization falls silent; consciousness comes at a cost. 

 Schizophrenia, by Jaynes‘s model, is a vestige of this pre-consciousness; its 

perception of silent-but-noisy voices is a ―relapse‖ into the bicameral mind (404). 

According to Jaynes‘s theory, ―we could say that before the second millennium B.C., 

everyone was schizophrenic‖ (405). He explains, ―What we now call schizophrenia […] 

begins in human history as a relationship to the divine, and only around 400 B.C. comes 

to be regarded as the incapacitating illness we know today‖ (407). Jaynes details the ways 

that schizophrenia reverses the functional elements of consciousness, arguing that it is 

characterized by an ―erosion of the analog ‗I‘,‖ a ―dissolution of mind space,‖ a ―failure 

of narratization,‖ and (fascinatingly) ―body image boundary disturbance,‖ in which 
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patients who had frequent hallucinations were ―less successful in establishing ‗boundaries 

between the self and the world‘‖ than patients with fewer hallucinations
108

 (quoting 

Philips and Rabinovitch, 426). These arguments help to explain why Weiner was inclined 

to believe that her hallucinations were actual, valid communications with and from a 

divine source, and Jaynes‘s work would clearly have given her confidence in claiming 

clairvoyance as a kind of altered consciousness.  

 Her interest in the neuroscience of her illness/gift continues for several years: In a 

short poetics statement prepared for The Politics of Poetic Form some time in the early 

1980s, she mentions The Psychology of Consciousness by Robert Ornstein.  Ornstein‘s 

book, published in 1972, ―attempt[s] to reconcile two basic approaches to knowledge, the 

rational and the intuitive‖ (Ornstein jacket copy). His theory, like Jaynes‘s, investigates 

the ―bifunctional‖ human brain, analyzing differences between the right and left sides of 

the brain and their associated ways of processing information and making knowledge. 

Itself an exercise in bi-lateral thinking, Ornstein‘s book considers Western thought to be 

―analytic‖—dominated by the rational, linguistic, sequential and linear functions of the 

left hemisphere; and Eastern thought to be ―holistic‖—dominated by associational, 

nonlinear, intuitive, spatial, kinesthetic, and synthetic functions of the right hemisphere. 

By studying scientific theories of consciousness alongside ―esoteric‖ disciplines such as 

Zen Buddhism and transcendental Yoga, Ornstein tries to re-think ―what we know (and 

feel) about the psychology of consciousness‖ (ibid.).  

                                                 
108

 This particular claim is intriguing to me because it echoes exactly claims I have made in earlier chapters 

of this project about the ways that trauma dissolves distinctions between self and other, inside and outside, 

the extreme and the everyday. Following Jaynes‘s formulation then, schizophrenia is traumatic; but only 

because ―trauma‖ is based on a model of consciousness that assumes these boundaries. Jaynes‘s theory 

suggests that ―trauma‖ is traumatic because consciousness is traumatic. 
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 Weiner‘s interest in Ornstein‘s work, and in later studies of brainwaves and their 

associated levels of consciousness, directly informs her poetics: ―I think that disjunctive 

and non sequential writing can change states of consciousness, awakening the reader to 

reality, and thus to the need for political change‖ (MSS Mayer 420, Box 16, Folder 12). 

She supplements this claims with references to a New York Times article from March 11, 

1980, ―Signals Allow Scientists to Eavesdrop on Mind,‖ which discusses neurolinguistic 

responses to absurdity as measured by scientists who study the speed and amplitude of 

electro-magnetic brainwaves. In a letter from the mid-80s, she writes to Bernadette 

Mayer, ―Left and right hemisphere Ornstein hung up on me, I told you. Too bad I wanted 

to crash but didn‘t, find out if the theory still holds‖ (MSS Mayer 420, Box 16, Folder 

13).  

*** 

Concentration, finally, broke the code—focused, repeated, dogged concentration: 

Consciousness aimed. Well, that‘s only partly true. In some real way, the breakthrough 

must have registered subconsciously first—in my body—as I read. I heard the pattern of 

Weiner‘s words, a sort of staccato clacking made from the loose piling up of syntactic 

fragments, more like the rhythm of skipping than of walking, although to say I ―heard‖ it 

is already too overt. I felt it, it seemed, like a pulse, like my fingertips on her wrist—but 

feeling with my own senses the beat in her words. 

 This wasn‘t the first time that had happened, although it was the first time it 

happened like that. Once a few years earlier, during the summer I spent trying to teach 

myself scientific theories of trauma while I waited for the decree that would finalize my 
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divorce, I woke up, nights in a row, hearing the meter of a poem I knew I knew but 

couldn‘t remember. Iambs pulsed in the dark, but the harder I searched for the words 

that made that meter, the sooner silence would erase them. For weeks I woke tangled in 

the bedsheets, the muscles of my hands and back clenched as if I was clutching something 

with all my might. Finally one hot August morning it came: I heard the rhyme of 

―master‖ and ―disaster.‖ It took a few tries, opening and closing several poetry books, 

checking indexes and scanning titles, tasting faint salt on my fingertip as I turned filmy 

pages, until I found it—the poem I‘d been praying in my sleep was Elizabeth Bishop 

teaching me to let go: 

—Even losing you (the joking voice, a gesture  

I love) I shan't have lied.  It's evident  

the art of losing's not too hard to master  

though it may look like (Write it!) like disaster. 

 

Her command was precisely one I had not been able to follow. In the brief but chaotic 

time I was married, I didn‘t write one poem. Not one. I barely kept a journal. I had never 

not written, and yet for those 22 months, I did not write. It was disaster. But I did read, 

and reading gave me a chance to wear other women‘s words, to hear their voices in the 

vacuum where I couldn‘t hear my own.  

 It happened again in the archive: I found sound—the shapes and speeds and 

silent textures of feelings my body sensed (made sense of), and perceived with its own 

intelligences, before my mind did. And this somatic experience of reading Weiner‘s 

writing was all the more powerful because I did not have the critical/theoretical 

apparatus of explanation through which to see or comprehend it. I understood it 
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otherwise, in other ways. Unable to read her (hand)writing, or to make sense of her work 

with my mind, my senses resurrected a way of knowing that I had almost forgotten. 

*** 

 The journal that immediately follows the Hell Books is a 5x8 spiral-bound 

notebook titled ―Heaven Book.‖ Many of its pages recount her search for a new 

apartment, and inventory the personal items she has left behind at various friends‘ homes 

in the wake of the fast. Across the cover, Weiner has written ―Don‘t type,‖ and indeed, 

nothing of this notebook appears in the typescripts of the clairvoyant journals. Deep in its 

pages is a pair of drawings, one on each side of a single leaf of paper. The first drawing 

depicts a standing female figure: her breasts are indicated by a strong outline, and she 

wears a sizable Jewish-star-shaped pendant around her neck. Her legs are less 

discernable, either beneath the folds of a skirt or blending in to the series of wavy lines 

that come to a point between her hips. Her eyes are so heavily drawn that they appear 

almost like a masquerade mask, darkly black and blending in to the lines of her hair. A 

sort of two-winged cloud surrounds her upper body with undulating outlines; one 

contains a spiral shape in the middle, and a vague star shape hovers in the upper-right 

corner. Many of the lines converge at the crown of her head. A sort of sorceress, she fills 

the page with dynamism. 

 On the reverse is a small figure with an oversized head, pointed ears, and a single, 

enlarged eye in the center of its forehead. From the top of its head are two branched lines, 

like antenna, and a third line in the middle, which extends up and away, morphs into a 

sort of jagged pinwheel. Two of the jagged shapes swell to fill nearly half the page; one 
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has the face and wings of a dragon, and the other, even stranger, shape is spotted, with a 

face that includes a long snout with two dark nostrils and short, split ears. Next to the 

head of the small alien-like figure is a word-bubble, like in a cartoon: ―OH my Lord, I do 

seem to have broken out again‖.  

 Each drawing has been made using a Sharpie—the felt-tip marking pen with 

permanent, permeant ink. The paper is thin, and so each drawing bleeds through; it is 

impossible to see one without seeing the ghost of the other. They are inseparable 

apparitions, these two interpretations of what it means to Weiner to be psychic. 

*** 

 Let me try again—that‘s essentially what I‘d said when I sought funding to return 

to San Diego a second time: I‘d realized, a year further into this project‘s shape-taking, 

that I had not found what I thought I needed—Hannah‘s journals said too little about her 

experience as ―mentally ill‖—no, that‘s not right. She does, of course, say plenty about 

those experiences, but she presents them, more than (or instead of) reflecting about them. 

She just lives, and shows what living is like for her. I have since understood something 

about why.  

 But for a long time, I couldn‘t decide how to write about her ―trauma‖ as a 

mentally ill person; I couldn‘t decide how to see her. Those taped-closed pages in the 

early notebooks, together with the blinding absence of any substantive records regarding 

Hannah‘s medical care, had left me stymied. Where I had not found what I‘d sought in 

Hannah‘s papers, I thought surely I‘d find something more direct in the writings of her 

friends—of the people who would have known her as the condition took hold, and would 
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have had to interpret her behavior for themselves, negotiating her illness in their own 

ways in order to manage their friendship, and perhaps also Hannah‘s care.  

 So I went back, stubbornly determined to find what had eluded me the first time. I 

was grateful for the re-treat of the beautiful library, where I stopped on my way to the 

reading room to visit friends I‘d made among the art hanging on the walls. Initially, I 

picked up where I‘d left off at the end of my first try, and poured myself into while poring 

over the notebooks again—scouting for slimmest shards of narrative certainty, or for 

other kinds of indications (fingers pointing at the moon) of Hannah‘s account of herself 

existence as psychically sick. 

 Pages and pages, thousands again, and hours went by. It was an academic‘s 

irony: while my travel companions walked the sunny San Diego beach, I hunched over 

folders, sweater folded over my shoulders, insulated inside the climate-controlled special 

collections reading room, reading, absorbing silently—when I went outside for lunch the 

first day, the light was so bright I walked blindly, trying to breathe in the sun. 

 But by the end of the second day (of only four this time) in the archive, reading 

Hannah‘s letters to Bernadette Mayer had turned up virtually none of what I went 

looking for. My discouragement deepened. 

  In the days that had followed my first trip to the archive, I had written in my own 

journal:  

These days in Hannah‘s papers, such full, rich, complex, happy days—so 

full a week that it seemed much longer than 5 days. To write my own 

journal now feels like a way of honoring her, another writer, aware of a 
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literary project—though mine is research it is also my life, and she has 

clearly become a kind of ―silent teacher,‖ though maybe not in the way 

she means it, although maybe, yes. I sat in silent reverie? pure absorption 

those hours, absolutely unaware of time or anything but satisfaction, 

joy…Trying to trace or tap what her papers have to teach me, about her, 

about writing and the spirit, memory and compassion, the future and 

decision-making. Somehow, yes, about trauma, though I‘m not sure how… 

During the return trip, though, I wrote in my journal only once, and only a few terse 

lines: At the end of this second day, I had only fragments: ―Just trying to understand 

shapes. ‗Everything reminds me of everything.‘ –Maxine Hong Kingston. Next time I fly, 

bring coloring books. Not tired enough to sleep. Achy.‖ 

 The mood of this taciturn turn returned with me to the library the third day, and 

after another morning of fumbling, feeling the pressure of dwindling time to make my big 

discovery, I got up, listless, more than a little fog-headed, and I went again into the 

glaring sheer of sunlight, headed for the cafeteria by way of the bookstore. Somewhere 

between forlorn and petulant, I decided to waste some time browsing. Quickly I found 

myself in the clearance section. I remember that I felt physically heavy with sadness—like 

I was wearing an x-ray apron beneath my clothes. I‘m sure I was moving slowly, hoping 

to avoid jolting, energetic gestures because I knew sudden movements would well the 

tears I was determined—semi-consciously—to keep from forming. I focused on breathing. 

(Panic was nearby.) I faced the wall, looking at spines on high shelves. 
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 I didn‘t mean to, but I prayed. To Hannah. Clearly and suddenly I heard my own 

internal voice in my head: ‗Please help. Please help me find something. Please help me 

find something that will help me write about you. Please help me find something 

important to say.‘ I continued scanning titles. Moments passed. I picked out a few, 

glanced at their covers, put them back. A navy and mint strip stopped my eye: in white 

letters against the dark background (impossible not to think of stars in a night sky)—A 

Mind Apart. I pulled it from the shelf and read the subtitle: Travels in a Neurodiverse 

World—and it was all I could do to stifle a burst of laughter. It was exactly Hannah‘s 

sense of humor, to send so direct a ‗sign‘—to mock my maudlin desperation just a little—

to give me what I‘d asked for—exactly because it would help me write about her. Even 

without yet reading it, I knew it would help me see what I‘d been missing. 

 *** 

“This is a book about different kinds of minds”: Neurodiversity and the Gift of 

Mental Illness 

 Susanna Antonetta is a poet, a memoirist, a creative writing teacher, a wife and 

mother, and a person living with ―manic-depressive disorder.‖  A Mind Apart is unusual 

kind of memoir: it swerves unpredictably from whale-watching to the court trial of a 

teenaged sociopath, from St. Augustine‘s confessions to Internet message boards 

populated by people with autism, from an adoptive mother‘s guilt to the Minnesota State 

Fair‘s Princess Kay butter-bust. It is, by her husband‘s account, ―a bipolar book‖ (12), 

and when she asks him to explain, ―He says, alinear, associational: I always have many 

things happening in my mind at once‖ (13). 
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 Antonetta attributes one of the major events of her adult life to finding, in her 

middle age, ―people I can talk to. Really talk‖ (1). Among these friends are a 

primatologist with Asperger‘s, and a biker with multiple personalities (many of them 

female children) living in an adult male body. The affiliation they share, in Antonetta‘s 

estimation, is that they are ―neuroatypicals.‖ She explains, ―When I first came across the 

concept of neurodiversity, I felt a thrill of recognition: I found the term in a quote from 

autistic Temple Grandin, used to mean people hardwired to think differently from the 

norm‖ (1).  Later, she finds the term again, in an article in which ―borrows the language 

of autism literature‖ and offers ―diagnostic criteria like ‗Neurotypical syndrome is a 

neurobiological disorder characterized by preoccupation with social concerns, delusions 

of superiority, and obsession with conformity‘‖ (4). In this formulation, of course, the 

paradigm of mental illness is turned inside out: the pathology is to be an ―NT‖—someone 

whose mind is wired to privilege linearity, direct causality, logic, and verbal explication. 

 Antonetta comes upon the concept of neurodiversity only after decades of living 

with her own atypical ways of thinking and feeling and behaving. She traces her struggles 

by retrieving passages from journals she wrote as a teenager, and by ―going back to 

something I‘m not at all sure about, a dim memory, not much different from a dream. At 

fifteen my parents took me to a psychiatrist who declared me schizophrenic and told them 

they couldn‘t expect anything from me except maybe a lifetime of institutions‖ (34). 

Instead, she plunges into addiction to psychedelic and narcotic drugs, dates a man who 

cuts off another man‘s hand without warning, and tries ―suicide in between bouts of 

partying and weird flamboyance‖ marked by grandiosity both sartorial and egotistical 
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(74), until she is properly (in her own appraisal) diagnosed as manic-depressive in her 

late twenties.  

 Even in her present state, one in which medication helps to stabilize her 

psychological function, she experiences episodes in which she cannot read. She has 

―word aversions‖ and ―word infatuations‖: she tries to read, but ―the words slid off the 

page or stuck, gnarls in a river‖ (2). Some words she cannot think about or type ―unless 

in [her] mind [she] scramble[s] them,‖ (2), and other words, one she loves, she has to 

―slow and caress them‖ with her eye on the page. (Of course! Hannah‘s fast is an episode 

of color aversions and color infatuations, of being unable to read past or read through 

hue.) She explains, ―I have bipolar disorder and have to tolerate lots of odd, unruly things 

happening in my head‖ (3). Among these things are ever-present synesthesia for words, 

so that some give her physical pain and others ―balm the ache‖ of the ones that grate. 

When a manic phase comes on, she ―can feel her brain within [her] skull sometimes, the 

way you feel your heart thudding in your chest, as if it‘s trying to evolve into something 

else, or perhaps has been filled with pins‖ (74). 

  But, she explains, ―Minds, in my experience, are messy, loud places‖ (74) in 

which consciousness can speak more than one ―language‖—and not just one that is the 

language of the ―sane‖ and another of the ―crazy.‖ Neuroatypicality is, Antonetta 

concedes, challenging—and she acknowledges that for some neuroatypical people, their 

minds‘ languages make ―life as most people would define it—with things like autonomy 

and connection—impossible‖ (8). But for those who lives are not so severely affected, 

―things regarded as pathologies come with tremendous abilities‖ (8), and those abilities 
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are not simply the source of technological innovation and artistic accomplishment (which 

they are: Antonetta refers to bipolar disorder as ―Van Gogh‘s disease,‖ and lists 

Wittgenstein, Warhol and mathematician Alan Turing among the famous people who are 

believed to have been autistic).  

 Antonetta builds, across the span of the book‘s many divergences, an argument 

that parallels neurodiversity with biodiversity, arguing that mental illness (or 

neuroatypicality) serves a crucial evolutionary purpose: it keeps the intellectual patterns 

of Homo sapiens sapiens from becoming so genetically overselected that human beings 

will be unable to adapt (cognitively or physically) to the environmental challenges of 

future millennia. Disturbed by the possibility that looming ―advances‖ in gene-selection 

might eradicate her kind of mind (and others), Antonetta suggests that the kinds of 

alinear, associational, bifurcated and independent ways of thinking that characterize 

neuroatypicality persist (and in many cases are on the increase) because they are needed, 

because—if we are willing to think about them in other ways—they can teach the world 

something about how to survive.  

 If, Antonetta knows, is the operative word. She knows that given a choice, parents 

would not choose to have a neuroatypical child. She finds one person who posts to an 

online discussion board: ― ‗Mental illness understood is truly a way to happiness‘‖ (89), 

though she finds others who know it as a curse. She writes, ―I want to believe there is 

value in this‖ (89), but she knows that much of the world considers people like her 

―freaks‖ whose aberrant brains make them something other than fully human. She knows 
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that in a different century, she would have been among the hysterics put on display, or 

chained to her bed in the attic. 

 Instead, she finds the right medication, and—just as important—she finds 

alternative models for being part of the world without having to be ―typical.‖ She writes: 

I kept my earliest diary at the age of eleven, in 1968. It was the year after 

the Summer of Love, when my father would sometimes entertain us by 

taking us for a drive to Greenwich Village in New York—we lived about 

ten or fifteen miles away in urban New Jersey—to ―see the hippies.‖ We 

drove around and around, gawking at them as if they were in a zoo, at all 

the things that seemed bizarre and otherworldly enough to make them a 

destination point: scruffy bell-bottoms, beads and peace sign necklaces, 

long hair, and the rare and exotic sighting of armpit hair on young, 

nonimmigrant women‖ (78). 

The midcentury American incarnation (in-car nation) of bourgeois Parisian voyeurs, 

Antonetta‘s family viewed another kind of freakdom—one that flouted post-War 

conventions of conformity to invent its own version of community. (The timing is right—

it isn‘t hard to imagine that on one of these tours, she might have seen Hannah walking 

through the Village on her way from her apartment on West 26
th

 St.) As an adult, she 

found her own ―tribe‖--among them the neo-hippies dancing to whale songs on the shores 

of Bellingham Bay; the woman in the grocery store who stops her in the spice aisle: ―I‘m 

looking, she says, for people who believe eating healthy food allows God to come into 

your brain‖ (in notebook #14, Hannah writes: ―packaged food is purple‖); and a brother-
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in-law who ―radiates happiness,‖ living as a ―commune,‖ as a ―many-head,‖ as multiple 

personalities ―sewn into a single skin‖ (176).  

 Antonetta‘s book, and the theories of neurodiversity on which it riffs, offer 

alternative paradigms for interpreting mental illness: it does not deny that mental illness 

is a real expression of atypical mental functioning, or that living with mental illness can 

be tremendously difficult. It does not argue that mental illness is ―merely‖ the invention 

of misogynistic psychiatric approaches to deviant behavior, although it acknowledges 

that neuroatypical people may lead lives that are, to one degree or another, deviant, and 

that gender is a site for developing deviancy. It does not regard mental illness as needing 

to be cured, although it welcomes interventions (pharmacological and otherwise) that 

―respect the mental processes of the individual, [and] think in terms of helping to get the 

gifts to emerge while the challenges become as manageable as they can‖ (9). 

―Neurodiversity‖ displaces psychopathology, offering a model by which ―other kinds of 

minds‖ can be not just tolerated, but valued for the ways they process information and 

create knowledge by innovating existing forms—and sometimes by inventing new ones.   

 *** 

 Coming to terms with Hannah‘s claims of clairvoyance poses critics with a 

paradox: to accept her way of ―seeing‖ things requires a kind of suspended disbelief. It 

requires a reader to treat as true the incredible, and to trust in the presence of the 

invisible. It is an act of faith, to accept Weiner‘s way of experiencing the world, and to 

validate it with sincere scholarship. It demands that we don‘t ―just think she is crazy‖—

but it also requires a serious consideration of the role of mental illness in her life as an 
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artist, exactly because her kind of consciousness is the medium through which her poetics 

emerges. The concept of ―neurodiversity‖ can shift our perspective on Weiner‘s 

experiences as a person whose split mind allows us to better understand some of our 

human limitations. It offers a way of understanding the challenges and the gifts of 

Weiner‘s condition as simultaneous, extricable from each other.  

 Extended to the realm of traumatization more generally, ―neurodiversity‖ might 

provide a similar re-vision: perhaps traumatized ways of being in the world are not 

―pathological,‖ but are ―neuroatypical‖—difficult and noisy, intrusive and exhausting, 

sometimes dangerous and sometimes wise. If trauma shatters usual relationships between 

past and present, between inside and outside, between self and world, self and others, self 

and self, rendering the world unreadable, indecipherable—maybe it also generates ways 

of being in the world that can—with difficulty, with pain, as staggering acts of courage—

inform new knowledge of what it means to be human. 

 *** 

Poetry‟s Swoon: Coming to My Senses After the Archive 

 It took me years to get her—no, to get here. 

 Eventually I came to find (to feel, to see) that shattering (or at least splitting) 

syntactic relationship is Weiner‘s core technique and poetic objective—not simply a 

product of a disordered (although disorderly) mind. Eventually I stopped minding that I 

couldn‘t comprehend her writing by the usual methods, because I relished knowing her 

and her work in my own associational, nonverbal ways. 
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 Eventually I found the letter from Weiner to Bernadette Mayer in which Weiner 

makes explicit the synthesis of her poetics with her claims of clairvoyance—the assertion 

that she uses ―disjunctive and non sequential writing‖ to ―change states of consciousness, 

awakening the reader to reality, and thus to the need for political change.‖ Eventually I 

could place that project in its historical context, and see her methods as consistent with 

other deliberately inconsistent modes of poetry. 

 Eventually, I found Ron Silliman‘s claim that ―The very function of clairvoyance 

in the work of Hannah Weiner is an assault on the homogeneity, the continuity of the 

ego‖ (Weiner, Hannah Weiner‘s Open House 131)—and felt my own shock of 

recognition, thrumming with the resonance between this claim and the ideas of Julian 

Jaynes. Eventually I saw that the question of Weiner‘s illness/clairvoyance was already 

unanswerable, because it assumed precisely the paradigmatic dyad her work dissolves. 

  Eventually, I read Charles Bernstein‘s ―Klupzy Girl,‖ which taught me that 

―Poetry is like a swoon / with this exception: / it brings you to your senses‖ (Bernstein 

78), and I began to understand that I wasn‘t supposed to understand Weiner‘s writing—

not by my more conventional manner of understanding, anyway—because Weiner‘s 

work wanted to ―wake / [me] from the hypnosis of absorption‖ (Bernstein 54). 

Eventually, I found some of the critical apparatus that allowed me to comprehend why I 

found Weiner‘s work so confusing—and why that was exactly the point. 

 I am grateful for these perspectives, Weiner‘s and her poet-friends‘. But I am also 

grateful that I didn‘t find them until after I‘d had my own encounter with her archive, and 

found my own way into her writing, my own way of sensing its means-as-meaning. I 
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might not have recognized their insights, or been able to ascertain their importance, if I 

had not first lost myself in reading her handwriting, and it the difficult work of 

deciphering what she wanted me to know. 

 I found, true to Foucault, through the ―madness‖ of Weiner‘s writing and my 

reading of it, ―a work of art that opens a void, a moment of silence, a question about 

reconciliation‖ where I was forced to question myself. Eventually, I could look back at 

what I‘d seen in the archive and recognize it for what it was and wasn‘t—and accept the 

simultaneity of these. Eventually, I did find evidence of something like trauma, and I did 

find proof that she was ―mentally ill,‖ if I chose to see it that way. But I also found the 

fault in that formulation, and learned to heed Forché‘s caution against believing too 

rigorously in the figures of Weiner‘s traumatization. And eventually I saw that Weiner‘s 

kind of mind could open and expand mine.  

*** 

 I wish I could tell you that I‘ve started writing poems again, but I haven‘t—unless 

I decide to deem this dissertation a new kind of poem. What did happen was that poetry 

started to find me again, or I started to see it where it had always been. 

 Strange coincidences started showing up, the world‘s way of rhyming. Everything 

(just as Maxine Hong Kingston told me it would) started to remind me of everything. One 

such thread: The evening after I first encountered the ephemera of Hannah‘s work with 

the International Code of Signals, the man next to me at dinner wore a belt decorated 

with a pattern of the naval code flags. After dinner, actual code flags fluttered from the 

riggings of boats docked in the San Diego harbor (I wondered what poem they made). 
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Weeks after that trip, I was cleaning out my own kind of archive, sorting through journals 

and artworks and folders of projects I‘d saved from kindergarten on, when I found a 

coloring worksheet and startled with the vivid, visceral memory of how much I‘d loved 

filling it in: using colored felt-tip markers that squeaked across the surface of the 

mimeographed sheet, I had lovingly made a chart of 15 signal flags. (I felt Hannah 

waving at me.) 

*** 

 Hannah‘s writing worked on me: because I didn‘t understand her writing, and 

never entirely will, I‘ve come to understand something about it, and in the process, to 

understand something about poetry and trauma, mental illness and feminism, courage 

and faith, and about the ways that I make meaning of what I see and what I read. And yet, 

there remains, as Charles Bernstein told me there would, ―an unbridgeable lacuna 

between‖ my ―explication of a reading,‖ and my ―actual reading.‖ 

 The lacuna is love: Simply, in the archive, I fell and felt in love. With what, it is 

hard to say—with the way I lost and found myself in the hours of puzzling over her 

things; with the intimate thrill of touching what she had touched; with the woman who 

liked to switch colors of ink pen to match her mood, like I‘ve always done, the woman 

who could write so much about her clothes and about shopping, like I continue to do; 

with the artist who worked with codes and colors and shapes and words all, a medium of 

media, but who struggled to belong to one community or another, always seeking 

validation for her work; with the bohemian who lived in my favorite New York 
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neighborhood, whose apartment I may even have walked past during her last, difficult 

years of being alive.  

 Hannah became my friend. That‘s the simplest way I can say it. She made me 

laugh, she gave me advice, she taught me to see things—things that were right in front of 

me, serendipitous signs, messages that helped me realize I was not alone, am not alone. 

She gave me back a part of myself I‘d lost, or thought I‘d forgotten.  

 Studying Hannah Weiner‘s work has changed my mind. 

 

___________________________________ 

Postscript:  

“I‟m OK until the city decides to sell the Cooper Square Buildings”: Life and Death 

in New York City  

 Weiner was and wasn‘t a ―crazy hippie‖ – her way of being was imbued with the 

zeitgeist of the late 60s and early 70s, and much of how she was able to understand 

herself as a poet and a person who saw words was conditioned by the countercultural 

communities in which she circulated. But by the 1980s, Weiner‘s spirits, and the spirit of 

her time, began to dissipate: New York‘s downtown scene had become increasingly 

dangerous, artists‘ lofts were being lost to redevelopment, AIDS had begun to turn ―free 

love‖ deadly, and drug culture trafficked in the sociopathy of crack cocaine, rather than 

the peace-waging of LSD. According to Eileen Myles, ―When Hannah went through 

menopause, the words stopped. She was deeply depressed over that, abandoned even‖ 

(94). And the words were not the only thing she might have felt had abandoned her: 

during the 80s and 90s, many of her artist friends achieved international fame and some 
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became quite rich; many of her writer friends became increasingly ―established‖ through 

publications, readings, and teaching jobs, and some these friends moved out of ever-

more-expensive New York, drawn to the (relative) stability of salaried work or the respite 

of physical and geographic space.  

 Although Weiner was often highly social—she writes in June 1971 ―I don‘t 

believe in isolation or any old fashioned eastern tradition of hermetic existence‖ (MSS 

Weiner 504, Box 2, Folder 8), she was also prone to protracted periods of reclusion. 

Aggravating these episodes were ongoing struggles with life in the city—from bedbug 

infestations to broken radiators, from awkward room proportions and passé flooring to 

concerns over her safety in (dis)integrating neighborhoods, and from the dangers of 

dodging traffic to the threat of being evicted, Weiner was seldom at rest in her home. In 

the 70s, she often went to the country, to attend yoga retreats and also to ―get [her]self 

physically well, to reach deeper into [her]self‖ (ibid.), but these were temporary escapes. 

And, as Ron Silliman recalls, ―In the mid-80s, Hannah came to California and stayed 

with Krishna and I in San Francisco. […] It was her first trip west and we were prepared 

to show her all the sights, but she had no interest whatever in going outside once she was 

at our house. […] Afterwards, I realized that I‘d learned in an unspoken way just how 

disorienting and even frightening the external world had become for her‖ (―Hannah 

Weiner (1928-1997): An Online Tribute‖).  

 In a letter to Bernadette Mayer, Weiner seems to be at a breaking point: the letter, 

which is undated but appears to be from some time in the 80s, when Mayer was in charge 

of booking poetry readings at the Poetry Project at St. Mark‘s Church, Weiner rants 
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through 8 pages (two handwritten index cards and 6 typed ones), begging for a good gig. 

At times her pleas become desperate and manipulative: she writes, ―i almost jumped off 

my mothers roof for godsake—just for lack of friends and i cant even talk to you long 

enough to get all of this out like why did i ever write before anyway. im not going to 

wander around silent wondering who is listening to it or who is training who or is my life 

really working [sic]‖ (MSS Mayer 420, Box 16, Folder 12). This report is all the more 

ominous because she begins and ends the letter with references to ―Alex,‖ who has 

―killed himself because he couldn‘t get through awakening people as was his 

dedication—I feel the same politically with the poetry readings‖ (ibid.). 

 Yet, another letter to Bernadette (from 1985 or 86, based on a reference in it to the 

recent publication of Mayer‘s Mutual Aid) is completely different—in fact, it is so 

different that I doubted it was archived correctly: the handwriting resembles no other 

written record attributed to Weiner in all of her papers. The script is anchored firmly, 

neatly, perfectly in line with the lines of the loose-leaf paper; the tidy strings of 

graphemes are modulated and even. The letter is formatted formally, opening with the 

date and a proper salutation (―Dear Bernadette,‖), indenting the beginning of each 

paragraph, and closing with a conventional sign-off (―Love,‖), and her signed first name. 

The content of the letter is itself so chatty and well-mannered it seems implausibly 

strange, alien to the person whose writing was so often and so deeply dedicated to 

disjunction and disruption and disarray. 

 Ron Silliman explains that ―When Hannah was on her meds, she could be 

remarkably matter of fact about her own situation, but often she was not on her meds‖ 
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(―Hannah Weiner (1928-1997): An Online Tribute‖). After spending hours and hours 

with Weiner‘s handwriting, my innate sense of this radically weird/oddly normal letter 

and the incongruous version of Weiner it portrays is that something with her ―meds‖ must 

have changed—I‘m inclined to say that the letter looks overmedicated. Yet the disturbing 

normalcy of the letter ravels somewhat when Weiner writes, ―How can a landlord sue to 

get rid of you? Fortunately I‘m OK until the city decides to sell the Cooper Square 

Buildings‖ (MSS Mayer 420, Box 16, Folder 12). For a single woman living on disability 

income in a rent-stabilized New York City apartment in the late 80s, a certain kind of 

security had an expiration date. 

 In 1997, Hannah Weiner died in her apartment on East 12
th, 

just north of Cooper 

Square (―Hannah Weiner (1928-1997) An Online Tribute‖). Although she continued to 

write and to have her writing published (with difficulty) until her death, her condition 

must have remained very difficult to manage: Charles Bernstein indicates that ―her last 

few years [alive] weren‘t easy‖ (ibid.), and Charles Alexander mentions that a few 

months before her death, she wrote to him that ―New York was getting more difficult, 

wondering what it was like to live in Arizona, whether she should move here‖ (ibid.). 

Silliman, too, does not mince words:  

When in the 60s, psychiatry in this country moved literally millions of 

people out of institutions and into communities, there was an assumption 

[…] that local governments would set up the resources to support them. I 

know from my experience [with programs that provided such support] it‘s 

not that difficult. […] I often felt that Hannah would have benefitted 
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greatly from [a program like this]. Now I wonder if she might not still be 

alive if it had existed for her. It‘s not a fun thought. (ibid.)   

*** 

Deep in the archive of Hannah‘s papers is a photograph, taken by Robert Rosen, of seven 

people standing in a row on a ledge, water and warehouses in the background. The sky is 

blank, and the wind is up: waves ruffle the slip of water between piers, and strands of 

hair on each head but one are standing straight up or wrapping around their faces. They 

are all turned to face out to the open water; the shot captures the row of them in profile. 

They are all wearing coats, most have their hands buried in their pockets, nearly all seem 

to have set their jaws. Four men and three women in a black-and-white image: among 

them are Barrett Watten, Bernadette Mayer, Vito Acconci, Anne Waldman, and Hannah. 

Anne Waldman wears a long scarf around her head, tied chicly to the side. Bernadette 

Mayer‘s hair reaches past her waist. Barrett Watten‘s sideburns stop just short of his 

jawbone. Bell-bottoms abound. Hannah stands at the front of the line, wearing a tiger-

striped faux-fur coat, and a hat with a built-in scarf that covers her ears and ties beneath 

her chin. (Ever fashionable, she also is likely the warmest.) The photo, an 8x10 

enlargement, is not dated, and is in rough condition. But it has survived: over the years, 

Hannah threw away bags full of her notebooks, drawings, and manuscripts—yet this 

photo she kept. In it, her eyes are closed, and she is the only one who is smiling. 
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